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Introduction 

To the student 

This book will help you learn more than 2,000 words and phrases, and you can use it 
without a teacher. There are 100 units in the book. You can study them in any order, but 
the first four units have information about vocabulary that will help you with your learning. 

Here is what the pages look 

The left-hand page presents 
the new vocabulary. 

New vocabulary is in bold. 
--·----
........ 

. _ _,_ 

t-.. -.. ........... n.� ......... -·.-.-.....-
.,......., .. ______ ...... .--.-"* ......... _ 
.._. __ ................ .,. ...... ..

:::::::-
...., __ _ 

. _ ... _. __ .. 
-�-

Pictures and 
diagrams show 
the meaning of 
some words. 

Example 
sentences help 
you to understand 
new words. 

_______ 
1-(xerrisrs 

The right-hand ::;::=:::::: -----..... -There is space for you
page practises the :�S:.··:t:::::.;:."=::..::----- to write your answers. 
new vocabulary. 

There is an example in 
each exercise to help you. 

,n._ ..... _.,._.,..,...._ ... ,_ -
. ....,.. __ _ 
·--... -·-----·-
. ,_..._ _____ ..... ____
. •,-,.---�----..... �-....... _, ___ _ 

.... ___ .,._ ................. _ 
·------

·;:::--· ... --:
•"-"---- __. .. __ ,, ... ____ .,._, ..

,._ _____ _ 
...... .....,_..__ .. 

... �---
.. _...,,..__ �------

_ .. __ ...... ._. .... __ 
---··--

:r-.. -
. 
.... 

Over to you is a 
chance for you to 
use the new words 
to write about 
yourself, your life 
and your country. 

After you do the exercises, you can check your answers in the Answer key at the back of 
the book. You will also find possible answers for most of the Over to you exercises. 

The Index at the back of the book has all the new words and phrases from the units, with 
a phonemic transcription to help you with pronunciation. If you have the edition with the 
CD-ROM, you can listen to the pronunciation of all the new vocabulary, and there are 
more practice exercises as well. See pp 263-4 for more information about the CD-ROM.

There is another book that gives you further practice of all the vocabulary in this book. It is 
called Test your English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate. 
After you finish this book, you can go on to study English Vocabulary in Use 
Upper-intermediate, and then English Vocabulary in Use Advanced. 

It is a good idea to have a dictionary when you use the book. Sometimes you may want a 
bilingual dictionary, so you can find a translation; sometimes the book asks you to use an 
English dictionary for an exercise. You also need a notebook when you are studying. The 
study units 1-4 in this book will give you ideas and information to help you to use your 
notebook and become a better learner. I hope you enjoy using this book. 
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To the teacher 

This book can be used in class or for self-study. It is intended for learners at the upper A2 

level and Bl level on the Council of Europe scale, and teaches more than 2,000 words 
and phrases. The vocabulary is organised around common everyday topics, but also 
contains units on different aspects of language such as phrasal verbs, uncountable nouns 
and link words and phrases. These units provide key information about lexis, but also 
help to ensure that learners are exposed to the most important vocahulary for their level. 
The first four units are dedicated to aspects of vocabulary learning such as record keeping 
and dictionary use. The book has been written so that units can be studied in any order, 
but I recommend you look at these four study units first, as they provide learners with 
important advice about vocabulary learning in general. 

Throughout the book, vocabulary items have been chosen for their usefulness in a wide 
range of everyday situations, and this task has been made easier by having access to 
the English Profile (EP). Forming part of a large research programme sponsored by the 
Council of Europe, the EP helps teachers and students identify the words or phrases that 
a learner can be expected to know at each level of the Common European Framework. 
The words and phrases have been selected using the Cambridge Learner Corpus, 
examination wordlists and classroom materials, and in this book the main focus is on 

words and phrases at the upper end of the A2 level and across the Bl level. 

Much of the new vocabulary (on average about 25 items per unit) is presented through 
different types of text, and then explained immediately after the item appears, or in 
a separate glossary below the text; some words are presented in tables or lists, and 
contextualised in sentence examples; some of the new vocabulary is presented in pictures 
and diagrams. 

The new vocabulary is then practised on the right-hand pages through a wide range of 
exercise types. These pages generally progress from easier to more difficult exercises, with 
items often tested receptively first, e.g. through a matching or grouping exercise, before 
moving on to more challenging productive exercises such as gap-fill texts or sentence 
transformations. In many units, the final exercise is called Over to you. This indicates 
a personalised exercise, in which learners have an opportunity to use some of the new 
vocabulary to talk about themselves, their lives and their country, and sometimes to 

express their own personal opinions. These make ideal classroom speaking activities for 
pairs or groups, but many of the exercises on the right-hand page can be adapted for 
speaking practice. For example, where there are short question and answer dialogues, 
students can first read the dialogues out loud, then one student can ask the questions, 
and their partner has to respond appropriately using target vocabulary from the unit, but 
without referring to the book. 

There is a comprehensive Answer key at the back of the book, as well as an Index of 
all the vocabulary taught with a phonemic pronunciation guide and a unit reference to 
where each item appears. 

Alongside this book, you can also use Test Your Vocabulary in Use Intermediate. This 
accompanying book provides tests on all the vocabulary from English Vocabulary in Use 
Intermediate, and is an ideal way for you to revise the vocabulary with your students. After 
that, they will be ready to go on to English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate by 
Michael McCarthy and Felicity O'Dell. 

Find more resources for teachers at www.cambridge.org/elt/inuse 

I hope you enjoy using this new edition. 
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Newspapers and television 

- Newspapers
Most papers f newspapers] are daily, which means that
they come out [appear in shops; syn are publishedJ every
day. Some are national [for the whole country], others are
regional [for a part of the country]. Some newspapers are
published online; these are called e-papers. You can also
get mobile editions [you read a newspaper on your phone].
Magazines are usually weekly or monthly.

- Contents of* newspapers
Reports [pieces of writing about news items, written by
reporters/journalists, e.g. a report in The Times on/about
a crime]
Articles (pieces of writing about an important subject, e.g. an article on/about drugs]
Headlines [titles written in large letters above reports/articles, e.g. GovERNMEITT LOSES VOTE]

Reviews [pieces of writing giving an opinion, e.g. a review of a new book]
Advertisements or adverts [words and pictures about a product, to make people buy it, e.g. an
advert for shampoo]

*information in

- Television
If you broadcast something, you send it out on TV, radio or the Internet. There are now
many broadcasting companies and many programmes. People watch:

• the news [information about world events]
• the weather forecast [a description of what the weather will be like in the next few days]
• documentaries [programmes that give facts about real situations and real people]
• chat shows [programmes where famous people are asked questions about themselves]
• a series [a number of programmes that have the same characters or deal with the same subject]
• soap operas [a regular series of programmes, often two or three times a week, about a group of

characters who live in the same area]
• reality TV shows [programmes which follow ordinary people or celebrities [famous people]

through a number of situations or challenges. Well-known [famous! examples include: Pop Idol,

The X Factor and Strictly Come Dancing].

La��� kt,(p
We usually use channel to talk about television broadcasting, e.g. The news is on Channel 4; and
station to talk about radio broadcasting, e.g. A: What station are you listening_to? 8: Radio 1 - it's
mostly pop music.

- Media reporting*

108 

Many newspapers also have online forums where people
can leave messages and discuss topics. News is also
reported online through podcasts [a radio programme that you
download from the Internet and play on your computer or MP3
player], e.g. Have you heard the latest business podcast on the CNN website?

When we refer to something that someone has said or written, we do it in these ways:
It said in The Times that the plane crashed in the sea.
According to the news on TV last night, the plane crashed in the sea.

,:- reporting in newspapers, on TV or the Internet

English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 



Exercises 

51 . 1 Tick ( ¥") the words which describe a type of TV programme. 
the news ¥" 
chat show 

documentary headline soap opera 
review article sen es 

51.2 Complete the dialogues. 
1 A: Have you heard of 'Radio Five Live'? 

B: Yes, it's a very popular .. ��.�!?.� ....................... . 
2 A: Is the. magazine published every day? 

B: No, it ........................................ monthly. 
3 A: ls it a national paper? 

B: No, it's a ........................................ paper for the south-west. 
4 A: Can we watch the news now? 

B: Yes, it's on ........................................ Four. 
5 A: Are they mostly famous people? 

B: Yes, they're all ........................................ . 

51.3 Complete the crossword. What is the vertical word in grey? 
a famous person 

2 a number of programmes with the same 
characters 

3 a piece of writing about a news item 
4 programmes several times a week about the 

same people 
5 happening every day 
6 a factual programme about real people and 

situations 
7 relating to the whole country 
8 a programme that interviews famous people 
9 a piece of writing about an important subject 

51 .4 . Complete the sentences. 

j1c 1£ 

13 

1
8 

I 

L 
2 

4 

6 

9 

£ 6 R I 

f5 

7 

Did you read that .. � ........................ in the paper yesterday about space? 

T y 

2 The manager was interviewed for the paper by one of their well-known ........................................ . 

51.5 

3 Do you understand this ........................................ ? '200 WOMEN GIVEN WRONG DIAGNOSIS'

4 Rock FM is the name of a radio ........................................ . 
5 It ........................................ in the paper that the interest rate is likely to go up soon. 
6 I read a ........................................ of his latest film. It doesn't sound very good. 
7 You often see ........................................ in the paper which promise that you can learn a language 

in ten hours with this method. It isn't true. 
8 ........................................ to the weather ........................ : .. , ... : ........ last night, it's going to rain today. 
9 I never watch ........................................ operas. 

10 I love The X Factor; in fact, I love all ........................................ TV shows! 

OVU .f-o tjOLC 
Answer the questions. If possible, compare your answers with someone else. 

1 How many daily national newspapers are there? 

2 How many newspapers only come out on Sunday in your country? 

3 What parts of the newspaper do you read? 

4 What types of TV programme do you watch? 

English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 
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Phoning and texting 

- Starting a phone conversation
The call on the left is between two friends: Joe and Rosie. When British people answer the 
phone at home, they usually just say 'hello'. The call on the right is a more formal business call. 

JOE: Hello? RECEPTIONIST: Good morning. Chalfont Electronics. 
ROSIE: Is that Joe? PAUL SHARP: Oh, could I speak to Jane Gordon, please? 

JOE: Yeah. RECEPTIONIST: Yes. Who's calling, please? 
ROSIE: Hi. It's Rosie. PAUL SHARP: My name is Paul Sharp from Bexel Plastics. 

RECEPTIONIST: Right, Mr Sharp. I'm putting you through [I'm 
connecting you] ... (pause) ... 

JA E GORDON: Hello? 
PAUL SHARP: Mrs Gordon? 

JANE GORDON: Speaking. [Yes, this is Mrs Gordon.] 

- Problems on the phone

I tried to ring you this morning [phone you] but I think you 
were on the phone to your mother [using the phone]. 

I gave her a ring this morning [phoned her], but I couldn't get through [make 
contact I speak to her]; the line was engaged [being used, someone was on the phone]. 

I think I dialled [made a phone call to a particular numberl the wrong number (e.g. 
451 and not 351) this morning -1 got a very angry person on the phone! 

I left a message (e.g. Please ring me) on Dan's answerphone as he was out [not there; syn not in], 
but he never phoned me back [returned my phone call], so I don't know if he got my message. 

- Phone numbers
Q: What's your home phone number? (also landline) 
Q: What's your mobile number? 
Q: What's the emergency number for the police, fire or ambulance? 
Q: What's the dialling code for the UK when you are phoning from Hungary? 

11111:J Mobi'le phones and texting 

A: 603 884 
A: 07723 259369 
A: 999 
A: 0044 

Many people use their mobile mostly/mainly [most of the time] for texting [sending short written 
messages from one phone to another]. Do you text your friends and family all the time? 

These are common text abbreviations [letters which represent words]. 
ASAP= as soon as possible CUL8R = see you later 
BF= boyfriend (GF = girlfriend) IMO= in my opinion [this is what I think] 
B4 = before OIC = Oh, I see [I understand] 
2DAY = today B4N = bye for now [goodbye for now] 
2MORO = tomorrow FYI= for your information 
Y = why U = you 

PLS = please THX = thanks 

X = kiss LOL = laughing out loud 

I I O English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 



Exercises 

52.1 Answer the questions. 

What are two more ways of saying I called him?

.. ! ... P.r9.Y.l.� ... hi,m.,.............................. . ............................................................. . 
2 You phoned Tom but weren't able to speak to him. What are three possible reasons for this? 

3 You can ring a phone number. What are three other numbers you can ring? 
........................................ number ........................................ number ........................................ number 

52.2 Complete the phone conversations. 

A: Hello? 
B: Good morning. Could I 1 .. �� ... W ................... Colin James?
A: Who's 2 ........................................ , please?
B: 3 ............................................................... Paul Matthews.
A: One moment, please. I'm 4 ........................................ you through.
C: Hello? 
B: 5 ........................................ Mr James?
C: 6 ........................................ . 

A: Good morning. Boulding Limited. Can I help you? 
B: Yes. I'm trying to contact Simon Fallow. He left a 7 ........................................ on my 8 ........................................ . 
A: I see. Well, I'm afraid Mr Fallow's 9 

........................................ at the moment. Can I ask him to 
10 

1 ,........................................ you ........................................ ater. 

A: Hello. 
B: Hi. 11 ........................................ Carlos? 
A: Yeah, speaking. 
B: Hi Carlos. 12 ........................................ Serena.
A: Oh hello. I was expecting you to ring last night. 
B: I did, but I couldn't get 13 ........................................ ; the line was 14 ........................................ . 
-A: Oh yes, I'm sorry about that. I was 15 ........................................ the phone to my brother for about 

an hour. 

52.3 What do these text abbreviations mean? 

52.4 

1 GRT= .. 9!':™ ........................................................ .. 7 ASAP= ...................................................................... . 
2 X = ..................................................................... .. 8 FYI= ...................................................................... . 
3 CUL8R = ..................................................................... .. 9 LOL = ..................................................................... .. 
4 OIC = ..................................................................... .. 10 THX = ...................................................................... . 
5 B4N = ........... .' ......................................................... .. 11 BF= ..................................................................... .. 
6 IMO= ...................................................................... . . i� u = ..................................................................... .. 

0VU .f-o /10LC 
Answer the questions. If possible , compare your answers with someone else. 

1 How often do you use a mobile phone? What do you use it for? How often do you text people? 
Who do you text? 

2 In your country, what is the emergency number for the police, fire brigade or ambulance? 

3 From your country, what's the international dialling code for the United Kingdom? 

4 How do you feel about people who use their mobile phone on a train? 
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Computers 
webcam�

The computer printer 

escape key mouse 

- Using a computer
After you have switched on [turned on] your computer, you may need to log in/on (opp

log out/off) with your usemame and enter your password [put a special word into the
computer that only you know]. If you then double-dick on an icon [a small picture on the
screen], you can open an application [email, Internet browser, etc.].
Computers can store [keep] large amounts of information, but when you're working it is
important to back up the files you are working on [make an extra copy of the files; syn make
a backup], so you don't lose the files if something goes wrong.

open a new 
document 

open an 
existing 
document 

save the 
data in this 
document 

print cut copy 

To create [make or start] a new document, select NEW from the File menu. 
You can copy and paste information from one file into another. 

paste 

If you save the document, you can print it out later (OR you can get a hard copy I a 
printout later). It is also important to save the document in case the computer crashes 
[suddenly stops working]. Press the Escape key to exit [stop using an application]. 

- FAQs* about computers
www.irLanguage.com 

example question J explanation 

• Do you have a PC or a laptop? PC is short for personal computer; a laptop is 
a small computer that you can carry around. 

• What hard drive do you have? the part inside the computer that stores large 
amounts of information (also hard disk) 

• "What operating system are you using? computer software, e.g. Windows or Mac 
OS, that controls how the computer works 

• Have you installed any new software? put new programs onto your computer 

• What software applications are you What software applications are you using? 
running?

• Do you have anti-virus software? A virus is a program put on a computer to 
destroy or steal the information on it. Anti-
virus software is a program to stop a virus 
entering your computer. 

•·frequently asked questions

112 English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 
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Exercises 

53. 1 Match the words on the left with the words on the right.

1 CD-
2 memory 
3 operating 
4 hard 
5 log 
6 anti-virus 
7 mouse 
8 escape 

0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

a system 
b on 
c key 
d software 
e ROM 
f mat 
g copy 
h stick 

53.2 Complete these words. 

1 soft.WfM:� ................... . 3 key ............................... . 5 user .............................. .. 
2 lap .............................. .. 4 space. ............................. .. 6 pass ............................... . 

53.3 Test your knowledge. Can you remember what these icons mean without looking at the 
opposite page? 

.. 9.� ... � .. .Y.1�.................... 2 ............................................... 3 ............................................... 4 .............................................. . 

. d . .oc.1 .. m,ent. ...................... .. 

5 ............................................... 6 ............................................... 7 .............................................. . 

53.4 Complete the definitions. 

1 Computer software that controls how different parts work together is the .. QP.ey:ajm9 ... ���� .. 
2 The part inside the computer that stores large amounts of information is the ...................................... . 
3 A program secretly put on a computer to destroy the information on it is a ........................................ . 
4 A small computer that you can carry round with you is a ........................................ . 
5 The special word you type into your computer that only you know is your ........................................ . 

53.5 Complete the dialogues. 

53.6 

1 A: What do I do when I finish? 
B: You can press the escape key to .. ��i:t .............................. . 

2 A: How often do you ........................................ your files? 
B: At the end of every day if I can remember. 

3 A: Is the data ........................................ on the hard disk? 
B: Yes, but I always make a ........................................ . 

4 A: Did you ........................................ the software yourself? 
B: No, I don't understand anything about computers. My wife did it for me. 

5 A: How do I ........................................ a new document? 
B: Just select NEW from the File ........................................ . 

6 A: There was a warning on the news this morning about a new computer ........................................ . 
B: Well, I should be OK. I've got ........................................ software. 

Do you have a computer? If so, can you answer all the questions in section Con the opposite page. • 
English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate I I 3 



Email and the Internet 

- Using email

114 

Think about the way you use email.
• How oft�n do you check your email? [look to see if you have any messages]
• How many emails do you send a week? Are they all essential? [important /necessary]
• How many emails do you get every week? Do you read them immediately? (without waiting)
• How quickly do you reply to [answer] the emails you receive?
• Do you delete emails regularly? [remove them from your computer often]
• Do you get much spam? [emails that you do not want, usually adverts; also called junk mail]

• Have you got anti-virus software? [a program that stops a virus entering your computer]
• How often do you send or receive attachments?

I 
Lt,Ul1w.ti:Je. kLfp 
In English an email address may be written as pd@freeserve.co.uk, but we say it like this: pd at 
freeserve dot co dot uk. 

Getting started on the Internet 
To go on the Internet, you need an ISP (Internet service provider) that will connect (join 
or link] your computer to the Internet and give you access to [the ability to use] email and 
other services. When you go online Luse the Internet), you can then send and receive emails, 
or you can browse the Internet (look at websites]; you do this using a browser such as 
Internet Explorer or Firefox. Many websites also have links: if you click on a link, it will 
take you to a different website, or move you from one part of the website to another. 

Using the Internet 
Many people now have internet access and internet 
use is changing all the time. These are common 
uses. 

• Students search the Internet [look for information
on the Internet; also do an Internet search] to help
with their studies.

• People download [copy onto their computer; opp

upload] information, pictures, music, video clips
[small parts of a video recording], etc. 

• People buy books, clothes and food online, book 
their holidays online, take out insurance online,

In • 
Use, for 1ho rust of my lifo 

...... ::... - ---- ------- � 
=-·- .. :..::-·- -·-·: ..... --... - --··· cm:mm 

- I II 

-------··---·-- ---
-��-····---... -·--·,.·-

. ... � �.. . - . . ._ . 

etc. People go to a website, select the item (product, e.g. a book] they want and click add
to basket/bag. When they have finished shopping they go to checkout and pay for their
items, usually with a credit card.

• Some people have a personal website to provide news about a particular subject, or 
just write about events in their life. These are called biogs, and people who write them
are bloggers.

• Some people just like to spend hours surfing the web. [looking at different websites]
• Some people spend a lot of time on social networking sites [places on the Internet where

you can have a discussion with other people, e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.]. On these sites
people post comments [leave messages] to their friends.

• Some people do a lot of instant messaging. [send and receive messages in real time]

English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and intermediate 



Exercises 

54. 1 Match the words on the left with the words on the right.

1 go [I] a the web 
2 do D b online 
3 surf D c emails 
4 delete D d on a link 
5 download D e an Internet search 
6 click D f music 

54.2 Answer the questions. 

1 What can you do when you go online? .. �4 .. t1:rn:�Ji.�.--�--��-� ... tr.l!:: . ..l.nw.r.1� ............................................... :. 
2 What does ISP stand for? ............................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 What does an ISP give you? .......................................................................................................................................................... . 
4 What are Safari, Internet Explorer and Firefox? ............................................................................................................ . 
5 What do bloggers write about? .................................................................................................................................................. . 
6 What is spam? ........................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
7 How do you say this: Zac@hotmail.com? .......................................................................................................................... . 
8 What do people do on social networking sites? ............................................................................................................. . 

54.3 Complete the dialogues. The first letter of each answer has been given to help you. 

54.4 

A: A friend of mine has got his own bW.9 .................................. . 
B: Oh yeah. What does he write about? 

2 A: Do you always reply to emails i. ....................................... ? 
B: Yes. I think it's rude if you don't reply as soon as you receive an email. Don't you do that? 
A: No. I don't reply at once unless it's really e. ....................................... . 

3 A: How can I view information about the computers they sell? 
B: Just c. ....................................... on that L... .................................... , and it will take you to the website 

which has the details. 
4 A: Do you have internet a ....................................... at your school? 

B: We do in school hours, but not before or after school. 
5 A: I sent you an email earlier with an a ........................................ . Did you get it? 

B: Oh, I'm afraid I haven't c. ....................................... my email today yet. I'll do it now. 
6 A: Do you d ....................................... much stuff from the Internet? 

B: Well, music naturally, and I also d ....................................... a few video c. ....................................... . 
7 A: I keep getting viruses on my computer. 

B: Ah, you will need to get some a ....................................... - v ........................................ software. 
8 A: Do you delete emails r ........................................ ? 

B: Yes, every day. I have to, because I receive so many, and most of them aren't important. 

OVU .f-o ':fOtc 
Answer the questions. If possible, ask someone else the same questions. 

1 Do you go on the Internet? If so, what are your favourite websites? 

2 Do you have a blog or read other people's? Whose blog do you read? 

3 Do you download material from the Internet? What do you download? 

4 Do you watch video clips on the Internet? What video clips do you watch? 

5 Do you use social networking sites or instant messaging? Which websites do you use? Who do 
you talk to? 
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Crime 

- Different crimes
A crime is an activity that is wrong and not allowed by law. A person who commits a crime is a 
criminal. 

crime I person I verb

the& [stealing something, e.g. a car] thief steal/take (something) 

robbery [stealing from a person or place, e.g. a bank] robber rob (someone, a place) 

burglary [getting into a building, usually someone's home, burglar steal something 
and stealing something] 

murder [killing someone] 

Someone's stolen/taken my handbag. 
I don't know who robbed me. 
Our flat was burgled, but they only took money. 

burgle (a place) 

murderer murder 

There's been another burglary in the area. 
Did you hear about the bank robbery yesterday? 
Do they know who murdered the boy? 

- Reporting crimes in the media

Two women robbed a jeweller's shop in West London

early this morning. They broke in 1 around 7 o'clock and

stole jewellery worth2 over £10,000.

The two men attacked3 Mr Crawford while he was 

walking home yesterday afternoon. Police say the two 

men hit him in the face several times, then took his 

money and escaped4 through Bushy Park. 

I entered the building using force, e.g. 
broke a window 

2 with a value of 

3 used physical violence to hurt him
4 left the place to avoid danger; syn

got away 

Detectives5 arrested6 a man this morning 

in connection with the murder of shop 

assistant, Tracey Miles. 

5 police officers who try to find information to solve
cnmes 

6 If you arrest someone, you take them to the police 
station because you believe they committed a crime. 
That person is then under arrest. 

- Punishment*

judge 

116 

If you commit a crime and the police catch you [find you and arrest you], you will be punished. 
For minor offences [crimes that are not very important; opp serious], the punishment may only be a 
fine [money you have to pay], but for serious crimes, you will have to go to court. If you are found 
guilty [ the judge, or a jury of 12 people, decides you committed the crime; opp innocent], you may be 
sent to prison (syn jail). 

court pnson 

* what a person must suffer if they do something wrong
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Exercises 

55.1 Test your knowledge. Can you complete this table without looking at the opposite page? 

noun J person I verb 
I 

cnme a-i.rnLnaL 

murder 

the& 

robbery 

burglary 

55.2 Find five more pairs of words that have a similar meaning. 

E&tffi 
steal 

theft cnme 
offence hit 

jail prison ftffest 

escape attack 

--�---·-:: ... m..��t ........................... .

55.3 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: Is it being decided by a judge? 
B: No, there will be a J�r.H .............................. . 

2 A: Have the police caught the man? 
B: Yes, he's under ........................................ . 

3 A: Is she guilty? 
B: No, the jury found her ........................................ . 

4 A: He killed his wife? 
B: Yes, he's under arrest for ................................. . 

5 A: Was it a serious crime? 
B: No, just a minor ........................................ . 

55.4 Complete the news report. 

get away 

6 A: Will she go to prison? 
B: No, she just has to pay a 

7 A: Have you ever broken the law? 
B: Yes, but I've never committed a serious 

8 A: How do you think he will be 
. ....................................... ) 

B: Well, it wasn't a very serious crime, so 
it'll probably be a fine. 

Two men are 1 
.. �nrkt ......................... arrest for 2 

........................................ clothes from a 
warehouse• in Bristol. The two men 3 

.................................. .-..... into the warehouse 
late yesterday evening, 4 

........................................ the guard and tied him up, then 
5 
........................................ a collection of expensive designer outfits 6 

........................................ over 
£40,000. A passer-bl saw lights on in the warehouse and rang the police, but the two
men managed to ........................................ through a back door and then drove off with 
the stolen clothes. However, one of the men was later caught and 8 

...................................... .. 

at his home, and 9 
............................. : .......... caught the second man just hours later hiding 

at a friend's house. Both men have now been charged with 10 
....................................... .

and will appear before a judge in 11 
........................................ on Monday. ff they are found 

12 
........................................ , the two men will go to 13 

........................................ for a number of 
years. The guard who was attacked has now been released from hospital. 

'' A warehouse is a large building for storing goods that are going to be sold. 
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Politics 

- Elections in the UK
When you vote for someone, you choose them by putting a cross (X) on an official piece
of paper (called a secret ballot because no one knows who you vote for), or by puttiqg up 
your hand. In the UK, a general election is when the people elect 1 the next govemment2.
These elections are held3 at least every five years. Each constituency4 elects one person
from one political party. That person then becomes the MP (Member of Parliament) for
that area, and the political party with the most MPs - there are 650 at the moment -
forms the next government. The leader5 of the party in power6 is the prime minister.
I choose by voting 
2 the group of people who control the country 
3 organised
4 an area where people vote 
5 the person in control 
6 in control (of the country) 

- Political policies

118 

People usually vote for a political party because they believe in the party's ideas [think the
ideas are good or right], and these ideas become policies (sets of plans and ideas that a political
party has agreed on] .

./ provide 1 free nursery education
for all children

./ provide more care2 and support3

for elderly4 people

./ reduce5 unemployment

./ create a fair6 tax7 system

Above all8, we will treat9 people as equal 10
.

I give something to those who need it (also provide 
someone with something) 

2 looking after people, especially old people
3 help (sometimes in the form of money) 
4 old
5 make less; syn cut 

believe in sth belief 

reduce reduction 

6 dealing with everyone in the same way; opp

unfair 
7 money people must pay the government 
8 most importantly 
9 behave or deal with someone in a particular way 

to having the same importance; adv equally
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Exercises 

56.1 Complete the sentences using the correct form of the word on the right. 
Have they set the date for the .. �n ..................... ? ELECT 

2 Employment is an important ........................................ issue. POLmcs 

3 My political ........................................ are important to me. BELIEVE 

4 The president is a very ........................................ man. POWER . 

5 I hope there will be a ........................................ in my tax. REDU_CE 

6 Do you believe what ........................................ say? POLmcs 

56.2 Complete the crossword. What is the vertical word in grey? 

1 Most importantly l'A B

2 Person in control of a political party 
3 Another word for 'old' 
4 A synonym for 'reduce' 
5 Money people must pay to the government 
6 A set of plans and ideas that a group agree on 
7 Help, often in the form of money 
8 Not fair 

17 
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56.3 Rewrite the sentences on the left starting with the words given. Keep a similar meaning. 
They are in control of the country. 

2 They elected her. 
They are in --�-�---······················· . 
They voted ........................................ . 

I 

3 Elections take place every five years . 
4 They will give hospitals more money. 
5 No one knows who you vote for. 

Elections are .......................................................................... . 
They will provide .............................................................. . 
It's a secret ........................................ . 

6 It's a fair system for everyone. The system treats ............................................................... . 
7 Our policy is to look after old people . Our policy is to provide ................................................ . 

56.4 Complete the text. 
In Canada, 1 

.. ��tjQ��---················· work in a similar way to the UK. Canada is divided into 308 
political 2 

........................................ , but they are called 'ridings' in Canada, and altogether there are 
19 registered 3 

........................................ parties in the country. 4 
........................................ are held every five 

years, and people 5 
........................................ for just one person in each riding to become their member 

of 6 
........................................• The 7 

........................................ that wins the most ridings is then asked by the 
Governor-General to form the next 8 

........................................ , and the leader of that party becomes 
9 
........................................ minister. 

56.5 

56.6 
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Climate change 

- The problem

u�I.J:I 0(,,j {!?.>" 

www.irL�nguage.com 

Many greenhouse gases, e.g. carbon dioxide, methane and ozone, exist1 naturally and

are needed to create2 the greenhouse effect that keeps the Earth warm enough to

support3 human life. However, the use of fossil fuels, e.g. oil, natural gas and coal, has

produced excessive4 amounts of greenhouse gases, and the result' is global warming: 
an increase in the average temperature on Earth. Of the 20 warmest years on record6

, 19

have occurred7 since 1980.

The effects8 of climate change can already be

seen in our everyday lives. Summers are getting 

hotter and winters are getting wetter, so drought9 

and floods10 are becoming more common. With

it, animal and plant life is suffering11 
- some

species will disappear altogether - and certain 

illnesses, e.g. hay fever, asthma and skin cancer, 

are becoming more common. 

To stop global warming from destroying12 our

environment13
, we need to act now.

I are real or present 
2 make something happen or exist 
3 help (human life) to continue 
4 more than you want or need 
5 something that happens because of something els{ 

that has happened 
6 If information is on record, it has been written 

down or kept on a computer. 
7 happened; fm/

8 a change or result that is caused by something 
9 a long time without rain when people do not hav� 

enough water 
10 when water covers an area that is usually dry, 

often from too much rain 
11 experiencing something which is unpleasant 
12 damaging something so badly that it does not 

exist or cannot be used 
13 the air, land and water around us 

- The solution* - or part of it

120 

To reduce global warming [make it less], the nations of the world will have to act together 
[do something to solve a problem; syn take action). In the meantime, individuals can also help. 

Don't throw things away 

_ recycle paper, glass, plastic, 
etc. so that it can be used 
again. 

Don't waste3 water, e.g. 
tum off the tap when you are
brushing your teeth. 

*the answer to a problem
1 don't waste
2 gas and electricity
3 use it badly

Save1 energy2 
e.g. switch off lights when
you leave a room.

Change light bulbs 
for more energy-efflcient" 
ones 

Drive less and walk more. 

Plant trees5 because 
trees reduce the amount 
of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere, and so reduce 
greenhouse gases. 

4 working well and not wasting energy 
5 put a new tree in the ground 
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Exercises 

5 7 .1 How do you pronounce the underlined letters? Use the index to help you. 
1 glQbal Is it like gQ or gQt? go 4 drQ11ght Is it like nQ or now? 
2 flood Is it like foot or f!!n? 5 S!!ffer Is it like sQn or soon? 
3 f!!el Is it like food or f�w? 6 dim.ate Is it like educ.ate or comfort.able? 

5 7. 2 Match the words on the left with the words on the right. 
the greenhouse [£] a warming 

2 global D b change 
3 fossil D c effect 
4 greenhouse D d fuels 
5 climate D e gases 

5 7 .3 How can we help with global wanning? Cover the opposite page and complete the text. 
• Don't 1.Jbt.9.� ... ��···················· paper, glass and plastic; 2 

.................... ............................ it. 
• Don't 3 

..................................... water: turn off the 4 
..................................... when you brush your teeth. 

• s ................................................ energy by 6 
................................................ off lights when you leave a room. 

• 
7 
................................................ trees in order to 8 

................................................ the amount of carbon dioxide. 
9 . 

b f . ' l • ................................................ action now, e ore 1t s too ate.

5 7 .4 Complete the explanations. 
1 We don't have to create greenhouse gases; they .. �X�!?.L ........................ naturally. 
2 Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere ........................................ the greenhouse effect. 
3 Global warming is the ........................................ of an increase in the amount of greenhouse gases. 
4 Two ........................................ of climate change have been hotter summers and wetter winters. 
5 A ........................................ is often the result of too much rain when the rivers are full. 
6 A ........................................ is a long period without rain, and they are ........................................ more 

frequently now. 
7 The ........................................ is the air, land and water around us. 
8 If you ........................................ something, it is so badly damaged, it cannot be used again. 
9 If something is ........................................ , it works well and doesn't waste energy. 

10 ........................................ is the power that comes from gas, electricity, etc. 

5 7. 5 Complete the tables. Use a dictionary to help you. 

57.6 

verb I noun verb j noun 

recycle rec.ye.ting solution 

waste reduce 

destroy support 

exist suffer 

0VU ..f-o /iOll 
Answer the questions. If possible, talk to someone else about the problems. 

1 Can you see the effects of global warming and climate change in your country? What do you see? 

2 What things do people recycle every week? 

3 Do you think you often waste water and energy? How? 

4 What more could you do to solve the problem? Does it worry you? 
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War and violence 
.:,�l>.!I .:,�j {Y->" 

- The job of the army

lallt]�t. kt.Ip 

These men arc soldiers, and they are carrying guns 1•
They are members of an army, and part of the 
responsibility of an army is to defend their country 
from attack2 and to protect the people3. Sometimes 
this means they have to fight the enemy4

. A long 
period of fighting is called a war, e.g. the First 
World War, 1914-1918, and during a war there will 
be a number of battles5. 
I have guns with them 
2 stop others who use violence against their country 
3 keep them safe 
4 the people they are fighting against 
5 fights between two armies 

Violence is when someone tries to hurt or kill someone; the adjective is violent. 
The violence has increased in recent weeks; There have been a number of violent attacks. 

- Reporting in war

122 

Ten people were killed and many more 
were injured when a bomb exploded 
(see picture) in the heart of1 the city. The 
attack happened just before midday, and 
destroyed2 several buildings. The army are 
now searching3 the area where the attack 
took place4

• Most of the attackers escaped5
, 

but the army believe they may still be 
hiding6 in other parts of the city. 

During the attack, one soldier was shot7 
and later died. It also appears that another 
soldier is missing8

. The number of deaths9 

is expected to rise. 

I t e centre of 
2 damaged them so badly that they don't exist now; 

NOT eomrletel) damaged 
3 trying to find someone or something 
4 happened 
5 left the place without being caught; syn get away

lallt]�e.. kt.Ip 

aymg m a p ace w ere you cannot 
found 

7 injured by a gun 
8 It isn't known where someone or something is 
9 people who are dead I have died 

Several words in the unit can be used as verbs and nouns with a similar meaning. 

They're searching for them. 
He can't escape. 
When did they attack? 

They're continuing their search for them. 
There is no escape. 
Where did the attack take place? 
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Exercises 

58.1 Are these words nouns, verbs, or nouns and verbs? 

protect .. Y.�.............................. shoot ....................................... . 
search ..1.1w.r.1....@4 .. Y�...... war ....................................... . 
die ........................................ defend ....................................... . 
attack 
death 

escape 
hide 

58.2 Complete the sentences with the correct verb. 

The soldiers have been .. 1W'l.tin9 ...................... for days, and so far three have been injured. 
2 The woman was ........................................ with a small handgun, but wasn't seriously injured. 
3 One of the soldiers managed to ........................................ under the house where no one could find him. 
4 There are 20 soldiers surrounding the house, so the men inside cannot .............................. . 
5 The bomb ........................................ inside the cafe. Nobody was ........................................ but several people 

were injured. 
6 I understand the army are ........................................ houses in an effort to find the gunman. 
7 The bomb completely ........................................ the building, but fortunately no one was inside at 

the time. 
8 My men had to ........................................ the village from outside attacks. 
9 Were the police ........................................ guns when they saw the men? 

5 8. 3 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. Sometimes both are correct. 

1 One man was found but the other is still lost I� 
2 The battle I war lasted for two hours. 
3 The attack happened in the heart I centre of the city. 
4 One of the buildings was completely damaged I destroyed. 
5 Three of the men are died I dead. 
6 One woman escaped I got away. 
7 The boy was badly injured and later died I killed. 
8 Some of the policemen are not allowed to hold I carry guns. 
9 They don't know who shoot I shot the man. 

58.4 Complete the text. 

The 1 
... � ....................... happened early this morning. The 2 

........................................ were out on
patrol when they saw the 3 

........................................ about half a mile away. Moments later a 
4 

........................................ exploded quite close to them, and was followed by a 5 
....................................... .

gun battle which lasted two hours. Two soldiers were 6 
........................................ and several were 

injured. An 7 
........................................ captain said that they have now taken control of the area 

where the attack 8 
........................................ • 

58.5 Use a dictionary to develop these word families, and write example sentences for the new words. 

verb I noun I example

protect protedi.on The o.rmy go..ve tne fo..milies protedi.on. 

destroy 

explode 

defend 
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Time 

- Phrases with time

We got to the meeting in time. [before the meeting started] 
My brother is always on time. [not early or late] 
It's time (for us) to go. [used to say that something should happen now] 
Do you have time for a cup of coffee? [have enough time to do something] 
Call me the next time you're in London. [on the next occasion] 
The weather was wonderful the last time we were there. [on the last occasion] 
Sophie and I arrived at the same time, 9 o'clock exactly. 

- Time prepositions often confused
I'll be here until 4.30. [I won't leave before 4.30] 
I'll be there by 8.15. [not later than 8.15] 

I've worked here for six months. (for + a period of time, e.g. a week, ten days, 
two years) 
I've worked here since May. (since+ a point in time in the past, e.g. last Friday, 
March, 2001) 

I worked on a farm during the summer. (this tells you 'when') 
I worked on a farm for a month. (this tells you 'how long') (NOT dttftftg a month) 

I'm going back to Brazil in ten days' time . [ten days from now] (NOT aftet: ten days) 

- Approximate periods of time - past, present and future
Past 

I've known Lucia for ages. [for a long rime, e.g. many years] 
I haven't been to the dentist recently/lately. [e.g. in the last few months] 
I saw Tom recently. [e.g. a few weeks ago I not long ago] 
I used to go skiing, but that was a long time ago. [e.g. 5-10 years ago; syn ages ago] 
My sister went to the zoo the other day. [e.g. a few days ago, perhaps a week] 

Present 

I don't see my brother much these days. [a period including the past and now; syn nowadays] 

Future 

This dictionary's fine for the time being. [for now I the near future - but not for a long rime] 
I'm sure I'll go to America one day. [in the future but I don't know when] 

- Counting time
There are 60 seconds in a minute; 60 minutes in an hour; 24 hours in a day; 7 days in a 
week; 2 weeks in a fortnight; 52 weeks in a year; 10 years in a decade; 100 years in 
a century. 

- Take and last
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We use take to say how long we need to do something. 
It takes me half an hour to get to school. 
We can walk, but it'll take (us) a long time. 

We use last to talk about how long something continues, from the beginning to the end. 
The course lasts for ten weeks. 
How long does the film last? 
The battery in my camera didn't last long. [continue for a long time] 
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Exercises 

59.1 Complete the sentences. 

1 I'll see you the .. tl&�t-............................. time I come to London. 
2 The shop closes at 5.30. If we don't hurry, we'll never get there ........................................ time. 
3 I always get to meetings ........................................ time; I hate it when people are late. 
4 I'm afraid I won't ........................................ time to see you this week. 
5 I'll have to go soon. It's time .................. ...................... me to pick up the children from school. 
6 Marcel and I got to the station at the ........................................ time. 

59.2 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 

1 I'll see you@)/ after ten days' time. 
2 The teacher told us to finish our homework by I until Monday. 
3 We can't leave by I until the others get back. 
4 I've been in the army for I since I was eighteen. 
5 They've worked here for I since I during six months. 
6 I visit my uncle every week for I since I during the winter. 
7 I was at university for I since I during three years. 
8 She's going back to France in I after three months' time. 
9 I haven't seen them for I since last Thursday. 

59.3 Replace the underlined words with more 'approximate' time expressions. 

I had my hair cut two weeks ago. .r.�.fu:I ..................... . 
2 I went to Egypt with my parents but that was ten years ago. . ............................................................. . 
3 I went to the library three days ago ......................... ...................................... . 
4 I haven't been to the cinema for the last three weeks ........................................ . 
5 I haven't been to a concert for three or four years ........................................ . 
6 This computer will be fine for the next year. . ............................................................. . 

59.4 Test your general knowledge. Can you complete these sentences with the correct number 
or period of time? 

59.5 

1 Michael Jackson died in .. i99� ........................... . 
2 The Olympic Games usually last about a ........................................ . 
3 Picasso was born in the ...................................... th century, and died in the ...................................... th century. 
4 President Kennedy died in ......................................... That's over ........................................ years ago. 
5 It takes approximately ........................................ hours to fly from London to New York. 
6 The best athletes can run 100 metres in less than ........................................ seconds. 
7 The ........................................ was the decade in which the USA and USSR were trying to be the first 

country to put a man on the moon. 

I've been in my present school/university/job for ...................................................................................................... . 

2 It takes me ....................................................................................................... to get to school/university/work. 

J A typical school/college/working day for me lasts .................................................................................................... . 

4 I've been studying English since ......................................................................................................................................... . 

5 I haven't actually spoken English since ........................................................................................................................... . 

6 I saw .................................................................................................................................................................... the other day. 

7 Nowadays I don't ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 

8 One day I hope ........................................... ................................................................................................................................. . 
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Numbers 

- Cardinal numbers
379 = three hundred and seventy-nine
5,084 = five thousand and eighty-four
2,000,000 = two million

l.a��e. he.Ip 

2,860 = two thousand, eight hundred and sixty 
4 70,000 = four hundred and seventy thousand 
3,000,000,000 = three billion 

There is no plural 's' after hundred, thousand, million and billion when they are part of a number. 
When we are talking generally, they are plural, e.g. thousands of people, millions of insects. 

- Dates
With dates, we write them and say them in a different way.
We can write 4 June or June 4th, but say the fourth of.June
or June the fourth.

·· 

We can write 21 May or May 21 5
\ but say the twenty-first

of May or May the twenty-first.
1997 = nineteen ninety-seven; 2010 = two thousand and ten or twenty ten

- Fractions and decimals
1 1.4 = one and a quarter
1 Yi = one and a half
1 3.4 = one and three quarters

� Percentages 

1.25 = one point two five 
1.5 = one point five 
1. 7 5 = one point seven five

26% is spoken as twenty-six per cent. More than 50% of something is the majority of it, 
less than 50% of something is the minority: 
The vast majority of the students (e.g. 95%) agreed with the new plan, only a small 
minority (e.g. 5%) were unhappy. 

- Calculations
There are four basic processes. Notice how they are said when we are working out [trying
to calculate] the answer.
+ = addition e .g. 6 + 4 = 10 (six plus/and four equals/is ten) 
- = subtraction e.g. 6 - 4 = 2 (six minus four is two)
x = multiplication e.g. 6 x 4 = 24 (six multiplied by I times four is twenty-four)
+ = division e.g. 8 + 2 = 4 (eight divided by two is four)

Some people are not very good at adding up numbers [putting numbers together to reach 
a total], and often get stuck [have a problem) if they have to work out something quite 
difficult. The easiest way is to use a calculator [a small electronic machine for working out 
numbers]. 

- Saying'O'
'O' can be spoken in different ways in different situations:
telephone number: 603449 = six oh three, double four nine OR six zero three, double
four nine
mathematics: 0.7 = nought point seven; 6.02 = six point oh two OR six point nought two
temperature: -10 degrees= ten degrees below zero OR minus ten degrees
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Exercises 

60.1 How do you say these numbers in English? Write the answers in words, then practise saying 
them. 

1 462 
2 2 1/z 
3 2,345 
4 0.25 
5 1,250,000 
6 10.04 
7 47% 
8 10 September 
9 940338 (phone number) 

10 -5 Celsius 
11 in 1996 
12 2012 

..:fw.r. .. h�.w.:� .. � ... ::i�.X�:::tw9 ...................................................................................... . 

60.2 Correct the mistakes. 

1 Two thousand and five hundred. ..IWQ ... fu.w..�@4 .... :fu:� .. hl.:(.\'l4r.e4 ....................................................................... . 
2 After the game, I heard that the crowd was over twenty thousands. .. ........................................................ . 
3 We arrived on the seven June. . ................................................................................................................................................ . 
4 There were two hundred twenty altogether. . ................................................................................................................. . 
5 My birthday is the thirty-one August. .. ............................................................................................................................ .. 
6 My phone number is seven twenty-three, six nought nine. .. ............................................................................. .. 

60.3 Complete the sentences. 

1 Eight .. i:r.�� ................. by seven is fifty-six. 
2 The ........................................ were in favour of the new airport; about 80%, I think. 
3 A small ........................................ did not support the idea, but it was only 5%. 
4 I'm not very good at arithmetic. I always have to use a ........................................ . 
5 When I tried to add ........................................ all the numbers, I couldn't ........................................ it out. 
6 I can do simple calculations, but I get ........................................ if the numbers are very big. 

60.4 Can you work out the answers? If you find it difficult, use paper or a calculator. 

60.5 

1 23 and 36 is .. �:::r.iint. ................ . 
2 24 times 3 is ........................................ . 
3 80 minus 20 is ........................................ . 
4 65 divided by 13 is ........................................ . 
5 Add 10 and 6, multiply by 3, then subtract 15 and divide by 11. What number is left? 

6 Divide 33 by 11, multiply by 7, add 10, and subtract 16. What number is left? ....................................... . 

1 When were you born? ........................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 How tall are you? ................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

3 What's the number of the flat or house where you live? .................................................................................. .. 

4 When's your birthday? .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

5 What's the approximate population of your town? ............................................................................................... . 

6 What's your body temperature? ....................................................................................................................................... . 
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Distance, dimensions and size 

- Distance: how far ...
British people buy most things in metres, centimetres and
millimetres, but they still often talk about distance using
the old system of miles [1 mile = about 1.6 kilometres], yards
[1 yard= almost 1 metre], feet [1 foot= 30 centimetres], and
inches [ 1 inch = 2.5 centimetres].

About a mile The nearest one is half a 
mile. [the one at the shortest 

distance from here] 
About ten 
minutes' 

walk. 

It's just round 
the corner. 
[very near] 

About a hundred yards up/down 
the road. [further along the road] 

- Dimensions: how long or wide

width 

We can ask about the dimensions like this: 

shallow 

At least [ not less 
than] a couple 
of miles. [ cwo, 
perhaps three] 

Yes, it's (quite) 
a long way. 

What's the length of the garage? OR How long is the garage? 
What's the width of the path? OR How wide is the path? 
What's the height of the wall? OR How high is the wall? 
What's the depth of the pool? OR How deep is the pool? 

It's five metres (long). 
It's a metre (wide). 
It's two metres (high). 
It's three metres (deep). 

- Size: how big or small ...

128 

We use a range of adjectives to describe the size of something.

It was a very thick book - over 500 pages. (opp a thin book)
Their living room is huge. [very big; syn enormous; opp a tiny room]
We caught a giant crab. [very large or bigger than other similar things]
It was a very narrow road for a bus. (opp a wide road)
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Exercises 

61 . 1 Disagree with the speaker in each dialogue. 

1 A: It's only a thin book, isn't it? 
B: No, .. (.f�.--!l�.iJ& ... fnj.g;., ................................................................................. . 

2 A: The water's deep in the middle, isn't it? 
B: No, ...................................................................................................................... . 

3 A: Is the road very wide at that point? 
B: No, ...................................................................................................................... . 

4 A: James is quite short, isn't he? 
B: No, ..................................................................................................................... .. 

5 A: They only live in a small place, don't they? 
B: No, ...................................................................................................................... . 

6 A: Is it a really huge pool? 
B: No, .............................................................................. : ....................................... . 

61.2 Complete the questions (in two ways) about the lake, the mountain, the woman and the 

61.3 

football pitch. 

1 How .. M&f?·············:················· .. ··· is the lake? 5 How ................................................ is she? 
2 What's ................................................ the lake? 6 What's her ................................................ ? 
3 How ................................................ is the mountain? 7 How ................................................ is the pitch? 
4 What's ................................................ the mountain? 8 What's ................................................ the pitch? 

OVtr �o ':joa 
Think about the building you are in now, and answer the questions using expressions from the 
opposite page. 

1 How far is it to the nearest shop? ......................................................................................................................................... . 
2 How far is it to a bank? ............................................................................................................................................................. .. 
3 Is it very far to the nearest bus stop? ................................................................................................................................. . 
4 Is it very far to a post office? .................................................................................................................................................. . 
5 Is it a long way to the nearest swimming pool? ............................................................................................................ . 
6 Is it a long way to the next big town? .............................................................................................................................. .. 
7 How far is the nearest train station? ................................................................................................................................... . 
8 Is it far to the centre of town? ............................................................................................................................................... . 

www1rLanguagecom 
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Objects, materials, shapes and colour 

- Objects 1 and materials2

1 things you can see ur touch 2 what something is made of or from

3 5 

I 
6 

a bell metal used in hotel receptions 

� 2 a chair wood 

3 a hat fur 

an antique [an object that is old and often rare or beautiful]

made from a real animal 

4 a bone rubber a toy for dogs 

5 a flag cloth, e.g. cotton the Italian national flag 

6 a shirt cotton 

7 a top silk 

8 a sofa leather 

9 a ladder metal 

10 a tissue paper 

11 a bucket plastic 

laflt3�t. kt.Ip 

it has red stripes 

beautifully soft and stylish 

stylish [fashionable and attractive]

light and easy to carry 

a soft piece of paper that you use for cleaning your nose 

used to clean floors 

, I ! . . . I I 

Most of the materials above can be adjectives or nouns, e.g. a cotton shirt, or a shirt made of 
cotton; a leather sofa, or a sofa made of leather. The exception is wood: a chair made of wood is a 
wooden chair. 

- Shapes and colours

130 

G 
a grey square a pink star a navy blue circle a green semi-circle a purple heart 

a round ball a square box shoes with pointed toes 

la""3�t.. kt..lp 
When we want to say that a shape is 'almost round' or a colour is 'a sort of green', we can also 
express this idea with the suffix -ish, e.g. She had a roundish face; He wore a greenish tie. 
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Exercises 

62.1 Put the words into the correct columns. 

62.2 

hell circle pink silk flag grey cotton purple 
plastic bucket fur ladder square navy blue 

objects I materials I shapes I colours

beU. 

Match the words on the left with the words on the right. 
1 a plastic � a scarf 
2 a silk D b hat 
3 a rubber D c belt 
4 a fur D d toy 
5 a cotton D e tyre (on the wheel of a car) 
6 a leather D f T-shirt 

62.3 Label the objects, and their shape or colour. 

1 .. � .. ar�---�9.fu, .......... . 3 ....................................... . 5 ....................................... . 

2 ...................................... .. 4 ....................................... . 6 ....................................... . 

62.4 Which object is being described? 

62.5 

It's got a point at one end and that's the end you write with. ..� .. !?.�@ ................... .. 
2 It's a shellfish. It is usually grey, but it goes pink when you cook it. . ...................................... : 
3 It can be metal or plastic and you often put water in it to wash floors. . ...................................... . 
4 It is usually made of wood or metal, and you climb up it. . ...................................... . 
5 At certain times of the month it's round; at others, it's closer to a semi-circle. . ................................... . 
6 An adult human body has 206 of these. .. ..................................... . 

OVtr .f-o ':fOll
Answer the questions. If possible, compare your answers with someone else. 

1 Do you wear shoes with pointed toes? 

2 What clothes do you have that are pink, purple or navy blue? 

3 Do you wear anything that has stripes? If so, what? 

4 Do you have any clothes that are made from silk or fur? 

5 What things do you own that are made of leather? 
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Containers and quantities 

Containers and contents• _, 

a bag of shopping 

• 

• 

t 
·--

• t 

• 

n box of chocolates 

a bottle of 
apple juice 

a jar of jam 

a packet of biscuits 

a bowl of sugar 

a packet of crisps 

a tin of fruit 

,._ ut"-q�e. urp 

a jug of water 

a can of cola · ,,ge 
o�,ve
;'11

a carton of 

. .. : -' Toothpaste � 
a tube of toothpaste a vase of flowers 

.. the things inside something 

A tin usually has something we eat inside it; 
a can has something we drink. 

Quantities* 

Just a drop of milk [a very small amount] and no sugar 
in my coffee, please. 
I've cut three slices of beef; that should be enough for 
the sandwiches. (Or three pieces of beef) 
I took my boss a bunch of flowers when I visited her 
hospital. 
I need a sheet of paper. (Or a piece/bit of paper) 
Carl bought two pairs of trousers and a pair of shoes 
yesterday. 
I bought a couple of books. [two, perhaps three) 
We saw several churches on our way here. [some but 
not a lot, e.g. between three and eight] 
I bought half a dozen eggs at the supermarket. [six] 
There are a dozen students in the class. [twelve] 
Could I have a spoonful of sugar in my tea? 
We've got plenty of time. [a lot of] 
The company is now making the toys in large 
quantities. 

.. the amount or number of something 

ut"-qtcttqe. urp ••••. 'i!lii• ! .

( 

three slices of beef 

two sheets 
of paper 

� 
a bunch 
of keys 

We can usually use slice when talking about pieces of bread, cakes and meat. We can use bunch 
to talk about flowers, grapes, bananas and keys . 
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Exercises 

63.1 How do you pronounce the underlined letters? Use the index to help you. 

1 tin Is it like fine or wind? wi.n<i 5 couple Is it like pool or cyp? 
2 pair Is it like car or care? 6 dQzen Is it like ryn or rQb? 
3 v,ase Is it like far or face? 7 quantity Is it like ran or want? 
4 tybe Is it like noon or new? 

63.2 Complete the phrases below. 

2 

1 a --�� .......................... of water 

5 

2 a ........................................ of spaghetti 
3 a ........................................ of fruit 
4 a ........................................ of coffee 
5 a ........................................ of milk 

63.3 Correct the mistake with the container. 

a packet of chocolate .. �(¥." ...............................• 

2 a vase of jam ....................................... . 
3 a tube of cigarettes ....................................... . 
4 a tin of cola ....................................... . 

63.4 Complete the sentences with one word. 

,_ 

4 

6 a ........................................ of water 
7 a ........................................ of matches 
8 a ........................................ of soap 
9 a ........................................ of apples 

5 a can of milk ....................................... . 
6 a carton of toothpaste ....................................... . 
7 a jar of flowers ....................................... . 
8 a jug of biscuits ....................................... . 

I need two .. p,aj.r.:? ............................ of socks inside these shoes. 
2 I gave her a big ........................................ of flowers from my garden. 
3 I cut about six ........................................ of bread and put them on a plate. 
4 Could you get half a ........................................ more chairs? 
5 The teacher told us to take out a blank ........................................ of paper. 
6 I like to put a ........................................ of cream in my coffee. 
7 There's no need to hurry - we've got ........................................ of time. 
8 I met a ........................................ of friends - Adri and Danielle - on the way to the station. 
9 She opened her bag on the table, turned it upside down, and all the ....................................... . 

fell out. 
10 Tennis is quite popular in our office. I know ........................................ people who play. 

63.5 Cross out the wrong answer. 

1 Could you get a carton of milk I juice I ffl{fee? 
2 I bought a bunch of grapes I bananas I apples. 
3 There were a couple of I a pair of I several people waiting at the bus stop. 
4 Would you like a slice of cake I bread I biscuit? 
5 It's nice with a spoonful of sugar I jam I crisps. 
6 I bought two pairs of socks I shirts I jeans. 
7 Have you got a piece I bunch I.sheet of paper I could borrow? 
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Apologies, excuses and thanks 

- Apologies with common replies
We can apologise [say sorry] in different ways in different situations.

A: I'm (terribly/really) sorry - I've forgotten your book. 

� B: Never mind. That's OK.) 

Terribly/really makes you sound 
'more sorry'. 

A: I beg your pardon - I didn't see you there. 

-< B: That's all right. (also That's OK.)) 

I beg your pardon is a more formal apology, 
often used if you walk into someone. 

� A: (I'm) sorry to disturb you.) 

B: Don't worry. Come on in. I can finish this later. 

A: (I'm) sorry to keep you waiting- I won't be long. 

�

We use this phrase when we interrupt I
speak to someone who is busy working. 

We use this phrase when someone is 
waiting for us. I won't be long
= I will be with you very soon. 

A: Excuse me, I won't be a minute. 

�

We use this phrase when we have to 
leave a room or go somewhere. 

A: I must apologise for the noise last night. 

� B: That's all right. I understand.) 

A: I'm (really) sorry I'm late. 

� B: Don't worry.) 

� Excuses 

This is a more formal apology, and it is often 
used in business letters. 

--
We often give an explanation or excuse after an apology. An excuse is a reason for the 
apology, which may or may not be true. These are excuses students might give for being 
late for class. 
I'm sorry I'm late for class ... 
- There was a delay I hold-up on the underground. (when a train, plane, etc. leaves or arrives

later than you expect]
- I was held up in traffic. [hold up - cause a delay and make someone late - is often used in the

passive]
- My train was cancelled [the train company decided not to run the train], and I had to wait

half an hour for the next one.
- I overslept. [slept longer than I planned or wanted to]

- Thanks and replies
These are some common ways of thanking people, with typical replies.
A: Thanks (very much). A: I've brought your books. 
B: Not at all. (also That's OK.) B: Oh, cheers. (infml)

A: No problem. (infml)

A: I'll post those letters for you. 
B: Oh, thank you. That's very kind of you. [This is polite and slightly more formal.] 
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Exercises 

64.1 Find three more pairs of phrases that have a similar meaning. 

thanks 1fery much I'm terribly sorry don't worry never mind 
I was held up ffieet'S I beg your pardon there was a delay 

.. th.�� .... Y.� ... m�9'.1 .. ./ ... 0..W.� ............................................. . 

64.2 Complete the dialogues with one word. Contractions (e.g. I'm) count as one word. 

1 A: I'm --��4:1 ....................... sorry. 
B: That's OK. 

2 A: Thanks very much. 
B: ........................................ at all. 

3 A: Sorry to ........................................ you waiting. I won't be ........................................ . 
B: That's all ........................................ . 

4 A: I'm sorry ........................................ late . The 7:30 train was ........................................ , so I had to wait for 
the next one. 

B: That's OK. No ........................................ . 

5 A: I gave your parents a lift to the station. 
B: Oh, thanks. That's very ........................................ of you. 

6 A: I must ........................................ for missing the meeting yesterday afternoon. 
B: ........................................ mind. I'll ask Janice to tell you what happened. 

7 A: I ........................................ your pardon. I thought the room was empty. 
B: That's OK. 

64.3 What could you say in these situations? ff it is an apology, give an explanation. 

1 You walk into someone by accident and he/she almost falls over . 

64.4 

.. 1:m .... w.rw.� .. �.9.ml ...... OR .. .l ... �.�--�gµ,r. .. �.w.n .... .l. .. �.i4..t1.'.t .. �.�--�™······················································································· 
2 You arrange to meet some friends in town at 9 am but you are twenty minutes late. 

3 Your car has broken down. You're pushing it to the side of the road and a man offers to help. 

4 You need to speak to your boss but she's working. What do you say when you enter her office? 

5 You have to leave a meeting to take an important phone call. What do you say to the others? 

6 You are on the phone but a customer is waiting to talk to you. What can you say to them? 

7 You are late for an appointment because you had to wait half an hour in traffic. 

8 Your company promised to send some information to a customer last week. You still haven't 
sent the information and you must now write to explain. Write the first sentence of your letter. 

OVtr ..f-o 11,ou 
Answer the questions. If possible, compare your answers with someone else. 

1 Are you ever late for class or work? If so, do you have to apologise to anyone? Do you normally 
give a reason why you are late? If so, what reasons are most common? 

2 What other things have you apologised for recently? What did you say? Did you give an excuse? 
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Requests, permission and suggestions 

--- Requests and replies 

( A: Could you pass the salt? �

( A: Could you possibly help me? A 

( A: Dima, I wonder if you could help me? A 
A: I was wondering if you could lend

me some money until tomorrow.

- Asking permission and replies

<._ B: Sure. I No problem)

<._ B: Yes, of course.)

�

B: No, I'm afraid I can't.
[I'm sorry but I can't.] 

A: Could I possibly have a look at your magazine? J__ B: Yes, help yourself.)

( A: May/Could I open the window? ? L B: Sure, go ahead.)

( A: Do you mind if I watch TV? 7 £ B: No, go ahead. )

l.a��t, kt,fp 
When we answer go ahead or help yourself, we are giving someone permission to do the thing 
they have asked. 

- Suggestions and replies

We could try that new restaurant.

Let's go to the cafe in the square.

Do you fancy listening to some music?
[do you want to; infml] 

We can reply with different answers, from positive to negative.

How about going to a club?

Why don't we go
and see a film? 

Yeah, (that's a) great idea. Yes, if you like. No, I don't fancy that.
That sounds good. Yeah, I don't mind. Mm, I'd rather do something else.

[I would prefer to do something else] 
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Exercises 

' 

65.1 Correct six more mistakes in the dialogue. 
A: 9e you like to go out this evening? WotAtd, 
B: I'm afraid but I haven't got any money. 
A: That's OK. I'll pay. How about go to see a film? 
B: No, I think I'd rather to stay in. I have to do some homework. 
A: Why you don't do your homework this afternoon? 
B: I'm busy this afternoon. 
A: Well, we could to go tomorrow. 
B: Yeah, it's a great idea. 

65.2 Match 1-6 with a-f. 
Could you close the door? � 

2 May I close the window? D 
3 We could go to the cinema. D 
4 Yeah, great idea. D 
5 I wonder if you could close the door? D
6 I don't fancy that. D

a a suggestion 
b a negative reply 
c a request 
d asking for permission 
e a positive reply 
f a polite request 

65.3 Complete the dialogues with one word. Contractions (e.g. don't) count as one word. 
A: What .. ��!4 ......................... you like to do this weekend? 
B: I don't ..... .................................... You decide. 

2 A: Could you ........................................ open that window? It's very hot in here. 
B: Yes, of ........................................ . 

3 A: I was ........................................ if you could give me a lift to Luke's this evening. 
B: Sure, no ........................................ . 

4 A: What do you ........................................ doing this evening? 
B: I don't ......................................... Any ideas? 
A: Why ........................................ we go to the cinema? We haven't been for ages. 
8: Yeah, that's a great ........................................ . 

5 A: Do you ...... .................................. if I use your phone? 
B: No, go ........................................ . 

6 A: OK. Where ........................................ we go on Saturday? 
B: How ........................................ going to the beach if the weather's nice? 
A: Yeah. Or we ........................................ try that new sports centre just outside town. 
B: Mmm. I think I'd ........................................ go to the beach. 
A: Yes, OK, if you ........................................ . 

65.4 Reply to the questions. Try to give a different answer each time. 
Could I borrow your pen for a minute? .. Y.��., ... ��r.�, ..................................................... . 

2 Could you possibly post a letter for me? ............................................................................. .. 
3 I was wondering if you've got a suitcase you could lend me? .......................................................................... . 
4 Do you mind if I take this chair? .............................................................................. . 
5 I've got some tickets for a concert. Do you fancy going? .............................................................................. . 
6 How about going to a football match at the weekend? .............................................................................. . 
7 Why don't we meet this afternoon and practise our English? .......................................................................... . 
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Opinions, agreeing and disagreeing 

- Asking someone for their opinion
What do you think of his new book I Tom's girlfriend? [asking about a specific thing or person] 
What do you think about global warming I cosmetic surgery? [asking about a general topic] 
How do you feel about working with the others? 

- Introducing your own opinion
Personally, I think Helena was probably right. 
Personally, I feel that we should increase the price. 
In my opinion [I think], we need to change the direction of the company. 
My view/feeling is [my opinion is] that we need to wait a bit longer. 

- Giving the opinion of others
The newspaper says that his death was not an accident. (NOT It's 1Nritten in the newspaper) 
According to the paper [the paper says], the government didn't know about it. 

- Agreeing and disagreeing (with someone)
I totally agree (with you). [agree completely, 100%] 
I partly agree (with you). [agree but not completely] 
I agree (with you) to a certain extent. [partly agree] 

In British English, it is common to agree with someone before giving a different opinion. 
That's true, but I think ... 
I see what you mean, [I understand what you are saying] but ... 
I agree to some extent , but ... 
I think that's a good point [idea or opinion], but ... 
I take your point [I understand and partly agree with your opinion], but ... 

Giving a strong opinion I feel very strongly about military 
service. I think everyone should do it. 

I don't agree at all. 
[I completely disagree] 

I think you're absolutely right/ 
wrong. [100% correct/wrong] 

I disagree completely. 
f100% don't agree] 
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Exercises 

66.1 Complete the questions in different ways to ask people their opinion. 

1 What do you think .. @.W..L ....................... sending people to Mars? 
2 ............................................................................................... these shoes? Do you like them? 
3 ............................................................................................... having more responsibility? 

66.2 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: Did you think he was right in what he said? 
B: Not completely, but I .. � .......................... agreed with him. 

2 A: What did you think ........................................ the film? 
B: Well, ........................................ I didn't like it. 

3 A: Do you agree with her? 
B: Yes, to a certain ........................................ . 

4 A: She feels very ........................................ about protecting the environment. 
B: Yes, I know, and I think she's absolutely ........................................ . 

5 A: ........................................ , I think all politicians tell lies. 
B: Sorry, but I ........................................ completely. 

6 A: We can't send everyone to university. . 
B: Yes, that's ........................................ , but we should give everyone a chance to go: 

7 A: My ........................................ is that we should make all chocolate and sweets more expensive, 
and then people couldn't afford to eat so many things that are bad for them. 

B: That's a good ........................................ , but it seems unfair on people who don't eat too many 
sweet things. 

8 A: I see what you ........................................ about spending more money, but can we afford it? 
B: Well, in my ........................................ we have no choice. 

66.3 Rewrite the sentences using the words in capitals. Keep a similar meaning. 

66.4 

1 I think you're right. AGREE . .!. .. �r.� .. Ni#.:1 ... !;iW.., ............................................................................................................... . 
2 I think the club needs new players. OPrNION ............................................................................................................... .. 
3 I completely disagree with you. AT ALL ........................................................................................................................... ..

4 The newspaper says the fire was started on purpose. ACCORDING ............................................................... .. 

5 I partly agree with her. EXTENT .............................................................................................................................................. . 
6 I see what you mean, but I'm not sure I agree. POINT ........................................................................................... . 

0VU ..f-o ':fOll 
Respond to the statements with your own opinion. If possible, compare your answers with 

.someone else. 

1 I think most women are happy to stay at home and be a mother and housewife. 

2 Personally I don't think the government should give so much money to people who don't work. 

3 My feeling is that we should give more money to poor countries in other parts of the world. 

4 I think we should make it more expensive to drive a car in order to reduce the number of cars. 
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Likes, dislikes, attitudes and preferences 

- Likes and dislikes

J agree J disagree 

I love rock music. So do I. I Me too. Really? I don't. 
I'm really into dance music. So am I. I Me too. Really? I'm not. 
[like it very much; infm{J • • 

I like a lot of pop music. v So do I. I Me too. Do you? I hate it. 

I quite like salsa and samba. So do I. I Me too. Oh, I'm not very keen. 
I don't mind jazz. [it's OK] Yeah, it's OK. Oh, I can't stand it. 

I'm not very keen on folk music. Neither am I. I Me neither. 
I can't stand classical music. Neither can I. I Me neither. Really? I love it. 

[dislike it very much; infml] 
I hate opera. 

LA"1�t. kt.Ip

• • 
,.--..... 

So do I. I Me too. 

• I ! • ! . t II 

Really? I quite like it. 

Many of these verbs can be followed by a noun or an -ing form, e.g. I love driving. I like singing, 
I don't mind work, I dislike driving, I can't stand getting up early. I hate cold weather. 

- Attitudes and interests
My attitude to a lot of things has changed over the years. [how you think or feel ahout something] 
I used to like chips. [I liked chips in the past but not now.] 
I used to play computer games, but now they don't interest me. [I don't find them interesting.] 
I'm very interested in modern architecture, but I used to think it was awful. 
I used to go swimming a lot, but now I don't go at all. [at all makes a negative stronger] 
Mark and I used to have the same interests [things we enjoy doing], but now it seems we have 
nothing in common. [have no interests that are similar; opp have a lot in common) 

It takes time to get used to [become familiar with] living in a different country. 
I didn't like my new glasses at first, but now I've got used to them. 
I found the winters very cold at first, but you get used to it. 

- Which do you, or would you, prefer?

A: Which do you prefer in general, 
tea or coffee? [like more] 

A: Tonight, we can go to the 
cinema or the theatre. 
Which would you prefer? 
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B: Well, I prefer coffee to tea in the 
morning, but in the afternoon I 
usually drink tea. 

B: I think I'd prefer to go to 
the cinema. (syn I'd rather) 



Exercises 

6 7. 1 Correct the mistakes in B's replies. 
A: I can drive. 
B: So oo I. .. � .............................. . 

2 A: I love modern art. 
B: Yes, so I do ........................................ . 

3 A: Do you like chocolate? 
B: Yes, I like very much ........................................ . 

4 A: Do you like it in England? 
B: Yes, I'm getting used to live 

here ........................................ . 

5 A: I don't like shopping. 
B: Me too ........................................ . 

6 A: Do you like football? 
B: Yes, but I prefer rugby than football. 

7 A: Do you like this? 
B: No, I'm not interest in music. 

6 7. 2 Complete each sentence with one word. 
1 My sister loves Robbie Williams, but I can't --��4 ......................... him. 
2 The two boys have nothing in ........................................ ; they're completely different. 
3 The others enjoyed the film, but I didn't like it at ........................................ . 
4 I love the cinema, but this particular film doesn't ........................................ me. 
5 Carole is really ........................................ modern art at the moment. Personally, I hate it. 
6 I ........................................ to love cheese, but I never eat it now. 
7 A: Would you like to go out? B: I'd ........................................ stay here, actually. Is that OK with you? 
8 I didn't like raw fish at first, but I'm ........................................ used to it now. 

67 .3 Agree with the statements using so or neither and the correct verb. Then agree using Me

too or Me neither.

I love this ice cream. 
2 I like strawberries. 
3 I don't like cold tea. 
4 I can't work with music on. 
5 I'm single. 
6 I'm not married. 
7 I've got a cat. 

..$:Q. .. M. ... !., .................................. . ..Mf?-... t.9.9..-..................................... . 

6 7 .4 Rewrite the sentences using the word in capitals. Keep a similar meaning. 

67.5 

He likes salsa. lNTO .... Jlg/�.)r!M ... �!M.:�� ................................................................................................................................. . 
2 I hate these new shoes. STAND ................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 She'd prefer to go home . RATHER ......................................................................................................................................... . 
4 I don't like James Bond films very much. KEEN ......................................................................... ................................ . 
5 I think the new building is alright. MIND ........................................................................................................................ . 
6 I went riding a .lot in the past, but not now. USED .................................................................................................... . 
7 We have a lot of the same interests. COMMON .: ............................................................................................................ . 
8 I'm becoming familiar with this new computer. USED ............................................................................................ . 
9 I don't feel the same way about work now. ATTITUDE ........................................................................................... . 

I really like................................................... . I prefer ................................................... to ................................................... . 
I don't mind ................................................... . . .................................................. doesn't interest me. 
I can't stand ................................................... . I used to ................................................... . 
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Greetings, farewells and special expressions 

- Greetings*

uYl>.!lul,,j�->" 

When we are introduced to a stranger [told the name of someone we have never met] in a
formal situation, we usually shake hands and say hello, or perhaps hello, nice to meet
you. In an informal situation, we usually just say hello or hi.

When we greet friends, there are no real rules in Britain. Men may kiss female friends
[girls/women] on one cheek [side of the face], on both cheeks, or not at all. Women may kiss
male friends and female friends once, twice, or not at all. We usually say things like this:

A: Hello. How are you? B: Fine, thanks. How about you?
A: Hi. How's it going? I How are things? (infml) B: Not (so) bad, thanks. And you?

* saying hello

- Farewells*
To someone we have just met for the first time we can say Goodbye. Nice to meet you.

With friends we can say bye, cheers (infml), take care (infml), or see you (soon/later/
tomorrow, etc.).

When we say goodbye to a school or work friend on Friday afternoon we usually say:
A: Have a nice weekend.
B: Yeah, same to you. (NOT same fut: you)

. * saying goodbye

- Expressions for special situations
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It's your exam today, isn't it? 
Good luck. _T_h_a�n-k-s,-1-'l_l _n-ee-d-it-.

Sue found my wallet 
and my credit cards. 

Oh, thank 
goodness for that. 

I hear you passed your 
exam. Congratulations . cyks.) 
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Exercises 

6 8. 1 Find five more phrases. 

geed take 
thank me 

excuse bless lti€k you 
goodness not care bad 

.. g®.d. ... �.d; ................................ . 

6 8. 2 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: How are you? 
B: Fine. How .. AAW..L ....................... you? 

2 A: How's it ........................................ ? 
B: Not ......................................... And you? 

3 A: Have a nice weekend. 
B: Yeah, ........................................ you. 

4 A: Nobody was hurt in the accident. 
B: Oh, ........................................................ for that. 

5 A: I'll see you tomorrow. 
B: Yeah, ........................................ care. 

6 A: I've just passed my exam. 
B: ................................................ ! 

7 A: I'm fine, thanks. 
B: Good. And ........................................................ Sarah? 

68.3 What could you say in these situations? 

A friend says, 'Have a good weekend'. What do you reply? . .Y.�., ... �.�-� ... t:9 .. .W?!-�., ........ . 
2 You met a new business client for the first time fifteen minutes ago, and now you are leaving. 

What do you say? ...................................................................................... . 
3 You are on a crowded bus. It is your stop and you want to get off. What do you say to other 

passengers as you move past them? ....................................................... . 
4 A friend tells you they have just won some money. What do you say? ....................................................... . 
5 A friend is going for a job interview this afternoon. What do you say? ..................................................... . 
6 You are having a drink with friends. What do you say when you hold up your glasses to 

drink? ....................................................... . 
7 Someone sneezes next to you. What do you say? 

68.4 Complete the sentences. 

68.5 

1 When you meet someone for the first time in a formal .. �iw.ajw.n .................. , what do you say? 
2 When you are ........................................ to someone in a.formal situation, do you normally 

........................................ hands? 
3 "What do you do and say when you ........................................ friends? 
4 Do you usually kiss friends? If so, is it on one ........................................ or both ........................................ ? 
5 When you say goodbye to friends, do you use informal expressions like Cheers, or Take

........................................ ? If so, what are they? 

0VU ..f-o ':jO" 
Answer the questions in Exercise 68.4 about your country. If possible, ask someone from 
a different country the same questions. 
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Prefixes: changing meaning 

- With adjectives
Prefixes, e.g. un-, dis-, im-, can be added to some adjectives to give the opposite meaning.

happy unhappy honest [ tells the truth] 

possible impossible correct [right .I] 

regular irregular legal [allowed by law] 

Dan used all the milk but said he didn't; he's very dishonest. 
I got eight answers right, but two were incorrect. 
It's illegal in the UK to ride a motorbike without a helmet. 

dishonest 

incorrect 

illegal 

- un-
Of the prefixes above, un- is the most common, and appears in a number of adjectives.

This chair is incredibly uncomfortable.
It was unnecessary for them to wait for us.
Xerxes - that's a very unusual name. [different, not common or ordinary]
I won the game; it was completely unexpected. [I didn't think I was going to win]
Marsha's hat is unbelievable. [surprising because it is either very good or very bad]
We tried to open the door, but we were unable to get in. [could not]
I need to do more exercise; I'm very unfit . .[not healthy and not in good condition)
Carrick played well, and I thought he was unlucky to lose.
They're unlikely to get here before midday. [They probably won't get here before midday.)
The test was unfair because some of the students had more time to do it than others. [If
something is unfair, it does not treat people equally.)

�"'1�e. urp
Adding a negative prefix does not usually change the pronunciation; the stress stays the same. 
She was un'lucky. It's unbe'lievable. (NOT She was ' . It was ' · .)

- Withverbs
With some verbs, these prefixes can have particular meanings.

dis- I disagree with the others. [don't agree I have the same opinion] 
[ the opposite of something] The plane appeared in the sky, then it disappeared behind a cloud. 

un- I couldn't unlock the door this morning. [ open the door using a key; 
[ the opposite of an action] opp lock) 

•, We had to get undressed in the cold. [take off our clothes; opp get 
dressed] 
I unpacked the bags. [took everything out of the bags; opp pack] 

over- [too much] The bank overcharged me. [asked me to pay too much money) 

mis- I misunderstood what he said; I'm afraid my English isn't very 
[ do something incorrectly] good. 

I misheard her. I thought she said Rita, not Brita. 

re- [again) The teacher has asked me to rewrite my essay. 
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Exercises 

69.1 Write the opposite. 

1 .......... �nhappy 7 ............... .agree 
2 ................ able 8 ................ necessary 
3 ................ correct 9 ................ regular 
4 ................ usual 10 ............... .honest 
5 ................ possible 11 ............... .fair 
6 ................ comfortable 12 .............. ..lucky 

69.2 Which sentence on the right logically follows each sentence on the left? 

She arrived home. 
2 Her essay was terrible. 
3 She decided to go to bed. 

4 He called her name. 

5 She's not here now. 

6 He thought he was right. 
7 She got to the hotel. 
8 After I paid, I looked at the price. 

[I] 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

a She unpacked her suitcase. 
b She unlocked the front door. 

c She has disappeared. 

d She had overcharged me. 

e She had to rewrite it. 

f She misheard it. 

g She disagreed. 
h She got undressed. 

69.3 Complete the dialogues so that B agrees with A using different words. You only need one 
word for each gap. 

A: Mireille is a strange name. 
B: Yes, very .. \1-.™��AA .................... . 

2 A: It's against the law, isn't it? 
B: Oh yes, it's ........................................ . 

3 A: You mean he took off all his clothes! 
B: Yes, he got completely ........................................ . 

4 A: He probably won't get back in time for the meeting. 
B: I agree. It's very ........................................ . 

5 A: A lot of the answers were wrong. 
B: Yes, I'm afraid they were nearly all ........................................ . 

6 A: He doesn't look in very good condition; he's a bit overweight. 
B: I know. He looks terribly ........................................ . 

7 A: Nobody thought this would happen. 
B: Yes, it was completely ........................................ . 

8 A: They never tell the truth. 
B: I know. They' re both ........................................ . 

9 A: His business always seems to lose money, and it's not his fault. 
B: I know. He's very ........................................ . 

10 A: Ann always gives more attention to Sarah than she does to Lucas. 
B: Yes, it's very ........................................ on poor Lucas. 

69.4 These words all appear in other units of the book. Do you know how to form the opposites? 

pleasant .. !1-.DP.!&Af..<?:-nL........... fashionable ....................................... . 
kind ........................................ reliable ....................................... . 
patient (adj) ........................................ friendly ....................................... . 
suitable ........................................ tidy ....................................... . 
like (v) ........................................ ability ....................................... . 
do up ........................................ sociable ....................................... . 
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Suffixes: forming nouns 
0t;,l.,;I (J�j {!? >" 

- Verb + noun suffix
Suffixes are used at the ends of words; they often tell you if a word is a noun, a verb, an
adjective or an adverb. Two suffixes which form nouns from verbs are -ion and -ment.

verb I noun 

invent (produce or design something completely new] 
discuss [ talk about something seriously] 
translate [change from one language to another] 
relax [rest, and feel calm and comfortable] 
improve [get better] 
govern [control the affairs of a city or country] 
manage [direct or control a business] 
develop [grow or change and become more advanced] 

His latest invention is a new board game. 
Relaxation will help you to sleep better. 
We had a discussion about politics. 

invention 
discussion 
translation 
relaxation 
improvement 
government 
management 
development 

The management has to change. 
I need money for more development. 
We need an improvement in the weather. 

- Adjective + noun suffix
The suffixes -ness and -ity often form nouns from adjectives.

adjective I noun 
weak ( opp strong) 
happy 
ill [sick, not well] 
fit [in good condition, usually because of exercise] 
stupid ( opp intelligent, clever) 
popular [liked by a lot of people] 
similar [almost the same; opp different] 
able 

What is his main weakness as a manager? 
Snowboarding is growing in popularity. 
I'm frustrated by my inability to use computers. 

weakness 
happiness 
illness 
fitness 
stupidity 
popularity 
similarity 
ability (opp inability) 

Fortuna�ly it wasn't a serious illness. 
There is a similarity between them. 
Her happiness is all that matters to me. 

- -er, -or and -ist

146 

These suffixes can be added to nouns or verbs. They often describe people and jobs.

-er I -or I -ist

ballet dancer 
pop singer 
professional footballer 

LAtt1�� ke.lp 

company director 
translator 
film actor 

artist, e.g. Picasso 
economist 
scientist 

Adding a suffix to a verb, adjective or noun may change the position of the main stress , e.g. 
re'lax - relax'ation, 'stupid - stu'pidity, eco'nomics - e'conomist. 
(The ' symbol is before the syllable with the main stress.) 
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Exercises 

70.1 Complete the tables and mark the stress on each word. (Stress is marked on the 
pronunciation of a word in a dictionary.) The last two in each column are not on the 
opposite page, but do you know or can you guess the noun formed from them? 

verb I noun adjective 

dis'cuss cL.5 'w. s si.on stupid 

improve happy 

invent similar 
1--

relax popular 
-

hesitate sad 

arrange active 

70.2 Write down the names of the people who do these things as a job. 

sing opera music .. 9.P.�-� .. ?..il.)g�?. ........................ . 
2 act in films ....................................................... . 
3 important managers in a company ....................................................... . 

I noun

4 change words from one language into another ....................................................... . 
5 play football ....................................................... . 
6 dance in ballets ....................................................... . 
7 paint pictures ....................................................... . 
8 work in science ....................................................... . 

70.3 Complete the text using words from the box with the correct suffix and spelling. 
One word also needs a prefix. 

improve govern economics able manage discuss 

'' In his speech last night, the pijme minister said that the present 1 
.. W™.r���---··············· of 

the economy was caused by the bad 2 
........................................ of the last 3 

........................................ and 
their 4 

........................................ to give the right kind of help for industry. He said he was now 
involved in detailed 5 

........................................ with ministers, bankers and 6 
....................................... .

about a range of different financial measures, and he hoped the people would be able to 
see a big 7 ........................................ in the economy by the end of the year. ,,

70.4 Complete the dialogues. 
A: He hasn't been well at all, has he? 
B: No, it's quite a serious .. W..e.-?.� ......................... . 

2 A: Are they almost the same? 
B: Yes, the ........................................ is amazing. 

3 A: Has anyone made anything like this before? 
B: No, it's a brand-new ............... ......................... . 

4 A: Is her new novel going to be published in other languages? 
B: Yes, someone is working on a ........................................ right now. 

5 A: Does your daughter enjoy drawing too? 
B: Yes, she's a very good ........................................ . 

6 A: Jung gets tired after he's been playing for about ten minutes. 
B: I know. If he wants to be in the team, he'll have to improve his ........................................ . 

7 A: Do you think the organisation can still grow? 
B: Yes, I think there is an opportunity for further ........................................ . 
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Suffixes: forming adjectives 

Common suffixes that form adjectives include: -able (comfortable), -al {musical), 
-y (cloudy), -ous (famous) and -ive (attractive).

- -al
Adjectives ending -al are usually formed from nouns, and often mean 'relating to the
noun', e.g. a musical instrument (from music), a political issue (from politics), an electrical
fault (related to electricity), a personal opinion (the opinion of one person).

I a holiday for the whole country 
2 they are important in Japanese culture 

Shichi-Go-San (meaning 7, 5, 3) is an annual ceremony 
in Japan for three- and seven-year-old girls, and three
and five-year-old boys. It is on November 15, but it 
is not a national 1 holiday, so people often have it on 
the nearest weekend. Seven, five and three are seen 
as important years in the growth of a child, and the 
numbers also have cultural signiflcance2 because odd 
numbers (l, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc.) are lucky in Japan. This is 
one of the special days when the older boys and girls are 
allowed to wear traditional3 clothes: a kimono for girls 
and hakama trousers for boys. Now it is quite normal4 

for children to wear western-style clothes at this 
ceremony. The children visit a shrine and are then given 
special sweets called Chitose-Ame by their parents. 

3 in a style that has continued for many years 
4 usual 

- -able /zibl/
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This suffix forms adjectives from nouns and verbs, and the prefix un- often forms the
opposite:
an enjoyable party f something that you enjoyed]
a comfortable chair (opp uncomfortable)
a suitable word or phrase r right/correct for a particular situation; opp unsuitable]
a reliable service; reliable information [able to be trusted or believed; opp unreliableJ
fashionable clothes [popular now with many people; opp unfashionablel
a reasonable decision or price [fair; not a bad decision or price; opp unreasonable]
a sociable person [enjoys being with people; opp unsociable)

Sometimes the opposite form is the more common adjective:
an unforgettable experience [something that cannot be forgotten l
an unbelievable story [something that is very surprising and very difficult to believe)

-ful and -less
The suffix -ful often means 'full of' or 'having the quality of the noun', e.g. a colourful 
room has a lot of colour in it; a helpful person gives a lot of help; a peaceful place is calm 
and quiet. 
The opposite meaning is sometimes formed by adding the suffix -less to the noun. 
a useful machine [having a lot of uses; opp a useless machine) 
a painful injection [giving pain and being unpleasant; opp a painless injection) 
a careful driver [drives with care and attention; opp a careless driver] 

IINll11ua11+1&iHMiliM1@itii&1i 
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71.1 

Exercises 

Correct the spelling mistakes. Be careful: one word is correct. 
1 enjoiable P.:tl�@�............ 4 peacefull ............................... . 
2 earful ................................ 5 confortable ............................... . 
3 relyable ................................ 6 anual ............................... . 

7 unforgetable ............................... . 
8 reasonable ............................... . 
9 unbeleivable ............................... . 

71 . 2 Match the words on the leh with the words on the right. 
a national @] a injection 

2 a useful D b mistake 
3 a painful D c pnce 
4 fashionable D d holiday 
5 a careless D e man 
6 an electrical D f bit of advice 
7 an unsociable D g clothes 
8 a reasonable D h fault 

71.3 Write an adjective formed from these nouns or verbs. 11-15 are not on the opposite page, 
but you can find them in the index if you don't know them. 

tradition .. tt�f!_ikq)'.'!aj, ______ _ 6 fame ............................... . 11 wind ............................... . 
2 attract ............................... . 7 electricity ............................... . 12 danger ............................... . 
3 person ............................... . 8 politics ............................... . 13 create ............................... . 
4 cloud ............................... . 9 en Joy ............................... . 14 emotion ............................... . 
5 colour ............................... . 10 nation ............................... . 15 fog ································ 

71 .4 Tick (.f) the words which form opposites with the suffix -less.

wonderful No (w�ss) useful 
careful painful 

71.5 Complete the sentences. 
You must be very .. 9M:�fuL ................... when you drive in wet weather. 

beautiful 
peaceful 

2 She told us an ........................................ story about a dog that could speak. 
3 The tourist information office was very ···--····:······························, and told us everything we 

needed to know. 
4 The festival is an ........................................ event, held on the first Monday in September. 
5 It was very ........................................ when I hit my leg against the corner of that table. 
6 This bag is ........................................ ; it's too small for me to put anything in it. 
7 We've never had any problems with our TV in ten years; it's been very ........................................ . 
8 Most people agreed with it, so I think it was a ........................................ decision. 
9 This is just my ........................................ opinion; others may not agree. 

10 Travelling round China and the Far East was an ........................................ experience. 
11 Children perform ........................................ dances at the ceremony, as  they have done for 

hundreds of years. 
12 Do you think this dress is ........................................ for a wedding? 

71.6 Choose three adjectives from the opposite page which could describe these people or things. 
1 a village: --��-��---············· , .. -fumw.� ...................... , --��---················· 
2 a jacket: ........................................ , ........................................ , ....................................... . 
3 an event: ........................................ , ........................................ , ....................................... . 
4 a person you know: ........................................ , ........................................ , ....................................... . 
5 an opinion: ........................................ , ........................................ , ....................................... . 
6 a room: ........................................ , ........................................ , ....................................... . 
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Nouns and- verbs with the same form 

- Nouns and verbs

-

150 

Many words in English function as a noun and a verb with the same form, and often a
similar meaning. When you use these words as nouns, you often need to know which
verbs to use with them.

She kissed me. I dreamt about Ethan. 
She gave me a kiss. I had a dream about Ethan. 

I queued for the bus. 
He washed the car. I waited/stood in a queue for I braked. 
He gave the car a wash. the bus. I put on the brakes. 

I'll ring them I give them a ring. [phone someone] 
We often chat I have a chat. [have a friendly conversation; infm�

If you don't know, guess I have a guess. [give an answer without knowing the facts] 
Have you replied to his email yet? Have you sent him a reply yet? 
It may help to diet I go on a diet. [eat less in order to lose weight] 
Can doctors cure this? I Have doctors found a cure for this? OR Is there a cure for this? 
[make someone with an illness healthy again] 

A rescue attempt 
"I regret' going to Three Cliffs Bay. I promised2 my mother not to go there, but I'm not 
very good at keeping promises. I was swimming near the rocks with friends and I dived 
off one of the rocks. I thought it was a good dive, but I hit another rock as I entered the 
water. I hit my head and couldn't move. One of my 
friends attempted3 to rescue4 me, but couldn't reach 
me; someone else made an attempt to swim our to 
me. In the end, two of the boys pulled me to safety. 
I had to go to hospital, but I was lucky: there were 
several unsuccessful rescue attempts that summer.,, 
I v + -ing feel sadness for something you did in the past 

(n regret) 
2 v + inf say that you will certainly do something
3 v + inf try to do something
4 v + obj make someone safe when they have been in a

dangerous situation; syn save 
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72.1 

72.2 

Exercises 

Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 

They attempted saving I® �the boy. 
2 I regret leave I leaving home. 
3 We had to wait in I on a queue. 
4 I'd like to go for I on a diet. 
5 She promised helping I to help me. 
6 He gave her a big kiss I a big kiss for her. 
7 I dreamt about I for you. 
8 If you don't know the answer, do I have a guess. 

Replace the underlined words with a verb that keeps a similar meaning in the sentences. 
Make any other changes that are necessary. 

1 Can you phone him? 
2 We talked for a bit. 
3 The policeman saved her from the burning car. 
4 I tried to help James with his homework. 
5 Have you answered the letter? 
6 I am sorry that I left home. 
7 I said that I would definitely go to the party. 
8 They told us to wait in a queue if we wanted tickets. 

--�--�� .. .r.4'.1.9. .. 1'.!!!1:1 . .?. ............................................. . 

7 2. 3 Rewrite the sentences using the underlined verbs as nouns. 

1 I'll ring him this evening. I'll .. gw� ... hi!.!! ... (.!.. .. .t:ing . .Jh��---�Y.W.4'.1.9. ................................... . 
2 I'll diet if necessary. I'll ..................................................................................................... . 
3 Did you know, or did you guess? Did you know, or did you ............................................ ? 
4 He always smiles at me when I see him. He always greets me .......................................................... . 
5 I dreamt about my mother. . I .......................................................................................................... . 
6 We can't cure this disease. We .................................................................................................... . 
7 I braked but it was too late. I .......................................................................................................... . 
8 She washed the kitchen windows. She ................................................................................................... . 
9 They attempted to help her. They .............................................................. .................................. . 

10 We sat down and chatted. We sat down and .................................................................. . 

7 2 .4 Sometimes the same word can be a verb and noun but with a different meaning. Read the 
pairs of sentences. Do the verb and noun have a similar meaning, or are they different in 
meaning? Note: these words are not on the opposite page. 

1 a We had a long wait for the bus. Si.mil.ru-

b We waited a long time for the bus. 

2 a There's a book on the table. 
b I had to book a table. 

3 a I took a break at work. 
b I broke my arm at work. 

4 a How much did the holiday rust? 
b What was the cost of the holiday? 

5 a I dropped the milk. 
b I had a drop of milk. 

6 a Someone behind me screamed. 
b I heard a loud scream. 
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Compound nouns 
u�l>.!I 01,,j {:-'.>" 

- Formation
We form compound nouns by putting two words together (or three) to create a new idea. 
Compound nouns are very common in English. 

Ice hockey is a game of hockey played on ice. 
Public transport is transport that can be used by the public. 
A campsite is a site for camping. [a place used for a special purpose] 
A babysitter is someone who looks after young children when their parents go out. 
Income tax is money you pay to the government out of your income. [the total amount of 
money you receive every year from your work and other places] 
Your mother tongue is the first language you learn as a child. 
A travel agent is someone whose job is to make travel arrangements for you. 
A film-maker is someone who makes films for the cinema or television. 
A full stop is a punctuation mark at the end of a sentence. 
A haircut is the act of cutting someone's hair, e.g. That boy needs a haircut. 

cash point 

traffic lights 

toothpaste 

earnngs 

- One word or two?
Some compound nouns are written as one word, e.g. wheelchair; a few are written with 
a hyphen, e.g. T-shirt; many are written as two words, e.g. credit card, bus stop. Use a 
dictionary to check if necessary. 

- Pronunciation
The main stress is usually on the first part, e.g. 'haircut or 'income tax, but sometimes it is 
on the second part, e.g. public 'transport, full 'stop. Use a dictionary to check if necessary. 

111111 Forming new compounds 

152 

One part of a compound often forms the basis for a number of compound nouns. 

airport e.g. Heathrow bus driver ID card (identity card) 
airline e.g. Lufthansa, KLM bus stop credit card 
aircraft e.g. Airbus A380 bus station birthday card 
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Exercises 

7 3. 1 Complete the circles with compound nouns from the opposite page. 

air travel 

7 3. 2 Complete the sentences. 

I got some money from the .. �hP.9.int. ................. 
2 I booked our holiday through a ........................................ . 
3 We stayed on a very nice ........................................ , but unfortunately our tent wasn't really 

big enough. 
4 He can't walk at all now, so he has to use a ........................................ to move around. 
5 I sent her a ........................................................ but she never received it; it must have got lost in the post. 
6 Liz and Mark wanted to go out, but they couldn't find a ........................................ for the children. 
7 When I'm driving I always wear ........................................ if it's very bright and sunny. 
8 Most people have to pay ........................................ on their salary; the more you earn, the more 

you pay. 
9 I washed my hair, then discovered that the ........................................ wasn't working. 

73.3 Which words are being defined? 

1 A substance that you use to clean your teeth. tw.ttJ��k ................ . 
2 A piece of furniture for keeping clothes in. . ...................................................... . 
3 Someone who plays music on the radio or at discos. . ...................................... . 
4 A card with your name, photograph and information to prove who you are. 
5 The first language you learn as a child. . ...................................................... . 
6 A game played on ice using sticks. . ...................................... . 
7 A punctuation mark at the end of a sentence. . ...................................... . 
8 A card you use to pay for things. . ...................................... . 

73.4 Make new compounds using one part of the compounds below. Answers for 1-6 are on 
the opposite page, answers for 7-12 are in other parts of the book . 

airport 
2 full stop 
3 hairdresser 
4 credit card 
5 toothpaste 
6 bus driver 

. . !W:W':I� ....................... . 7 living room 
8 brother-in-law 
9 sunglasses 

10 traffic lights 
11 wheelchair 
12 film-maker 
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Word partners 

- What do we mean by word partners?
If you want to use a word naturally, you often need to know other words that are commonly
used with it. These are called word partners or collocations, and they can be different from
language to language. For example:
I spent time in Paris. (NOT I passed time in Paris.) I missed the bus. (NOT I lest the bus.)
We have children. (NOT We get children.)

I made a mistake. (NOT I ma a mistake.)

t.atli}�e, urp It was a serious injury. (also a serious illness) 
It's quite likely that we'll stay here. 
[we'll probably stay here] 
le depends on my parents. (NOT It 
depends ef my parents. See Unit 77.) 

More word partners can be found in the Cambridge 
Learner's Dictionary for intermediate learners and

the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary. 

- Verbs and nouns
There are many verbs and nouns that are often used together. 

Pavel told me a joke but I can't remember it. [told me a funny story]
I need to lose weight. [become less heavy; opp put on 'Yeight]
The doctor told my father that he should go on a diet. [eat less in order to lose weight]
It's very difficult to predict the future. [say what will happen in the future]
We won the game 2-1, and my brother scored th� first goal1 •
My neighbour's alarm went off2 in the middle of the night.
They fell in love and got married. Now Emily is expecting a baby3.

2 

- Adjectives and nouns

SE(l.(IT� 
AL��M 

-1� 11111 

3 

Many adjectives and nouns are often used together. These are all examples where the
meaning is 'big' or 'a lot' , but where we usually use a particular adjective.

We've got a large number of students/tourists this year. (opp a limited/small number)
I will need a large amount of money.
There's a wide choice of food available. (opp a limited/narrow choice)
Claude has a wide vocabulary in English. (opp a limited vocabulary)
It's only a toy gun but it makes a very loud noise.
Her family is of great importance to her. 
We went to a party last night and it was great fun. [very enjoyable; we enjoyed it a lot]
There was heavy traffic on the motorway going out of town. (opp light traffic)

� Adverbs and adjectives
The adverbs in the first three sentences mean very, the adverbs in the last sentence mean 
fully/completely. In each case, the adverbs and adjectives are common word partners. 

I'm terribly sorry I'm late. 
She's well aware of the problem. [She knows all about the problem.] 
It's vitally important that we get the right person for the job. 
Lorna is fast asleep, but the other two are still wide awake. 
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Exercises 

7 4. 1 Correct the mistakes. 

Why does she oo so many mistakes? .. i:i:i.�� .......................... . 
2 My sister got a baby last month. . ...................................... . 
3 I'm sorry I'm late; I lost the bus. . ...................................... . 
4 There was an accident and Tommy has a grave head injury. . ...................................... . 
5 I don't know if I can come - it depends of the weather. . ...................................... . 
6 We passed three days in Amsterdam. . ...................................... . 
7 I wouldn't like to try and say the future. . ...................................... . 
8 My sister is waiting for a baby next month. . ...................................... . 
9 Axel said me a very funny joke. . ...................................... . 

10 She gave us a big amount of money. . ...................................... . 

7 4.2 Complete the text. 

My mum went to see the doctor, and he told her to go on a 1A.�.t: .............................. I think
she knows that she needs to 2 ........................................ weight, but she's not happy about giving
up chocolate. Anyway, I told her it's 3 ........................................ important that she keeps to the
d. b "f h 

4 
. h . ' . S . h 1et, ecause 1 s e ........................................ any more we1g t, 1t s qmte ........................................ t at 

she'll end up with a more 6 ........................................ illness. Fortunately, I think she's
7 ........................................ aware of that. 

7 4.3 Replace big or little with a more suitable adjective. 

1 You won't need a eig amount of money. J.�!.9� .......................... . 
2 Why are they making such a big noise? ....................................... . 
3 I've got quite a big vocabulary in French. . ...................................... . 
4 There is only a little choice of things we can buy. . ...................................... . 
5 We had a very big number of tourists this year. . ...................................... . 
6 I think the event had big importance for her. . ...................................... . 
7 Lola only has a little vocabulary in English. . ...................................... . 

7 4.4 Complete the sentences and dialogues. 

74.5 

A: Why were they late? B: They got stuck in .. \':l.�Y� ......................... traffic. 
2 When I went into her bedroom, she was ........................................ asleep. 
3 A: Did you enjoy last night? B: Yes, it was ........................................ fun. 
4 I met Sasha in town. She told me she's ........................................ a baby in June. Isn't that 

fantastic news? 
5 A: We won 1-0. B: Who ........................................ the goal? 
6 Leif ........................................ me a joke, but I'm afraid I didn't understand it. 
7 A: Are the boys asleep? B: No, they're still ........................................ awake. 
8 My neighbour's burglar alarm ........................................ at 2 o'clock this morning and woke 

me up. 
9 A: Why is she staying in Paris? B: She ........................................ in love with a French guy. 

10 I'm ........................................ sorry, but I've lost your book - I'll buy you a new one. 

OVu ..f-o 11ou 
Look at the verbs and nouns in section B, and the adjectives and nouns in section C on the 
opposite page. Are they the same in your language? If possible, compare with someone else who 
speaks your language. 
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Fixed phrases 

- What are fixed phrases?
There are many groups of words which you need to learn as complete phrases, because 
they often have a meaning which is different from the words on their own. Many of these 
are called idioms. 

They arrived out of the blue. [I didn't know they were coming; it was unexpected] 
Does the name Merchant ring a bell? [sound familiar] 
You'll have to make up your mind soon. [make a decision] 

Some fixed phrases are easier to understand, but the same idea may be expressed in a 
different way in your language. 

J think we'll have to get rid of some of this furniture. 
lremove it, e.g. sell it, throw it away, give it away, etc.] 
I'm afraid I can't talk to you now; I'm (just) about to 
leave. lI am going to leave very soon] 
I don't know what Martin said, but Natalie burst 
into tears. [ suddenly started crying] She was very upset. 
Everyone was there apart from Yasmine. 
[not including Yasmine; syn except for] 

- Time phrases
He's leaving in four days' time. [four days from now; also in three weeks'/six months'/two 
years' time, etc.] 
I got here the week before last. [during the week/month, etc. before the previous one] 
The course is fine so far. [up until now] 
I rang our local doctor and fortunately she was able to come at once. [now, immediately; 
syns right away I straight away] 
He's so busy at work; he comes home late night after night. [every night; also day after day, etc.J 

- Pairs of words
A number of fixed phrases consist of two words, usually joined by and, and sometimes or. 

I go to the theatre now and again. [occasionally; syns now and then] 
Andy had one or two [a few] suggestions. 
I've got a house in the country, and I like to go there whenever possible for a bit of peace and 
quiet. [a calm situation without noise] 
I've been up and down the street, but I can't find their house. [first in one direction, then the other 
I've been to Paris once or twice. [a few times] 
I'll finish this report sooner or later. [l don't know when, but I'll finish it.] 

- Introducing advice, opinions, etc.
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Many fixed phrases are used to introduce advice, an opinion, an example, etc. 

If I were you [in your situation], I'd accept the job they offered you. 
In general [usually, or in most situations; syn on the whole] the summers are quite warm in 
this part of the country. 
There were lots of questions. For instance [for example], how much will it cost? 
I'm sure you'll have a great holiday. By the way, what time does the train leave? (used to 
introduce a new subject to the conversation) 
To be honest, I didn't like her boyfriend very much. (used to say what you really think) 
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Exercises 

7 5.1 Using all the words in the square, find eight more phrases. 

GN DAY SOONER A-NI) RIGHT 
so AND NOW TWO LATER 
UP OR GFF PEACE AFTER 
FAR AND ONE AWAY AGAIN 
AND DAY QUIET OR DOWN 

.. 9.t'.l. .. @4 .. Pff .................................. . 

7 5.2 Complete the sentences with one word, then underline the full fixed phrase in each sentence. 

75.3 

She's been working on that essay night after .. �i4hL ................................ . 
2 I'm arranging everything for next week. By the ........................................ , is your sister coming 

this evening? 
3 My parents always turn up at my flat out of the ........................................ . 
4 Some people enjoyed the book, but to be ........................................ , I thought it was boring. 
5 I'd like to get ........................................ of these CDs because I don't listen to them any more. 
6 In ........................................ , people are much happier when they have jobs that they enjoy. 
7 I don't know what to do at the moment but I'll have to make up my ...................................... .. 

soon. 
8 It's a flexible ticket. For ........................................ , you can use it during the week or at weekends. 
9 Can I ring you later? I'm just ........................................ to have lunch. 

10 If I ........................................ you, I'd get a new dictionary. 

Complete the fixed phrase in each dialogue. 

1 A: Do you go there much? 7 A: Have you been there often? 
B: Now .. @4 ... �W. ............... . 

2 A: Have you had any ideas? 
B: Yeah. One ........................................ . 

3 A: Was she very upset? 
B: Yes. She burst ........................................ . 

4 A: You arrived ten days ago? 
B: Yeah, the week ........................................ . 

5 A: Should I accept the job? 
B: Yes, I would if ........................................ . 

6 A: Will they get here? 
B: Yeah, sooner ........................................ . 

B: Once ........................................ . 

8 A: Do you need me there now? 
B: Yes. Could you come at ........................................ ? 

9 A: When are you going back? 
B: In two weeks' ........................................ . 

10 A: How's the course? 
B: It's good so ........................................ . 

11 A: I spoke to Chris Myler. Do you know him? 
B: No, the name doesn't ring ........................................ . 

12 A: Have you done all the housework? 
B: Yes, apart ........................................ the washing. 

7 5.4 Here are more idioms. Can you underline one in each sentence, and guess what it means? 

I've been in the job a few days, but I already feel at home. ..M .. f9.�:fu.W.!&-... @4 ... !'.���-........ . 
2 I've just bought these shoes and they cost a fortune. . ............................................................................................. . 
3 Could you keep an eye on my bag for me? ................................................................................................................... . 
4 The answer's on the tip of my tongue. .. ............................................................................................................................ . 
5 We had a night on the town last night. . ............................................................................................................................. . 
6 I could do with a new computer; mine's quite old now. . ..................................................................................... .. 
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Fixed phrases in conversation 

- Common responses
A large number of fixed phrases are used as common responses in everyday conversation.

A: What time did he get here? 
A: Are you going tonight? 

A: Shall we go out tonight? 
A: Did you like the film? 
A: I'm going to Sweden ne¥t week. 
A: Can I borrow your car? 
A: They're coming tonight, aren't they? 
A: Jason has grown a beard. 

A: We have to work tonight. 
A: Eli got top marks. 

B: I've no idea. [I don't know] 
B: That depends. [used to say you are not sure because 

other things affect your answer; also It depends] 
B: Yeah, why not. [OK] 
B: Not really. [used to say no but not strongly] 
B: Really. What for? [why?] 
B: No way. [that's impossible; infml; syn no chance] 
B: I suppose so. [used to say yes but not strongly] 
B: I know. I couldn't believe my eyes! [I was very 

surprised when I saw it] 
B: You must be joking. 
B: I don't believe it! [ used to express great surprise] 

l.a��t. kt.Ip 
We can use you must be joking (syns you're joking/kidding) when someone has just said something 
that is a surprise. lt may be an unpleasant surprise (as above), or a nice surprise, e.g. 
A: My father said he would pay for all of us to go on holiday. 
B: You're kidding. Fantastic! 

- In conversation
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Notice how fixed phrases can form an important part of an everyday conversation.

A: I had to have a word with Jiri and Milan today.
[speak to them without others listening]

B: Oh yeah? Are they causing trouble again?
A: Well, you know, [used co fill a pause in conversation]

they just keep talking to each other, and they 
don't pay attention [listen] - that sort of thing. 

B: Why don't you make them sit in different places? 
A: I tried that, but they still talked to each other. 
B: Well, in that case [because of the situation 

described], you'll have to move one of them. 
A: Maybe, but I'd feel bad about that [be unhappy 

about].They're quite nice boys, you know, they just can't help it. [can't control some 
actions or behaviour] 

B: Sure ... but you can't let that kind of thing continue. 
A: No, you're right. But I've given them a final warning today, so let's wait and see what 

happens. [wait to discover what will happen] 
B: OK. But what if they don't improve? [what will you do if they don't improve?] 
A: I think it'll be OK. 
B: Well, if you change your mind [change your decision], come and see me again, and I'll 

arrange for one of them to be moved to another class. 

l.a��t, kLlp .. ! . ! . •

We use sort/kind in several common phrases in informal speech. 
(and) that sort/kind of thing [examples of that type] 
e.g. I grow onions and carrots - that sort/kind of thing.
sort/kind of [approximately/more or less] e.g. Her new top is
sort of blue; I thought he was kind of strange.
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Exercises 

7 6. 1 Put the responses in the most suitable column below. 

no v,ay not really I suppose so why not 
you're kidding that depends I don't believe it 

positive I negative I not sure or either

now� 

76.2 Choose the correct word. Sometimes both are correct. 

I need to have a<iiiilJ speak with Catalina. 
2 I don't know what they plan to do; we'll have to wait and see I watch. 
3 He usually wears jeans, trainers, and that sort I kind of thing. 
4 Little children shout and scream all the time; they can't help I leave it. 
5 A: I went to Cambridge last week. B: Really? What I Why for? 
6 The trouble with Mark is that he doesn't pay I give attention. 
7 A: Are you working tonight? B: It I That depends. 

76.3 Complete the dialogues with a suitable fixed phrase. 

1 A: Did you hear that Daniel's getting married? 
B: Yeah . .. !...M..1:1'.t ... �.�r� ... iJ/ ........................... .. 

2 A: Sofia doesn't listen. 
B: No. She never ....................................................................... . 

3 A: Did you speak to Nathalie? 
B: Yes, I ....................................................................... . 

4 A: Dad wasn't happy about forgetting my birthday. 
B: No, he felt ....................................................................... . 

5 A: Do you know what time he'll be here? 
B: No, I'm afraid I've ....................................................................... . 

6 A: Are you still planning to sell the flat? 
B: No, I've ........................................................................ I'm going to keep it now. 

76.4 Where could you add the phrases in the box to the dialogues below? 

you kno1tv I couldn't believe my eyes kind of in that case 
that sort of thing you must be joking why not 

1 A: What did you say to him? 
B: Well;'it was quite difficult. !:jW know 

2 A: What colour was it? 
B: Blue. 

3 A: He's not coming this evening, so you won't be able to ask him. 
B: Well, I'll phone him and ask him. 

4 A: Jerry says we'll have to walk all the way to the campsite. 
B: That's ten miles! 

5 A: Do you want to get a takeaway? 
B: Yeah. 

6 A: What do they sell? 
B: Oh, burgers, pizzas, ... 

7 A: Did you see Chloe wearing those high-heeled shoes? 
B: Yes. 
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Verb or adjective + preposition 
.:.,�1>.!1.:.,1,,j�y, 

- Verb + preposition
Pay special attention to prepositions that are different in your language.

Paul doesn't like the manager's decision and I agree with him. [have the same opinion as]
Don't worry about your exam. [be nervous about]
His teachers were satisfied with his progress. [pleased with]
Many people spend a lot of money on clothes.
I'm thinking of going to China. [it's my plan to go] (used in the continuous form)
This land belongs to the company. [it is the company's land)
I translated the letter into French. [changed from one language into another)
She complained to the manager about the food. [said she wasn't happy/satisfied with]
I can't concentrate on [think about] my work when the radio is playing.
We can rely on this photocopier. [ trust it; it will not go wrong)
I may go but it depends on the weather. [used to say you. are not sure about something]

La"-1�t. ke.fp , I ! , ! 
. t II 

Depend (on) has other meanings: 
Martha drprnds on her son for money. [she � his money] 
We can drprnd on the others for support. [we can trust the others to support us] 
Remember: it depends on something or someone (NOT it depends of something or someone) 

- Prepositions that change the meaning

I\ 
She shouted to me. [spoke in a loud 
voice to be heard) 

He threw the ball to me. [for me to catch it] 

He shouted at me. [spoke in a loud voice 
because he was angry) 

He threw the ball at me. [in order to hit me) 

- Adjective + preposition
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I've never been very good at maths. (opp bad at)
She's afraid of flying. f frightened of]
The neighbours are fond of the children. [like]
She's similar to her sister [the same as her in some ways], but very different from her brother.
He's very interested in photography.
I think she's aware of the problem. [knows about]
I'm tired of people telling me what to do. [bored or a bit angry about]
Katya is mad about Brad Pitt. [likes him very much; infml]

We're short of coffee at the moment. [we don't have much]
There's something wrong with this TV. [the TV is not working correctly]
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Exercises 

7 7. 1 Match the sentence beginnings on the left with the best endings on the right. 

1 He's tired 0 a me, but it missed. 
2 She wasn't aware O b to the manager. 
3 He threw the pen to O c of working at weekends. 
4 She complained O d his friend on the other side of the lake. 
5 He shouted at O e me, but I dropped it. 
6 He shouted to O f with them. 
7 He threw the book at O g us to get out of his garden. 
8 I don't agree O h of her mistakes. 

7 7 .2 Complete the questions with the correct preposition, then write an answer for each one. 

A: What is she worried .. @W.L ........................ ? B: .H.ey: ... ��!Mrl.�., ............ . 
2 A: What subjects is she good ......... ............................... ? B: ....................................... . 
3 A: Who does this belong ........................................ ? B: ....................................... . 
4 A: What does li.e spend all his money ........................................ ? B: ....................................... . 
5 A: What are you afraid ........................................ ? B: ....................................... . 
6 A: What kind of films are you interested ..... ................................... ? B: ...................................... . . 
7 A: What does the decision depend ........................................ ? B: ................ ....................... . 
8 A: I know he's angry, but who's he shouting ........................................ ? B: .............................. ......... . 
9 A: Who can we rely ........................................ ? B: ....................................... . 

10 A: What language is the book being translated ........................................ ? B: ....................................... . 

77 .3 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: Are you going to the exhibition? 
B: Yes, I'm very ... 0.tey��-�- in art. 

2 A: Is she ................................ to her sister? 
B: No, they're completely different. 

3 A: What did she ................................ about? 
B: She wasn't happy with the food. 

4 A: Angel is very good-looking. 
B: That's why I'm ................ about him! 

5 A: What's ................................ with the radio? 
B: I don't know, but it's not working. 

6 A: Did you like the course? 
B: No, I wasn't very satisfied ........................... it. 

7 A: What's the matter? 
B: I can't ...................... on this with the TV on. 

8 A: It's a big problem. 
B: Yes, but we're ................................ of that. 

9 A: We're a bit ................................ of milk. 
B: OK. I'll buy some when I go out. 

10 A: Do Max's children have jobs? 
B: No, they still ....................... on their parents. 

7 7 .4 Do you know which preposition follows the words below? They are all in this book. If 
you don't know, use the index to help you. A good dictionary will tell you if a verb or. 
adjective is usually followed by a special preposition. 

77.5 

keen ................................ succeed ................................ apply ............................... . 
suffer ................................ get married ................................ apologise ............................... . 

1 I'm not very good ...................................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 I've always been interested ................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 I'm not very fond ...................................................................................................................................................................... . 

4 I spend most of my money ................................................................................................................................................... . 

5 For my next holiday, I'm thinking ............................................................................................................................... .-.... . 
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Prepositional phrases 

- By, on or in + noun
I took his pen by mistake. [I thought it was my pen] 
These shoes are made by hand. [not using a machine] 
I met them by chance. [it wasn't planned; it was luck] 

He broke the plate by accident. [he dic.l 
not want or plan to do it] 

He broke the plate on purpose. 
[he wanted to do it; it was his intention] 

My boss is on the phone at the moment. [using the phone] 
The workers are on strike. [they refuse to work because of a problem over pay, hours, etc.] 
The books were on display in the window. [in the window for people to look at] 
Part of the building was on fire. [burning] 
Most of the passengers are now on board. [on the train, boat, plane, etc.] 
Why are they always in a.hurry? [needing to do something or go somewhere very quickly] 
I explained everything in detail. [including all the important information] 
She won't make that mistake again in future. 
The poor little girl was in tears. [crying] 

- Phrases easily confused
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Sometimes two prepositions can be used with the same noun, but the meaning is different. 

Lessons begin at 8.30 and the students are usually here on time. [at 8.30] 
If we hurry, we'll be there in time. [before the time we need to be there) 

We were tired of waiting, so in the end we went home. [finally, after a lot of time or thought] 
At the end of the book they get married. [in the last part] 

To be successful in business it's important to get on well with people. [working as businesspeople] 
They're both in Germany on business. [they are there for work, not a holiday] 

I'm afraid this book's a bit out-of-date. [old and not useful, or not correct in its information] 
I try to keep up-to-date with all the changes. [knowing all the most recent ideas and information) 

I'll see you in a moment. [not now, but very soon; syn in a minute] 
I can't speak to you at the moment. [now; syn right now) 

.,,.ll·l'hilill,,l·l,,1<011 
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Exercises 

78.1 Put the nouns into the correct columns. 

008-fti hand accident 
mistake 

display detail 
fire future tears strike 

on j in I by 

7 8. 2 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 

I'm afraid I deleted your email on I in /�accident . 
2 Did she hit him on I by I in purpose? 
3 I just saw them with I by I on chance. 
4 Most of these files are out-of- I out-from- I out-for- date. 
5 My wife is away in I on I by business at the moment. 
6 I'm afraid I'm busy on I in I at the moment. 
7 I've got to go; I'm in I on I at a hurry. 
8 I won't go there again on I in I at future. 

7 8. 3 Complete the missing noun in these prepositional phrases. 

1 I saw smoke coming out of the window, and I realised the house was on .. :&� ............................ .
2 Nobody is at the factory. The workers are all on ........................................ . 
3 These chocolates are expensive because they are all made by ........................................ . 
4 I'm just going to the shop but I'll be back in a ........................................ . 
5 I'm sure she broke that vase on ........................................ ; she never liked it. 
6 I'm sorry I can't stop to talk now - I'm in a ........................................ . 
7 She never thanked me for the present, so I won't buy her another one in ....................................... . 
8 You can't trust things you read on the Internet; a lot of the information there is 

out-of- ........................................ . 
9 I told them everything they wanted to know. I explained it all in ........................................ . 

10 I went to the exhibition, and some of Katya's paintings were on .......................... .............. . 
11 The manager can't speak to you at the ........................................ ; I'm afraid she's on the ..................... .
12 It was a terrible journey but we got there in the ........................................ . 

78.4 Replace the underlined word(s) with a prepositional phrase. 

1 The meeting was planned for 11 am and we got there at 11 am. . .. Q.ti ... w.:r:i.� ............................ . 
2 Did you get to the cinema before the film started? ............................................... . 
3 Most of the factory is burning. .. ............................................. . 
4 I had great difficulty finding the camera I wanted, so finally I bought one on the Internet. 

5 He gets killed in the last scene of the film. .. ............................................. . 
6 I'm afraid I'm very busy right now. . ............................................. .. 
7 I saw her yesterday but we didn't plan to meet. .. ............................................ .. 
8 I'm writing an email, but I'll be with you very soon. .. ............................................. . 
9 Most of these books are old and the information is wrong. . ............................................. .. 

10 I explained the system with all the important information. .. ............................................. . 
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Phrasal verbs 1: form and meaning 

- Formation
A phrasal verb is a verb + adverb or preposition, and sometimes a verb + ac.lverb and

preposition.

He fell over [fell to the ground] and hurt his knee.
I'll try to find out [learn/discover] the quickest way to get there.
He didn't like his coat, so he gave it away. (gave it to someone for no inoney]
If you don't understand the meaning, look it up. (find the meaning in a book/dictionary]
Who's going to sort out the problem? (deal with it successfully; solve it]
He doesn't get on with (have a good relationship with] his parents. (verb+ adv. + prep.)

- Meaning
The adverb or preposition does not always change the meaning of the verb, and is not
always used.
I didn't wake (up) until 7 o'clock. 
Hurry (up) or we'll be late. 

She's saving (up) for a new computer. 
I went to lie (down) on the bed.

Sometimes an adverb adds a particular meaning to the verb. For example, back can
mean return.

, I bought this jacket yesterday, but I'm going to take it back to the shop; it's too small. 
, You can look at the books, but remember to put them back on the shelf. 

They liked Greece so much they want to go back next year. 

Often, the adverb or preposition changes the meaning of the verb: give up doesn't mean 
the same as give, and carry on doesn't mean the same as carry. 

My wife has decided to give up [stop] smoking. 
We'll take a short break and then carry on (continue] with the meeting. 
The shops are going to put up (increase] the price of bread. 
When the hotel gets busy, we have to take on [employ] more staff. 

- Multiple meanings

164 

Many phrasal verbs have more than one meaning.

go away
I was busy, so I told h_im to go away. (leave]
We try to go away in August. (go on holiday]

Pick something I someone up
I picked up most of the rubbish. [lifted it from the floor]
I'm going to pick Jane up at the station. [collect someone, usually in a car]

Put something on
Could you put the light on? [make a piece of equipment work by pressing
a switch; syn switch sth on]
I put on my best suit. [put clothes on your body]
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Exercises 

19. 1 Choose the correct adverb or preposition to complete the sentence.

1 I can't see. Could you put the light ........................................ ? 
2 If he doesn't want it, he can give it ........................................ . 

am C0 c out 
a out b away c up 

3 Have they sorted it ........................................ ? a out b over c up 
4 It was broken, so I had to take it ........................................ . a over b on c back 
5 I went to the airport to pick her ........................................ . a up b down c over 
6 What time did you wake ........................................ ? a to b up c for 
7 I get married next year. I need to start saving ........................................ . a out b on c up 
8 Could you switch the TV ........................................ ? a down b on cm 

79.2 Replace the underlined word(s) with a phrasal verb that keeps a similar meaning. 

We never discovered what it means. ..@n4 ... w.t ............... .

2 I'd like to return next year. .. .................................... .. 
3 We collected Kelly from the station. .. .................................... .. 
4 We'll have to increase the price this year. .. ..................................... . 
5 I've decided to stop eating chocolate. .. .................................... .. 
6 Is Hana going to continue with her English course? ...................................... .. 
7 I told them to leave. .. .................................... .. 
8 I have a good relationship with my parents. .. .................................... .. 
9 We are planning to employ ten new drivers next year. .. ..................................... . 

79.3 Look at the dictionary entry for go off and match 
the meanings with the sentences below. 

a When the light goes off, the machine has finished .... L 
b My alarm clock went off early this morning ......... 
c I think this meat has gone off ......... 
d The bomb went off without any warning ....... .. 
e Faye went off early; she had to meet a friend ....... .. 

79.4 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: Can you afford that bike? 
B: No, I'll have to .. �M.e. ... !AP. ..................... for it. 

2 A: Is there still a problem? 
B: Don't worry. I'll ........................................ it .................... . 

3 A: Can we look at some books? 

1 I LEAVE I to leave a place and go 
somewhere else Shes gone off to the pub with 

Tony. 2 !FOOO! UK iriformal If food goes off it 
is not good to eat anymore because it is to old. 
3 !STOP! If a light or machine goes off, it stops 
working. T he heating goes off at 10 o 'clock. 4 
!EXPLODE! If a bomb or gun goes off, it explodes
or fires. 51 MAKE NOISE I If something that makes a
noise goes off, it suddenly starts making a noise.
His car alarm goes off every time it rains.

B: Yes, but ........................................ them .................... afterwards. 

4 A: Did you feel unwell? 
B: Yes, I had to ........................................ on the bed. 

5 A: What's the matter? 
B: I ........................................ and cut my knee. 

6 A: I don't know what this means. 
B: Well, ........ ................................ it .................... in a dictionary. 

7 A: Does he look smart? 
B: Yes. He's ........................................ his suit. 

8 A: ........................................ or we'll be late. 
B: OK, I'm coming. 
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Phrasal verbs 2: grammar and style 

- Phrasal verbs with no object 
Some phrasal verbs don't have an object. We cannot put other words between the partsof the verb. When does your train get in? [arrive] Hold on [wait a moment], I just need to get my coat. The car broke down on my way to work. [stopped working]I'll call for them at 8 o'clock. [go to collect them] We set off [started the journey] about 7.30.

- Phrasal verbs with an object 
Many phrasal verbs need an object. We can usually put the object in different positions.
Put on your shoes. Turn on the TV. Take off your coat.
Put your shoes on. Turn the TV on. Take your coat off.
These are separable phrasal verbs, but if the
����;.;. � :�e;t:��h�,li��:':� ;i:�i�:n�e �--room. If the object is a pronoun, it must go _ -•• ••• • --in the middle, e.g. Turn it off. 
There are some phrasal verbs where the object must come after the phrasal verb.I will look after the children for you. [take care of them] How did the two men break into the shop? [enter the shop using force, e.g. breakinga window) 

- In dictionaries 
Dictionaries usually show the grammar of a phrasal verb like this:
No object

Separable

hang around (also UK hang about) to spend time somewhere, usually without doing verymuch: There's nowhere for teenagers to go, so

l 
they just hang around on street corners.

hand sth out to give something to all thepeople in a group: A gi.rl was handing out 
leaflets at the station. 

Not separable (the object must come after the phrasal verb)

- Style 

get over sth to begin to feel better after beingunhappy or ill: It took her months to get over 
the shock of Richard leaving. 

Phrasal verbs are commonly used in spoken and written English. Many phrasal verbs arequite informal, and sometimes there is a single word with the same meaning as a phrasalverb, which sounds more formal. We use this word instead of the phrasal verb in moreformal situations. 
leave sb/sth out [not include sb/sth; syn omit], e.g. He made a list of people but left me out.
make sth up [create sth from your imagination; syn invent], e.g. We had to make up a story. put sth off [put sth back to a later date; syn postpone], e.g. They put the game off till Friday.
turn sth/sb down [refuse an offer or request; syn reject], e.g. I offered her a job but sheturned it down.
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Exercises 

80.1 Correct any mistakes with word order in the sentences. Be careful: some are correct. 
She asked me to hand oot tl1e111. l-lru-1c:l tl1em wt 

2 I've got some boots but I'll put on them later. 
3 Could you turn the light on? 
4 My boots were tight and I couldn't take off them. 
5 We set off very early this morning. 
6 Why did they turn down it? 
7 The boys were hanging the station around. 

80.2 Replace the underlined word with a phrasal verb that makes the sentence more informal. 
1 Could you wait a minute, please? .. r..� .. Pn ................... . 
2 As so many people are ill, I've had to postpone the meeting till next week. . ....... : .............................. . 
3 The teacher told us to invent a story to go with the picture in our books. . ..................................... .. 
4 They omitted a number of the names from my list. . . ..................................... . 
5 I don't know why he rejected my offer of help. . ...................................... . 
6 The train should arrive by ten o'clock. . ...................................... . 

80.3 Write a sentence to describe what is happening or what has happened in the pictures. 

(( 

. .H�'.� ... W.W..g .. Pn .. �0..Jw..�.... 3 ............................................................... 5 .............................................................. . 

2 ............................................................... 4 ............................................................... 6 .............................................................. . 

80.4 Complete the phrasal verbs. 
1 I'm not stopping, so I won't take .. m ............................... my coat. 
2 We didn't think Mike was good enough, so we left him ........................................ . 
3 He told me he was 25, but I don't believe him. I think he's making that ........................................ . 
4 We'll get there by seven if we set ........................................ now. 
5 I'll call ........................................ you a bit later. I should be at your house by 7 o'clock. 
6 They offered him the job but he turned it ........................................ . 

80.5 Complete these sentences in a suitable way. 
It was cold so I put on .. rr.ij .. 9J.P.:(��/w_aj:h_w..f ............... . 

2 Monica is still getting over .............................................................. . 
3 I'm not very good at making up ............................................................. .. 
4 She asked me to turn on ............................................................. .. 
5 Two men tried to break into .............................................................. . 
6 She's going out, so I said I'd look after ............................................................. .. 
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Make, do and take: uses and phrases 

- Things we make, do and take

18111!1111:ltlllNWIIM•· 
I've made a mistake. 
She took a photo of me this morning. 
They made a big effort to finish the work. 

Sometimes two different verbs are possible. 
I'm just going to take/have a shower. 
Take/Have a look at these pictures. 
We must make/take a decision. 

� fvTake 

I'm afraid I haven't done my homework. 
I haven't done the housework yet. 
The children are making too much noise. 

I'm doing/taking a computer course next month. 
I don't do/take much exercise. 

Make can mean 'to cause something to happen or cause a particular state'. 
I like Boris - he makes me laugh. 
It made them angry when Karen refused to help with the washing-up. 

Make can also mean 'to force someone to do something'. 
My parents made me do my homework when I was a child. 
The police made us wait outside the main gates. 

If you make friends with someone, you get to know them and like them. 
I made friends with a couple of guys from Canada when I was on holiday. 

If you make up your mind, you decide something. 
He's made up his mind to leave work at the end of next month. 

-Do
We use do to describe a general action when we don't know what tt is, or there's no noun.

What shall we do this afternoon? 
Don't just stand there, do something. 

If you do your hair/make-up, you make it look nice. 
I'll just do my hair, then we can go out. 

If you do your best, you try as hard as possible. 
I'm not a good student, but I always do my best. 

- Take
Take can mean to:

• remove something from a place/person, e.g. I took the key out of my pocket.

• remove something without permission, e.g. Someone has taken my pen.

• accept something, e.g. Did he take the job they offered him? Do they take credit
cards there?

• write something down, e.g. I took notes during the lesson. The man took my name
and address.

• wear a particular size in clothes, e.g. I take size 43 shoes.

If you take it/things easy, you relax and don't do very much. 
I'll take things easy today. 

If you take a break, you stop work and rest for a short period. 
Let's take a ten-minute break. 
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Exercises 

81.1 Choose the correct verb(s). Sometimes both are correct. 

1 Did he do /§�many mistakes? 5 Could you take I have a look at this letter? 
2 I couldn't do I make the homework. 6 How many photos did they make I take?

3 We must take I make a decision soon. 7 I don't often make I do the housework. 
4 I want to do I make a course in English. 8 They did I made a lot of noise at the party. 

81 .2 What are the people doing in the pictures? 

81.3 

81.4 

81.5 

.. Q:l.�'� ... taj;.0.9 ... � ... P.\':l.Q.t:P.................... 3 .................................................................. 5 ................................................................. . 

2 .................................................................. 4 .................................................................. 6 ................................................................. . 

Replace the underlined word or phrase with a phrase including the verb in capitals. 
Keep a similar meaning. 

I clean the flat at the weekend. DO 
2 They forced us to go. MAKE 

3 I'm trying as hard as possible. DO 
4 OK, let's stop work and relax for a bit. TAKE

5 He is definitely trying. MAKE

6 When are they going to decide? MAKE

7 I'm going to relax and do nothing this weekend. TAKE

Complete the sentences. 

..! ... M ... th� ... hw.��.9.tt. ... aj:, .. th!? ... �.w..ey:i.4.,. 

1 Someone .. W.9.k .............................. my coat. It was here a minute ago and now it's gone. 
2 I can't go to the next lesson. Could you ........................................ notes for me? 
3 We ........................................ friends with Yuki when we were in the same class last year. 
4 I've ........................................ nothing today. 
5 If they offered him a job with more money, why didn't he ........................................ it? 
6 Could you take a ........................................ at my essay? I think there are lots of mistakes in it. 
7 When he shouted out the wrong answer, it ........................................ him look stupid. 
8 What size do you ........................................ ? 
9 I'm putting on weight because I don't ........................................ enough exercise. 

10 I've ........................................ up my mind. I'm going to go to Thailand for my holiday. 

over ..f-o t.fotc •• !. • - . • .. 

Answer the questions. If possible, ask someone else the same questions. 

1 What things make you happy, make you sad, and make you angry? 

2 What things do your parents, or your boss, or your teachers make you do (or made you do in 
the past)? 
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Key verbs: give, keep and miss

- Give
We can use give when someone or something causes a certain effect.

All that noise has given me a headache. 
The walk this morning gave me an appetite. [ made me hungry] 
Listening to Wai Sin has given me an idea. 

We often use give with different nouns to express an action. 
He gave me some advice. [advised me] 
Marie gave us a shock when she shouted like that. [shocked us] 
I had to give a speech at the wedding. [talk formally to a group of people; also give a lecture] 
I'll give her a ring. [ring/phone her] 
I had lots of work to do, but fortunately Ollie gave me a hand. [helped me] 

She gave me a hug. He gave the car a push. 

- Keep

u�l�I ,:ii,,j {!:?>" 

Keep can mean to stay or cause someone to stay in a particular state or condition.
Keep right. [stay on the right side] She asked us to keep quiet. 
This coat will keep you warm. Going to the gym keeps me fit. 

Keep (on) doing something means to repeat doing something, and often it is something 
you don't want to do or happen. 

I keep losing my glasses. I keep getting backache. 
She keeps on interrupting me. [ talks to me I disturbs me when I am doing something] 

If you keep in touch, you continue to communicate with someone, especially by phone or email. 
I met Asha on holiday and we've kept in touch ever since. 

If you keep a secret, you don't tell other people something that you know. 
Tom told me not to tell anyone about his new job, but I'm not very good at keeping a secret. 

If you keep something up, you continue doing something at a high level. 
You're working hard and your English is improving. That's good - keep it up. 

- Miss
If you miss a person, you feel sad because that person is not there.

When I went to work in Hungary, I really missed my girlfriend. 
If you miss what someone says, you don't hear it. 

I'm sorry, I missed that. What did you say? 
If you miss a chance/opportunity, you don't use an opportunity to do something. 

Cathy's been chosen for the team, but now she's injured, she might miss her chance to play. 
If you miss something, you manage to avoid it or not experience it. 

I left home early in order to miss the rush hour. 
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Exercises 

82.1 Match each verb with three phrases on the right. 

give --�---��---············•Oo••••••Ooo0o0o••••OoOoOo• in touch 
............................................................... a speech 

miss 

keep 

an opportunity 
on doing something 
someone a hug 
a person 
someone a hand 
what someone says 
a secret 

82.2 Complete the sentences with a suitable adjective or -ing form. 

1 I never drink coffee at night; it keeps me .. �r*-� ........................ . 
2 This umbrella should keep you ........................................ . 
3 I don't know why she keeps ........................................ - it wasn't a very funny story. 
4 If you do lots of exercise, it'll keep you ........................................ . 
5 It's really stupid, but I keep ........................................ to lock the doors and windows when I go out. 
6 They're making a lot of noise in there. Could you tell them to keep ........................................ ? 
7 I know his name is Stuart, but I keep ........................................ it's Stephen. 

· 

8 I keep ........................................ up early in the morning because it's so light in my bedroom. 

82.3 Complete the dialogues using a verb+ noun. Don't repeat the underlined phrases. 

1 A: He's sad without Gina. 
B: I know. He .. rr.i§.�-��---r._ey ______ ........ . 

2 A: Did you phone her? 
B: Yes, I ........................................ her a ........................................ last night. 

3 A: He didn't put his arms round her, did he? 
B: Yes. He ........................................ ner a big ........................................ . 

4 A: Have you stayed in contact with your old school friends all this time? 
B: Yes, I've tried to ........................................ in ........................................ as much as possible. 

5 A: Could ariyone help me with this? 
B: Yeah, I'll ........................................ you a ........................................ . 

6 A: It's his own fault. He had a chance to go and he didn't take it. 
B: I know. He ........................................ his ........................................ . 

7 A: I expect you're hungry after all that work. 
B: Yes, it's ........................................ me an ........................................ . 

82.4 Complete the sentences with the correct verb and a word from the box. 

SfteE* fun headaches secret push up dog idea rush hour 

1 She .. g�Y:� ............................ me a .. �.l:1QQ; .......................... when she broke that window. 
2 If we leave the party early, we'll ................. , ...................... all the ........................................ . 
3 The guys are working really hard, but I don't know if they can ........................................ it 

4 I couldn't get the car started, but fortunately someone ...................................... me a ...................................... . 
5 We left before seven because we wanted to ........................................ the ........................................ . 
6 She doesn't know what the problem is, but she ........................................ getting ........................................ . 
7 I saw a fascinating programme on TV, and that's what ........................................ me the 

8 W hen I go on ·holiday alone, I really ........................................ my ........................................ . 
9 I didn't say anything to Annie about the wedding because she can't ........................................ a 
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Get: uses, phrases and phrasal verbs 

- Uses
Get is an informal word and is very common in spoken English. It can have many different
meanings.

OBTAIN I got a ticket from my brother. I need to get some help. 

RECEIVE I got a CD for my birthday. Did you get my email? 

BUY Where did you get that watch? I went to get a paper. 

ARRIVE What time did you get here? I'll phone when I get home. 

BECOME It gets dark very early in winter. My hands are getting cold. 

FETCH --------- Could you (go and) get my glasses from the kitchen for me? 

ANSWER the door/phone A: Is that the phone? B: Yes, I'll get it . 

DO a task, or arrange for som�one to do it 
for you, using get + past participle 

I'll never get this essay finished; it's too difficult. 
I need to get my hair cut. 
I got my watch repaired today. 

� Phrases 
You can get in touch with me via email .  [make contact by email, phone or letter] 
A bedtime story helps children get to sleep. [start sleeping] 
The salsa classes are a chance for us to get together. [meet and spend time together) 
I'm sorry I got the number wrong. [said or wrote something that was not correct] 
My cold is getting worse. [becoming more unpleasant; opp getting better] 
I'd like to get rid of my old CDs. [throw them away, give them away, or sell them] 
I got to know lots of Americans when I stayed in San Francisco. [met and became friends with] 

� Phrasal verbs 

172 

He stopped the car and I got out. [left the car; also leave a building] 
I gave her £25, but I'll get it back tomorrow. [have it returned to me] 
The door was locked so we couldn't get in. [enter a place, especially when it is difficult] 
Our train should get in around midnight. [arrive] 
What time did you get up this morning? [get out of bed] 
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Exercises 

83.1 Write a synonym for get in each of these sentences. 

I usually get about five emails a day. ..r.�.� ...................... . 
2 Where can I get something to eat round here? ....................................... . 
3 I'm just going to get some paper from the office. I'll be back in a minute. .. ..................................... . 
4 What time did they get here last night? ....................................... . 
5 He got very angry when I told him what you did with his CDs. . ...................................... . 
6 I couldn't get a room; all the hotels were full. ....................................... . 
7 The phone's ringing. Could you get it for me? ....................................... . 
8 Molly sent me a card but I never got it. . ...................................... . 

83.2 Complete the dialogues using getting+ a suitable adjective. Add other words if necessary. 

1 A: It's .. g�g ... �k4 .. in .. .hQ:�................. . 
B: Yes, it is. I'll turn on the heating. 

2 A: I'm ............................................................... . 
B: Me too. Let's have something to eat. 

3 A: I'm ............................................................... . 
B: Yes, me too. I'll open the window. 

4 A: It's ............................................................... . 
B: Yes, it is. I'll put the lights on. 

5 A: It's ............................................................... . 
B: Yes, it is. I think I'll go to bed. 

6 A: My English is ............................................................... . 
B: No, it isn't - it's much better now. 

83.3 Rewrite the sentences using a phrase or phrasal verb with get. Keep a similar meaning. 

Will the books be returned to you? 
Will you .. g� .. Jh� ... �.9.9.k.? .... �.�.? ..................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 We must meet up and have a meal. 
We must ...................................... : ........................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 How do you meet people and make friends in this country? 
How do you ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

4 I must contact the travel company. 
I must ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 

5 I'd like to throw away these old magazines. 
I'd like to ............................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

6 The train won't arrive before 10 o'clock. 
The train won't ............................................................................................................................. ..................................................... . 

7 The doors were locked; we couldn't leave. 
The doors were locked; we couldn't ................................................................................................................................. . 

8 I was awake for hours last night. 
I couldn't ................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 

8 3 .4 Continue these statements in a suitable way. 

The window is broken. We .. n@.. ... tP. ... 9� ... i.t. . .r.eyaj.rw,.,, .................................................................................................. . 
2 My hair is getting long. I .............................................................................................................................................................. .. 
3 This essay is taking me hours. I ................................................................................................................................................ . 
4 My watch isn't working. I ............................................................................................................................................................ .. 
5 Lola has still got my CDs. I ........................................................................................................................................................ .. 

83.5 Write down examples of get that you see or hear, and try to group your sentences 
according to the different meanings. This will help you to understand how this important 
word is used in English . 
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Go: meanings and expressions 

- Different meanings of go

• When we leave a place in order to do an activity, especially for enjoyment, we often
express it with go+ -ing or go (out) for a+ noun. 
We could go shopping/sightseeing/swimming/clubbing [to a nightclub] tomorrow.
Why don't we go (out) for a walk/drive/drink/meal/picnic at lunchtime?

• Go can also describe a changing state (usually to a bad one)
with certain adjectives.
My dad's going grey [his hair is becoming grey] and I'm going
bald. [losing my hair]
My grandmother is going deaf. [deaf= cannot hear]
Our 12-year-old dog is going blind. [blind= cannot see]
He'll go mad if you wear his jacket. [become very angry; infmn

• We use go when we want to ask/say if a road or form of
transport takes you somewhere.

• 

Does this bus go to the National Gallery?
I think this road goes through the village. 

• Go can also mean 'disappear'.

going bald 

When I looked in the drawer, my watch had gone. (it was there before, but not now]

• Go and get means fetch. [go to a place and bring something back with you]
You stay here, and I'll go and get the bags from the car. 

- Phrasal verbs and expressions

174 

A: What's going on in 
here? [happening]

A: Shall we wait for George·or go on to the 
theatre? [continue or move to another place/thing]

B: I don't know. I touched this switch and 
the lights went out. [stopped working]

B: Er, I'm not sure of the way; 
let's wait for George. 

A: B: Well, it was going well [successful; opp going badly] up until 
the summer, but since then a few things have gone wrong 
[there have been problems], and we've lost a few customers. 

A: Are you going 
away this year? 
[going on holiday] 

A: I think I'll have the 
chicken. How about you? 

B: I'm going for the roast 
beef. [ choosing]
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B: Yes. We had a lovely 
time in Turkey last year, 
so we've decided to go 
back in June. [return]

A: How's it going? [How are
you? infmn 

� B: Not bad. And you?) 



Exercises 

84.1 Complete the sentences with an -ing noun, e.g. riding, or (out) for a+ noun, e.g. (out) for 
a walk. 

1 I went --���9 ................................ this morning and bought some new clothes. 
2 It was a lovely day, so we made some sandwiches and decided to go ................................................... . 
3 Why don't we go ................................................... in that nice new cafe near the square? 
4 I wanted to go ................................................... because it was my first time in Rome. 
5 My brother has just got a new sports car. We could go ................................................... at the weekend. 
6 The pool is at the end of the road, so we often go ................................................... . 
7 I'm just going to take the dog ................................................... . 
8 We went ................................................... last night and didn't get home until three this morning. 
9 It was my father's birthday, so we decided to go ................................................... . 

84.2 Replace the underlined words with a different word or phrase. Keep a similar meaning. 

He went mad when he saw me. .,9.1?.t .. @g™·························· 
2 Hi Sue. How's it going? ............................................... . 
3 Could you go and get my handbag from the other room? ............................................... . 
4 Do you want to gQ__Q!! and do the next exercise? ............................................... . 
5 What's going on in the next classroom? ............................................... . 
6 When I got back, the others had gone. . .............................................. . 
7 1 can't stay for the weekend; I have to go back on Friday. . .............................................. . 
8 Excuse me. Does this road &Q to the bus station? ............................................... . 
9 My girlfriend had fish but I went for the chicken dish. . .............................................. . 

84.3 Complete the dialogues with a phrasal verb or expression using go.

1 A: I hear you had problems with your exam? 

84.4 

B: Yes, everything .. �ey,it .. �.r.�m,9. ..................... . I couldn't answer any of the questions. 

2 A: Can't he see very well? 
B: No, I'm afraid he's ................................................ . 

3 A: Your uncle's just opened a new restaurant, hasn't he? How's it doing? 
B: Great. It's ................................................ . 

4 A: I imagine your parents were angry that you had a party when they were away. 
B: They were. My dad ................................................ . 

5 A: Simon isn't losing his hair already, is he? 
B: Yes, I'm afraid he's ................................................ . 

6 A: Are the books downstairs in the staffroom? 
B: Yes. Could you ................................................ them for me? 
A: Yeah, sure. 

7 A: Are you having a holiday this year? 
B: Yes, we're hoping to ............................................ , ... in the summer. 

8 A: What have you done?! 
B: I don't know. The lights just ................................................ . 
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The senses 

- The five basic senses

Q,ongue (_1 
sight hearing taste smell touch 

To express it another way, the ability to see, hear, taste, smell and feel. 

- Sense verbs with adjectives
You look tired this evening. [from what I can see]
That man sounded foreign. [from another country, from what I could hear]
This cake tastes a bit strange.
Fresh bread smells wonderful. 
This shirt feels damp. [slightly wet, often 
in an unpleasant way] 

LAllt]�t. kt.Ip , . 

The verbs above can all be used as nouns. 

. 

. 

I like the look of this hotel. [the appearance of it] 
I love the sound of his voice. 

- Sense verbs with like or as if/though
We can describe things using sense verbs with like + noun or as if/though + clause, but
not like+ adjective (NOT She looks like nice). When we use like+ noun, we are often
describing how similar two things are.

Have you ever had a nectarine? They look
like peaches.
Did you hear that noise? It sounded like an alarm.
That shampoo smells like coconut. (also smells
of coconut)
Don't you think this material feels like silk? 

That boy looks as if he's trying to get over
the wall.
I spoke to Isobel. It sounded as though they had
a good time on holiday.

nectarine alarm 

- Verbs easily confused

176 

If you look [look carefully] at the map, you can see [are able to seeJ the church on the left.
They've been watching that man for weeks. [paying attention to something, often for a
long time]
He ran into me because he wasn't looking. (paying attention]
I watched/saw a film on TV. I saw a film at the cinema. (NOT I watched a film at
the cinema.)
I heard [was able to hear] what she said but I wasn't listening. (paying attention]
Don't touch the oven [put your hand on it]. It's hot!
Just feel my feet (put your hand on them to discover something about them]. Aren't they cold?
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85.1 

Exercises 

Cover the opposite page. What are the five basic senses? 
. 11t .. ?.i:g................................ ........................................ .. .................................... .. 

85.2 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 
I was very angry with Tom - he just wasn't hearing !Qistening tg)what I was saying. 

2 I was listening to I hearing the radio when I listened to I heard a terrible noise outside. 
3 She turned up the volume but I still couldn't listen to I hear it. 
4 There's a good film on at the cinema. Have you watched I seen it? 
5 Quick. Come and watch I look at this man walking by. 
6 We watched I looked at the birds while they were eating food from the bird table. 
7 If you stand near the fire, you can touch I feel how hot it is. 
8 You mustn't touch I feel the paintings in the museum. 
9 If you see I look car efully, you can look I see how the man does the magic trick. 

10 Anya wants to get a parrot, which seems I appears like a strange thing to do. 

8 5.3 Complete the sentences with a different sense verb and a word from the box. Add like 
where necessary. 

delicious 
damp 

a church an alarm very nice 
coconut calm and relaxed silk 

Petra has just taken the cakes out of the oven and they .. �m.� .. �:L .......................................... . 
2 The sheets on her bed looked expensive, and when I touched them, they 

3 I could see something quite tall in the distance. It ............................................................................... . 
4 When I heard the noise I jumped out of bed because it ............................................................................... . 
5 Have you tried these biscuits? They ............................................................................... . 
6 I've just met my new class; they ............................................................................... . 
7 I don't want to sit on the grass. It ............................................................................... . 
8 I saw her before the exam and she ............................................................................... . 

85.4 Complete the middle part of the sentences. 
Alexei said that Lola was doing well, so it .. ?.W.� ... � ... if.l�.™91:1 ............................... she'll pass 
the exam. 

2 Erin told me about the accident. It ............................................................................... it was quite serious. 
3 Put your hand on the radiator. Does it ............................................................................... it's getting warm? 
4 I've just spoken to Tom. He ............................................................................... he's got a cold. 
5 Have you tried the soup? It ............................................................................... it needs a bit more salt to me. 
6 Is that your little boy on the floor? It ............................................................................... he's fallen over. 
7 Anezka didn't ask any questions. It ............................................................................... she wasn't interested. 

85.5 

I love the smell of ................................................................................................................................................ ............................ . 
I hate the smell of ............................................................................................................................................................................ . 
I love the sound of ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I hate the sound of .......................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I love the taste of ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 
I hate the taste of ............................................................................................................................................................................ . 
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Uncountable nouns 
.:.,�l>.!lul,,j(!;?JD 

- Common uncountable nouns
One of the problems with uncountable nouns is that many of them are countable in 
other languages. 

COI\U\loM. MiS.f-&S 

I need information. (NOT I need aft information.) (no indefinite article) 
I need some information. (NOT I need · .) (no plural form) 
The homework was difficult. (NOT The homework wet=e difficult.) (use with a singular verb) 

• You can put all that rubbish in the bin over there. [things that you
throw away because you do not want them]

• Is there any more news about the man who was injured?

• She gave me some good advice about buying a car. [what you think
someone should do]

• Do the children get pocket money? [money that parents give
regularly to their children]

• You need a lot of equipment for camping, e.g. tent, sleeping
bag, torch, things for cooking, etc. [the things that are used for a
particular activity]

• We sold the furniture. [tables, chairs, armchairs, etc.]

• The scenery is really beautiful. [the natural beauty you see
around you]

• My knowledge of Russian is limited. [what I know about it]

• She's worked very hard and I believe she is making progress.
[improving I getting better]

• Can you take the dog? We haven't got any room in our car.
[empty space]

• Would anyone like some more toast?

• The children's behaviour was terrible: they were climbing all
over the furniture and making a lot of noise. [the way you do
and say things]

- Uncountable nouns in dictionaries

.. 

Dictionaries show countable nouns with a (C) and uncountable nouns with a (U). Some 
nouns can be countable with one meaning, and uncountable with another. 

experience (U) [the knowledge you get from doing a particular job or activity] 
She's got a lot of experience of working with children. 
experience (C) [something that happens to you that affects the way you feel] 
I had so many fantastic experiences on my trip to Thailand and Japan. 

chance (U) [luck] 
Lotto is a game of chance. 
chance (C) [the opportunity to do something] 
He's had several chances to go abroad, but he's just not interested. 

- Making uncountable nouns countable

bin 

You can make some uncountable nouns singular. Sometimes we do this with a word like 
piece (for advice, equipment, toast, furniture, news), but in spoken English we often use a 
bit (infml) with most uncountable nouns. 
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a good piece of advice an interesting bit of news 
another piece of toast just a bit of rubbish 
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Exercises 

86.1 Correct the mistakes. 

I need some informations. ..\.nfu:r.1:i.�r.1... .................. . 
2 Our teacher has a news about the trip. . .............................................. . 
3 She gave me some good advices. . .............................................. . 
4 Her progress are very good. . .............................................. . 
5 We had a lot of homeworks yesterday. . .............................................. . 
6 The furnitures were very old. . .............................................. . 
7 I have no experiences of using these equipments. . ............................................................. . 
8 I need to improve my knowledges of this new technology. . .............................................. . 

86.2 Make the uncountable nouns countable. 

I did some homework. 
2 It's useful equipment. 
3 It was good advice. 
4 Do you want some more toast? 
5 She's making progress. 
6 There's some rubbish on the floor. 
7 I gave them some pocket money. 
8 I heard some news this morning. 

8 6. 3 Complete the dialogues. 

1 A: Have you been given all the details? 
B: No, I need more .. ir.lfu.m:i.ifum .............. . 

2 A: She hasn't worked there long enough. 

I did .. <kP.i& .. P:f. .. hl?m.w..Q.tt ..................................................................... . 
It's ................................................................................................................... . 
It was ........................................................................................................... . 
Do you want .......................................................................................... . 
She's making ........................................................................................... . 
There's ......................................................................................................... . 
I gave them .............................................................................................. . 
I heard ......................................................................................................... . 

B: No, she needs more .... · .................................... . 
3 A: Is your flat big enough? 

B: No, we need more ........................................ . 
4 A: Does she know what to do when she leaves school? 

B: No, she needs some ........................................ . 
5 A: Don't you think the room looks empty? 

B: Yes, we need more ........................................ . 
6 A: ls his English getting better? 

B: No, he isn't making any ........................................ . 

86.4 Complete the sentences. The first letter has been given to help you. 

I asked my teacher for some a4Y� ............................ about grammar books. 
2 I've had some great e ........................................ when I've travelled on my own. 
3 If we give him another c. ....................................... , I'm sure he'll be able to do it. 
4 That stuff over there is r ........................................ ; just throw it in the bin. 
5 We camped on the hill above the lake because the s ........................................ is so beautiful. 
6 I don't know what's wrong with Celia, but her b. ....................................... was very strange this 

mornmg. 
7 Do you have any e ........................................ of working with computers? 
8 I don't have any k ....................................... of this subject; you'd better ask Fariah. 

86.5 Use a dictionary to find out if these nouns are countable or uncountable. Keep a record 
of them in your notebook. 

transport luggage suitcase pasta traffic accident 
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Verb constructions 1 

- Verb + -ing form
A number of verbs are commonJy followed by an -inf{ form.

Yu. I 1>r"C!.+C!J" to to...lK to 1>C!.01>IC!. 
tho.. t I A.lre.o...dy K"ow. 

Ye.s· 1 MO...f\y t,,.,,e_s. I'd l1KC!. to live 
o...brOA.d. 

Yu I I wolAld I o..."d I wolAld 
'"'11e.S't. 10'"1 '" ,�r"'1 or 
6..lAtlAMf\, 

... ll1IIIIIMlilllW 
- Verb + to infinitive

I hope to see them next week. (want to see them and believe I will see them)
They agreed to help me. [said they will help]
I intend to leave next month. [plan]
I offered to help them. (said I was happy to help]
I attempted to cook the dinner, but it was terrible. (tried]
I promised to bring her book back. [said I would definitely bring it back]
The shop assistant was very rude, so I demanded to see the manager. [said in a firm way]

- Verb + (object) + preposition + noun/-ing
A: Jo has just rung and asked me for advice about Turkey. They're thinking of 1 going

there. 

B: Well, be careful. They went to India last year on your advice and then blamed2 you 
for the terrible holiday they had. 

A: That was their fault. They insisted on3 going in the summer when it was far too hot. 
1 thinking about going to Turkey (often used in the continuous and followed by a noun/-ing form 

(NOT I'm thinking t6-g6 there.)) 
2 said you were responsible for something bad, in this case the terrible holiday
3 said they must go (in the summer) 
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Exercises 
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8 7. 1 Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentences. 
I hope seeing /�them. 

2 They agreed helping I to help me. 
3 We enjoy staying I to stay by the sea. 
4 I suggested going I to go on the train . 
5 She insisted in I on paying for our meal. 
6 We must attempt getting I to get there on time. 
7 Have you considered working I to work in a bank? 
8 I demanded speaking I to speak to the doctor in charge. 
9 I asked him help I him for help.

10 They blamed me for I of it. 
11 I don't mind waiting I to wait for you. 
12 I try to avoid travelling I to travel in the rush hour. 

87 .2 Complete the sentences with the most suitable verb. 
Have you .. �k.� ......................... the waiter for the bill? 

2 My sister is ........................................ of spending the summer in France if she can afford it. 
3 I've had a computer for about 20 years; I can't ........................................ being without one. 
4 We always try to ........................................ driving into town in the rush hour. 
5 The accident wasn't my fault but they ........................................ me for it. 
6 We're ........................................ to see my parents later this week. We had ........................................ to go 

last week, but Marsha was ill and we couldn't go. 
7 I ........................................ meeting your friends; they were really nice . 
8 Have you ever ........................................ moving out of a town and going to live in the country? 
9 I offered to drive, but Harry ........................................ on taking his car because he said he 

........................................ being a passenger. 
10 Aleisha's parents weren't happy with the school, and they ........................................ to see the 

head teacher. 

8 7 .3 When you learn new verbs, you may 
need to know the constructions that 
are used with them. A good dictionary 
will give you this information, usually 
with examples. Using a good English 
dictionary, find the constructions that 
commonly follow these verbs. 

O FORMAL Might I suggest a white wine with your 
salmon, sir? 0 [+ (that)] I suggest (that) we wait 
a while before we make any firm decisions. 0 Liz 
suggested (that) I try the shop on Mill Road O
[+ -ing VERB] I suggested putting the matter to the 
committee. 

87.4 

fancy + ........................................ pretend + ........................................ or ...................................... .. 
decide + ........................................ or ........................................ accuse + ....................................... . 

0Vtr .f-o ':fOtc 
Answer the questions in the questionnaire on the opposite page. If possible, ask someone else the same 
questions. Then complete the sentences about yourself using the correct construction after each verb. 

I like .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I dislike .................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I don't mind .......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I'm thinking .................................................................. ........................................................................................................................ . 
I can't imagine ................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
I hope ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
I intend ................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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Verb constructions 2 

- A great opportunity
,, I'm 24 years old, and I work in a photography studio. It's not
a very exciting job but I love photography and the pay isn't bad.
But, two months ago, I was given the chance to go to Italy and
work on a film by a famous director. My best friend thought
that it was a fantastic opportunity and advised1 me to go. Dad
wasn't so sure. He didn't try and persuade2 me not to go, but
he wamed3 me that it would be hard work, and reminded4 

me that it was only three months, then I'd be out of a job. I
realised5 that my girlfriend wasn't happy about it either, but I
promised6 her that I would phone every day, and suggested7 that
she could come out to Italy for a holiday while I was there. I
didn't mention8 that I was part of a small team with three other
women. Anyway, I'm going.,,
I say what you think someone should do 
2 make someone agree to do something by talking a lot 
3 tell someone that something bad may happen, to stop it happening
4 tell someone something so that they don't forget it 
5 understand something (that) you didn't understand before
6 say (that) you will certainly do something
7 tell someone about a possible idea or plan 
8 say something, often briefly or quickly

u.t"-'3�e, urp 

advise + obj + inf 
persuade + obj + inf 
warn + obj + (that) .. . 
remind + obj + (that) .. . 
realise + (that) ... 
promise+ (obj) + (that) ... 
suggest+ (that) .. . 
mention + (chat) .. . 

Some verbs can be followed by different constructions. We can also say, for example: 
I suggested going there. suggest + -ing 
She warned me not to go. warn+ obj+ inf 
He reminded me to post the letter. remind + obj+ inf 

IIIIIIIIIIIII Otherverbs 

182 

Here are some more verbs which are used with the same constructions. 

Verb+ (that) ... : say, hope, notice, recommend and expect. 
I said that I was busy. (NOT I said fttffl that I was busy.) 
I hope (that) you'll come and see us soon. 
When I left, I noticed that the door was open. [could see] 
I recommended that we all go together, so no one gets lost. 
I expect (that) he'll ring us later. [think or believe that something will happen] 

Verb+ object+ (that) ... : tell, show and convince. 
I told them (that) they could leave early. 
He tried to convince me that I needed some new clothes. [make me believe] 

Verb + object + to infinitive: ask, tell, want, allow, expect, remind, help and encourage. 
Tracey asked me to look after her cat. 
They told us to wait outside. 
They want us to stay at school. 
I expected them to be here by now. 
I had to remind him to buy the food. [tell somebody so that they do not forget] 
She helped me to write the report. (You can also say: She helped me write the report.) 
My parents encouraged me to read. [gave me support and confidence to make it possible] 
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Exercises 

8 8. 1 Correct the mistakes. 

She encouraged me going. ..Sh�---��r��---!"r.� .. W ... 9!?., ................................................. . 
2 He told it's impossible. . ............................................................................................................. . 
3 I asked that Talia stay with me. . ............................................................................................................. . 
4 She suggested us to go to an Italian restaurant. ................................................................................................... . 
5 I warned them not going. . ........................................................................... � ................................ . 
6 He helped me buying my suit. .. ............................................................................................................ . 
7 She allowed us go. . ............................................................................................................. . 
8 He said me the film was terrible. . ............................................................................................................. . 
9 She advised me buy a dictionary. . ............................................................................................................. . 

10 I recommended to stay there. . ............................................................................................................. . 
11 He reminded me go to the bank. . ............................................................................................................. . 
12 I want that he leaves. . ............................................................................................................. . 

8 8. 2 Complete the sentences with a verb from the box in the correct form. 

reattse 
help 

warn 
persuade 

expect remind convince encourage 
mention recommend notice hope 

1 She couldn't breathe easily, so I .r��--·················· that something was wrong. 
2 When we went in, I ........................................ that people were looking at us. 
3 Martin knew the area was dangerous but he didn't ........................................ me not to go there. 
4 I didn't want the job but my mother ........................................ me to take it. It was a mistake. 
5 I wasn't sure about the plan, but my boss ........................................ me that it would work. 
6 My uncle ........................................ that we try the new Chinese restaurant. 
7 When I spoke to Jodie, I ........................................ that we were busy tonight. 
8 Our teacher has always ........................................ us to practise our English outside of class. 
9 Fortunately Aidan ........................................ me that it was Marsha's birthday; I'd forgotten. 

10 I said I would ........................................ Ian to put up the shelves. 
11 They said they'd come, so I ........................................ that they'll be here soon. 
12 I ........................................ that I pass my exams. 

88.3 Complete the sentences in a suitable way. 

88.4 

1 He was given some money and I recommended .. th{M;-... r..� .. w.t .. ik: .. Y'.1 ... th� .. l?.<!,.rl.;., ..................................... . 
2 Some of them were getting hungry so I suggested ................................................................................................. . 
3 She said there were strange noises outside her flat, so I advised ................................................................ . 
4 When I saw her face, I noticed .............................................................................................................................................. . 
5 When I was young, my parents sometimes allowed ............................................................................................. . 
6 As soon as I put on the coat, I realised .......................................................................................................................... . 
7 It was only a few minutes to the beach, but I still couldn't persuade .................................................... . 
8 Her train was delayed, so I expect ..................................................................................................................................... . 
9 The water can make you ill and I warned ................................................................................................................... . 

10 I borrowed his laptop yesterday but promised him that ................................................................................... . 

over ..f-o 11otc 
look at the verbs on the opposite page again and translate them into your own language. Do you 
use the translated verbs with the same constructions? If not, these are the verbs that may cause 
you the most problems when you are speaking English. 
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Adjectives 

- Extreme adjectives
There are many 'extreme' adjectives we use to say that something is very good, or very
small, or very surprising, etc.

We were lucky - the weather was marvellous. [very good; syns terrific, wonderful, amazing]
Don't go and see that film - it's awful. [very bad; syn dreadful]
I was delighted she passed her exam. [ very pleased]
It's a nice modern flat, but it's absolutely tiny. [very small]

I wasn't very hungry, but they gave us a huge meal. [very big; syn enormous] 
You should watch that programme; you'll find it absolutely fascinating. [very interesting] 
Everyone was really exhausted by the end of the day. [very tired] 
Bungee jumping is the most terrifying thing I've ever done. [very frightening] 
Computers are an essential part of modern life. [very important and necessary] 
The food was delicious. [very good; but usually only for food] 

t.a��� urp 
The food was absolutely marvellous. (NOT The food was .) We can use absolutely or 
really before extreme adjectives, e.g. absolutely awful, really terrific, but we can't use very. 
We use very or really with gradable adjectives which do not have an extreme meaning, e.g. very big, 
very good, very nice, very tired, really good, really tired, etc. (NOT · ) 

- Adjectives ending in -ing and -ed

184 

A large group of adjectives can have an -ing or -ed ending. The -ing ending describes a
person, thing or situation; the -ed ending describes the effect on someone of this person,
thing or situation.

I don't know if other people were bored, but I thought it was a very boring lesson.
The weather is so depressing at the moment; it's making everyone feel depressed.

These adjectives can all end in -ing or -ed, depending on the meaning. 

It was really tiring going up that hill. [making you feel tired] 
I was amazed she could climb that wall. [very surprised] 
My exam results were very disappointing. [not as good as I expected] 
She was annoyed that I forgot to tell her. [angry] 
I kept calling her Emma, so I was embarrassed when Ben told me her name was Angela. 
[feeling a bit stupid because of something you have said or done] 
The map he gave us was very confusing. [difficult to understand] 
We were shocked by the violence in the film. [very surprised in an unpleasant way] 
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Exercises 

89.1 Put the words into the correct column. 

ooe dreadful 
terrified tired 

important 
essential 

small exhausted 
frightened tiny 

gradable adjectives I extreme adjectives 

89.2 Change the adjectives where possible to give the email a more positive and/or more extreme 
effect. Include absolutely or really two or three times. 

00 

Dear Sandy o..n (o..bsoLlAtety) e><hruAsting 
Arrived on Sunday evening after a verv ti, i, ,g journey. We're very pleased with the hotel: 

our room is very big, and the food is very nice. We've been lucky with the weather as well. 

The first day was wet but the last three days have been very nice. 

Tomorrow we're going to walk the coastal path to Dartmouth Castle. It's quite a difficult 

route and people tell us it's very important to take a map, but it sounds very interesting, so 

I'm looking forward to it. 

I'll write again in a couple of days and tell you all about it. 

love 

Benita 

89.3 Complete the dialogues so that B agrees with A, using a suitable adjective from the 
opposite page. 

A: I was very interested in her talk. 
B: Yes, it was .. �.�w.)9-............. . 

2 A: Were you very frightened? 
B: Yes, it was absolutely ........................................ . 

4 A: Did you have a nice holiday? 
B: Yes, absolutely ........................................ . 

5 A: I expect you were very pleased with 
your score. 

u 

3 A: It was surprising to see the children 
behave so badly. 

B: Yes, I was absolutely ........................................ . 

B: I know. We were ........................................ . 
6 A: I expect you were a bit angry when they 

arrived an hour late? 
B: Yes, I was very ........................................ . 

89.4 Write an adjective to describe how the people felt in these situations. 

They walked ten miles, then spent the afternoon cutting down trees. ..�)!:.l:J@.�M .............. . 
2 From the description in the travel brochure, they expected a beautiful big villa by the sea. In 

actual fact it was quite small, not very nice, and miles from the beach. . ...................................... . 
3 I arrived in jeans, but everyone else was wearing very formal clothes. .. ..................................... . 
4 One person told them the street was on the left, another told them to turn right, and a third 

person said they had to go back to the station. . ..................................... .. 
5 My brother has a flat and it's usually in a terrible mess - he's very untidy. But yesterday when 

I visited him, the place was incredibly tidy. In fact, everything looked new. . ...................................... . 
6 I got my results yesterday and I passed every exam with a grade A. . ...................................... . 
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Prepositions: place and movement 

- At, on and in

At a point or place, e.g. I met her at the
bus stop. He's at work at the moment.
On a surface, e.g. The book's on the desk.
They sat on the floor. I put the picture
on the wall.
In an area, space, or inside something,
e.g. He's in the kitchen. She lives in
Warsaw/Poland. The knife's in the
top drawer. 

- Where exactly?

I know they live in Danvers Street, and I 
think they're at number twenty-three. 

Their house is beyond the farm [ on the other 
side of the farm], by [near] the old church. 

They've just bought a house right 
[exactly] beside/by [next to] the river. 

Their office is above 
the shop (opp below). 

I'm sure there's a chemist on the left 
before the bank. [first there is a chemist, 
and then a bank; opp after] 

I saw your bike in the back garden 
against the wall. [ touching the wall] 

Your photographs are in the spare 
room beneath/underneath a pile 
of newspapers. [under] 

You can just see the top of the 
building among the trees. 
[ somewhere in the middle of the trees] 

- Movement

186 

We came over the bridge (opp under), then 
through the tunnel and round the lake. 

The mouse ran out of the back door 
(opp into), towards the gate, then 
disappeared down a hole. 

The woman came after us [ followed in order 
to catch us], but we managed to climb into 
the back of my dad's van. Fortunately she 
went past the van and didn't see us. 
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Exercises 

90.1 Complete the sentences. 

I put the milk .. 0. .................. the fridge. 8 I sat .......... .............. the bed and wrote the 
2 They live ........................ the next road. letter. 
3 They live ........................ 34 Lawrence Street. 9 I left my books ........................ school. 
4 Your clothes are ........................ the floor. 10 There was snow ........................ the ground 
5 I met her ........................ a party. when I arrived. 
6 She works ........................ Moscow. 11 The key is ........................ my jacket pocket. 
7 The dictionary is ........................ my desk. 12 Mausha's ........................ work this morning. 

90.2 Put the prepositions in the box under the correct picture. 

beside towards out of OOWft among into up underneath 

! t
.. d..own.................................. 3 ............................................... 5 ............................................... 7 ............................................. . 

0 ..... LJ 
2 ............................................... 4 ............................................... 6 ............................................... 8 ·············································· 

9 0. 3 Complete the dialogues so that B says the opposite to A. 

1 A: Did you go up the hill? 

90.4 

B: No, .. M.w..n.Jhe.-... 1:!� ..................................... . 
2 A: Did you climb over the fence? 

B: No, we went ..................................................................... .. 
3 A: Did you see her get into the car? 

B: No, but I saw her ...................................................................... . 
4 A: Did you say we had to turn left before the bridge? 

B: No, turn left ...................................................................... . 
5 A: Does she live in the flat above you? 

B: No, she's in the flat ...................................................................... . 
6 A: Did you say the bed was in the middle of the room? 

B: No, it's ........................................ the wall. 

0,/t.r .f-o ':fOtc 
Answer the questions, and give reasons for your answers. If possible, compare your answers with 
someone else. 
1 Is it a good idea to live right beside a hospital? 
2 Would you like to live above a restaurant? 
3 Are you happy to drive on icy roads? 
4 Do you like putting lots of things on your bedroom wall? 
5 In a plane or train, do you like sitting by the window? 
6 Would you like to live among lots of rich and famous people? 

www 1n,anguage com 
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Adverbs 

- Adverbs of frequency: how often

always often 
frequently 

' 

' 

quite often 

She hardly ever plays tennis now. 
I occasionally go to the theatre. 
We see them quite frequently. 

t.a��� urp 

sometimes occasionally 

I am often late. 

hardly ever 
rarely 
seldom ((ml) 

He rarely works at weekends. 
I have never been to America. 

never 

Remember that frequency adverbs usually go before the main verb, with the exception of the verb 
be. Notice the position of the adverb when the present perfect is used. 

- Adverbs of degree: how much
I was a bit tired. (infml) The flat was a little (bit) small. She was slightly nervous.

l.a��t. k£fp 
A bit, a little and slightly have the same meaning and are mostly used before adjectives that 
express negative ideas, e.g. We were a bit bored. I was slightly upset. (NOT I was 

· 
.) 

A bit and a little cannot be used with adjectives before a noun.
It was o slightly small flat. (NOT It was · 

.)

The next four adverbs all mean 'more than a bit but less than very'. 

The hotel was quite busy. We had quite a nice room. (NOT a quite nice room) 
The food was fairly boring. It was a fairly wet day. 
I was rather annoyed I missed the film. It was a rather good party. OR rather a good party. 
The weather was pretty good. (infml) We had a pretty difficult journey. 

The restaurant was completely/totally empty. I totally/completely agree with you. 

We had an extremely interesting trip. [very interesting] 
It's an incredibly good book. 

Adverbs of manner 
These adverbs describe the way in which someone does something, or the way that 
something happens. 

Nina had secretly 1 put all of the 
letters into her bag. 

I went in and shut the door 
quietly. The curtains were closed 
and the room was dark, but I 
suddenly2 realised I wasn't alone. 

1 in a way that others couldn't know about 
2 quickly

Petra was in pain, and I could see 
she needed help urgently3. 

I spoke to Charles briefly4 this
morning. I asked him very politely
if he could work an extra hour
this evening, but he reacted quite
angrily and walked off. 

3 very quickly because of something important
4 for a short time 
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Exercises 

91.1 Form sentences from the words. 

get occasionally I early up 
2 me ever phones she hardly 
3 have leg my broken never I 
4 frequently them I at visit weekends 
5 brother often me Sunday calls quite on 
6 summer saw I him rarely the during 
7 office always m she the IS eight before 

..! ... �W..l'.1� ... 9�---�P ... �.· ............. . 

my ·············································································

91 .2 Replace the underlined adverb with a different adverb that has a similar meaning. 

1 The film was � good. ..r.<Mh� ........................ . 
2 She hardly ever goes to conferences now. . ...................................... . 
3 The shops were quite busy. . ...................................... . 
4 They are two sisters, but they look totally different. . ...................................... . 
5 I thought the film was a bit disappointing, didn't you? ....................................... . 
6 I'm afraid I'm extremely busy next week. . ...................................... . 
7 We often ask them to turn their music down. . ...................................... . 

91 .3 Put the two ideas into one sentence by using a suitable adverb. 

1 I walked up the path. I didn't make a noise. ..l. .. �.m� .. J.',P, .. Jhe, .. .v.� ... q.tt,�, ........................................... . 
2 I must speak to her. It's important. . ..................................................................................................................................... . 
3 I asked him to move his car. I did it in a nice and correct way. . .................................................................... . 
4 I spoke to her. I made sure the others didn't know. . ................................................................................................ . 
5 He ran out of the room. It was very quick and unexpected. . .......................................................................... . 
6 I spoke to her this morning. It was only for a few minutes. . ....................................................................... . 

91 .4 Change the underlined adverbs in 1-4 to make them more positive. Change the underlined 
adverbs in 5-7 to make them less negative. 

91.5 

The play was quite interesting. ..Y�M ............................ . 
2 l thought they were very good. . ...................................... . 
3 He's been getting quite good marks in his exams. . ...................................... . 
4 lt's a � nice house. . ...................................... . 
5 John said the flat was very small. ....................................... . 
6 They said it was fairly boring. . ...................................... . 
7 His clothes were very dirty. . ...................................... . 

0VU .f-o /:jOU 
Make the sentences true for you by adding a suitable adverb, in the correct place. 

I clean my teeth after breakfast. ., , t 'I 

2 I buy clothes I don't like. . ................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 I lose things. . ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 

4 I forget things. . ........................................................................................................................................................................ . 

5 I remember my dreams. . ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 

6 I speak to strangers on buses and trains. . .................................................................................................................. .. 

7 I give money to people in the street if they ask me. . ........................................ ................................................... . 

Now think about each of your answers to the sentences above. Do you think they are: 

a) fairly typical? b) slightly unusual? c) quite unusual?

If possible, compare your answers with someone else.
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Time and sequence 

- When I As soon as
The meaning of these two time expressions is almost the same, but as soon as suggests 
something more immediate or important. 

I'll phone my uncle when I as soon as I get home. 
As soon as I When you've finished this exercise, you can go home. 

COI\U\\Ofl Mis-f-&S 

I'll see you when I get there. (NOT I'll see you when I wiff get there.) 
We don't use a future form after when I as soon as.

- Two things happening at the same time
Carla got ready while I cooked the dinner. [two long actions]
The accident happened while I was on my way to work. [a longer action 'on my way to 
work' and a short action 'the accident'; we can also use when or as here.]
I saw him (just) as I came out of the office. [two short actions happening at the same time; we
can also use when here]

- One thing after another
We met the others in the cafe, and then I after that I afterwards we went to the match.
I talked to Joe, and afterwards (at a later time but usually the same day] I came home.
I was in Caracas for three months, and then I after
that I went to Colombia. 
After my visit to New York, I decided to have a rest. 
We had something to eat before going out. 

� A sequence* of actions

COI\U\\Ofl MiS-4-&S 

After seeing the film, we went home. 
(NOT After see the film, we went home.) 

We had a really nice holiday. First of all I First we spent a few days in St Moritz. After 
that I Then we drove down the coast and stayed in Portofino for a week. Finally, we 
went back to Switzerland to stay with my uncle. (Finally is used here to introduce the last 
thing in a list.} 

,,. one action after another, and so on 

- At first ... eventually
To begin with, the two girls got on very well when they shared the flat. But after a while 
[a period of time], they started arguing about various things, and eventually (finally, after a 
long time or a lot of problems] Beth walked out and found a new place. 

At first I enjoyed the classes, but after a while it got a bit boring, and in the end [finally, 
after a period of time or thought] I left. 

1111111 A I ist of reasons 
We can use firstly I for one thing I for a start to introduce a first reason for something, 
and then secondly/besides/anyway to add a further reason. 

A: What's wrong with her new dress? 
B: Firstly, it's a horrible colour, and secondly, I don't think it suits her. 

A: Why can't we go out tonight? 
B: Well, for one thing I for a start, I've got a lot of work - and besides/anyway, I can't 

afford it. 
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Exercises 

9 2. 1 Find five more pairs of words/phrases that are similar in meaning. 

thee for one thing 
in the end after that 

when besides 
to begin with 

.. rh.ey) ___ /. .. �fur ... th� ............................ . 

finally at first for a start 
as soon as anyway 

92.2 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. Sometimes both are correct. 
1 I rang my mum (iQhen I whi� I was waiting for my train. 
2 I'll give them your message as soon as I get I will get there. 
3 Maria cleaned the kitchen as I while I did the bathroom. 
4 Before leave I leaving they went to an exhibition in a little gallery. 
5 We can have lunch when I as soon as we've finished this. 
6 The phone rang while I just as I was shutting the front door. 
7 We spent the morning in the park and after that I afterwards we went home for lunch. 
8 The letter arrived while I just as we were having lunch. 
9 I met the others when I as I was on my way to the station. 

10 After to clean I cleaning my room, I was exhausted. 

9 2. 3 Complete the dialogues. 
1 A: Why do you want to stay in this evening, when we could go to Karl's party? 

B: Well, .. :fr?r ... R.l'.'!� .. �-�-g ........ , I'd like to watch a programme on TV, and ........................................ , I 
don't think it'll be a very good party. 

2 A: What did you do in Portugal? 
B: Well, ........................................ we flew to Lisbon and spent a few days there ......................................... we 

took the train down to Lagos and spent a week on the Algarve with a couple we met in 
London. And ........................................ we went to Faro and flew back from there . 

. 3 A: Did Matt enjoy his time in India? 
B: Well, ........................................ I think he found it difficult because the food and weather are so 

different. But after a ........................................ he got used to it, and didn't want to come home. 
4 A: Why can't the company pay for me to go to the conference? 

B: Well, ........................................ the boss doesn't seem to think it's very important, and 
........................................ we're too busy at the moment to give anyone time off work. 

5 A: Did the new company do well? 
B: Yeah , ........................................ it did very well. But then the manager left, and after a 

........................................ they started losing money ......................................... , they had to close down. 

9 2 .4 Complete the sentences in a suitable way. 
1 We had a game of table tennis and afterwards --��--�-ey):f? ... :fr?r .. � ... 4!.i,.r.k ................................................................ . 
2 I'll give you the answers to this exercise when ............................................................................................................... .. 
3 I'll text you as soon as ................................................................................... ................................................................................... . 
4 I must remember to lock the back door before ............................................................................................................... . 
5 He thinks he dropped the letter as .......................................................................................................................................... .. 
6 I worked with a partner in class. I looked up half of the words while .......................................................... . 
7 We were in a traffic jam for hours but eventually ......................................................................................................... . 
8 If we phone his home, he probably won't be there. Anyway, ............................................................................... . 
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Addition and contrast 

- As well (as}, what's more, in addition (to}, besides
We often link ideas using and, e.g. The food's nice and very good value. There are other 
words and phrases we also use to add more information. Sometimes we still include and 
or also. 

The restaurant has excellent food; it's also very good value. 
You always get a good view, and the seats are comfortable as well. (syn too) 
As well as getting cheaper tickets, I also got the opportunity to buy them in advance. 
The clothes are nice, and what's more, the shop is open every day of the week. 
The scheme gives young people experience. In addition, companies can afford to 
employ them. 
In addition to the new food department, they're also planning to open a cafe. 
Besides being a mum with four children, she's also a successful designer. 

- Although, despite, in spite of
We use these link words when there are two ideas in a sentence, and the second is 
surprising or not expected. They can be used at the beginning or in the middle of the 
sentence. 

Although I Even though the sun was shining, it wasn't very warm. 
We found the place quite easily, although I even though we didn't know where it was. 
They went for a walk despite the fact that it was raining. 
Despite having no money, he still seemed very happy. 
They got there on time in spite of the delay. 
In spite of all the problems, we still enjoyed the trip. 

l.a��t, kt,lp 
We can use still to emphasise that we didn't expect something to happen or be true, e.g. He didn't 
do any work but he still passed the exam; The work is very hard, but he still enjoys it. 

- However, yet, though
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We can use however and yet when the second part of an idea is surprising after the first 
part. However is often used to link ideas in two separate sentences. Though can be used 
in a similar way in spoken English, but usually comes at the end of the sentence. Notice 
the use of commas (,) here, and the different positions of however. 

I don't agree with a lot of his methods. However, he is a very good teacher. 
We didn't particularly like the house. The garden, however, was wonderful. 
It was warm and sunny when we were there. Most of the time, however, it's quite cold. 

We went in the autumn, yet it was still quite warm. 
I didn't like the film much. I'm glad I went to see it, though. 
They told us the shop was next to the station. We never found it, though. 

While and whereas 
We can use while and whereas to compare two different facts or situations. 

Alex is very quick to understand, whereas/while the others are quite slow. 
I get £20 an hour, while Josh only gets £12. 
The speed limit on this road is 80kph, whereas it's 130kph on the motorway. 
I was very keen on the film, whereas Ali didn't like it at all. 
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Exercises CC,.,,m· _·i,·=;ct,..rc:l",.0 
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9 3. 1 Put the words into the correct column. 

in addition although in spite of as well however also what's more despite 

words that add more information I words that introduce surprising information 

93.2 Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentences. Sometimes both are correct. 
1 �/ In spite of we left late, we still got there in time. 
2 She's going on holiday with friends. Her parents, however I whereas, are not very happy about it. 
3 We decided to work in spite of I despite the fact we were on holiday. 
4 They enjoyed the course, even though I as well it was very difficult. 
5 I told John the car was too expensive. However I Although, he still bought it. 
6 Most people tried to help us. They were very friendly too I as well. 
7 Ethan spends his time in the library, while I whereas the others are always playing football. 
8 It was a fantastic evening, although I despite the terrible food. 

93.3 Combine parts from each column to form five short texts. 
She went to school today -----....,_ in spite of she was never happy in the job. 
She always worked hard in class, "----- although

� 
she is very experienced. 

She has the ability to do the job. However, the help I gave her. 
She didn't pass the exam whereas she didn't feel very well. 
She worked there for ten years. What's more, most of her classmates were lazy . 
.. Sl'.1�---�-eyil .. w. ... �.<;h.Q.Q.� ... � .. ajtj:]w.gh ... �b.� ... �\ .. M .. Y.� ... ��-: .................................................................................. .

93.4 Complete the sentences. 
1 People say the hotel is very good. It's --��.I?. ............................. quite cheap. 
2 ........................................ the fact that they were busy, they ........................................ helped us. 
3 It's not the best dictionary you can buy. . ....................................... , it's better than nothing. 
4 She managed to get there, ........................................ she didn't have a map like the others. 
5 ........................................ heavy rain, they've also had very strong winds. 
6 She's the youngest in the group , and she's better than most of them ........................................ . 
7 I think you can do it. It won't be easy, ........................................ . 
8 I was right at the back at the concert, ........................................ I could ....................................... . 

hear everything. 

9 3. 5 Complete the sentences in a suitable way. 
1 Although it's an old skirt, .. !...?.� ... W:;� .. �: ... (Q�---�---�@ ... �R.�.?. ... !'.l.�,.L .................................................................... . 
2 My parents get up at 7.30, whereas ........................................................................................................................................ . 
3 We enjoyed the holiday in spite of ........................................................................................................................................... . 
4 If you buy a season ticket, you can travel as often as you like. W hat's more, .......................................... . 
5 The exam was very difficult. However, ................................................................................................................................. . 
6 I understood what she was saying, although .................................................................................................................... . 
7 My uncle is nearly 70, but he still ............................................................................................................................................ . 
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Reason, purpose, result, condition 

- Reason
I went home early because I was feeling tired.
As/Since I was feeling tired, I went home early. (We don't usually start a sentence
with because.)

I was feeling tired, so I went home early. (This is very common in spoken English.)
The reason I went home early was that I was feeling tired.

We can also use because of with a different construction. Compare:
They go there because the weather is wonderful. (because+ noun+ verb)
They go there because of the wonderful weather. (because of+ (adjective) + noun)

Due to means the same as because of, and is often used to explain the reason for
a problem.
The plane was late due to bad weather. (Due to is often used after the verb be.)

COf\U\lo"- nt.is..f-aus 
It's a pity you can't go on holiday because Chiclayo is very nice. (NOT It's a pity you can't go on 
holiday Chiclayo is very nice.) 
We moved house because of my father's work. (NOT We moved house my father's work.) 

� Purpose 
A purpose is an intention or reason for doing something. 
The purpose of the meeting is to plan next year's timetable. [the reason for the meeting] 

We often introduce a purpose using so (that) or (in order) to: 
I bought this book so (that) I could improve my English. 
They went home early (in order) to watch the match on television. 
We moved house so (that) we could send our children to this school. 
She went into town (in order) to do some shopping. 

- Result
These link words/phrases are used when one thing happens because another thing has
happened. Therefore and as a result are more formal than so, and less common in spoken
English.
I left my ticket at home, so I had to buy another one.
They've got more money, and therefore they can afford to buy the best football players.
I forgot to send the email. As a result, no one knew about the meeting.

- Conditions

194 

We sometimes use whether [if] when we are not sure about something.
I didn't buy it because I wasn't sure whether you'd like it.
I spoke to the others, but I don't know whether they're coming.

We'll be late unless we leave now. [if we don't leave now]
Unless the weather improves [if the weather doesn't improve], we won't be able to go.

I have to go now, otherwise [because if I don't] I'll miss the last bus.
You'll have to turn up the music, otherwise [because if you don't] they won't be able
to hear it.

You can borrow it as long as you bring it back by Thursday. [but you must bring it back]
You can wear what you like as long as you look quite smart. [but you must look quite smart]

I'm taking my umbrella in case it rains. [I'm doing A because B might happen later.]
Take some money in case you need to get a taxi.
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Exercises 

94.1 Rewrite the sentences using because of. Make any necessary changes. 

1 I couldn't play because my arm was broken .. .I..Jtx�k4.n'.t: .. � .. P.�.�� .. Q:f .. m,!:l ... �tQ�W. ... ,�.n:n., ................ . 
2 Teresa got the job because her exam results were good ........................................................................................... . 
3 The weather was terrible, so we couldn't eat outside ................................................................................................ . 
4 As she had a cold, she didn't go to school. ........................................................................................................................ . 
5 The light was bad, so the referee stopped the game .................................................................................................... . 
6 The traffic was terrible; I was late ............................................................................................................................................ . 
7 He's only 17, and therefore he can't vote ....................................................................... : ................................................... . 

94.2 Complete the sentences. 

1 I must write that letter now, .. 9.tr.i.eywk�� ................. I'll forget to do it. 
2 I'll take some sandwiches with me ........................................ I get hungry. 
3 We agreed to buy my daughter a dog ........................................ she takes it for a walk every day. 
4 I left early ........................................ miss the rush-hour traffic. 
5 My girlfriend didn't feel very well. ..... : .................................. , we left the party quite early. 
6 ........................................ there's a problem, I won't disturb you. 
7 You can borrow my dictionary ........................................ you bring it back on Monday. 
8 You'd better tidy your room, ........................................ your mother will be angry. 
9 I sent Luiza an invitation, but I don't know ........................................ she's coming. 

10 The ........................................ 1 didn't ring you was that I'd lost your phone number. 

94.3 Complete the memo. 

94.4 

To: All staff 

From: Daniel Myers 

Date: 09 August 

Subject: Temporary roadworks 

From next Monday, the council are closing both approach roads to the factory. The 1 
............. w.\'P9.:& ........ .. 

of this, I believe, is to install new gas pipes. 2 
........................................ this will create long delays, could I 

please ask staff to leave home a few minutes early in the morning 3 
.............. .......................... everyone gets 

here on time. The roadworks also mean that you won't be able to park on the street, and 
4 
........................................ it may be a good idea to leave your cars at home 5 

........................................ it is 

absolutely impossible for you to use public transport. 

I haven't been told 6 
........................... ............. the roadworks will continue for the whole week, but I will let you 

know as soon as possible, and I apologise for the inconvenience. 

Daniel Myers 

Office manager 

I want to improve my English because ................................................................................................................................... .. 

I don't know whether my English .............................................................................................................................................. . 

I often need to write words down in my notebook, otherwise I ................................................................................ . 

I don't get many opportunities to practise my English, therefore ............................................................................. . 

Speaking English may be important in order to ................................................................................................................ .. 
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Formal and informal English 

- Formal English
Formal English is more common in writing, but you will also hear examples in more
formal spoken English, e.g. announcements, speeches, television news, or discussions. 

NOTICE IN CAFE: Only food purchased [bought] here 
may be eaten on the premises [here]. 

;;eusiNESS:. ·, : , R: I regret to Worm� O ;a�� ,;i: 
;: t�-�] �t we are unable to .... ' ·: . . , � ·,.;

•
• .... -;, . ·, � ' "'.. ... • ' • � ,' , ' 

� • -
- , .,_  ", d 

INFORMATION NOTICE: If you require [need] 
further assistance [more help], please contact the 
above address. 

FORMAL LITTER: We are not in a position to 
grant [give or allow] you a visa to this cou�try. 

POLICE STATEMENT: The man is being questioned 
regarding [about] the robbery last night. 

THEATRE ANNOUNCEMENT: The play will commence 
[start] in two minutes. 

STATION ANNOUNCEMENT: The next train to depart 
[leave] from platform 7 will be the 7:22 to Reading. 

AIRPORT ANNOUNCEMENT: Will passengers for 
Miami please proceed to [go to] gate 36. 

- Informal English

196 

Informal language is more common in spoken English, and also in most emails or letters
to friends. The words and phrases in bold in these dialogues are all informal. 
A: Who's Callum? A: What are you up to this evening? 
B: A mate [a friend] of mine. lWhat are you doing?] 
A: Really? B: Nothing much. Why? 
B: Yeah, I see him quite a bit [often]; he's a A: Well, would you like to see the new Coen 

nice bloke [man]. Brothers film? I've heard it's great. 

A: Toby, I'm afraid I can't make it [come] 
this evening. 

B: Oh, that's a shame. 
A: Yeah, I'm sorry, but the thing is [the 

problem is], Ella's not well, so I'll have to 
look after the kids [children]. 

B: OK, don't worry. There will still be twelve 
or so [about twelvel at the meeting, and 
I'll ring you later and let you know 
what happens. 

A: Cheers [thanks]. That would be great. 

A: I bet [I'm sure] you're hungry. 
B: Yes, I'm dying for something to eat. 

[want to eat something very much] 
A:· Well, I think you'll find some stuff in 

the fridge. 

[ very good; syn terrific] 
B: Really? My brother saw it and said it was 

a load of rubbish. [terrible] 
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. Exercises 

95.1 Put the words into the correct column on the right. 

dep8-ft mate 
cheers corrunence 
regarding terrific 
purchase bloke 
proceed to kids 

formal I informal 

95.2 Now write a synonym for each of the words in 95.1. 

depart Leo.,ve mate 

cheers commence 
-f-

regarding terrific 

purchase bloke 

proceed to kids 

95.3 Replace the underlined words and phrases with more informal words or phrases. 

1 I'm sure your parents are pleased? .. !...��---························ 

2 I'd love to come, but the problem is, my mother wants us to go and see 
her. . ...................................... . 

3 I watched that new series on TV last night. It was absolutely terrible. . ...................................... . 
4 What are you doing this weekend? ....................................... . 
5 I really want something to drink. . ...................................... . 
6 None of them can come on Monday. . ...................................... . 
7 Jamie is a friend of mine. . ...................................... . 
8 We go there often. . ...................................... . 
9 You can leave all those books, files and papers on the desk. . ...................................... . 

10 We should be able to get approximately 40 on the coach. . ...................................... . 

95.4 Rewrite the underlined 
parts of this letter in more 
suitable formal English. 

1 .. r.�w.:w.g .................................. . 
2 ......................................................... . 

3 ......................................................... . 
4 ......................................................... . 

Dear Mr Collins 

We are writing �1 your application to the council 

for a disabled parking space outside your home. We're 

sorry to say2 that we are unable to allow3 this request as 

parking is the sole responsibility of the Highways Agency. 

We suggest that if you need more help4 • you should 

contact them on 01727 717 317. 

9 5. 5 Dictionaries will tell you if a word is formal or informaUspoken. Use your dictionary to 
find out if the underlined words here are formal or informal/spoken. What do they mean? 

1 l thought the film was a drag. 3 It's a scary film. 
2 Smoking isn't permitted. 4 This watch cost fifty quid. 
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Completing forms and CVs 

- Types of form
• a registration form

• an entry form

• a landing card

• a visa application form

where you enter your name on an official list, e.g. at a school 
or college (also called an enrolment form when you are 
applying to do a course of study) 

if you want to enter for an exam, e.g. Cambridge First Certificate 

for people from some countries when they enter the UK 

when you make an official request to enter or leave some countries 

- Language of forms
When you fill in (complete] a form, you will see that they often have more formal expressions. 
In spoken English, ideas may be expressed differently. 

written I spoken 

date of birth 
place of birth 
country of origin 
marital status 
date of arrival 
date of departure . 
signed 

= When were you born? 
= Where were you born? 
= Where do you come from? 
= Are you single or married? 
= When did you arrive? 
= When are you leaving? OR When did you leave? 
= Write your signature (the special way you have of writing your own name) 

- Curriculum vitae
If you apply for a job, you need to send a letter and a CV (curriculum vitae or resume in 
American English), which should give: 

• personal details (information about you such as your name, address, email address, etc.]

• details about your education and qualifications, e.g. university degree, teaching certificate,
etc.

• your work experience (the jobs you have done)

• your interests [what you enjoy doing)

• skills (abilities you have learned and practised, e.g. ability to speak a foreign language]

• career aims [ what you want to do in your future working life]

• names of people who will give you a reference [ a letter written by someone who knows you
which says if you are suitable for a particular job]

If you apply to university, they require (need; (mij a personal statement in which you must 
explain why you want to go to this university; why you want to follow this particular 
course; details of your educational background; your skills; your interests. 

� Tips for writing a CV or personal statement 

198 

A tip is a useful piece of advice. Here are some tips for writing a CV or personal statement. 

• A CV should be no longer than two pages; a personal statement no more than 45 lines of
text.

• Type your CV or personal statement (handwriting is not suitable).

• Keep it simple. Don't make it complicated. (difficult to understand)

• Check there are no mistakes.

• Make sure the information you give is relevant [connected to and useful for the particular
job]. For example, if you are going to be working on your own [without others], don't say
that you are good at working in a team [with a group of people].
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Exercises 

96.1 What forms do you have to complete in these situations? 

You are just arriving in Britain and you come from a country outside the European 
Uni on. ..A.. .. w.,r.\<W:\g ... ®.:4 ... 

2 You are applying to do an English course at a school in Britain .. _ ..................................................... . 
3 You are going to do a Cambridge exam. .. .................................................... .. 
4 You want to travel to the United States this summer. .. .................................................................... . 

96.2 Write these sentences in more informal English. 

1 What was your date of arrival? .. w'hen.. .. 4.-4 .. ,Mw.: ... mw.�/g.e.t ... l:'!q.e...?. .................................................................... .. 
2 What's your date of birth? ........................................................................................................................................................ .. 
3 What's your country of origin? .............................................................................................................. ................................ .. 
4 What's your marital status? ...................................................................................................................................................... .. 
5 What's your date of departure? .............................................................................................................................................. . 

96.3 Match the words on the left with the information on the right. 

personal details [£] 
2 education D 
3 qualifications D 
4 work experience D 

5 career aims D 
6 interests D 
7 references D 

a I would like to become a radio producer. 
b Trainee at Northern Radio Station, Jan-June 2007 
c Leona Phillips, 18 Mansion Road, Beckington BE2 3RJ 
d I direct plays for a theatre group, and help with a children's 

charity. 
e letter from Mr J. Tobin BA, MA (University tutor) 
f BA Honours degree in Media Studies 
g Kent University 2007-2010, Ainslie Grammar School 1999-

2006 

96.4 Answer correct or incorrect.

It's OK to make one or two mistakes in my CV. ..ir.\�r.t� ................. .. 
2 I need to type my CV. ....................................... . 
3 It's OK if my CV is three pages long. . ..................................... .. 
4 My CV should be complicated. .. ..................................... . 
5 For an admin job, it is relevant to say I have computer skills. .. ..................................... . 
6 I can put down a driving licence as one of my skills. .. .................................... .. 
7 I can put down travelling abroad as a career aim. . ..................................... .. 

96.5 Replace the underlined words with a word or phr�se that has a similar meaning. 

96.6 

Do I have to complete this form? .. £4. .. !n ....................... . 
2 Monica gave me a useful piece of advice about shopping in America. . ..................................... .. 
3 I shall be alone most of the time. .. ..................................... . 
4 They sent the form back to me because I didn't write my signature at the 

bottom . ....................................... . 
5 Please contact us if you need any more help. . ...................................... . 
6 I think I'm good at working as part of a group of people. .. ..................................... . 

OVtr ..f-o ':fOU
Answer the questions. If possible, ask someone else the same questions. 

1 Have you ever written a al? If so, what information did it include? 

2 Have you had to write a personal statement? If so, why? 

3 On a al, what would you put as your interests, your skills, and your career aims? 
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Writing an essay 

The basis of a discursive essay* 
In a discursive essay you have to express your own ideas and point of view [opinionJ. 
It is also important to show that you understand both sides of an argument [reasons 
for something and reasons against something]. This means you need to understand and use 
different link words and phrases such as in addition, however, etc. (See Unit 93.) 

* an essay that discusses a subject

Expressing a point of view 

Some people believe [Some people 
think] that no one should be sent to 
prison under the age of 18. 
There is an argument [ a reason to 
think] that everyone should have a 
university education. 

t.t.t��e. urp 
You can express a personal point of view with phrases 
such as I believe/think that ... or It seems to me 
that ... but you can also use less personal and direct 
ways of expressing a point of view, as in the phrases on 
the left. Many people think it is better not to use In my 
opinion in written essays. 

Giving both sides of an argument 
One of the advantages of being an only child is that you have more attention from your 
parents. However, it can be lonely without the company of brothers and sisters. 

On the one hand, computers can do so many things faster than human beings. On the 
other (hand), some people are becoming dependent on them, which is not a good thing. 

Comparing and contrasting* 
We often make comparisons between groups of people, or between the past and the present. 
Compared with/to my grandparents, I have had much more opportunity to travel abroad. 
In the past people didn't have computers, but nowadays there is one in almost every home. 
Most parts of the developed world have become richer in the last thirty years. In contrast, many 
countries in Africa have become much poorer . 

... saying how two things are similar and how they are different 

Making generalisations 

Sometimes a simple statement is not accurate, e.g. Young people prefer to watch 
American films. This is not true for all young people, so we use certain words and phrases 
to show that we are making a generalisation [saying that something is true most of the time or 
in most situations]. 
In general, Japanese society is more focused on groups than individuals. (syn on the whole) 
Teenagers tend to have [usually have] more freedom than in the past. 

Cause and effect* 

Poor diet and lack of exercise are the main causes of obesity. [reasons for being very fat] 
Obesity is often the result of a bad diet and not enough exercise. 
People don't eat the right food or get enough exercise, and consequently (because of this; 
syn as a result] they put on weight. 
Poor diet can cause obesity, and this can have a bad effect on people's health. 

,. how something happens, and then makes something else happen 

l.A"-q�e. kt.Ip 
Don't confuse the verb affect and the noun effect. 
Pollution can aff�ct people's breathing. 
Pollution con have an effect on people's breathing. 
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Exercises 

9 7. 1 Match the definitions on the left with the examples on the right. 

expressing a point of view 
2 making a comparison 
3 describing the result of something 
4 showing both sides of an argument 
5 making a generalisation 

� a Canada has a smaller population than the USA. 
D b People tend to retire at a later age. 
D c Some people believe we should never go to war. 
D d Animals die because we're cutting down the forest. 
D e Television can make children lazy. However, there 

are many programmes with real educational value. 

97 .2 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where should it go? 
1 It seemsv'me that there is a problem. to 
2 One of the advantages studying law is that it should lead to a good career. 
3 It is important to give sides of the argument. 
4 Too much time spent in front of a television can have a bad effect children. 
5 People like to have freedom of choice. On the other, too much choice can be a bad thing. 
6 Time tends go faster as you get older. 

97 .3 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. Sometimes both are correct. 
1 There is not enough food, and onsequently_ I on the other hand people are dying. 
2 Advertising is so powerful that it causes affects people to buy things they don't want. 

In addition I However, it can help them make the right choice when they buy things. 
3 In general I On the whole people have more access to education than fifty years ago. 
4 Supermarkets are very convenient because you can buy almost everything you want. 

On the other side I hand, they are putting small shops out of business. 
5 The north of the country is much richer compared with I to the south. 

9 7 .4 Complete part of this essay on the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet for children. 

One of tt-ie ' .. �Y.'�� ............. of tt-ie Internet ,s tlod.t c"1,ld.re11 lod.ve a.ccess to so ,w,<eJ,.. 
kflOWled.qe a.rd. ,11forfll'olttio11. 2 

........................................ , ,v,tlJVj cJ,..,ld.ren ca.11 a.ccess t'1,s kflOWled.<je 
froM tl-ieir own hOMes; tt-iey d-on't lod.ve to qo to l,bra.ries. 3 

........................................ , soMe of tt-ie 
,11forfll'olttio11 011 tt-ie Internet ,s wrelia.ble a.rd. O().t-of-d.a.te, a.rd. ttiere a.re soMe websites we

l,v{)().lcJ. not IAl(l;lt O().r c"1ild.re11 to look a.t. 4 
........................................ , we neecJ.-to control tt-ie wa.y tlod.t 

O().r cJ,..ild.ren (,(Se tt-ie Internet, a.rd. t"1ere is certa.inly a.n 5 
..................................... : .. for MlAC.'1 str,cter 

controls ori tt-ie websites tlod.t people a.re a.I/owed. to crea.te. If we d-on't d,o tlvs, tt-ie Internet 
CO().lcJ. lod.ve a. ba.d. " ........................................ ori c"1ild.re11. 

97 .5 Rewrite the sentences following the instructions in (brackets). 

1 People who drink and drive should go to prison. (Show that this is a personal opinion.)
. .I .. bel.ieve. tno..t _people, __ w11o ... d.ri.nk ... a.nci .. d.rwe .. sl1w.Ld., . .,9.o .. to .. pri.6on . .......................................................................... . 

2 People are conservative. (Make this statement a generalisation.)

3 Cars should not be allowed in town centres. (Make this opinion less personal.)

4 Children played on their bikes. Children spend most of their time in front of a computer. 
(Make this a comparison between the past and the present in one sentence.) 

5 Many people work longer and longer hours. They don't have time for hobbies. (Show the
connection between these two statements in one sentence.) 
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Formal letters 

- A formal letter

Dear Sir or Madam I

I O Baldwyn Gardens 
Ealing 
London WS 8PR 

8August 

I am writing2 in response to3 your advertisement about job 
opportunities for graduates'4. I have just completed a degree in 
Economics at Durh�m University, and I would be grateful if you 
could5 send me further details6 of the graduate training schemes you 
mention. I am available7 for interview at any time. 

I look forward to hearing from you.8

Yours faithfully9 

Nicole Drew 10 

Nicole Drew 

1 use this beginning if you don't know the person's name
2 This is a common way to start a letter. 
3 in reply to 
4 people with a university degree 
5 this is slightly more polite/formal than Please could you ... 
6 information about something (plural noun)
7 free 
8 This sentence is often used to close a letter when you expect a reply.
9 Use this ending if you don't know the name of the person you are writing to. If you know the 

name, end the letter with Yours sincerely, or Kind regards. 
10 Writing your name like this in a particular way is a signature. It is normal at the end of a formal 

letter to sign your name first [write your signature], and then print it, e.g. Nicole Drew. 

- Useful words and phrases

202 

Thank you for your letter regarding [about] the damage to your vehicle.
I regret to inform you [I am sorry to say] that your application [ official request for something]
has not been successful.
I am pleased to inform you that your application has been successful. [I am happy to say]
I am writing to enquire about English courses at your school. [ask about]
You will need to confirm the booking in writing. [write to say that the booking is certain]
We would like to thank you for offering your support. [say thank you for offering your help]
We would like to apologise for [say sorry for] the delay [when something arrives later than
expected]. OR Please accept our apologies for the delay.
I enclose a cheque for £100. [I am sending a cheque for £100 in the same envelope as this letter.]
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Exercises 

9 8. 1 Correct seven more mistakes 
in the letter. Dear Stt Sir or Madame 

I write with response to your advertisement for trainees 
in yesterday's newspaper, and I would be greatful if you 
could send me further detail. 

9 8. 2 Finish the sentences. 

I look forward to hear from you. 

Kind regards, 

tvliGt..ael Ridle!J

Michael Ridley 

If d ' k h 
. . 

,-..eo.t' 5(r OY � you on t now t e person you are wntmg to, you start .. 1(. .................................................. . 

2 If you would like more information, you ask for further ....................................................... . 
3 A common way of closing a letter is I look forward ...................................................................... . 
4 If you don't know the person you are writing to, you end Yours .................................... : ... 
5 If you know the name of the person, you can end Yours ...................................... .. 
6 Another way of ending a letter is Kind ...................................... ..

7 At the end of the letter you also write your ...................................... .. 

9 8. 3 Rewrite the phrases and sentences in more formal English, starting with the words given. 
Keep a similar meaning. 

1 Thanks for the letter about the fire. Thank you for your letter ..t�W.:W..9 ... �� .. fir.�.· .. .. 
2 I'm sorry to tell you . . . I ........................................................................................................ .. 
3 I'm happy to tell you . . . I am ............................................................................................... .. 
4 Are you free on Wednesday? Are you ........................................................................................ . 
5 I want to ask about the dates of the course. I would like to ........................................................................ . 
6 We want to say sorry for the delay. Please accept ........................................................................... . 
7 Please send me the details. I would be ................................................................................ .. 
8 Could you say that's definite in a letter? Could you ................................................................................. .. 
9 I'm sending a copy of my CV. I ........................................................................................................ .. 

9 8 .4 Complete the letter. 

1 ...... � ......................... Mr Wilkinson,

I am 2 ........................................ in 3 ........................................ to your letter of 10 February 4 ...................................... .. 
the delivery of the Maxwell dining table and four chairs that you ordered. 

In the middle of January there was a fire at the factory and it had to close down for almost a 
week. The recent heavy snow has caused further problems, and coming so soon after the busy 
Christmas period, we 5 ........................................ to inform you that there are 6 ........................................ of up to 
four weeks on most orders. 

We promise to do everything we can to speed up deliveries, but in the meantime we would like 
to 7 ........................................ for the obvious inconvenience this has caused.

Yours 8 ........................................ ,

James Porter 
Customer services manager www.irLanguage.com 
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Informal emails and letters 

An email 
I We can begin an informal email 

or letter with Hi Beth, Hello Beth, 
or Dear Beth. 

2 a funny person 
3 planning or intending to 
4 make contact, e.g. by phone, email or 

text 
5 want (to see) infml 
6 say hello to Conrad from me; also send 

my regards to Conrad. With family 
members and very close friends we also 
say give/send my love to. 

7 again, as before (here it is used to say 
thank you one more time) 

8 We can end an informal email/letter to 
a close friend or family member with 
Love or Lots of love. We also often use 
Best wishes or All the best when we 
end a letter or email to a friend. 

A letter 

To Beth 

cc 

Subject Thanks 

Hi1 Beth 

Just a quick message to thank you for dinner last 

night. Absolutely delicious, as always, and I really 

enjoyed meeting your friend Alice. She's a laugh2
, 

isn't she? 

I'm hoping to3 get tickets for the film festival next 

week, so I'll be in touch4 to see if there's anything 

you fancy5 seeing. 

Give my regards to6 Conrad when he gets back 

from Poland, and once again7
, thanks for last night. 

Love8 

Sophie 

8 ho.nie,/ Sfret.f 
Bo.fh BAI ZPH 

ho..r 'Rob 

I know if's "8'--5' sinu2 I la.sf (JOf in fouch. buf 
I wo..nful fo /e.f you /,:J,ow3 fh<Af I'm hopi"'B fo
spend o.. few do..ys in BirmiYl[jho..m in fwo wu/c:J' 
fime, 'f - o.cluo.lly5 Jusf before your birfhd<Ay. I

fliour/1f we could ae,f foae,fh.rfo o..nd fjO ouf for
o.. 1r£.o..l. And if if's OK wifh you. perlio..ps Mo..rk. 
couldJoin us7 o..S well.

Anywo.y8. if would be 3reo..f fo see you. If you
ho..ven'f fjOf my wabile. rwrher, ;f's 07732

2fo802'f. 

&sf wishes. 
Sean 

1 a long time 
2 from a time in the past until now 
3 tell you 
4 two weeks from now 

5 (see Language help)
6 meet for a social reason 
7 come with us 
8 used to change the subject or end a conversation/letter 
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Exercises 

9 9. 1 Find five more phrases using words from the box. 

tft give he 
week's tetteh 

once best let m to agam 
my a regards time wishes 

.. be .. in .. t:ooc.11 ................................................... . 

you 
know 

99.2 Write these phrases in different ways. The phrases can be similar but don't repeat exactly 
the same words. 

1 Hello Julie 
2 Hello Mark 

.H� .................................. Julie 

3 Give my love to Patricia 
4 Love, Trudie 
5 Best wishes, Sam 

........................................ Mark 

....................................................................... Patricia 

....................................................................... , Trudie 

....................................................................... , Sam 

99.3 Rewrite the sentences using the word in capitals. Keep a similar meaning. 

Do you want to come with us? 
2 Do you want to go? 
3 I'll write soon. 
4 It looks new, but actually it isn't. 
5 I'll tell you as soon as possible. 
6 I'm going three weeks from now. 
7 Jamie is very funny. 
8 Let's meet for lunch. 
9 I haven't written for ages. 

JOIN 

FANCY 

TOUCH 

FACT 

LET 

[N 

LAUGH 

GET 

SINCE 

99.4 Complete the email with words from the box. 

tet:lffi 1010 fact together hoping m 
let smce give ages actually anyway 

. . 
7 Do you want to JQY:1 ... v...� ............................................ . 

Do you ................................................................................. . 
I'll ····························································································· 
It looks new, but ........................................................... . 
I'll ............................................................................................ . 
I'm going ............................................................................ . 
Jamie is ..................... ........................................................... . 
Let's ........................................................................................ . 
It's ............................................................................................ . 

• New .. Reply • Repl\ all ,. forward ?<, Delete S Junl,. � ... • 
� Jun� 

,& Cr alts 

� Sc11t 

� Deltted 

t 1.ln I Older, 

. • Oplrons 

Dear Gilberto 

I haven't been in 1. .............. �0 ............. for 2 ........................................ - I'm sorry about

that. In 3 ........................................• I've been really busy 4.. ................. ..................... I last wrote

because I've got a new job in TV - 5 ........................................ it's with the BBC. I'm doing

research for various documentary programmes and I'm 6 ........................................ to go

to Brazil 7 ........................................ three months' time. If so, I'll obviously get in touch.

It would be great if we could get 8 ........................................ , and maybe Filipe could

9 ........................................ us if he's free. 

10 ........................................ , I'll write again soon. I hope things are going well with you, 

and 11 ........................................ me know when the baby arrives. And, of course,
12 ........................................ my love to Teresa.

All the best, 

Jonny 
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Abbreviations 

- Letters or words?
Most abbreviations are spoken as individual letters.
EU European Union 
UN United Nations 
PM Prime Minister 
MP Member of Parliament 
BBC British Broadcasting Corporation 
ID identification, e.g. Do you have an ID card? 
PC personal computer 
CV curriculum vitae [a history of your job experience] 
ISP Internet Service Provider 

Occasionally abbreviations are spoken as words, e.g. AIDS lcrcJzJ and PIN pm/ [personal 
identification number, especially used with a bank/credit card] 

LA�""'1e. ke.lp 
We use the verb stand for to ask about the meaning of an abbreviation. 
A: What does EU stand for? 
B: European Union. 

- Written forms only
Some abbreviations are written forms only, but pronounced as full words.
Mr Scott [mister Scott] St Mark's Church [Saint Mark's Church] 
Mrs Bryant [misses Bryant] ' Dean St [Dean Street] 
Dr Chapman [doctor Chapman] 

- Abbreviations as part of the language
Some abbreviations (from Latin) are used as part of the language.

Latin I abbreviation I pronunciation I meaning

et cetera 

exempli gratia 

id est 

etc. 

e.g.

i.e.

/i:'d3i:/ 

/ar'i:/ 

and so on 

for example 

that's to say I in other words 

- Shortened words

206 

Some common English words can be shortened, especially in spoken English. In some
cases, the shorter form is more common and the full form sounds quite formal, e.g.
refrigerator, influenza, gymnasium and veterinary surgeon.

phone (telephone) 
maths (mathematics) 
board (blackboard) 
case (suitcase) 
ad/advert (advertisement) 
gym (gymnasium) 
bike (bicycle) 
TV /telly (television) 
paper (newspaper) 

fridge (refrigerator) 
exam (examination) 
plane (aeroplane) 
photo (photograph) 
flu (influenza) [illpess like a cold but more serious] 
lab (laboratory) [special room where scientists work: 
sales rep [sales representative; syn salesperson) 
vet (veterinary surgeon) 
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Exercises 

100.1 Are these sentences correct or incorrect? Ha sentence is incorrect, change it to make it correct. 
ISP stands for Internet Service Player. ..!��r!�: ... !f� ... !���--�-�--�'?.Y.�: ..................................... . 

2 BBC stands for British Broadcasting Company. . ......................................................................................................... . 
3 MP stands for Minister of Parliament. . ............................................................................................................................. . 
4 PC stands for personal computer. ......................................................................................................................................... . 
5 UN stands for Unified Nations. . ................................................................... : ......................................................................... . 
6 ID stands for identification. . ...................................................................................................................................................... . 
7 CY stands for curricular vitae. . ............................................................................................................................................... . 

100.2 What abbreviations in written English are often used for these words or phrases? 
Mister )!!:................................. 5 in other words ....................................... . 

2 for example ........................................ 6 Saint ....................................... . 
3 and so on ........................................ 7 Doctor ....................................... . 
4 Street ....................................... . 

100.3 Rewrite this note, 
making it more 
informal by using 
short forms where 
possible. 

Llke 
mo.tns 

011y had a �,e�-.atie.5 examinati0t1 this afternoon and -tten had to 
take his bic.yc.1e to -tte repair .srov, £:1J he 111 probably be a bit 1ate reir,,e. 

Yo.; c.an vvatc.h te1evision M'lile yru're vvaiting fer him, and Pie.as! help 
yo.xse1f to anything in -tte refri�ator. If there's a proo1em - fer 
exampte, ,f �+er Brovvn rings abOJt -tte ,rrflenza vac.c.ination, my 
te1eph::)rle � is next to -tte protcg� 0t1 -tte dining room tab1e. 
I 51-Wid be reir,,e myseff by abOJt -five. 
Pam (Olly's �) 

100.4 Complete the sentences with suitable words, shortened words or abbreviations. 
1 It was a warm day, so I put the milk and butter in the .. fr��·························. 
2 He didn't want to walk, so he went on his ........................................ . 
3 If you go to Mediterranean islands, ........................................ Sardinia or Corsica, it's a good idea 

to hire a car. 
4 If you want to apply for the job, you'll need to send your ........................................ with a letter 

of application. 
5 The dog was sick, so we had to take her to the ........................................ . 
6 In that shop on the corner you can get books, pens, writing paper, ........................................ . 
7 I took my large bag with me on the plane, but I didn't have a ........................................ . 
8 When I sold my CDs, I put an ........................................ in the paper and had three replies the 

same day. 
9 If you use the cashpoint, remember you'll need your ........................................ number. 

10 What does MP ........................................ for? 
11 We did some experiments in the chemistry ........................................ . 
12 My uncle is a sales ........................................ .

100.5 Here are some more abbreviations. What does each one stand for, and where will you 
see them? 
PTO ....................................... . 
IMO ....................................... . 

RSVP ....................................... . asap ....................................... . 
DOB ....................................... . PS ....................................... . 
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Answer key 

Unit 1 

1.1 Your own answers 

1 .2 Your own answers 

1 .3 Your own answers 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

2.1 

2 temporary 3 

2 argument 
3 rev1s1on 

cruel/unkind 4 rough 

4 choose 
5 expans10n 

5 exit/way out 6 alive 7 refuse 

6 difference; differ 
7 communication; communicative 

Your own answers 

Unit 2 

food J garden J numbers 

diet, lay the table, flour, 
raw, butcher, frozen, e.g. 
frozen peas 

branch, dig, ground, 
leaf, butterfly, frozen, 
e.g. the ground is frozen

count, add up, minus, 
thousand, zero 

2.2 Possible answers: 
2 translation 
3 a person who sells meat 
4 

5 translation 
6 put plates, knives, forks, etc. on a table before a meal 
7 translation is probably the easiest way 
8 six minus four is two (6-4 = 2) 

2 .3 2 (synonym) A synonym for awful is dreadful. 

2.4 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3 (opposite) The opposite of necessary is unnecessary. 
4 (word partner and part of speech) You translate something into another language; the noun is 

translation. 
5 (meanings) Tip has two meanings: a piece of advice, and money you give a waiter for serving 

you. 
6 (grammar and part of speech) Enjoy is followed by an -ing form; the noun is enjoyment, the 

adjective is enjoyable. 

Your own answers 

Unit 3 

2 really 5 clothes 8 beautiful 
3 unfortunately 6 comfortable 9 unbelievable 
4 especially 7 accommodation 10 necessary 

1 knee (k) 2 comb (b) 3 castle (t) 4 salmon (I) 5 receipt (p) 

2 amount 3 behave 4 official 5 emphasise 6 relating to 
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3.4 2 The 'z' spelling is usual in American English, but both are possible in British English. 
3 an adverb 
4 uncountable 
5 on 
6 She's an old friend; he's my best friend; you make friends with people. You may also have 

found these common word partners (a dose friend, a friend of mine) 

3.5 1 definition 3 2 definition 1 3 definition 4 4 definition 2

4.1 

Unit 4 

noun, adjective, 
adverb, preposition 

4.2 2 in Seville (preposition) 
3 took/got a train (verb) 

comma, question 
mark, full stop 

phonemic symbol, 
stress, syllable 

7 wonderful hotel/place (noun) 

4 a beautiful city (indefinite article) 
5 expensive hotel (adjective) 

· 8 to Spain (preposition)
9 never stays (adverb)

10 ifl have (pronoun)
6 of money (preposition) 

4.3 2 a capital letter 
3 a full stop 
4 a question mark 
5 a comma 
6 uncountable noun 

7 phrasal verbs 
8 punctuation 
9 with (phonemic) symbols 

1 o I.ate 

4.4 'English 2
de'cide 2 

in'formal 3 
'adjective 3 

'opposite 3 
edu'cation 4 

'syllable 3 
pronunci'ation 5 

4.5 2 cheaply; dangerously 3 find 4 un- 5 -ness 

Unit 5 

5.1 2 Thai 
3 Spanish 
4 Israel 
5 China 
6 Portuguese 

5.2 . 2 Asia I the Far East 
3 the Middle East 
4 Europe 

7 Arabic 
8 German 
9 England/the UK, the USA, Australia 

10 (Swiss) German, French, Italian 

5 the Caribbean 
6 South America 

5.3 Chin�; Jap@; Portugu�; Eg)'.'.ptian; Australia; Arabic; Saudi Arabia; Scandillilvia 

5.4 2 Turkey 3 South Korea 4 Russia 5 Argentina 6 Greece 

5.5 2 Germans 
3 the Japanese 
4 Israelis 

5.6 Possible answers: 

1 I'm French. 

5 Brazilians 
6 the British 

7 The Swiss 
8 Russians 

2 The capital of France is Paris. I think the population of France is about 60 million. 
3 French. 
4 I can speak Italian and English. 
5 I have visited Germany, Spain, Italy and the UK. 
6 I don't know the Far East, so I would like to visit China and Japan. 
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Unit 6 

6.1 2 in the west 4 in the north-east 
5 in the north-west 

6 in the north-east 
7 in the south 3 in the south-west 

6.2 2 coldest place on Earth I in the world 
3 hottest place on Earth I in the world 

4 Cave 

6 waterfall 
7 rainforest in the world 
8 ocean 

6.3 

6.4 

5 Canal 9 planet 

2 covered 8 consists 
3 regions 9 Earth 

4 contrasts 10 climate 
5 covers 11 distance; distance 
6 landscape 12 minus; degrees 
7 temperature 

Possible answers: 

In England, 30 °C is about the highest; minus 5 degrees is about the lowest during the day. 
2 I like the fact it isn't too hot or too cold, but I would like more sun and less rain. 
3 It's flatter in the east, and there are more hills in the west. There is also an area in the north of 

England with some large lakes. There are more mountains in Scotland. 
'4 We have a number of long canals, and lots of caves. We don't have any famous waterfalls. 

5 It's very hilly, with several large rivers nearby. 
6 I live in a medium-sized town which is ten miles from Bristol. 

Unit 7 

7.1 2f 3g 4c Sa 6b 7d 

7 .2 2 It's snowing. 3 It's cloudy. 4 It's raining. 5 It's icy. 6 It's sunny. 

7 .3 2 False. It's not nice to sit outside when it's freezing. I It's nice to sit outside when it's warm 
3 True 

4 False. A shower is a short period of rain. 
5 True 
6 False. If it's humid, the air will feel warm and wet. 
7 False. A mild winter means it is warmer than usual. 
8 True 

7.4 2 cold 5 degrees; zero; extremely 
6 thunderstorm 

8 temperature 
9 cool 3 shower 

4 pouring 7 came 

7 .5 Possible answers for England: 

8.1 
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We sometimes get humid weather in the summer. We occasionally get thick fog in the 
winter, especially in the morning. We sometimes get storms in winter. Thunderstorms 
sometimes occur in the summer at the end of a period of hot weather. Temperatures 
below zero are not common during the day, but do occur at night in the winter. We 
sometimes gee strong winds in the autumn and winter, and showers can be frequent at 
any time of the year, but especially in the spring. 

Unit 8 

farm animals wild animals insects 

horse, goat, bull, pig, donkey monkey, elephant, tiger, 
camel, leopard 
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butterfly 



8.2 3 different 6 different 9 different 
4 different 7 same 10 different 
5 same 8 different 

8.3 2 wild 3 cage 4 insects 5 rare 6 protect 

8.4 2 Monkeys 4 Whales 6 Snakes 8 Parrots 
3 Camels 5 Giraffes 7 Elephants 

8.5 Possible answers: 

1 Yes . I've got a dog called Max. 
2 No. 
3 I don't like seeing birds in cages, but I can understand why we need to keep some wild 

animals in zoos. 
4 I'm not frightened of animals, but I don't like it when birds get inside the house and fly 

around the rooms; it's scary! 

Unit 9 

9.1 DOWN: heel, knee, chest, ankle, chin 
ACROSS: cheek, hip, elbow, lip(s), skin 

9.2 2 c 3 a 4 f 5 b 6 d 

9.3 2 lips 3 chin 4 shoulder 5 waist 6 cheek 7 neck 8 chest 

9.4 Possible answers: 

2 running 
3 when someone says something funny 
4 when they see someone they know or say goodbye to someone 
5 when they have a cold 

Unit 10 

10. 1 2 looking 3 hair 4 shoulders 5 smart 6 height 7 dark 

10.2 Your height is how tall you are. 
Your weight is how much you weigh. 
Roughly and approximately are similar in meaning. 
Medium and average are similar in meaning. 
Broad and narrow are opposite in meaning. 
Wavy and curly are similar in meaning, and describe hair. 

6 when they mean 'no' 
7 when they mean 'yes' 
8 when they're sad 
9 when they're tired 

10.3 2 gorgeous 
3 attractive/handsome 
4 athletic 

5 pretty 
6 overweight 
7 ordinary 

8 roughly/approximately 
9 tallish 

10.4 Possible answers from a man: 

1 I'm about one metre 78. 
2 It's dark brown and quite wavy. 
3 My girlfriend is about one metre 68. She's very attractive in my opinion, and she's got short 

blonde hair, which is straight. I don't know how much she weighs; I wouldn't ask her that. 
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11.1 

11.2 

11.3 

11.4 

11. 5

Unit 11 

positive negative 

nice unpleasant 

generous mean 

sensible silly 

hard-working lazy 

calm nervous 

2 unfriendly 3 unpleasant 4 impatient 

2 mean 5 shy 
3 unreliable 6 sensible 
4 patient 7 senous 

2 nervous 5 humour 
3 wish 6 clever/intelligent 
4 lazy 7 trust 

Possible answers: 

5 dishonest 6 unreliable 

8 calm 
9 creative 

10 talented 

8 character 
9 stupid 

10 kind 

I think I am quite positive (2), very reliable (1), not very confident (3), a bit lazy (4), 
have quite a good sense of humour (2) and am quite impatient (5). 
I would like to be creative and more patient; I would hate to be mean. 

Unit 12 

12.1 Nouns: jealousy, confusion, disappointment, anxiety 
Adjectives: proud, curious, emotional 

12.2 

12.3 

12.4 

12.5 

13.1 

13.2 

2 f 3d 4b Sa 6e 

scared 6 cheerful 5 upset 3 confused 2 depressed 4

2 feelings/emotions 6 mood 
3 energetic 7 hopeful 
4 effect 8 frightened/scared 
5 stress 

Possible answers: 

I'm not sure that colour does, but the weather certainly affects me. I feel more positive when 
the sun is shining, and rain makes me depressed. 

2 I think I suffer from stress sometimes at work, or if I have too many things on my mind. 
3 I don't think my mood changes much from day to day. 
4 I feel more energetic in the evening. 

Unit 13 

2 niece 5 brother-in-law 8 only 
3 nephew 6 elder 
4 sister-in-law 7 cousin 

2 Remarry 6 Twins 
3 Relatives/Relations 7 Mate 
4 best 8 Friendship 
5 old 9 stepfather 
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13.3 2 married 3 altogether 4 since 5 get on (well) 6 ex 

13.4 Possible answers for Laura, aged 20: 

I have an elder sister called Rosie. 
2 Yes, very well. 
3 No, not especially close, but we all get on well. 
4 My cousin Daniel; he got married last year. 
5 Anita. 
6 I've known her for nine years. 
7 We started secondary school at the same time. 

Unit 14 

1 4. 1 2 early twenties 
3 mid-thirties 

5 middle-aged 
6 elderly 

8 an adult 
9 teens 

4 teenager 7 retired 10 toddler 

14.2 2 True 5 False. At first life wasn't easy. 
3 False. Her parents were very strict. 
4 True 

6 False. She managed to get a job in Cardiff. 

14.3 2 in the end I did it 
3 roughly/about my age 
4 nearly thirty now 
5 strict 
6 allowed to stay up and watch TV 
7 brought up in Scotland 

14.4 Possible answers: 

I was brought up in a town called Dartmouth. 

8 managed to pass my exams 
9 stayed out late 

10 let me wear what I liked 
11 childhood 
12 retired 

2 It's on the coast and I remember going to the beach a lot with my family and friends. 
3 My mum was quite strict, but not my dad. They didn't let me swim in certain places because 

they thought it was dangerous. 
4 Up to the age of 17, I had to be home on the last bus, which was about 11:15. When I learnt 

to drive, I stayed out later than that. 

Unit 15 

1 5. 1 I went out with Simon. 3 
We got married. 5 
I got pregnant three months later. 8 
We got engaged. 4 
I got to know Simon. 2 
Our son was born just after our first anniversary. 9 
We went on our honeymoon. 7 
I met Simon at a party. 1 
We had a big reception. 6 

15.2 2 date 
3 marriage 

15.3 couple 
2 to know; wedding 
3 ceremony; honeymoon 

4 pregnant 
5 anniversary 

4 left; wrong; his own; divorced I a divorce 

6 bride; (bride)groom 
7 give 
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15.4 Possible answers: 

1 I was 14 or 15 and I went to a party with a girl called Yvonne. 
2 Yes, it was at university when I was about 20. Her name was Liz and we were together for 

almost three years. 
3 The last wedding I went to was my cousin's, who got married to a man I had never inet. 
4 I went to a friend's 30th birthday party. 

Unit 16 

16.1 Possible answers: 
have a late night I an early night I a sleep I a wash I a shower I a bath I a snack I a light lunch 
do the washing I the ironing I the housework I the shopping 

1 6.2 2 h 3 e 4 c 5 f 6 b 7 a 8 d

1 6.3 2 usually wakes me up 7 don't bother with a full meal 
8 have cereal for breakfast 3 have a snack in the afternoon 

4 go out on Friday 
5 friends come round 
6 eat out at the weekend 

9 housework; fortunately/luckily I have a husband 
10 I try to reply to them straight away 

16.4 2 instead 
3 stay in 

4 early 
5 come round 

6 takeaway 
7 chat 

16.5 Possible answers: 

17.1 

Similar 
1 I usually have a light lunch. 
2 I have my main meal in the evening. 
3 I sometimes have a bath instead of a shower in the winter. 
Different 
1 I usually wake up before 7.00 am. 
2 I have a shower in the morning. 
3 I do my own washing because I don't have a cleaner. 

Unit 17 

2 False. They used to live in the centre of town. 
3 False. They rent their flat. 
4 True 
5 False. They live on the second floor. 
6 True 

7 False. A French couple live upstairs. 
8 False. The parents own a cottage. 
9 True 

10 True 

1 7 .2 Positive: air conditioning, character, charming 
Negative: dark, no central heating 

17.3 

17.4 

17.5 

214 

2 a lift 3 a balcony 4 a cottage 5 front door 6 steps 

2 on; downstairs 5 outskirts 8 floor; lift 
3 space 6 balcony 9 moved 
4 location 7 heat 10 light 

Possible answers: 

I live in a house, which I own, and it's near the centre of town. I've lived here for seven 
years now. I used to live in a house in London, but I moved because I didn't need to be in 
London for my job. I've got central heating where I live, but I haven't got air conditioning 
or a balcony. 
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Unit 18 

1 8. 1 2 in the microwave 
3 in the oven 

4 in the washing machine 
5 in the dishwasher (or sink) 

18.2 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

sink, in the kitchen 
curtains, in the living room or the bedroom 
cushions, in the living room 
kettle, in the kitchen 
washbasin, in the bathroom 
carpet, in the living room or the bedrooms 
pillow, in the bedroom 
washing machine, in the utility room or the kitchen 
cooker, in the kitchen 
armchair, in the living room 

6 in a cupboard 
7 in the freezer 

12 tiles, in any room, though more likely in the kitchen or bathroom 

1 8.3 2 wooden 
3 choice 
4 study 

5 share; own 
6 spare 

8 blanket; duvet 
9 en suite 

7 tap(s) 10 utility 

18.4 Possible answers: 

1 tiles 2 tiles 3 carpet and a couple of rugs 4 curtains 5 a duvet 

18.5 Possible answers: 

I like big sofas with lots of cushions. 
I prefer a wooden floor with rugs. 
I have no preference - it depends on the blinds and the curtains. 
I prefer a duvet. 
I must have two pillows. I can't stand only one pillow. 

Unit 19 

19.1 2 spill/spilt/spiJt 
3 burn/burnt/burnt 
4 fall over/fell over/fallen over 

5 run out/ran out/run out 
6 tear/tore/tom 
7 hit/hit/hit 

19.2 2 h 3 f 4 g . 5 c · 6 a 7 b 8 e 

19.3 2 over 
3 clear 

5 hopeless 
6 mood 

8 hit 
9 fell 

4 remove 7 slipped (fell over is also possible) 10 worse 

19.4 Possible answers: 

2 I dropped it on the floor. 
3 I fell over. I I slipped and fell over. 
4 There's something wrong with the TV. 
5 I forgot it. I I left it at home. 
6 It isn't working properly. 
7 It's out of order. 

19.5 Possible answers:

I occasionally drop cups or glasses, usually when I'm drying them. 
We run out of bread or milk quite regularly, and I have to go out and buy some. 
I fell over in the snow last week, but I don't usually fall over very much. 
I sometimes forget people's names, which is embarrassing. 
I occasionally burn food. 
I don't spill things very often. 
I always leave my glasses lying around and then I can't find them when I need them. 
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Unit 20 
20.1 2 No 3 No 4 No 5 Yes 6 Yes 7 Yes 8 No 9 Yes 10 Yes 

20.2 2 a bank loan 3 fee(s) 4 cash 5 rent 6 cashpoint 7 currency 

20.3 2 She wasted the money. 
3 I can't afford to go. 

5 He charged us £25. 
6 I owe a lot of money. 

4 We could hire a car. 7 I always check my account carefully. 

20.4 2 account 3 amount 4 earn 5 owe 6 pay (them) back 7 accommodation 

20.5 Possible answers: 

Yes, I've had an account for about fifteen years. 
2 I don't check my account very often. (see next answer) 
3 I get money from a cashpoint about once a week, and I always ask for a receipt so that I 

know how much is in my account. 
4 I had a bank loan to buy my first car - that's all. 
5 Yes, I'm saving up for a holiday. 
6 Yes, I rent a flat with a friend. We had to pay a deposit of one month's rent. 

Unit 21 
21 . 1 3 different 4 different 5 same 6 different 7 same 8 different 

21.2 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 - 7 - 8 a 9 - 10 a 

21.3 2 sick 
3 hurts 
4 bandage 

5 bleeding 
6 suffer 
7 aches 

21 .4 people have heart attacks 
surgeons perform operations 
tablets/pills are common forms of medicine 
hepatitis affects the liver 
people have sore throats 

-21.5 Possible answers:

1 I take tablets such as aspirin. 
2 I hardly ever get a cough or sore throat. 
3 No, I haven't been a patient. 

8 serious 

4 I had to go into hospital for a minor operation, but I didn't have to stay overnight. 
5 We have various tablets for pain, e.g. paracetamol or Ibuprofen. We usually have different 

medicines for colds and flu, or for stomach problems. 

22.1 

Unit 22 

boots, top, jumper, scarf, 
cap, tights 

earrings, ring, bracelet, 
necklace 

22.2 2· The first woman is wearing a necklace; the second isn't. 

button, zip, pocket, sleeve, 
collar 

3 The first woman has four pockets on her jacket; the second has two. 
4 The first woman has two buttons on her jacket sleeve; the second has one. 
5 The second woman is wearing earrings; the first isn't. 
6 The second woman is wearing a bracelet; the first isn't. 

22.3 2 in 5 suit 8 undid 
3 dressed 6 up 9 rucksack 
4 on 7 into 10 dressed 
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22.4 Possible answers for an English woman: 

Cfo.!m· ."l-'6"-;C�c:r,. 
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I always wear earrings, and I sometimes wear a ring and a necklace. I don't wear a bracelet 
very often. 

2 I think dark colours suit me best. 
3 I prefer to wear casual clothes, but I have to wear smart clothes for work. 
4 I hope I look quite stylish, but I'm not sure I do. 
5 I never wear a cap, but I sometimes wear a hat. 
6 I often wear T-shirts, but I never wear trainers. 

Possible answers for an English boy: 

1 I hardly ever wear a suit. 
2 I don't like wearing ties - but I have to wear one for school. 
3 I almost always undo the top button on my shirt - unless I'm cold. 
4 I always change into jeans after school. 
5 I don't wear a cap or a hat. 
6 I wear T-shirts a lot, and I always wear trainers. 

Unit 23 

23.1 2 different 3 different 4 similar 5 different 6 different 7 similar 

23.2 2 fashion 

23.3 

3 with your skirt 
4 got on 

2 reasonable 
3 wardrobe 
4 fashionable I in fashion 

23.4 2 try 

3 changing 
4 served 

5 good on you 
6 fit

7 tight 

5 changing room 

8 dresses 

8 serve 
6 designer labels I designers 
7 shop assistant 

5 fit 

6 tight 
7 shame/pity 

8 size 

9 suited/suits 
10 leave 

23.5 Possible answers for a young man: 

I occasionally shop with a friend but usually on my own. 
I always try on shoes and trousers before I buy them, but not shirts. 
I sometimes buy clothes that don't suit me, but that's just a mistake. I never buy clothes 
just because they're fashionable. 
If I buy trousers, I don't usually buy a shirt to go with it. But if I buy a jacket, I might buy 
a shirt to go with it. 
My wardrobe does have quite a few things that I hardly ever wear. 
I don't buy designer labels unless they're reduced in the sales; the price has to be reasonable. 
I like casual clothes. I don't really care whether they're fashionable. 
I'm not always happy with what I've got on, but if I'm honest, I don't think about it much. 

Unit 24 

24.1 2 True 
3 True 
4 False. Expensive items are on the middle shelves. 
5 True 
6 True 
7 True 
8 False. Sometimes you buy more than you need and throw some of it away. 

24.2 con'venient 'checkout 'entrance a 'refund re'place 'item 

.:,�I.HI .:,�j {!:? .>" 
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24.3 2 shopping centres 
3 street markets 

5 shopping centres 
6 both, but probably more true of shopping centres 

4 street markets 

24.4 2 makes; replace 
3 throw 

5 offer 
6 entrance 
7 range 

8 atmosphere 
9 likely 

4 queue 

24.5 Possible answers: 

I go to a supermarket once a week. I don't like shopping there, but it is convenient. 
2 I hardly ever go to shopping centres. I don't like them very much. 
3 I go to a small food market once a week. I really like it because you get to know the people 

who have the stalls and they often sell things which are a bit different. 
4 I don't often haggle for things; I'm not very good at it. 
5 I take things back to shops if there is something wrong with them, and usually I get a refund. 

Unit 25 

25.1 1 vegetable: pea(s) 
2 vegetable: garlic 

fruit: peach, pear, pineapple 
fruit: grapes 

25.2 

25.3 

25.4 

25.5 

25.6 

26.1 

26.2 

26.3 
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3 vegetable: mushroom 
4 vegetable: spinach 
5 vegetable: onion 

fruit: melon 
fruit: strawberry 
fruit: olive 

lettyce/chicken, aubergine/tomatQ, Qnionlm!!.shroom, prawn/pork, Sf!lmon/lf!mb 

2 cabbage, the others are all used in salad 
3 crab, the others are all meat 
4 peach, the others are all vegetables 
5 broccoli, the others are all types of seafood 
6 chicken, the others are all vegetables 

These are the most likely answers: 

melon: NO grapes: YES peaches: YES or SOMETIMES 
pears: YES or SOMETIMES lemon: NO 

lamb; veal; pork 4 a vegetarian 
2 lettuce 5 bunch 
3 oil and vinegar {oil and lemon is also possible) 

Possible answers for the UK: 

Strawberries and pears are more common than pineapple. 
2 Lamb and beef are more expensive than pork or chicken. 
3 lettuce, tomato and cucumber; sometimes onion and red pepper as well 
4 aubergine, red pepper, pineapple, melons, grapes or peaches 
5 veal 
6 Peaches are my favourite fruit. I Lamb is my favourite meat. 

Unit 26 

fry, grill, roast, bake, barbecue 

raw - door; sour - hour; oven - love; pie - lie; saucepan - four 

2 cooker cook 
3 fry pan frying pan 
4 settf bitter 

5 good in good at 
6 tastes flavours 
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26.4 2 chef 5 sour 
3 tasty 6 raw 
4 cooker 7 delicious; horrible/terrible/unpleasant 

26.5 2 ingredients 5 chopped 8 stirred 
3 peeled 6 fried 9 tasted 
4 boiled 7 added 

26.6 Possible answers for a British person: 

We eat a lot of roast beef, baked potatoes and barbecued chicken in the UK. We sometimes 
eat fried rice but we don't usually eat raw fish unless we go to a Japanese restaurant. 

2 I like bitter chocolate, I like spicy food, and I like the taste of garlic. I don't like chocolate
flavoured ice cream very much - I prefer vanilla. 

3 The weather isn't good enough in the UK to cook outside on a barbecue very often. 
4 I'm not a great cook but I'm quite good at making desserts. 

Unit 27 

27 .1 2 f 3 g 4 a 5 c 6 b 7 h 8 e 

27.2 

27.3 

27.4 

2 It was quiet. 
3 It's very dirty. 
4 It was very dull/boring. 

2 cultural 3 variety 

2 exhausted 
3 stressed 
4 lively 

5 There are disadvantages. 
6 There's nowhere to park. 

4 night 5 stuck 6 value 

5 pollution 8 gomg on 
6 hurry 9 get poverty 
7 park 

27 .5 Possible answers for a town in the south of England: 

1 It's quite bad from 8.00 to 9.00 in the morning, and then again from 4.30 to 6.00 pm. 
2 It's very good for a medium-sized town: lots of restaurants and bars, a few nightclubs, two or 

three cinemas, two or three theatres, several concert halls, etc. 
3 Yes it is. As well as cinema, theatre and concerts, we have a number of festivals: a literature 

festival, a jc!ZZ festival, a food festival, and lots of cultural talks and lectures you can go to. 
4 There is pollution in the town centre because it's between two hills. 
5 The crime rate isn't bad because it is quite a rich town, and I feel safe at night. 
6 Living in my town has lots of advantages. There are lots of things to do, like go to the cinema, 

theatre, etc. There are plenty of shops too, and a train station. But some of the disadvantages 
are that there are too many cars and traffic jams and this means there is pollution too. 

Unit 28 

28.1 2 grass 3 leaves 4 woods 5 plants 6 roots 7 branches 8 crops 

28.2 2 countryside (also country) 
3 up 

4 own 
5 season 

6 ground/grass 
7 keep 

28.3 

28.4 

28.5 

2 gate 3 tractor 4 

2 spaces 5 
3 air 6 
4 pick 7 

Possible answers: 

footpath 5 field 

surrounded 
worst 
get 

6 valley 7 woods 8 farmhouse 

8 public 
9 hopeless 

10 much 

11 away 

I agree with most of the ideas in the text. I also think that life in the country is probably 
less stressful than in a big city, and probably healthier too. One of the disadvantages of 
living in the country is that you become totally dependent on having a car. 
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Unit 29 

29.1 2 ride 
3 get in 
4 journey 

29.2 2 van 
3 motorbike 

29.3 2 Journey 
3 convenient; away 
4 corner 

29.4 Possible answers: 

Generally yes. 

5 run 
6 fly 
7 missed 

4 lorry (also truck) 
5 coach 

5 reliable 
6 queue 
7 return 

8 fares 
9 driver 

10 off; stop 

6 bicycle/bike 

8 complaining 
9 season 

10 platform 

2 Prices vary a great deal in England. Sometimes a return is twice the price of a single, but 
sometimes it is not much more than a single. 

3 Where I live is very convenient for the train station if I need to travel out of town. 
4 No, I haven't got a season ticket, but they can often save you a lot of money. 
5 I don't take taxis very often; only if I need to get home late at night. 
6 I usually ride my bike once a week. 

Unit 30 

30.1 2 pedestrians 
3 pavement 

4 pedestrian crossing 6 brake 
5 (road) junction 7 road sign 

30.2 2 lane 5 motorway 
6 bridge 

8 (road) junction 
3 traffic light(s) 
4 overtaking 

30.3 2 lost 
3 direct 

30.4 2 accident 
3 approaching 
4 overtake 

7 bend 

4 via 
5 way 

5 speed 
6 swerve 
7 crashed 

30.5 Possible answers for England: 

1 Yes, it's 70 mph. (about 115 kph) 
2 There are usually three lanes. 
3 Yes, they do. 

6 ended 
7 turning 

8 damaged 
9 mJunes 

4 Not very often, but it sometimes happens if the road is very narrow. 

Unit 31 

31.1 2 Mind the step 
3 Admission free 
4 Out of order 
5 No vacancies/entry/exit 
6 Do not lean out of the window I leave bags unattended 
7 Please queue other side 
8 Mind your head 
9 Please do not disturb I Please do not feed the animals 

10 Keep off the grass 
11 Keep right/left 
12 Silence examination in progress 
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31.2 2 On a vending machine (a machine selling drinks and snacks) 
3 In a zoo 
4 In a hotel window 
5 At a theatre 
6 In a bank or post office 
7 On a parcel 

31.3 2 Do not leave bags unattended 
3 Please do not disturb 

6 Mind your head 
7 Admission free 

4 No parking 8 SILENCE - examination in progress 
5 Do nor lean out of the window 

31 .4 No exit, Silence - examination in progress, out of order, keep right, mind the step, no entry 

31 . 5 Possible signs in English you might see are: 

32.1 

32.2 

English spoken here 
Entrance [you go in here] 
Flat to let [advertising a flat that you can rent] 
Cyclists dismount here (people on bicycles must get off their bikes here] 
No through road [there is no way out for cars at the other end of this road] 

Unit 32 

2c 3h 4a Sf 6d 7e 8b 

2 to look up the meaning of words 
3 a plug 
4 to rub something out 
5 because you haven't got one (or someone else hasn't got one) 
6 to highlight something 
7 to sharpen a pencil 
8 to measure something, or perhaps to underline something 

32.3 2 How do you pronounce 'swap'? 4 How do you use the word 'swap' in a sentence? 
3 How do you spell 'swap'? 

32.4 2 Could you turn up the CD player? 
3 Could you lend me a dictionary? 
4 Could you repeat that, please? 
5 Could you explain the difference between lend and borrow? 
6 Could I borrow your ruler? 
7 Could we swap places? 

32.5 Your own answers 

Unit 33 

33.1 2 f 3 g 4 b 5 h 6 d 7 c 8 a 

33.2 2 primary 3 secondary 4 take; leave 5 stay 6 go (on) 

33.3 2 timetable 3 into 4 both are correct 5 break 6 break up 
7 get 8 dress (you can wear what you want = you can dress the way you want) 

33.4 2 wear 3 male; female 4 trouble 5 punished 6 atmosphere 

33.5 Your own answers 

Unit 34 

34.1 2 both are correct 3 up 4 revise for 5 do 6 both are correct 7 failed 
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34.2 2 grade 5 work 8 hard work 
3 candidates 6 increase; basic 9 willing 
4 essay 7 vowels; consonants 

34.3 2 rev1s1on 3 my best 4 exam preparation 5 things wrong 6 ear for language 

34.4 2 accent 4 accurate 6 through 
3 fluent 5 understood 7 well 

34.5 Your own answers 

Unit 35 

35.1 2 engineering 3 medicine 4 econorrucs 5 law 6 architecture 

35.2 I did a degree course. 5 
2 
8 
7 
1 

4 

3 
6 

35.3 

I passed with good grades. 
I got a Master's. 
I did a postgraduate course. 
I did my final exams at school. 
I became an undergraduate. 
I got a place at university. 
I got a degree in business studies. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

False. You have to get good grades in your school exams. 
True 
False. Most degree courses last three years. 
True 
False. If you are successful, you get a degree. 
False. Students studying for their first degree are called undergraduates. 
False. Science students do not write a lot of essays. (They spend their time in 
laboratories.) Arts students have to write a lot of essays. 
True 
False. If you study arts subjects you work in a library. I If you study science subjects you 
work in a laboratory. 

35.4 2 degree 3 went on 4 lasted 5 into 6 research 7 qualification 

35.5 Your own answers 

Unit 36 

36.1 2 d 3 f 4 e 

36.2 2 sailor 
3 mechanic 
4 vet 
5 pilot or builder 

5 a 6 b 

6 accountant 
7 plumber, carpenter, electrician, builder, mechanic and surgeon 
8 doctor, surgeon, dentist, vet, pilot, electrician 
9 police officer, soldier, sailor, firefighter, pilot, doctor, vet 

36.3 2 A vet treats animals. 
3 An architect designs buildings. 
4 An electrician installs and repairs electrical things. 
5 A lawyer represents people with legal problems. 
6 A surgeon operates on people. 
7 A mechanic repairs cars. 
8 A dentist looks after people's teeth. 
9 An engineer plans the building of roads, bridges, etc. 

36.4 2 Really? When did he join the navy? 
3 Really? When did he join the air force? 

4 Really? When did she join the army? 
5 Really? When did he join the fire brigade? 
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36.5 Possible answers: 

My father is an accountant. 
I have an uncle who is a doctor, and another who is retired. (He is 63 and no longer works.) 
The man next door is a police officer, and his wife is a teacher. 
I have another neighbour who is a journalist. 
I have a friend in the army, another friend who is training to be a doctor, and a third 
friend who is an electrician. 

Unit 37 

3 7. 1 Words which are connected with money: earn, wages, salary, income 

3 7 .2 2 e 3 d 4 f 5 c 6 a 

3 7 .3 2 I work in marketing. 7 What do you do for a living? 

37.4 

37.5 

3 I work for the government. 
4 My income is £22,000. 
5 What does your job involve? 
6 I'm in charge of the reception area. 

2 runs I is in charge of 7 overtime 
3 responsible 8 earn/make 
4 involves 9 conditions 
5 day 10 tax 
6 five 11 a 

Your own answers 

Unit 38 

8 My job involves reading government reports. 
9 I give advice to clients. 

10 I made a complaint about the service. 

12 off 
13 advises 
14 dealing 
15 fixed 
16 do/work 

38.1 2 e 3 d 4 a 5 f 6 b 

38.2 verb I noun 

employ (un)employment 

promote promotion 

retire retirement 

resign resignation 

succeed success 

own owner 

38.3 2 abroad 6 work 
7 succeed 
8 apply 

3 part time 
4 quit; rise 
5 experience; courses 

38.4 Possible answers: 

9 sack 

1 Yes, I was promoted to hotel manager last year. 
2 I get a pay rise, but not always a good one. 
3 Yes, I went on a computer course last year. 

I adjective

(un)employed 

retired 

successful 

10 own 
11 own; success 
12 application 

4 I would like to do a course on financial planning to help me with my current job. 
5 I have never been given the sack, but I resigned from my last job when I was given the 

opportunity to work for my present employer. 

Unit 39 

39.1 2 rubbish bin 3 filing cabinet 4 paperwork 5 noticeboard 

39.2 2 colleagues 3 calendar 4 diary 5 invoice 6 calculator 7 loads 
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39.3 2 arranged; appointment ·4 attend I go to 6 involve; organise/arrange 

39.4 

3 run out 5 show (them) round 

5 We've run out of paper. 2 The photocopier isn't working. 
3 We've got loads of work today. 
4 I have to attend a meeting. 

6 Why is he absent this morning? 

39.5 Possible answer: 

In my job as a dentist, I have to do quite a lot of paperwork, I send a few emails, I attend 
a few meetings, and I never use a photocopier. I don't show people round, I don't have to 
organise events or type letters, and I don't send out invoices. The only things I repair are 
people's teeth. 

Unit 40 
40.1 Words which refer to people: expert, accountant, client, contacts 

40.2 2 demand 5 employees 
3 aim 6 set up 
4 firm/business 7 headquarters 

40.3 2 take up 5 set up 
3 clients 6 customer 
4 ex- 7 currently 

40.4 2 They achieved a lot I a great deal. 
3 I have a lot of contacts in banking. 
4 They were formerly (called) BMG. 
5 It's always been my ambition to fly a plane. 
6 She's an expert in finance. 
7 The adverts attracted ( a lot of) attention. 

40.5 2 firm/business/company 4 branch 
3 achieved/had 5 run 

Unit 41 

41 . 1 2 by 3 from 4 of 5 in 6 m 7 of 

8 job 
9 expanding 

10 a great deal 

8 take over 
9 a former 

6 expanded 
7 ambition/aim 

41.2 2 a loan 3 interest 4 inflation 5 profit 6 trade 7 trend 

41 .3 loan; charges; interest; pay back. ANSWER €600

2 rate;% (per cent}; pay back. ANSWER €575.

41.4 2 figures 6 sharp 10 quarters 
3 increased I went up I rose 7 fall/decrease 11 risen I gone up 
4 made 8 loss 12 sharply 
5 raise/increase 9 stayed 

41.5 Possible answers: 

1 About 2% 2 7-8% 3 Badly 4 2008-9 5 One British pound is 1.6 US dollars. 

42.1 

Unit 42 

sport 

swzmmmg, 
motor racing, 
basketball, 
skiing 

person place 

golfer, athlete, 
goalkeeper, 
racing driver 

court, track, 
pitch, rink 
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verb equipment 

jump, box, race, 
sail 

net, stick, skis, 
swimming 
costume 



42.2 2 do 3 play 4 ski 5 did 6 go 7 do 8 keep 9 work out 

42.3 2 swimming/swimmer 3 boxing/boxer 4 sailing/sailor 5 athletics/athlete 

42 .4 2 hockey 
3 courses 

5 costumes 
6 racing 

8 climbing 
9 tent 

4 fun/pleasure 7 fit 10 Jogging 

42.5 Possible answers: 

In the winter I play football, and in the summer I play tennis and go swimming. It's not 
serious; I just do it for fun. 

2 I watch a lot of sport on the TV: football, tennis, ice hockey, motor racing. In fact, I'll watch 
almost any sport if I have nothing else to do. 

Unit 43 

43.1 2 lose I lost I have lost 
3 beat I beat I have beaten 
4 draw I drew I have drawn 
5 break I broke I have broken 
6 give up I gave up I have given up 

43.2 2 both are correct 
3 score 

4 tournament 
5 both are correct 

6 beat 
7 competition 

43.3 2 score; result (score is also possible) 
3 beat/defeated 

7 

8 

league 
took 

43.4 

4 drew 
5 championship/tournament 
6 record 

'R A c E
2
1 0 s E 

l3T E A M 

45 u p E R BJSG I v E u p 

l6C A p T A I N 
w I N N E RI J8v I c T 0 R y 

9F I N A L
't 0 s E R 

l'TIO u R N A M E NITI 

9 leading 
10 against 

43.5 Possible answers: 

I've taken part in lots of competitions: footbail, cricket, rugby, swimming and athletics. 
2 I won a cup competition at secondary school in football. 
3 I was captain of the rugby team at secondary school. 
4 I came first in a backstroke (swimming) race when I was at primary school, and at secondary 

school I won the 100 and 200 metres (athletics) on several occasions. 
5 I've watched lots of finals on TV: the FA Cup, the World Cup, the UEFA Cup, Wimbledon, 

the French Open, the Olympics, and so on. I also went to Twickenham to see the rugby team 
I support in an important final of a cup competition. l:Jnfortunately we lost. 
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Unit 44 

44.1 across: literature, author, actor, fiction, novel, poetry, comedy 
down: poem, thriller, star, film, review 

44.2 2 year century 
3 past future 
4 happening on 

44.3 2 entertainment 
3 actors 
4 poem 

44.4 2 latest 
3 directed 

44.5 Possible answers: 

5 afliele review 
6 autobiography biography 
7 frightened laugh; or comedies horror films 

5 acting 
6 entertainer 
7 reviewer 

4 (film) director 
5 complicated 

8 director 

6 on 
7 comedies 

8 novel 
9 fancy 

I don't read poetry but I read lots of novels. I enjoy thrillers and I like the English writer 
William Boyd. 

2 Yes, I go to the cinema quite a lot. There are certain directors whose films I always see, but 
usually I go and see films that have had good reviews, or films that friends recommend. 

3 I read reviews in the Sunday paper. 
4 My favourite films are Godfather 1 and 2, and part of the reason I like them is that they have 

three of my favourite actors: Robert De Niro, Al Pacino and Marlon Brando. 

Unit 45 

45. 1 2 e 3 a 4 f 5 b 6 d 

45.2 2 single 3 album; comes 4 live 5 recorded 6 advertised 

45.3 Suggested answers: 

Ballet is a form of dancing that cells a story to music. 
Audiences listen to concerts. 
Albums are made in a recording studio. 
The conductor stands in front of an orchestra. 
A composer is someone who writes classical music. 

5 album 8 composer 
9 operas 

45.4 2 orchestra; conductor 
3 opera singers (tenors) 
4 single 

6 guitarist 
7 cellist 10 solo; Michael Jackson 

45.5 I like rock music, pop and R&B. My taste in music is very different from my parents - the: 
hate rock music! 

2 My favourite artist is Beyonce. I really like her song, Single Ladies. 
3 I bought Alicia Keys' latest album earlier this year. 
4 The last time I saw someone perform live was last year. 
5 I'm interested in both the tune and the lyrics. 
6 I play the guitar, but very badly! 

Unit 46 

46. 1 2 included 3 maximum 4 excmng 5 ships/boats 6 move/walk 

46.2 2 The children dress up. 
3 People come from all over Japan. 
4 The event is held every year. 
5 Do you celebrate your birthday? OR Do you do anything (special) to celebrate your birthday? 
6 The festival is an annual event. 
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46.3 2 festival 
3 lasts 
4 takes 

46.4 Your own answers 

Unit 47 

4 7. 1 2 excess baggage 
3 check-in desk 
4 hand luggage 
5 terminal building 

4 7 .2 2 passengers 
3 luggage/suitcases 
4 boarding card 

4 7 .3 2 announcement 
3 delay 
4 boarded 

4 7.4 Possible answers: 

5 celebrates 8 gather 
6 consists 9 Firework 
7 spectacular 

6 duty free 10 cabin crew 
7 flight number 11 baggage reclaim 
8 overhead locker 12 passport control 
9 boarding card 

5 destination 8 hand luggage 
6 check your passport 9 runway 
7 gate 

5 take off 8 landed 
6 fasten 9 terminal 
7 crew 10 flight 

The worst part of the flight for me is the take-off, and the best part is the landing because I'm 
just pleased when it's over. I don't like flying much. 

48.1 

2 There are often delays in the winter when the weather is bad. 
3 l often think about the place I'm going to or the place I've just been to. Other than that, I read 

a book or watch a film. Occasionally I talk to the person sitting next to me. 
4 l try to get through customs quickly, so l can go home or start to enjoy my holiday! 
5 l never have anything to declare because [ rarely buy t:iings when I travel. 

Unit 48 

48.2 2 e 3 a 4 c 5 h 6 b 7 d 8 f 

48.3 2 reception 
3 double/twin 
4 service 

48.4 2 reservation 
3 available 

48.5 Possible answers: 

5 

6 
7 

4 
5 

'II have 8 heart/centre 
facilities 9 mixed; course 
tip 10 stay; check 

included (in the price) 6 parking 
advance 7 to order 

If I go to a hotel in my own country, I usually drive, so parking is very important. I also 
like to have satellite TV. 
A restaurant is only important if there are no other good restaurants in the area. 
A mini-bar and air conditioning are great if it's in the summer and it is quite hot. 
I usually carry my money and credit cards with me, so I don't need a safe. 
I never use room service or need internet access, so they're not important at all. 

Unit 49 

49.1 Religious places are: temple, cathedral, mosque 

49.2 2 sightseeing 4 packed 
3 attractions/sights 5 explore/visit 

6 lost 8 go out 

7 market 
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49.3 2 packed 4 great/lovely time 6 guidebook 
7 monuments 

8 magnificent 
9 look round 3 plenty to do 5 worth seeing/visiting 

49.4 Your own answers 

Unit 50 

50.1 Any four of these: sunbathe, suntan, sunburn, sunscreen, sunblock, sun cream 

50.2 2 c 3 e 4 a 5 f 6 b 

50.3 2 sunbathing 3 surfing 4 diving 5 windsurfing 

50.4 2 b 3 a 4 c 5 c 6 b 

50.5 2 recommend 
3 risk 

4 protection/shade 
5 breeze 

6 stroll/walk 
7 shade 

8 go for I have 

50.6 Possible answers: 

51.1 

51.2 

51.3 

51.4 

51.5 

I go to seaside resorts in the south-west of England, and sometimes the south of France, or the 
coast of Spain near Barcelona. I usually go once or twice a year. 

2 I go for a swim; that's all. 
3 No, I don't like sunbathing. It's boring and I get sunburn easily. 
4 No, I don't get a suntan easily and I have had sunburn in the past. I might use sunscreen on 

my face. I usually wear a T-shirt or sit in the shade if it is very hot . 
. 5 I like to go for a drink and then have a meal. 

Unit 51 

Types of TV programme: documentary, soap opera, chat show, series 

2 comes out I is published 4 Channel 
3 regional 5 celebrities I well-known 

l1CIE L E B R I T y
25 

E R I E s

13R E p 0 R T 
·s 0 A p 0 p E RIAi 

A I L y 

jD 0 c u M E N TIAIRIY 
N A T I 0 N AILI 

l°CIH A T s H 0 w 

9A R T I c L E 

2 reporters/journalists 5 says/said 
3 headline 6 review 
4 station 7 adverts/advertisements 

Possible answers: 

8 
9 

10 

I think there are about ten national newspapers in England. 

According; forecast 
soap 
reality 

2 At least three only come out on Sunday: The Observer, The People and The News of the World.
3 I read the front-page stories, the sports pages, the reviews, and anything that looks interesting. 
4 I watch the news and the weather forecast every day. Programmes I enjoy are documentaries 

and some drama series . I never watch soap operas. 

Unit 52 

52.1 1 I gave him a ring; I rang him 
2 Possible answers: the line was engaged, you rang the wrong number, Tom was out I wasn't in 
3 Any three of these: a mobile number, an emergency number, the wrong number, a horr 

phone / landline number 
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52.2 2 calling 7 message 12 It's 
3 My name is 
4 putting 
5 Is that 
6 Speaking 

8 answerphone 
9 out I not in 

10 phone/ring/call (you) back 
11 Is that 

13 through 
14 engaged 
15 on 

52.3 2 kiss 5 bye for now 8 for your information 
9 laughing oudoud 

11 boyfriend 
12 you 3 see you later 

4 oh, I see 
6 m my op1mon 
7 as soon as possible 10 thanks 

52.4 Your own answers 

Unit 53 

53.1 2 h 3 a 4 g 5 b 6 d 7 f 8 c 

53.2 2 laptop 3 keyboard 4 spacebar 5 username 6 password 

53.3 2 copy 3 cut 4 save 5 paste 6 print 7 open an existing document 

53.4 2 hard drive/disk 3 virus 4 laptop 5 password 

53.5 

53.6 

54.1 

54.2 

2 back up 3 stored; backup/copy 4 install 5 create/open; menu 6 virus; anti-virus 

Possible answer: 

I have a PC and I use the operating system Windows Vista on it. My computer has a 500GB 
hard drive so I can store lots of data, particularly photos. I've recently installed software that 
will help me make my family tree. I have anti-virus software too, which is very important. I'm 
currently running Microsoft Word. 

Unit 54 

2e 3a 4c sf Gd 

2 Internet Service Provider 
3 Access to email and other services 
4 Browsers 
5 A particular subject or their everyday lives 

6 Emails that you do not want, usually advertisements 
7 Zac at hotmail dot com 
8 They discuss things and share information about 

themselves. 

54.3 2 immediately; essential 
3 click; link 

5 attachment; checked 
6 download; download; clips 
7 anti-virus 

8 regularly 

4 access 

54.4 Possible answers: 

55.1 

I use the Internet a lot for my work. I use the BBC website a lot, and I read newspapers online. 
2 I don't have a blog, but I occasionally read other people's. 
3 I don't download much stuff from the Internet. 
4 I watch video clips on Youtube: sporting events, comedy clips, etc. I also watch TV on the Internet. 
5 I don't use social networking sites at all. 

Unit 55 

noun 

crime 

murder 

theft 

robbery 

burglary 

www.irLanguage.com 

I 
I person verb 

criminal commit a crime 

murderer murder 

thief steal/take 

robber rob 

burglar burgle 
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55.2 theft/steal; crime/offence; jail/prison; get away/escape; hit/attack 

55.3 2 arrest 3 innocent 4 murder 5 offence 6 fine 7 cnme 8 punished 

55.4 2 stealing 6 worth 10 robbery 
3 broke 7 escape I get away 11 court 
4 attacked/hit 8 arrested 12 guilty 
5 stole 9 detectives I the police 13 prison/jail 

Unit 56 

56.1 2 political 3 beliefs 4 powerful 5 reduction 6 politicians 

56.2 1A B O V E A L L 

LEADER 
ELDERLY 

CUT 

AX 
6P O L I C Y

1

S U P P O R T 
UN F A I R 

56.3 2 They voted for her. 
3 Elections are held every five years. 
4 They will provide hospitals with more money. OR They will provide more money for 

hospitals. 
5 It's a secret ballot. 
6 The system treats everyone equally I fairly I the same way. 
7 O ur policy is to provide care for old pe ' ' the elderly. 

56.4 

!>b.!> 

56.6 

57.1 

57.2 

57.3 

2 constituencies 5 vote 
3 political 6 parliament 
4 Elections 7 party 

Your own answers 

Your own answers 

Unit 57 

2 fun 3 few 

2 a 3d 4e 

2 recycle 
3 waste 
4 tap 

4 now 5 son 6 comfortable 

Sb 

5 Save 
6 switching/turning 
7 Plant 

8 
9 

8 
9 

7 

8 
9 

5 7 .4 2 create 
3 result 
4 effects 
5 flood 10 
6 drought; occurring/happening 
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government 
pnme 

reduce 
Take 

environment 
destroy 
efficient 
Energy 



57.5 
verb I noun verb I noun 

recycle recycling solve solution 

waste waste reduce reduction 

destroy destruction support support 

exist existence suffer suffering 

Possible answers: 

5 7 .6 You can certainly see changes in the climate. The weather seems more extreme: more hot 
weather, more wet weather, etc. 

2 We have to put our household rubbish in different containers every week so that more things 
are recycled, e.g. one container for newspapers; one for bottles, tins and plastic; one for 
garden rubbish, etc. 

3 Yes, I waste energy. I leave lights on and taps running; but I only use the car for essential 
Journeys. 

4 I could turn off taps and lights, drive a smaller car, and do things to the house to make it 
more energy-efficient. Climate change worries me when I think about it. 

Unit 58 

58.1 die is a verb war 1s a noun 
defend is a verb attack is a noun and verb 

<lea th is a noun 
shoot is a verb 

escape is a noun and verb 
hide is a verb 

58.2 2 shot 
3 hide 
4 escape I get away 

58.3 2 battle 
3 both are correct 
4 destroyed 

5 exploded; killed 
6 searching 
7 destroyed 

5 dead 
6 both are correct 
7 died 

58.4 2 soldiers (army is possible) 
3 enemy 

6 killed 
7 army 

4 bomb 8 took place 
5 violent 

8 defend (protect is also possible) 
9 carrying 

8 carry 
9 shot 

58.5 destruction, e.g. The bomb caused a huge amount of destruction. 
explosion, e.g. The explosion happened outside the main gates. 
defence, e.g. The army are responsible for the defence of the nation. 

Unit 59 

59.1 2 m 3 on 4 have 5 for 6 same 

59.2 2 by 3 until 4 since 5 for 6 during 7 for Bin 9 since 

59.3 2 a long time ago I ages ago 4 recently/lately 6 for the time being 
3 the other day 5 for ages 

59.4 2 fortnight 4 1963;40 6 10 
3 19;20 5 7 7 1960s 
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59.5 Possible answers (from a Spanish man}: 

1 I've been in my present job for a year. 

60.1 

2 It takes me half an hour to get to work. 
3 A typical working day for me lasts about seven hours. I work from 9.30 am to_ 1.30 pm, then 

I have a long lunch break (siesta) and work again from 5 pm to 8 pm. 
4 I've been studying English since 2003, but I stopped for three years during 2006-9. 
5 I haven't spoken English since 11 o'clock this morning. 
6 I saw my cousin Rafa the other day. 
7 Nowadays I don't go to the gym as much as I used to. 
8 One day I hope to be a very successful architect. 

Unit 60 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

two and a half 
two thousand, three hundred and forty-five 
nought point two five 
one million, two hundred and fifty thousand 
ten point nought/oh four 
forty-seven per cent 
the tenth of September (OR September the tenth) 
nine four oh/zero, double three eight 
minus five degrees Celsius (OR five degrees below zero) 
in nineteen ninety-six 
twenty twelve (OR two thousand and twelve) 

60.2 2 twenty thousand 5 the thirty-first of August I August the thirty-first 
6 seven two three, six oh/zero nine 3 the seventh of June I June the seventh 

4 two hundred and twenty 

60.3 2 majority 3 minority 4 calculator 5 up; work 6 stuck 

60.4 2 seventy-two 3 sixty 4 five 5 three 6 fifteen 

60.5 Possible answers: 

Nineteen eighty eight 
2 One metre eighty 
3 My building is· number twenty-one, 

and I live in flat three. 

Unit 61 

61.1 2 it's (quite) shallow. 
3 it's (quite) narrow. 
4 he's (quite) tall. 

5 it's huge/enormous. 
6 it's tiny. 

61 .2 2 What's the depth of the lake? 
3 How high is the mountain? 
4 What's the height of the mountain? 
5 How tall is she? 

61.3 Possible answers: 

4 June the sixth 
5 About eighty thousand 
6 I think it's about thirty-seven degrees. 

6 What's her height? 
7 How long/wide is the pitch? 
8 What's the length/width of the pitch? 

It's just round the corner. 
2 It's about a mile away. 

5 No, it isn't far. 

3 It's just down the road. 
4 No, not far. 

6 Yes, (it's) quite a long way - about twenty miles . 
7 About fifteen minutes' walk. 
8 About ten minutes' walk. 
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Unit 62 

62.1 

pink, grey, purple , 
navy blue 

62 .2 2 a 3 e 4 b 5 f 6 c

62 .3 2 a pink flag 4 a purple shirt 
5 a square table 

6 a navy blue hat 
3 a round mirror 

62 .4 2 a prawn 3 a bucket 4 a ladder 

62.5 Possible answers: 

No. I don't think they look nice. 

5 the moon 6 bones 

2 I have a pink top, a purple skirt, a navy blue jumper and navy blue jeans. 
3 I've got a T-shirt with different-coloured stripes and a skirt with thin blue and black stripes. 
4 I've got nothing made from fur, but I have got two silk dresses. 
5 I've got several pairs of leather shoes and some leather bags. 

Unit 63 
63.1 

63.2 

2 care 3 far 4 new 5 cup 6 run 7 want 

2 a packet of spaghetti 
3 a bowl of fruit 
4 a jar of coffee 
5 a carton of milk 

6 a jug of water 
7 a box of matches 
8 a bar of soap 
9 a bag of apples 

63.3 2 a jar of jam 6 a tube of toothpaste 
3 a packet of cigarettes 7 a vase of flowers 
4 a can of coia 8 a packet of biscuits 
5 a carton of milk (or a bottle of milk) 

63.4 2 bunch 
3 slices/pieces/bits 
4 dozen 

5 sheet/piece/bit 
6 drop/spoonful 
7 plenty/lots 

8 couple 
9 contents 

10 several 

63.5 2 apples 3 a pair of 4 biscuit 5 crisps 6 shirts 7 bunch 

Unit 64 
64.1 I'm terribly sorry I I beg your pardon 

I was held up I there was a delay 
don't worry I never mind 

64.2 2 Not 
3 keep; long; right 

64.3 Possible answers: 

4 I'm; cancelled; problem 
5 kind 

2 I'm sorry I'm late but I overslept. 
3 Oh, thank you very much. That's very kind of you. 
4 I'm sorry to disturb you. 
5 Excuse me, I have to take an important phone call. 
6 I'm sorry to keep you waiting. I won't be long. 
7 I'm sorry I'm late but I got held up I delayed in traffic. 

6 apologise; Never 
7 beg 

8 I must apologise for not sending the information we promised you. Unfortunately .... 
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64.4 I'm sometimes late for class. I have to apologise to my teacher and say why I'm late. Ususally 
it's because I miss the bus. 

2 I apologised ro my friend as I spilt water on one of her books. I aid that I was sorry and 
offered to buy her a new one. I didn't give an excuse. 

Unit 65 

65.1 A: I)e you like to go out this evening? Would 
B: I'm afraid -bt:tt I haven't got any money. 
A: That's OK. I'll pay. How about ge to see a film? going 
B: No, I think I'd rather re stay in. I have to do some homework. 
A: Why you don't do your homework this afternoon? don't you 

B: I'm busy this afternoon. 
A: Well, we could re go tomorrow. 
B: Yeah, Ws a great idea. that's 

65.2 2 d 3 a 4 e 5 f 6 b

65.3 mind 3 wondering; problem 5 mind; ahead 
2 possibly; course 4 fancy; mind; don't; idea 6 shall; about; could; rather; like 

65.4 Possible answers: 
2 Yes, of course. 
3 No, I'm afraid I haven't. 
4 No, help yourself I go ahead. 
5 Yeah, (that's a) great idea. 
6 No, I don't fancy that. OR Yes, if you like. I Yeah, I don't mind. 
7 I'd rather go out somewhere. OR Yes, if you like. 

Unit 66 

66.1 2 What do you think of 3 How do you feel about 

66.2 2 of; personally 
3 extent 

4 strongly; right 
5 Personally; disagree 

66.3 2 In my opinion the club needs new players. 
3 I don't agree with you at all. 

6 true 
7 view/feeling; point/idea 

4 According to the newspaper, the fire was started on purpose. 
5 I agree with her to some extent. 
6 I take your point I I think that's a good point, but I'm not sure I agree. 

66.4 Possible answers: 

1 I completely disagree. Lots of women want to have a career and children. 

8 mean; opm1on 

2 Yes, I agree to a certain extent, but most people want to work. It's not their fault they haven't 
got a job. 

3 Yes, that's true, but you have to remember there are lots of poor people in our country. 
4 Yes, I take your point, but what about people who need cars for their work but don't have a 

lot of money? 

Unit 67 

67.1 2 so do I 
3 I like it very much 

4 to living 
5 Me neither. I Neither do I.

6 prefer rugby to football 
7 not interested in music 

6 7 .2 2 common 3 all 4 interest 5 into 6 used 7 rather 8 getting 

67 .3 2 So do I. Me too. 4 Neither can I. Me neither. 6 Neither am I. Me neither. 
3 Neither do I. Me neither. 5 So am I. Me too. 7 So have I. Me too. 
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67 .4 2 I can't stand these new shoes. 
3 She'd rather go home. 
4 I'm not very keen on James Bond films. 
5 I don't mind the new building. 
6 I used to go riding a lot. 
7 We have a lot (of things) in common. 
8 I'm getting used to this new computer. 
9 I don't have the same attitude to work now. OR My attitude to work has changed. 

67 .5 Possible answers:

I really like Italian food. 
I don't mind getting up early. 

I prefer classical music to pop music. 
Opera doesn't interest me. 

I can't stand waiting for buses or trains. I used to have a beard, but not any more. 

Unit 68 

68.1 take care; excuse me; bless you; thank goodness; not bad 

68.2 2 going; bad 
3 same to 

4 thank goodness 
5 take 

68.3 2 Goodbye. Nice to meet you. 
3 Excuse me. (Could I just get past?) 
4 Congratulations 

6 Congratulations 
7 how about 

5 Good luck 
6 Cheers 
7 Bless you 

68.4 2 introduced; shake 3 greet 4 cheek; cheeks 5 care 

68.5 Your own answers 

Unit 69 

69.1 2 unable 
3 incorrect 
4 unusual 
5 impossible 

6 uncomfortable 
7 disagree 
8 unnecessary 
9 irregular 

69.2 2 e 3 h 4 f 5 c 6 g 7 a 8 d 

69.3 2 illegal 
3 undressed 
4 unlikely 

5 incorrect 
6 unfit 
7 unexpected 

10 dishonest 
11 unfair 
12 unlucky 

8 dishonest 
9 unlucky 

10 unfair 

69.4 unkind; impatient; unsuitable; dislike; undo; unfashionable; unreliable; unfriendly; untidy; 
inability; unsociable 

70.1 

70.2 

70.3 

Unit 70 

2 
3 

2 
3 

verb I noun

dis'cuss dis'cussion 
im'prove im'provement 
in'vent in'vention 
re'lax relax'ation 
'hesitate hesi'tation 
ar'range ar'rangement 

actors 4 translators 
directors 5 footballers 

management 4 inability 
government 5 discussions 

adjective I noun

'stupid stu'pidity 
'happy 'happiness 
'similar simi'larity 
'popular popu'larity 
sad 'sadness 
'active ac'tivity 

6 ballet dancers 
7 artists 

6 economists 
7 improvement 

8 scientists 
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70.4 2 similarity 4 translation 6 fitness 
3 invention 5 artist 7 development 

Unit 71 

71.1 2 careful 5 comfortable 8 correct 
3 reliable 6 annual 9 unbelievable 
4 peaceful 7 unforgettable 

71.2 2 f 3 a 4 g 5 b 6 h 7 e 8 c 

71.3 2 attractive 7 electrical 12 dangerous 
3 personal 8 political 13 creative 
4 cloudy 9 enjoyable 14 emotional 
5 colourful 10 national 15 foggy 
6 famous 11 windy 

71 .4 Words with an opposite with the suffix -less: useful/useless; careful/careless; painful/painless 

71.5 

71.6 

2 unbelievable 6 useless 10 unforgettable 
3 helpful 7 reliable 11 traditional 
4 annual 8 reasonable 12 suitable 
5 painful 9 personal 

Possible answers: 

2 a jacket: (un)comfortable, (un)fashionable, useful, attractive, (un)suitable 
3 an event: annual, enjoyable, traditional, political, cultural, famous 
4 a person you know: (un)reliable, sociable, helpful, attractive, famous, normal, 
5 an opinion: political, personal, (un)reasonable 
6 a room: (un)comfortable, peaceful, colourful, attractive 

Unit 72 

72.1 2 leaving 3 in 4 on 5 to help 6 her a big kiss 7 about 8 have 

72.2 2 We chatted for a bit. 6 I regret leaving home. 
3 The policeman rescued her ... 
4 I attempted to help ... 

7 I promised to go to the party. 
8 They told us to stand in a queue ... 

5 Have you replied to the letter? 

72.3 2 go on a diet if necessary 
3 have a guess 
4 with a smile 
5 had a dream about my mother 
6 haven't found a cure for this disease 

7 put on the brakes but it was too late 
8 gave the kitchen windows a wash 
9 They made an attempt to help her 

10 had a chat 

72.4 2 different 3 different 4 similar 5 different 6 similar 

Unit 73 

7 3. 1 Roads: public transport, traffic lights, crossroads, bus stop, bus station 
Money: income tax, cashpoint, credit card 
Hair: haircut, hairdresser, hairdryer 
Jobs: hairdresser, travel agent, film-maker, DJ, bus driver, (babysitter) 
Things we wear: earrings, T-shirt, sunglasses 
Air travel: airport, airline, aircraft 

73.2 2 travel agent 
3 campsite 

5 birthday card 
6 babysitter 

8 income tax 
9 hairdryer 

4 wheelchair 7 sunglasses 
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73.3 2 chest of drawers 
3 DJ (disc jockey) 

73.4 Possible answers:

2 bus stop 
3 hairdryer 
4 birthday card, ID card 
5 toothbrush 
6 bus station 
7 dining room 

Unit 74 

74.1 2 had a baby 
3 missed the bus 
4 a serious head injury 

4 ID/identity card 
5 mother tongue 

6 ice hockey 
7 full stop 

8 credit card 

8 sister-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law 
9 suntan, sunshine, sunblock, sunburn, sunscreen 

10 traffic jam 
11 armchair 
12 film director 

7 predict the future 
8 expecting a baby 

5 it depends on the weather 
6 spent three days 

9 told me a very funny joke 
10 a large amount of money 

74.2 2 lose 3 virally 4 puts on 5 likely 6 serious 7 well 

74.3 2 loud 3 wide 4 limited 5 large 6 great 7 limited 

74.4 2 fast 5 scored 8 went off 
3 great 6 told 9 fell 
4 expecting 7 wide 10 terribly 

74.5 Your own answers 

Unit 75 

7 5.1 sooner or later; one or two; peace and quiet; day after day; now and again; up and down; 
so far; right away 

75.2 2 By the way 5 

3 out of the blue 6 

4 to be honest 7 

75.3 2 One or two 6 

3 burst into tears 7 

4 the week before iast 8 

5 if I were you 9 

get rid of 
In general 
make up my mind 

sooner or later 
Once or twice 
at once 
In two weeks' time 

8 For instance 
9 I'm just about to 

10 If I were you 

10 so far 
11 ring a bell 
12 apart from 

7 5.4 2 cost a fortune = cost a lot of money 

76.1 

76.2 

76.3 

3 keep an eye on= watch (and make sure something is safe) 
4 on the tip of my tongue= I know it but I can't remember it at the moment 
5 a night on the town = a night out 
6 could do with = need 

Unit 76 

2 see 
3 both are correct 

2 pays attention 
3 had a word with her 

4 help 
5 What 

you're kidding; that depends; I don't believe it 

6 pay 
7 both are correct 

4 felt bad about that/it 
5 no idea 

6 changed my mind 
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16.4 2 Kind of blue 5 Yeah. Why not? 
3 Well, in that case ... 
4 You must be joking. That's ten miles! 

6 Oh, burgers, pizzas, that sort of thing. 
7 Yes. T couldn't believe my eyes. 

Unit 77 

77.1 2 h 3 e 4 b 5 g 6 d 7 a 8 f 

7 on; e.g. my parents, the time 11.2 2 at; e.g. maths and history 
3 to; e.g. me, Carl 
4 on; e.g. clothes, himself 
5 of; e.g. heights, nothing 

8 at; e.g. the children, I don't know 
9 on; e.g. all of them, none of them 

10 into; e.g. German 
6 in; e.g. thrillers, serious films 

77 .3 2 similar 
3 complain 
4 mad 

5 wrong 
6 with 
7 concentrate 

8 aware 
9 short 

10 depend 

11.4 keen on; suffer from; succeed in; get married to; apply for; apologise for 

17. 5 Possible answers:

at languages 
2 in sport 
3 of flying 

Unit 78 

78.1 

78.2 2 on purpose 
3 by chance 

78.3 2 strike 
3 hand 
4 minute/moment 
5 purpose 

4 
5 

4 on food, clothes, rent and my car 
5 of going to Turkey 

out-of-date 6 at the moment 
on business 7 in a hurry 

6 hurry 10 display 
7 future 11 moment; phone 
8 date 12 end 
9 detail 

8 in future 

78.4 2 in time 
3 on fire 

4 in the end 
5 at the end 

6 at the moment 
7 by chance 

8 in a minute/moment 
9 out-of-date 

Unit 79 

79.1 2 away 3 out 4 back 5 up 6 up 7 up 8 on 

79.2 2 go back 
3 picked up 
4 put up 

5 give up 
6 carry on 
7 go away 

8 get on (well) 
9 take on 

79.3 b meaning 5 c meaning 2 d meaning 4 e meaning 1 

79.4 2 sort (it) out 
3 put them back 

4 lie down 
5 fell over 

6 look (it) up 
7 putting on I put on 

6 turn it down 

8 Hurry up 

Unit 80 

80.1 2 put them on 
3 correct 

4 take them off 
5 correct 7 hanging around the station 

80.2 2 put off 3 make up 4 left out 5 turned down 6 get in 
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80.3 1 ALSO: He's putting his jacker on. 
2 She's turning the light on. I She's turning on the light. 
3 The car has broken down. 
4 He's breaking into a shop. 
5 They're hanging around (a street corner). 
6 The teacher is handing out books. I The teacher is handing books out. 

80.4 2 out 3 up 4 off 5 for 6 down 

80.5 Possible answers: 

2 a cold/flu 
3 stories/excuses 

Unit 81 

81.1 2 do 
3 both are correct 

4 the light/TV 
5 the shop/flat 

4 do 
5 both are correct 

6 her children/dog 

6 take 
7 do 

8 made 

81.2 2 She's having/taking a shower. 
3 She's taking it/things easy. 

5 They're making a noise. 
6 She's doing her hair. 

4 She's taking something out of her pocket. 

81.3 2 made us go 4 take a break 6 make up their minds 
3 doing my best 5 making an effort 7 take things/it easy 

81.4 2 take 5 take 8 take 
3 made 6 look 9 do (take is also possible) 
4 done 7 made 10 made 

81.5 Your own answers 

Unit 82 

82.1 give: a speech; someone a hug; someone a hand 
miss: an opportunity; a person; what someone says 
keep: in touch; on doing something; a secret 

82.2 

82.3 

2 dry 3 laughing 

2 gave her a ring 
3 gave her a big hug 

82.4 2 miss all the fun 
3 keep it up 
4 gave me a push 

Unit 83 

4 fit 5 forgetting 6 quiet 7 thinking 8 waking 

4 keep in touch 6 missed his opportunity 
5 give you a hand 7 given me an appetite 

5 miss the rush hour 
6 keeps getting headaches 
7 gave me the idea 

8 miss my dog 
9 keep a secret 

83.1 2 buy/obtain 3 fetch 4 arrive 5 became 6 obtain/find 7 answer 8 received 

83.2 2 getting hungry 
3 getting hot 

4 getting dark 
5 getting late 

6 getting worse 

83.3 2 get together and have a meal. 
3 get to know people in this country? 
4 get in touch with the travel company. 
5 get rid of these old magazines. 

6 get in before 10 o'clock. 
7 get out. 
8 gee to sleep for hours last night. 

83.4 2 need to get it cut. 
3 need co get it finished. 

4 need to get it fixed/repaired 
5 nee�. to get them back. 
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83. 5 Your own answers

Unit 84 

84.1 2 (out} for a picnjc 
3 (out) for a drink/meal 
4 sightseeing 

6 swimming 
7 (out) for a walk 
8 clubbing 

5 (out} for a drive 9 (out) for a meal I for a picnic I for a drin� 

84.2 2 are you? 
3 fetch 
4 continue 

84.3 2 going blind 
3 going (very) well 

84.4 Your own answers 

Unit 85 

85.1 hearing; taste; smell; touch 

85.2 2 listerung to; heard 
3 hear 
4 seen 

85.3 2 felt like silk 
3 looked ljke a church 
4 sounded like an alarm 
5 taste like/of coconut 

85.4 2 sounds as if/though 
3 feel as if/though 

5 happening 8 

6 disappeared 9 

7 return 

4 went mad 6 

5 going bald 7 

5 look at 8 

6 watched 9 

7 feel 10 

6 seem/appear very nice 
7 feels/looks damp 

take me 
chose 

go and get 
go away 

touch 
look; see 
seems 

8 seemed/appeared/looked calm and relaxed 

5 tastes as if 
6 looks as if/though 

8 went out 

4 sounds as if 7 seemed/appeared as if/though (also looked as if/though) 

85.5 Your own answers 

Unit 86 

86.1 2 a news news I some news I a bit of news 
3 ad'lices advice 
4 ftfe is 
5 homev,•orks homework 
6 furnitures were furniture was 
7 experiences experience these equipments this equipment 
8 knovt'lcdges knowledge 

86.2 2 a useful piece/bit of equjpment. 
3 a good piece/bit of advice. 
4 another piece/bit of toast? 
5 a bit of progress. (piece is not possible here) 
6 a bit of rubbish on the floor. (piece is not possible here) 
7 a bit of pocket money. (piece is not possible here) 
8 a bit/piece of news this morning. 

86.3 2 experience 3 room/space 4 advice 5 furniture 

86.4 2 experiences 4 rubbish 6 behaviour 
3 chance 5 scenery 7 experience 

86.5 transport u luggage U suitcase c pasta 
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Unit 87 

87.1 2 to help 5 on 8 to speak 11 waiting 
3 staying 6 to get 9 him for help 12 travelling 
4 going 7 working 10 for 

87.2 2 thinking 5 blamed 8 considered 
3 imagine 6 hoping; intended/planned 9 insisted; hates 
4 avoid 7 enjoyed/liked 10 demanded 

87 .3 fancy+ -ing 
decide + infinitive or decide + (that) 
pretend + infinitive or pretend + (that} 
accuse+ (obj) + of 

87.4 Possible answers: 

88.1 

88.2 

88.3 

I like reading. I dislike sport. I don't mind doing homework. I'm thinking of going to the 
mountains this weekend to ski. I can't imagine living without my two dogs. I hope to go 
to university next year. I intend to buy myself a motorbike when I go to university. 

Unit 88 

2 

3 

He told me it's I it was impossible. 
I asked Talia to stay with me. 

4 

5 

She suggested that we go to an Italian restaurant. OR She suggested going to ... 
I warned them not to go. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

He helped me to buy my suit. 
She allowed us to go. 
He said the film was terrible. OR He told me ... 
She advised me to buy a dictionary. 

10 

11 

I recommended that they stay there. OR I reccomend staying there. 
He reminded me to go to the bank. 

12 I want him to leave. 

2 noticed 5 convinced 
3 warn 6 recommended 
4 persuaded 7 mentioned 

Possible answers: 

2 (that) we have something to eat. 
3 her to ring the police. 

8 encouraged 11 

9 reminded 12 

10 help 

4 (that) something was wrong I she looked ill I she was smiling, etc. 
5 me to stay up late I watch TV, etc. 
6 (that} it wasn't mine. 
7 them to go. 
8 (that} she'll be late. 
9 them not to drink it. 

10 I would look after it I bring it back tomorrow, etc. 

expect 
hope 

8 8 .4 Your own answers 

89.1 

Unit 89 

gradable adjectives 
bad, important, small, 
tired, frightened 

I extreme adjectives 
dreadful, essential, tiny, 
exhausted, terrified 
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89.2 1rery pleased (really/absolutely) delighted 
Y·ery aig (really/absolutely) huge/enormous 
food is very nice (really/absolutely) delicious 
last three days have been very nice (really/absolutely) wonderful/marvellous/terrific 
yery i.mpoftftflt (absolutely/really) essential 
Yery interesting (absolutely/really) fascinating 

89.3 2 terrifying 
3 shocked 

4 amazing/terrifidwonderful/marvellous 
5 delighted 

6 annoyed 

89.4 2 disappointed/annoyed 3 embarrassed 4 confused 5 amazed/surprised 6 delighted 

Unit 90 

90.1 2m 3at 4on Sat Gin 7on Bon 9at 10on llin 12at 

90.2 2 among 3 into 4 beside 5 out of 6 towards 7 up 8 underneath 

90.3 2 under the fence 4 after the bridge 6 (right) against 
3 get out of the car 5 below/beneath me 

90.4 Possible answers: 

1 No, because it will be noisy at night due to the ambulances. 
2 No, because of the smell and the noise. 
3 No, because it's dangerous. 
4 No. I like one or two things on the wall, but not lots of things because it looks untidy. 
5 No. I prefer the aisle seat because I can move around easily without disturbing anyone else. 
6 Well, that sounds nice, but it really depends who the people are. 

Unit 91 

91 . 1 2 She hardly ever phones me. 
3 I have never broken my leg. 
4 I frequently visit them at weekends. OR I visit them frequently at weekends. 
5 My brother quite often calls me on Sunday. 
6 I rarely saw him during the summer. 
7 She is always in the office before eight. 

91.2 2 rarely/seldom 4 completely 
3 fairly/pretty/rather 5 a little I slightly 

6 incredibly 
7 frequently 

91 .3 2 I must speak to her urgently. 
3 I asked him politely to move his car. 
4 I spoke to her secretly. 

5 He suddenly ran out of the room. 
6 I spoke to her briefly this morning. 

91 .4 2 extremely/incredibly 
3 very 

91.5 Possible answers:

4 very 
5 quite/fairly/pretty/rather 

6 a bit I a little I slightly 
7 quite/fairly/pretty/rather 

2 I sometimes buy clothes I don't like. I buy them because they are fashionable. I think that's 
fairly typical. 

3 I hardly ever lose things; I'm very careful. I think that's slightly unusual. 
4 I often forget things - my glasses, people's names, etc. I expect that's fairly typical. 
5 For some reason, I hardly ever remember my dreams. I think that's quite unusual. 
6 I often speak to strangers on buses and trains. That's probably quite unusual. 
7 I sometimes give money to people in the street; it depends how I feel. That's fairly typical, 

I think. 
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Unit 92 

9 2. 1 for one thing I for a start 
when I as soon as 
besides/anyway 
finally I in the end 
at first I to begin with 

92.2 2 get 
3 while 
4 leaving 

5 both are correct 
6 just as 
7 both are correct 

92.3 1 besides/anyway/secondly 
2 first of all; Then I After that; finally 
3 at first I to begin with; while 

8 while 
9 both are correct 

10 cleaning 

4 firstly I for a start I for one thing; secondly/besides/anyway 
5 at first I to begin with; while; Eventually I In the end 

92.4 Possible answers: 

2 you finish I you've finished 
3 I get there/home 

6 he/she looked up the other half 
7 we got there 

4 leaving 8 it's not important I we can phone him later 
5 he opened the door I he got out ·of the car 

Unit 93 

93.1 

in addition, as well, also, what's more although, in spite of, however, despite 

93.2 2 however 
3 both are correct 
4 even though 

5 However 
6 both are correct 
7 both are correct 

8 despite 

93.3 She always worked hard in class, whereas most of her classmates were lazy. 
She has the ability to do the job. What's more, she is very experienced. 
She didn't pass the exam in spite of the help I gave her. 
She worked there for ten years. However, she was never happy in the job. 

9 3 .4 2 In spite of I Despite; still 
3 However 
4 although I even though 
5 In addition to I As well as I Besides 

93.5 Possible answers: 

6 as well I too 
7 though 
8 yet; still 

5 I think I'll pass 2 I get up much later 
3 the bad weather 6 she spoke very quickly 
4 it's cheaper (with a season ticket) 7 goes jogging I plays tennis I works, etc. 

Unit 94 

94.1 2 Teresa got the job because of her good exam results. 

94.2 

3 We couldn't eat outside because of the terrible weather. 
4 She didn't go to school because of her cold. 
5 The referee stopped the game because of the bad light. 
6 I was late because of the terrible traffic. 
7 He can't vote because of his age. 

2 in case 5 As a result I Therefore 
3 as long as 6 Unless 
4 in order to I so that I would 7 as long as 

8 otherwise 
9 whether/if 

10 reason 
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94.3 2 As/Since 3 so that 4 as a result I therefore 5 unless 6 whether 

94.4 Possible answers: 

I want to improve my English because I need good English for my job. 
I don't know whether my English is good enough. 
I often need to write words down in my notebook, otherwise I forget them. 
I don't get many opportunities to practise my English, therefore my speaking is not very good. 
Speaking English may be important in order to get a better job in the future. 

95.1 

95.2 

Unit 95 

depart, regarding, purchase, proceed 
to, commence 

depart leave mate 

cheers thanks commence 
regarding about terrific 

purchase buy bloke 

proceed to go to kids 

95.3 2 thing 5 I'm dying for
6 make it 3 a load of rubbish 

4 up to 7 mate 

friend 

start 
fantastic (marvellous, wonderful, etc.) 

man 

children 

8 quite a bit 
9 that stuff 

10 40 or so 

95.4 2 We regret to inform you 3 grant 4 require further assistance 

95.5 1 a drag informal= boring; it can also mean unpleasant, e.g. Housework is a drag.
2 permit formal = allow
3 scary informal = frightening
4 quid informal == pounds (£) 

Unit 96 
9 6. 1 2 a registration form or an enrolment form

3 an entry form 
4 a visa application form 

96.2 2 When were you born?
3 Where do you come from? 

4 Are you single or married?
5 When are you leaving?

96.3 2 g 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 d 7 e 

96.4 2 correct 3 incorrect 4 incorrect 5 correct 6 correct 7 incorrect 

96.5 2 tip 3 on my own 4 sign it 5 require 6 team 

96.6 Your own answers 

Unit 97 
97 .1 2 a 3 d 4 e 5 b 

9 7 .2 2 advantages of studying 
3 give both sides 

4 effect on children 
5 On the other hand, too 

6 tends to go 

9 7 .3 2 causes; However 3 both are correct 4 hand 5 both are correct 

97 .4 2 In addition 3 However 4 Consequently 5 argument 6 effect 
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9 7. 5 2 People tend to be conservative. 0 R In general I On the whole people are conservative. 
3 There is an argument that cars should not be allowed in town centres. OR Some people 

believe that cars should not be allowed in town centres. 
4 In the past children played on their bikes, but nowadays they spend most of their time in front 

of a computer. 
5 Many people work longer and longer hours, and consequently I as a result they don't have 

time for hobbies. 

Unit 98 

98.1 Dear Sir or Madam 
I am writing in response to your advertisement for trainees in yesterday's newspaper, and 
I would be grateful if you could send me further details. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours faithfully 

98.2 2 details 
3 to hearing from you 

98.3 2 I regret to inform you ... 

4 faithfully 
5 sincerely 

3 I am pleased to inform you ... 
4 Are you available on Wednesday? 

6 regards 
7 signature 

5 I would like to enquire about the dates of the course. 
6 Please accept our apologies for the delay. 
7 I would be grateful if you could send me the details. 
8 Could you confirm that in writing? 
9 I enclose a copy of my CV. 

98.4 2 writing 
3 response/reply 

4 regarding/about 
5 regret 

6 delays 8 sincerely 
7 apologise 

Unit 99 

99.1 in a week's time; once again; let you know; best wishes; give my regards to 

99.2 2 Dear Mark 
3 Send/Give my regards/love to Patricia 

99.3 2 Do you fancy going? 
3 I'll be/get in touch soon. 
4 It looks new, but in fact it isn't. 
5 I'll let you know as soon as possible. 

99.4 2 ages 
3 fact 
4 since 
5 actually 

Unit 100 

6 hoping 
7 m 
8 together 
9 )Otn 

100.1 2 British Broadcasting Corporation 
3 Member of Parliament 

4 Lots of love, Trudie 
5 All the best, Sam 

6 I'm going in three weeks' time. 
7 Jamie is a laugh. 
8 Let's get together for lunch. 
9 It's ages since. I wrote. 

10 Anyway 
11 let 
12 give 

4 correct 6 correct 
5 United Nations 7 curriculum vitae 

100.2 2 e.g. 3 etc. 4 St 5 1.e. 6 St 7 Dr 

100.3 Luke 
Olly had a maths exam this afternoon and then had to take his bike to the repair shop, so 
he'll probably be a bit late home. You can watch TV/telly while you're waiting for him, 
and please help yourself to anything in the fridge. If there's a problem, e.g. if Dr Brown 
rings about the flu vaccination, my phone number is next to the photos on the dining 
room table. I should be home myself by about five. 
Pam (Olly's mum) 
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100.4 2 bike 
3 e.g. I for example 
4 CV 

5 vet 
6 etc. I and so on 
7 case 

8 ad/advert 
9 PIN 

10 stand 

100.5 PTO= Please turn over (you see it at the bottom of a page) 

11 lab 
12 rep 

RSVP = Repondez s'il vous plait, which is French for 'please reply' (you see it on letters of 
invitation, which means they want a reply to the invitation) 
asap= as soon as possible (in emails and text messages) 
IMO= in my opinion (also in emails and text messages) 
DOB= date of birth (on forms) 
PS= postscript. It is used at the end of a letter (after you have signed your name) to add 
extra information, or something you have forgotten to say in the letter. 
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Phonemic symbols 

Vowel sounds Consonant sounds 

Symbol Examples Symbol Examples 

/i:/ sleep m� /p/ put 

Iii happy rec1p� lb/ hook 

hi p1n dinner /t/ _take 

/u/ foot could py_ll Id/ .dog 

/u/ casyal /k/ �ar kick 

/u:/ dQ shoe through lg/ go gy_arantee 

/e/ r�d head said /tf/ catch church 

/-:,/ _arnve fath� colour /d3/ a� loun� 

13:/ tm:n bird WQik /fl for cough llliOtograllli 

/'J:/ S.Q[t thmldit walk /v/ loye yehicle 

/re/ cat black /0/ thick path 

/Al syn enQY.gh wQnder 101 this mother 

/o/ gQt w_atch SQCk Isl �mce nee 

/a:/ part heart I.a.ugh lzl �00 surpn�e 

If! shop .s_ugar machine 

le,! n.ame I.ate arm /3/ plea�ure u.s_ual VlfilOn 

la,! my .idea time /hi hear hotel 

!-:) ,! b_m: noise /ml make 

le-:,/ pair wh� bear /n/ name now know 

II-:,/ hear ch�s /rj/ bring 

/-:,u/ gQ hQme show /U look while 

/au/ out cow Ir/ road 

/u-:,/ pure fewer /j/ young 

/w/ wear 

' This shows that the next syllable is the one with the stress. 

, This is used when some longer words have a second stress, less strong than on the main 
stressed syllable. 
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Index 

The numbers in the Index are unit numbers not page numbers. 

The pronunciation provided is for standard British English. 

a bit [slightly] d bit 91 
a great deal ;} grelt di:l 40 
a laugh ;} lo:f 99 
a little (bit) ;} 'htdl 91 
a load of rubbish ;} ldUd ov 

'rAblf 95 
a long time ago ;) loIJ ta,m 

;}
1 Q;)U 59 

a paper d 'pe1pd 100 
a piece of sth d pi:s ov 

1sAm811J 86 
a return d n't3:n 29 
a week/month/year (etc.) 

[every] ;) wi:k mAn0 j1d 37 
abbreviation ;)

1
bri:vi'e1f ;)n 

52 
ability ;) 1b1J;)ti 70 
able 'e1b;)l 70 
above d'bA v 90 
above all ;)'bAV :,:I 56 
abroad ;)'br:,:d 38 
absent 'rebs;lnt 39 
absolutely ,rebsd'lu:tli 89 
accent 'reks;)nt 34 
accept ;}k'sept 1 
access (to sth) 'rekses 48, 54 
accident 'reks1ddnt 30 
accommodation 

d,kom;} 1de1f dn 20 
according to ;) 1k:,:d11J tu: 51, 66 
accountant ;}'kauntdnt 36 
accurate{ly) 'rekj;}r;}t 34 
ache n, v e1k 21 
achieve ;)'tfi:v 40 
achievement ;}'tfi:vm;lnt 40 
act [do sth] rekt ' 57 
act (perform] rekt 44 
acting 'rekttl] 44 
actor 'rekt;} 44, 70 
actually 'rektf U;}Jj 99 
ad/advert red 'redv3:t 100 
add red 26 
add sth up red 'sAm811J AP 60 
add to basket/bag red tu: 'bo:skIV 

breq 54 
addition ;}'dtf ;}n 60 
adjective 'red31kt1v 4 
admin 'redmm 37 
admission ;)d'mtf;}n 31 
adult 'redAlt 14 
advantage dd'vo:nt1d3 27 
adverb 'redv3:b 4 
advert 'redv3:t 45, 51, 100 
advertisement ;)d'v3:ttSm;)nt 

51 
advice ;}d'vats 86 
advise ;}d'va1z 37, 88 
afford ;)'f:,:d 20 
afraid (of) d'fre1d 77 
Africa 'refnb 5 

after [follow sb/sth] 'o:ftd 90 
after [time/event] 'o:ftd 92 
after that 'o:ftd oret 92 
afterwards 'o:ftdw�z 92 
against [compete] ;}'genst 43 
against [touching] ;}'genst 

90 
ages 'e1d31z 99 
ages ago 'e1d31z d 1QdU 59 
agree [have the same 

opinion] ;}'gri: 66, 77 
agree [say yes] ;}'gri: 87 
aim e,m 40 
air conditioning e;} 

k;ln 1d1f;lm1J 17 
air force e;} fo:s 36 
aircraft 'e;}kro:ft 47, 73 
airline 'e;)lam 73 
'airport 'e;)p:,:t 73 
alarm ;)'lo:m 74 
album 'relbdm 45 
alive ;)1 la1v 14 
all over (everywhere] :,:I 

1 ;}UV;} 19, 46 
all the best :,:I 0;) best 99 
allow ;}'lau 14 
almost ':,:lmdust 14 
alone ;)'ldUn 15 
aloud ;)'laud 1 
alphabet 'relfabet 34 
also ':,:IS;}U 93 
although :,:l'O;)U 93 
altogether 

1
:,:ltd'geo;} 13 

amazed ;}1me1zd 89 
amazing [ very good] 

;}
1me1z11J 89 

amazing [ very 
surprising] d'me1z11J 89 

ambition rem'b1f;)n 40 
American ;}'mer,k;}n 5 
among ;}'mAIJ 90 
amount ;}'maunt 3, 20 
and so on rend S;)U on 100 
anger 'relJgd 12 
angrily 'reIJgnli 91 
ankle 'reIJbl 9 
anniversary ,rem'v3:s;lri 15 
announcement ;}'nauntsm;}nt 

47 
annoyed ;i'n:)ld 89 
annoying d'n::>IIIJ 89 
annual 'renju;)l 46, 71 
answerphone 'o:ns;}faun 52 
ant rent 8 
antique n ren'ti:k 62 
anti-virus software 'renti 'va,rds 

'softwed 53, 54 
anxiety re1J'za1;)ti 12 
anxious 'reJJkf ;)S 12 
anyway (more 

importantly] 'eniwe, 92 
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anyway [returning to an earlier 
subject) 'eniwe1 99 

apart from ;)'po:t from 75 
apartment ;) 1po:tm;)nt 17 
apologise for sth d'pol�3atz f::>: 

'sAm0tIJ 64, 98 
apofogy ;) 1poJ;)d3i 64 
appear [become 

visible] ;}'pt;} 69 
appear [seem] ;}'pt;) 85 
appearance ;}1p1;lrdns 10 
application (computer) 

,reph'ketf dn 53 
application (job) 1reph'ke1fdn 

38, 98 
apply for sth ;} 1pla1 f:,: 1sAm811J 

38 
appointment d'p:,mtm;)nt 39 
approach d'prdUtf 30 
approximately ;)1proks1m;}tli 

10, 14 
Arabic 'rerdb1k 5 
architect 'o:k1tekt 35, 36 
architecture 'o:k1tektf;) 35 
Argentina ,o:d3;}n'ti:nd 5 
Argentinian ,o:d3;)n'tmi;}n 5 
argue 'o:gju: 1 
argument [angry discussion] 

'o:gjdmdnt 1 
argument [reason to think] 

'o:gjdmdnt 97 
armchair 'o:mtfed 18 
army 'o:mi 36, 58 
arrange ;}1remd3 39 
arrangement ;}'remd3m;}nt 39 
arrest ;)'rest 55 
arrival ;)'raIV;)( 96 
article 'o:t 1k;)) 51 
artist 'o:t1st 70 
arts o:ts 35 
as [because] rez 94 
as [when] rez 92 
as a result rez d n'zAlt 94, 97 
as if/though rez 1f/ O;)U 85 
as long as rez loIJ rez 94 
as soon as rez su:n rez 92 
as well (as) rez wel 93 
Asia 'et3d 5 
ask sb for sth o:sk 'sAmbodi f::>: 

'sAm0t!J 87 
ask sb the way o:sk 'sAmbodi O;) 

wet 30 
assistance ;)'stst;}ns 95 
at [place] ret 90 
at[@] ret 54 
at all rel :,:I 66 
at first ret 'fa:st 14, 92 
at home rel h;lum 19 
at least ret li:st 1, 61 
at night rel nail 27 
at once ret WAns 75 



at the end ret oi end 78 
at the moment ret oa 'moumont 

78 
at the same time rel oo serm 

tarm 59 
athlete 're01i:t 42 
athletic reO'letrk 10 
athletics reO'let1ks 42 
atmosphere 'retmosfro 24, 33 
attachment o'tretJm;mt 54 
attack n o'trek 58 
attack v a'trek 55 
attempt n, v o'tempt 72, 87 
attend o'tend 33, 39 
attendance o'tendans 39 
attitude 'ret1tju:d 67 
attract attention o'tra:kt 

a'tenJon 40

attraction o'trrekJ;:in 49 
attractive o'trrekt1v 10 
aubergine 'ouba3i:n 25 
audience ':,:di;:ins 45 
Australia os'tre1lia 5 
Australian os'trellion 5 
author ':,:Oo 44 
available o've1labal 48, 98 
average [typical] 'revond3 10 
avoid a'v:,1d 87 
aware of a'wear ov 77 
away [distance] o'wer 28, 29, 

61 
awful ':,:fol 89 
babysitter 'be1bi,s1to 73 
back up sth brek AP 1sAm011J 53 
backache 'breke1k 21 
backpack 'brekprek 22 
backup 'brekAp 53 
bag breg 63 
baggage reclaim 'breg1d3 

n'kle,m 47 
bakery 'be,kori 40

balcony 'brelbni 17 
bald b:,:ld 84 
ballet (dancer) 'brelc1 45 
ballot 'brelot 56 
bandage 'brend1d3 21 
bank (of a river) brel)k 28 
bank account brel)k o'kaunt 

20 

bank loan brel)k Joun 20

bar (of chocolate) ba: 63 
barbecue n, v 'ba:b1kjJ: 26 
basic 'be1s1k 34 
basket 'ba:skrt 24 
bass guitar be1s g11ta: 45 
bass guitarist be1s gr'to:nst 

45 
bath bo:O 16 
battle 'bret ol 58 
BBC ,bi:bi:'si: 100 
be (just) about to bi: o'baut tu: 

75 
be delayed bi: d1'le1d 64 
be dying for sth bi: 'da111J b: 

'sAm01rJ 95 
be held up bi: held AP 64 
be in touch bi: m lAtJ 99 
be into sth [like sth] bi: 'rnto 

1sAm811J 67 

beach bi:tJ 50 
beans bi:nz 25 
bear beo 8 
beat bi:t 43 
beauty 'bju:ti 10 
because b1'koz 94 
because of b1'koz ov 94 
bee bi: 8 
beef bi:f 25 
before (place] b1'b: 90 
before [time] b1'f:,: 92 
behave b1'he1v 3 
behaviour b1'he1vjo 86 
belief b1'li:f 56 
believe [think] b1 1 li:v 97 
believe in b1'li:v rn 56 
bell bcl 62 
belong to b1 1 lo1J tu: 77 
below b1'lau 90 
bend n, v bend 30 
beneath br'ni:0 90 
beside [next to] b1'sa1d 90 
besides [giving another reason] 

b1'sa1dz 92 
besides [in addition] 

b1'sa1dz 93 
best friend best frend 13 
best wishes best 'w1J12 99 
beyond bi'jond 90 
bicycle 'ba1s1k;:il 29 
bike oa1k 29, 100 
billion 'b1lion 60 
bin brn 39, 86 
biography ba11ogrofi 44 
birth b3:0 14 
birthday card 'b:1:0de1 ku:d 73 
(a) bit of sth bit ov 1 SAm811J 86 
bitter 'brio 26 
blame sb for sth ble1m 'sAmbody

b: 'sAm011J 
87 

blanket 'blre1Jk1t 18 
bleed bli:d 21 
bless you bles ju: 68 
blind blarnd 84 
blinds bla1ndz 18 
block of flats blok ov flrets 17 
blog blog 54 
blogger 'bingo 54 
bloke blouk 95 
blonde blond 10 
blow v bbu 7 
blow your nose blou j:,: nouz 9 
board n, v b:,:d 47 
board [blackboard] n b:,:d 100 
boarding card 'b:,:d11J ko:d 47 
boil b:,1 I 26 
boiling 'b:,ll11J 7 
bomb born 58 
bone boon 62 
book v buk 48 
boots bu:ts 22 
bored b:,:d 89 
boring 'b:,:nlJ 89 
borrow 'borou 32 
both sides of an argument bouO 

sa1dz ov ren 'o:gjomont 97 
bother 'booo 16 
bottle 'botol 63 

bottom 'bot;;,m 9 
bowl boul 63 
box boks 63 
boxing 'bokSIIJ 42 
bracelet 'bre1slot 22 
brake n, v bre1 k 30, 72 
branch (of a company) 

bra:ntJ 40

branch (of a tree) bra:ntJ 28 
Brazil bro'z1I 5 
Brazilian bro'zilian 5 
break [rest] n bre1k 33 
break a record bre1k a 'reb:d 

43 
break down bre1k daun 39, 80 
break in(to sth) bre1k rn 55, 80 
break the rules bre1k oo ru:lz 

33 
break up (end a 

relationship] brc1k AP 15 
break up (end of term] bre1k AP 

33 
breast brest 9

breathe (in/out) bri:o 9 
breeze bri:z 50 
brick bnk 36 
bride braid 15 
(bride)groom gru:m 15 
bridge bnd3 30 
briefly 'bri:fli 91 
bright brart 22 
bring sb luck bnlJ 'sAmbodi 

IAk 46 
bring sb up bnl) 'sAmbodi AP 14 
broad br:,:d 10

broadcast 'br:,:dku:st 51 
broccoli 'brokali 25 
broken down 'broukon daun 

39 
browse brauz 54 
browser 'brauzo 54 
brush your teeth br Af j:,: t j :0 

16 
bucket 1bAk1t 62 
build brld 36 
builder 'blldo 36 
bull bu) 8 
bunch bAntJ 25, 63 
burglar 'b3:gl;:i 55 
burglary 'b3:gl;:iri 55 
burn v b:1:n 19 
burst into tears b3:st 'rnta 1102 

75 
bus bAS 29 
bus driver bAs 'dra1va 73 
bus station bAs 'ste1Jan 73 
bus stop bAs stop 29, 73 
business studies 'b1znis 'stAdiz 

35 
businessman/woman 

'b1znismrerv"wumon 35 
butterfly 1 bAtofla1 8 
button 'bAtan 22 
by [how much] bar 41 
by (near] bar 90 
by [next to] bar 90 
by [not later than] ba1 59 
by accident bar 'reks1dant 78 
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by chance ba1 tJo:ns 78 
by hand ba1 hrend 78 
by mistake bai mr'sterk 78 
by the way bar oa wer 75 
cabbage 'krebrd3 25 
cabin crew 'krebrn kru: 47 
cage kerd3 8 
calculate 'krelkjalert 60 
calculation ,krelkja'le1Jan 60 
calculator 'krelkjalert;:, 39, 60 
calendar 'krelrnda 39 
calf ko:f 25 
call [describe sb] k:,:I 33 
call [phone] b:I 52 
call for sb b:I b: 'sAmbodi 80 
calm (person) ko:m 11

ca1m (sea) ko:m 50 
camel 'kremal 8 
camping 'kremp11J 42 
campsite 'krempsa1t 73 
can (of cola) kren 63 
can't help it ka:nt help rt 76 
can't stand ka:nt strend 67 
canal b'nrel 6 
cancel 'krensal 64 
cancer 'krensa 21 
candidate 'ka:ndrd;:,t 34 
Cantonese ,krenta'ni:z 5 
cap krep 22 
capital [city] 'kreprt;:,I 5 
capital letter 'kreprtal 'let;:, 4 
captain 'krept rn 43 
car park ko: po:k 27 
cardinal number 'ko:drnal 

'nAmb;:, 60 
care kea 56 
career aim ka'rr;:,r erm 96 
careful 'kc;:,fal 71 
careless 'ke;:,l;is 71 
Caribbean ,krerr'bi:;:,n 5 
caring 'kearrlJ 12 
carpenter 'ko:prnta 36 
carpet 'ku:prt 18 
carrot 'krer;it 25 
carry guns 'kreri gAnz 58 
carry on (with sth) 'kreri on 79 
carton 'ko:t;:,n 63 
case kc1s 100 
cash kreJ 20 
cashpoint 'kreJp:-,rnt 20, 73 
castle 'ko:s;:,I 49 
casual 'kre3ju::,I 22 
catch (a bus/train) ka:tJ 29 
catch (a criminal) kretJ 55 

cathedral b'0i:dral 49 
cause k:):z 97 
cave ke1v 6 
CD player ,si:'di: 'plcra 32 
celebrate 'sel::,brert 15, 46 
celebration ,sel;i'bre1Jan 15 
celebrity sa'lebr;;it i 51 
cellist 'tJehst 45 
cello 'tJclau 45 
central heating 'sentr;;il 'hi:l11J 

17 
century 'scntJari 44, 59 
cereal 's1::,rial 16 
ceremony 'scnmani 15 

certificate sa't1f1bt 3, 35 
champion 'tJrempi;in 43 
championship 'tJrempi:mJrp 

43 
chance [opportunity) tfo:ns 

86 
chance [possibility that sth will 

happen] tJo:ns 86 
change into sth tJernd3 'rnta 

'sAm0rl) 22 
change your mind tJernd3 j:,: 

marnd 76 
changing room 'tJernd311J ru:m 

23 

channel [fV] 'tf ren;il 51 
character [good qualities] 

'krer;:,kt;:, 17 
character [personality] 'krer;ikta 

11 

charge v tfo:d3 20, 41 
charming 'tJo:mrlJ 17 
chat n, v tfret 16, 72 
chat show tJret J;iu 51 
check [examine] tJek 20, 47 
check out tJek aut 48 
checkout [online 

shopping] 'tJekaut 54 
checkout [supermarket] 

'tfekaut 24 
check your email tJek j:,:r 

'i:meil 54 
check-in (desk) 'tJekrn 47 
cheek tJi:k 9, 68 
cheerful 'tJ1afal 12

cheers [a toast) tJraz 68 
cheers [goodbye] tJrn 68 
cheers (thanks] tf rn 64, 95 
chef Jef 26 
chest tJest 9 
chest of drawers tf est ov dr:,:z 

73 
childhood 'tJarldhud 14 
chilly 'tf ili 7 
chin tfrn 9 
China 'tfarna 5 
Chinese tfa1 1ni:z 5 
choice tJ:,1s 18 
chop tJnp 26 
circle 's3:bl 62 
classical music 'klres1k;:,I 

'mju:zrk 45 
clean kli:n 1, 27 
clean your teeth kli:n j:,: ti:0 

16 
cleaner 'kli:na 16 
clear (sky) kh;:, 7 
clear sth up kh:-> 1sAmfl11J "P 19 
clever 'klcv:, 11 
click on (a link) kirk cm 54 
client 'klaront 40 
cliff klrf 50 
climate 'kla1m;:,t 6 
climate change 'kla,m;:,t tJernd3 

57 
close family kl;:,us 'f.em;:,li 13 
clothes kh:>002 23 
cloud klaud 7 
cloudy 'klaudi 7 
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coach butJ 29 
coast bust 50 
coconut 'kaukanAt 25 
coin k:,rn 20 
cold k;iuld 7 
collar 'kol;:, 22 
colleague 'koli:g 39 
colourful 'kAl;ifal 71 
comb your hair k;:,um j:,: he;:, 9 
come out [be available] kAm 

aut 45, 51 
come out [sun] kAm aut 7 
come round [visit] kAm 

raund 16 
comedy 'kom;:,di 44 
comfortable 'kAmftahal 71 
comma 'koma 4

commence ka'mens 95 
commit a crime ka'm1t a krarm 

55 
compare bm'pe;:, 97 
compared with/to bm'pead w1o/ 

tu: 97 
comparison bm'prerrsan 97 
competition ,kompa't1J;:,n 43 
complain kam'plern 29, 37, 77 
complaint bm'plernt 29, 37 
completely bm'pli:tli 91 
complicated 'komplike1t1d 

44,96 
composer k;im'p;mz;:, 45 
concentrate 'kons;:,ntre1t 77 
conditions kan'd1J;:,nz 37 
conductor kan'dAkta 45 
confident 'konfrdant 11 
confirm bn'fa:m 98 
confused kan'fju:zd 12, 89 
confusing bn'fju:z11J 89 
confusion bn'fju:3an 12

congratulations 
bn,grretJu'lerJ;:,nz 68 

conjunction bn'd3A1JkJ;:,n 4

connect b'nekt 54 
connected to/with k;:,'ncktrd tu:/ 

w,c) 3 
consequently 'knnts1kw;;intli 

97 
consider k:,n's1d;;i 87 
consist of kan'srst nv 6, 46 
consonant 'knns;:,n;int 34 
constituency bn'st 1tjuansi 56 
consultant bn'sAltant 37 
contacts 'konta:kts 40 
container k::,n'terna 63 
contents 'kontents 51, 63 
continent 'kont rnant 5 
contrast n 'knntru:st 6 
contrast v 'knn'tra:st 97 
convenient kan'vi:niant 24, 29 
convince bn'vrns 88 
cook n kuk 26 
cooker 'kuko 18,26 
cool ku:I 7 
copy 'kopi 53 
correct adj k:,'rckt 69 
correct v ka'rekt 32

cottage 'knt1d3 17 
cotton 'kntan 62 
cough kof 21 



Could I speak to ... ? kud a1 spi:k 
tu: 52 

(I) could not believe my eyes
kud not b1'li:v ma1 a1z 76

Could you (possibly) ... ? 
kud ju: 65 

countable (noun) 'kaunt;:ib;:il 4 
country of origin 'kAntri ov 

'ond3m 96 
countryside 'kAntnsa1d 28 
couple [several] 'kAp;:il 15, 61, 

63 
courgette k:,:'3et 25 
course [sport] b:s 42 
course (of a meal) b:s 48 
court (of law) b:t 55 
court [sport] b:t 42 
cousin 'kAz;:in 13 
cover v 'kAv;:i 6 
crab krreb 25 
crash [computer] krreJ 53 

crash into sth krreJ 'mt;:i 
'sAm011) 30 

create kri'ett 53, 57 
creative kri'e1t1v 11, 12 
creature 'kri:tJ;:i 8 
credit card 'kred1t ka:d 73 
crime kra1m 55 
crime rate kra1m re1t 27 
criminal 'knmm;:il 55 
crop krop 28 
crossroads 'krosr;:iudz 73 
crowded 'kraud1d 27 
cry kra1 9 
cucumber 'kju:kAmb;:i 25 
cultural 'kAltJ;:ir;:il 27, 71 
culture 'kAltJ;:i 27 
cup [sport) kAp 3 
cupboard 'kAb;:id 18 
cure n, v kju;:i 72 
curiosity ,kju;:iri'os;:iti 12 
curious 'kju;:iri;:is 12 
curly 'k3:li 10 
currency 'kAr;:insi 20 
current 'kAr;:int 13 
currently 'kAr;:intli 40 
cushion 'kuJ;:in 18 
custom 'kAst;:im 46 
customary 'kAst;:im;:iri 46 
customs 'kAst;:imz 47 
cut [computer] v kAt 53 
cut [injure] v kAt 21 
cut [reduce] v kAt 56 
CV ,si:'vi: 38, 96, 100 
cycle 'sa1bl 29 
cyclist 'sa1khst 29 
daily 'de1li 1, 40, 51 
damage n, v 'drem1d3 30 
dangerous 'demd3;:ir;:is 27 
dancer 'da:nts;:i 70 
dark do:k 17 
dark (hair) do:k 10 
date [day] den 2 
date [romantic meeting] 

de1t 15 
date of arrival/departure 

de1t ov ;:i'ra1v;:il!d1'po:tJ;:i 96 
date of birth de1t ov b:1:0 96 
day after day de, 'o:ft;:i de1 75 

day-to-day ,de1t;:i'de1 37 
dead ded 1, 14, 58 
deaf def 84 
deal with di:I w10 37 
Dear Sir/Madam d1;:i s:1:/ 

'mred;:im 98 
death deO 58 
decade 'deke1d 59 
decimal 'des,m;:il 60 
decrease n 'di:kri:s 41 
decrease v di:'kri:s 41 
defeat n, v d1'fi:t 43 
defend d1'fend 58 
definite article 'defm;:it 'o:t 1k;:il 

4 
definition ,def1'mJ;:in 3 
degree [amount) d1 1gri: 91 
degree [university] d1'gri: 35 
degree(s) [temperature] d1'gri: 

6, 7 
delay d1'le1 47, 64, 98 
delete d1'li:t 54 
delicious d1'hJ;:is 26, 89 
delighted d1'lait1d 89 
deliver d1'hv;:i 40 
demand n d1'ma:nd 40 
demand v dt'ma:nd 87 
dentist 'dent 1st 36 
depart d11

po:t 95 
departure d1'po:tJ;:i 47 
departures board d1'po:tJn 

b:,:d 47 
depend (on sth) [not sure about 

sth] d1'pend 74, 77 
depend on sb [need sb to support 

you] d1'pend on 'sAmbodi 77 
deposit d1'poz1t 20 
depressed d11prest 12, 89 
depressing d1'pres11) 89 
depth depO 61 
design d1'zam 36 
designer label d1'zam;:i 'le1b;:il 

23 
despite d1'spa1t 93 
dessert d1'z:1:t 48 
destination ,dest1'ne1J;:in 47 
destroy d1'str:,1 57, 58 
details 'di:te1lz 98 
detective d1'tekt1v 55 
develop d1'vel;:ip 70 
development d1'vel;:ipm;:int 70 
dial 'da1;:il 52 
dialling code 'dai;:ihl) bud 52 
diary 'dami 39 
die da1 58 
diet [lose weight] n,v 'da1;:it 72 
different from 'd1far;:int from 

77 
direct (a film) dt'rekt 44 
direct sb d1'rekt 'sAmbodi 30 
directing d1'rekt11) 44 
director (of a company) d1'rekt;:i 

70 
director (of a film) d1'rekt;:i 44 
dirty 'd:1:ti 1, 27 
disadvantage ,d,s;:id'vo:nt 1d3 

27 
disagree ,d1s;:i'gri: 66, 69 

disappear ,d1s;:i'p1;:i 69 
disappointed ,d1s;:i'p:,mt 1d 

12, 89 
disappointing 

1
d1s;:i'p:,mt II) 89 

disappointment ,d1s;:i'p:,mtm;:int 
12 

disc jockey (DJ) disk 'd3oki 73 
discuss d1'skAs 70 
discussion d1'skAJ;:in 70 
disease d1'zi:z 21 
dishonest d1'somst 11, 69 
dislike n, v d1'sla1k 67 
display d1'sple1 46 
distance 'd1st;:ins 6, 61 
disturb d1'st:1:b 31 
dive n, v da1v 72 
divide [maths] d1'va1d 60 
divide [separate) d1'va1d 33 
diving 'da1v11) 50 
division d1'v13;:in 60 
divorce d1'v:,:s 15 
DJ (disc jockey) ,di:'d3e1 73 
do [study] du: 33 
do a bit/lot of (sightseeing/hiking 

etc.) du: ;:i bit/lot ov 42, 49 
do a course du: ;:i b:s 81 
do an Internet search du: ren 

'mt;:inet s:1:tJ 54 
do exercise du: 'eks;:isa1z 42, 

81 
do homework du: 'h;:iumw:1:k 

81 
do housework du: 

'hausw:1:k 16, 81 
do not leave bags unattended du: 

not li:v bregz ,An;:i'tend1d 31 
do research du: n's:1:tJ 35 
do something/nothing du: 

'sAm011) 'nA0Il) 81 
do sth up du: 'sAm0Il) Ap 22 
do the shopping du: o;:i 'Jop11J 

16 
do the washing/ironing (etc.) du: 

o;:i 'wof 11)/'a1;:iml) 16 
do well du: wel 34 
do your best du: j:,: best 

34, 81 
do your hair/make-up du: j:,: 

he;:i/me1k AP 81 
do/work overtime du:/w:1:k 

';:iuv;:ita1m 37 
do/write an essay du:/ra1t ren 

'ese1 34 
document 'dokj;:im;:int 53 
documentary ,dokj;:i'ment;:iri 

51 
dolphin 'dolfm 8 
don't worry d;:iunt 'wAri 64 
donkey 'dol)ki 8 
dot (in an email address) dot 

54 
double (double four 

nine) 'dAb;:il 60 
double room 'dAb;:il ru:m 48 
double-click ,dAb;:il'khk 53 
down [further along] daun 61 
down [to a lower place] daun 

90 
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download ,daun'laud 45, 54 
downstairs ,daun'steaz 17 
dozen 'dAzan 63 
Dr 'dokta 100 
draw (a game) n, v dr:,: 43 
draw (pictures) dr:,: 2 
dreadful 'dredfal 89 
dream n, v dri:m 72 
dress v dres 23, 33 
dress in dres m 23 
dress up dres AP 46 
drop v drop 19 
drop (of milk) drop 63 
drought draut 57 
drummer 'drAma 45 
drums drAmz 45 
due to dju: tu: 94 
dull dAI 27 
during 'djuanlJ 59 
duty free 'dju:ti fri: 47 
duvet 'du:ve1 18 
e.g. i:'d3i: 100
early (20s/30s, etc.) '3:li 14
earn 3:n 20, 37
earrings '1arr1Jz 22, 73
east i:st 6
Earth [planet] 3:0 6
eat in/out i:t m aut 16
econormcs ,i:ka'nom1ks 35
economist 1'konam1st 35, 70
economy 1'konami 41
effect 1 'fckt 12, 57, 97
efficient 1'f1Jant 57
Egypt 'i:d31pt 5
Egyptian 1'd31pJan 5
elbow 'elbau 9
elder 'eldo 13
elderly 'eldali 14, 56
elect 1 'lekt 56
election 1'lekJan 56
electrical 1'lektrrbl 71
electrician ,ilek'trrJan 36
elephant 'ehfant 8
embarrassed 1m'brerast 89
embarrassing 1m'breraS11J 89
emergency 1'm3:d3ansi 52
emergency services 1'm3:d3onsi

's3:v1s1z 36 
emotion 1'mauJdn 12 
emotional 1'm;:>0J�mal 12 
emphasise 'emfasa1z 3 
employ sb 1m'pb1 'sAmbodi 38 
employee 1m'pb1i: 40 
en suite ,on' wi:t 18 
enclose m'klauz 98 
encourage m1kArrd3 88 
endangered animals 

m'demd3ad 'renrmalz 8 
end up end AP 30 
enemy 'enami 58 
energetic ,ena'd3et1k 12 
energy 'enad3i 57 
engaged [busy] m'ge1d3d 52 
engagement m'ge1d3mant 15 
engineer ,end31'nra 36 
engineering ,end31'nran1J 35 
English 111JglrJ 5
enjoy (+ -ing) m'd3:,1 87 

enjoyable m'd3:,1obal 71 
enormous 1'n:,:mas 61, 89 
enquire about sth m'kwa10 

o'baut 'sAm011J 98 
enrolment form 111'r;mlmant 

f:,:m 96 
enter (a password) 'enta 53 
entertain ,enl a'tem 44 
entertainer ,ento'temo 44 
entertainment ,enta'temrnant 

44 
entrance 'cntrans 24 
entry form 'entri b:rn 96 
environment m'vairanrnont 57 
e-paper i: 'pe1pa 51
equal adj 'i:kwal 56
equals v 'i:kwalz 60
equipment 1 1kw1prnant 86
escape 1'ske1p 55 
essay 'eset 35 
essential 1'scnJal 54, 89
etc. et 'setara 100
EU ,i:'ju: 100
Europe 'juar;:,p 5
even though 'i:van o:m 93
eventually t'ventJuali 92
ever since 'eva sins 13
exam 19 1zrem 100
except for tk'sept b: 75
excess baggage I k' ses

'breg1d3 47 
excessive 1k'ses1v 57 
excuse n 1k'skju:s 64 
excuse me [attract 

attention] 1k'skju:z mi: 68 
excuse me [say sorry] tk'skju:z 

mi: 64 
ex-girlfriend/wife (etc.) eks 

'93:lfrencVwa1f 13 
exhausted 19'2:,:st1d 27, 89 
exist 1g'z1st 57 
existence 19'21stants 57 
existing 19'21st11J 53 
exit (stop using an application) 

v 'eksll 53 
expand 1k'sprend 40 
expect 1k'spekt 88 
expecting a baby 1k'spekt11J a 

'berbi 74 
experience [knowledge] 

1k'sp1arians 38, 86 
experience [sth that happens to 

you] 1k'sp1arians 86 
experiment v 1k'spenmont 

34 
expert 'eksp3:t 40 
explain 1k'splem 32 
explain the difference between X 

and Y 1k'splem oa 'drfarans 
b1'twi:n eks rend wa1 32 

explanation ,ekspla'ne1Jan 
2,32 

explode rk'splaud 58 
explore 1k'spb: 49 
extremely rk'stri:rnli 7, 91 
facilities fa'silat iz 48 
fail (an exam) v ferl 34 
fair [equal] fea 56 
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fair [hair] f c::> 10 
fairly 'feali 91 
fall n, v b:I 41 
fall asleep f:>:I a'sli:p 16 
fall in love fo:I m IA v 74 
fall over f:,:I 'auva 19, 79 
famous fe1mas 71 
fancy (doing) sth 'frensi 1sAm011J 

44, 65, 99 
FAQs ,efe1'kju:z 53 
Far East ,fo:r 'i:st 5 
fare fca 29 
farewell .f ea'wel 68 
farmhouse 'fo:mhaus 28 
farming 'fo:m11J 28 
fascinating 'fresme1t11J 89 
fashionable 'freJ�mabal 71 
fast asleep fa:st a'sli:p 74 
fasten 'fa:son 47 
fear n fra 41 
fee(s) fi: 20 
feed fi:d 16,31 
feel [believe] fi:I 66 
feel [experience] n, v fi:I 85 
feel bad about sth fi:I bred a'baut 

'sAm011J 76 
feel sick fi:l s1k 21 
feelings 'fi:lrlJZ 12 
feet [measurement] fi:t 61 
female 'fi:metl 33, 68 
fence fens 28 
festival 'fest rv;:,I 46 
fiction 'f1kJan 44 
field fi:ld 28 
fifty-pence piece 'f1fti pens pi:s 

20 
fight fa1t 58 
figures (number) 'f1gaz 41 
file (computer) fail 53 
file menu fail 'menju: 53 
files failz 39 
filing cabinet 'fa1lr1J 'krebmat 

39 
fill sth in fil 'sArn011J m 96 
film director film d1'rekta 44 
film-maker film 'me1b 73 
filthy 'f110i 1 
final n 'famal 43 
finally 'famali 92 
find out famd aut 79 
fine n fain 55 
fire brigade fa1a bn'gc1d 36 
fireman/firefighter 'fa1aman 

'fa1afa1ta 36 
fireworks 'fa1aw3:ks 46 
furn adj fa:m 18 
furn n fa:m 40 
first language fa:st 'lre1Jgw1d3 

5 
first of all fa:st ov :,:I 92 
fust(ly) fa:st 92 
fit adj fit 70 
fit v f,t 23 
fitness 'f1tnas 70 
fix f1ks 36 
fixed (hours) f1kst 37 
flag flreg 62 
flat n flret 17 



flautist 'fb:t 1st 45 
flavour 'fle1v;i 26 
flight flan 29 
flight number fla1t 'nAmb;:, 4 7 
flood flAd 57 
floor fb: 18 
flu flu: 21, 100 
fluent 'flu:::int 34 
flute flu:t 45 
fly n fla1 8 
fly v fla1 29 
fog fog 7 
foggy I fog i 7 
fold your arms fauld j;:,:r o:mz 

9 
folk music fauk 'mju:21k 45 
footballer 'futb;:,:);:> 70 
footpath 'futpa:e 28 
for f:,: 59 
for a start b:r ;i sta:t 92 
for ages b:r 'e1d312 59 
for example b:r 1g'zo:mp::il 100 
for fun b: f An 42 
for instance b:r 'mst;:>ns 75 
for one thing b: wAn 011) 92 
for pleasure b: 'ple3;:, 42 
for the time being b: o;i ta,m 

'bi:11) 59 
forehead 'b:hed 9 
forget fa'gct 2, 19 
former 'b:m;i 40 
fortnight 'b:tna1t 59 
fortunately 'f;:,:tf;:>n;:>tli 16 
forum 'b:r;:>m 51 
fossil fuel 'fos;il 'fju:::il 57 
fountain 'fauntm 49 
fraction 'frrekJ;:>n 60 
fragile 'fncd3ail 31 
France fra:ns 5 
freezing 'fri:211) 7 
French frentJ 5 
frequency 'fri:kw;intsi 91 
frequently 'fri:kw::intli 91 
fresh freJ 24 
fresh air freJ e;:> 28 
fridge fnd3 100 
fridge/freezer fnd3 'fri:z;:> 18 
friendly 'frendli 11 
friendship 'frendJ1p 13 
frightened 'fra1t;:>nd 12 
frog frog 8 
fry fra1 26 
frying pan 'fra111J pren 26 
full stop ful stop 4, 73 
full-time ful'ta,m 38 
fully-book�d 'fuli bukt 48 
fur f3: 62 
furniture 'f3:nitJ;:> 86 
garlic 'ga:hk 25 
gate gelt 28 
gate (3/5/10, etc.) (airport) ge1t 

47 
gather 'greo;i 46 
general election 'd3en;:>r;:>I 

1'lekJ;:>n 56 
generalisation 

,d3en;:>r;:>)a1 1ze1J;:>n 97 
generation ,d3en::ire1J;:>n 40 
generous 'd3en;:>r;:>s 11 

German 'd33:m;in 5 
Germany 'd33:m;:>ni 5 
get [answer] get 83 
get [arrive] get 83 
get [become] get 83 
get [do a task] get 83 
get [fetch] get 83 
get a job get ;:> d3ob 33 
get away [escape] get ;i'we1 55, 

58 
get better get 'bet;:> 83 
get divorced get d1'v:,:st 15 
get dressed get drest 22, 69 
get engaged get m'ge1d3cl 15 
get in [arrive) get m 80, 83 
get in [enter] get m 29, 83 
get in touch get m tAtJ 83 
get into trouble get 'mt;:> 'trAb;:>I 

33 
get lost get lost 30, 49 
get married to sb get 'mrerid tu: 

'sAmbodi 13, 15 
get off (a bus) get of 29 
get on (a bus) get on 29 
get on (with sb) get on 13, 79 
get out [leave] get aut 29, 83 
get over sth get ';:iuv;:i 'sArn011) 

80 
get rid of sth get nd ov 'sAm011J 

75, 83 
get sth back get 'sAm0Il) ba:k 83 
get sth done get 'sAm011) dAn 83 
get sth wrong get 'sAm011) rol) 

34, 83 
get stuck get stAk 27, 60 
get through (make contact] 

get eru: 52 
get through sth [finish] 

get 0ru: 1SAm0Il) 34 
get to know sb get tu: n;iu 

'sAmbodi 13, 15, 83 
get to sleep get tu: sli:p 83 
get together get t::i'geo;:> 83, 99 
get undressed get An'drest 69 
get up get AP 16 
get used to sth get ju:st tu: 

'sAm011J 67 
get worse get w3:s 19, 83 
giant 'd3a1;:>nt 61 
giraffe d31 'ro:f 8 
give [cause an effect] g,v 82 
give a speech/lecture (etc.) g1v ;:, 

spi:tJf'lektJ;:> 82 
give my regards/love to . . . g1v 

ma, n'ga:clz!IAv tu: 99 
give sb advice g1v 'sAmbodi 

;:>d'va,s 37 
give sb a hand g1v 'sAmbodi ;i 

ha:nd 82 
give sb a hug g1v 'sArnbodi ;i hAg 

82 
give sb a kiss g,v 'sAmbodi ;i k,s 

72 
give sb a ring g,v 'sAmbodi ;i nl) 

52, 72, 82 
give sb a shock g1v 'sAmbodi ;i 

Jok 82 
give sb the sack g1v 'sAmbodi ck> 

srek 38 

give sth away g1v 'sAm011) ;i'we1 
79 

give sth a push g,v 'sAm011) ;i puJ 
82 

give up (sth) [stop doing an 
activity] g1v Ap 43, 79 

give up sth [leave a job] 
g1v Ap 'sAm011) 15 

global warming 
'gl::iub::il 'w;:,:m11) 57 

go [disappear] g::iu 84 
go [lead somewhere] g::iu 84 
go (out) for a walk/drive (etc.) 

g;iu b:r ;i w;:,:kldra,v 84 
go (swimming/shopping, etc.) 

g::iu 16,42,84 
go and get [fetch] g::iu rend get 

83, 84 
go away [go on holiday] 

g::iu ;i'we, 79, 84 
go away [leave] g::iu ;i'we, 79 
go back g;:iu brek 79, 84 
go by bike/car (etc.) g;iu bailba1k 

ka: 29 
go down g;iu daun 41 
go for [choose] g::iu b: 84 
go for (a swim/drive, etc.) 

g::iu b: 50, 84 
go grey/bald/deaf (etc.) g::iu gre,/ 

b:,:Jd/def 84 
go into business gdU 'mt;;, 'b12nis 

35 
go mad [become angry] 

g::iu ma:d 84 
go off [electricity] g;iu of 79 
go off [explode] g::iu of 79 
go off [go bad] g;iu of 79 
go off [ring] g;;iu of 79 
go on [happen] g::iu on 27, 84 
go on (to do sth) g::iu on 

33, 35 
go on a diet g;iu on ;;, 'da1::it 

72, 74 
go online g;iu ,on'lam 54 
go out [social activity] g::iu aut 

16,49 
go out [stop working] g;iu aut 

84 
go out with sb g;;iu aut w10 

'sAmbodi 15 
go sightseeing g;;iu 'sa1tsi:11J 49 
go through g;;iu eru: 47 
go to bed g::iu tu: bed 16 
go to sleep g;;iu tu: sli:p 16 
go up g;;iu AP 41 
go well/badly g;iu we)/'bredli 

84 
go with sth g::iu w,(') 'sArn011) 23 
go wrong g::iu rDIJ 15, 84 
goalkeeper 'g;:,ul,ki:p;;i 42 
goat g;;iut 8 
golf course golf b:s 42 
good luck gud IAk 68 
good/bad at sth gudlba:d a:t 

'sAm011J 26, 77 
good-looking ,gud'luk11J 10 
gorgeous 'g::,:d3;:>s 10 
govern 'gAv;:in 70 
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government 'gAv;,nm;,nt have children hrev 'tJddr.:m 74 
56, 70 have got sth on brev got 1sAD1011J 

GP ,d3i:'pi: 36 on 23 
grade gre1d 34, 35 have no idea hrev noo a1'd1;, 
gradual(ly) 'grred3ual 41 76 
graduate n 'grred3u;,t 35, 98 have something/nothing in 
grant [allow) gro:nt 95 common hrev 'sAm0n)''nA011J 
grapes gre!ps 25 m 'kom;,n 67 
grass gro:s 28 have time for sth hrev ta1m 
great gre1t 95 fa: 'sAm011) 59

great fun gre1t fAn 74 headache 'hede1k 21 
great importance headline 'bedlam 51 

gre1t Im'�:t;,nts 74 headquarters ,hed'kw:,:t;,z 40 
Greece gri:s 5 hear h1;, 85 
Greek gri:k 5 heart [in the body) ho:t 21 
greenhouse effect heart of somewhere 

'gri:nhaus 1'fekt 57 ho:t ov 'sAmwe;, 48, 58 
greenhouse gases heart attack ho:t a'trek 21 

'gri:nhaus 'gres1z 57 heat v hi:t 17 
greet gri:t 68 heavy (rain) 'hevi 7 
greeting 'gri:t10 68 heavy (traffic) 'hevi 74 
grey gre1 62 Hebrew 'hi:bru: 5

grill n, v gnl 26 heel hi:l 9 
ground graund 28 height hart 10, 61 
growing 'grooll) 40, 41 held [organised] held 46 
guess n, v ges 3, 72 help help 88 
guidebook 'ga1dbuk 49 helpful 'helpfal 71 
guilty 'gdti 55 hen hen 25 
guitar g1'to: 45 hi ha1 99 
guitarist g1'to:nst 45 hide hard 58 
gun gAD 36, 58 high (mountain) ha1 61 
gym d31m 42, 100 highlight 'hadan 32 
haggle 'hreg;,l 24 highlighter pen 'ha1,la1t;, pen 
haircut 'he;,kAt 73 1, 32 
hairdresser 'he;,,dres;, 73 hill hd 28 
hairdryer 'he;,,draJ;, 73 hips hips 9 
half ho:f 60 hire 'ha1a 20 
half ., dozen ho:f ;, 'dAz;,n 63 historic monument 
hand luggage hrend '1Ag1d3 47 hr'stonk 'monj;,m;,nt 49 
hand sth out hrend 1sAD1010 aut hit hit 19, 55 

80 hold an election 
handle v 'hrend;,l 37 hoold ren 1'lekJ;,n 56 
handsome 'hrens;,m 10 hold on [wait] hoold on 80 
handwriting 'hrend,ra1t10 96 hold-up hoold AP 64 
hang around hrel) ;,'raund 80 honest 'omst 11, 69 
happiness 'hrepm;,s 70 honeymoon 'hAnimu:n 15 
harbour 'ho:b;, 46 hope that . . . hoop &et 88 
hard drive/disk ho:d draJv/d1sk hope to do sth h;,up tu: du: 

53 'sAm011) 87, 99 
hard work ho:d w3:k 34 hopeful 'hoopfal 12 
hardly ever 'ho:dli 'eva 91 hopeless 'h:,upl;,s 19, 28 
hard-working ,ho:d'w3:kl1J 11 horrible 'hor;,b;,l 26 
hate he1t 67, 87 horror film 'hor;, film 44 
have a (swim/drink, etc.) hrev ;, housework 'hausw3:k 16 

50 How about ... ? [making a 
have a good ear for language suggestion] hau ;,'baut 

hrev., gud 1;, fa: 'lreogwtd3 34 65, 68 
have a great/nice/terrible time How about you? [asking sb sth] 

ha:v a gre1t/na1sl''ter;,b;,l tarm hau ;,'baut ju: 68 
49 How are things? hau o: 01oz 

have a look hrev ;, luk 81 68 
have a look round How do you feel about ... ? 

hrev ., luk raund 49 hau du: ju: fi:l ;,'baut 66 
have a wash/shower etc. How long/wide (etc.) is ... ? 

hrev a woJ/Jau;, 16, 81 hau lozy'wa1d x 1z 61 
have a word with sb How's it going? hauz 1t 'Q;)UIIJ 

hrev., W3:d w10 'sAmbodi 76 68 
have an early night however hau'ev;, 93, 97 

hrev ren '3:li na1t 16 hug hAg 82 

English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 

huge hju:d3 61, 89 
humid 'hju:rrud 7 
hundred 'hADdroo 60 
hurry (up) 'hAri 79 
hurt v h3:t 21 
I am pleased to inform you . .. a1 

rem pli:zd tu: m'fa:m ju: 98 
I am writing in response to ... 

a1 ,rem 'ra1t11J m n'spons tu: 
98 

I am writing to . .. ru rem 'ra1t1.g 
tu: 98 

I beg your pardon a1 beg j:,: 
'po:dan 64 

I bet a1 bet 95 
I don't believe it a1 doont b11li:v 

n 76 
I don't fancy that ai d:K.Jnt 'frensi 

&et 65 
I don't mind a1 doont mamd 65 
I look forward to hearing from 

you a1 luk 'fa:woo tu: 'h1;,no 
from ju: 98 

I must apologise for . . . a1 mAst 
;,'polOO:yiIZ fa: 64 

I regret to inform you . . . a1 
n'gret tu: m'fa:m ju: 98 

I see what you mean a1 si: wot 
ju: mi:n 66 

I suppose so a1 s;,'pooz soo 76 
I was wondering if you could ... 

a1 woz 'wAnd;,ng ,f ju: kud 65

I wonder if you could . .. a1 
'wAnd;,r If ju: kud 65 

I would be grateful if you could ... 
a1 wud bi: 'gre1tfal 1f ju: kud 
98 

i.e. a1'i: 100
I'd rather . . . aid 'ro:6;, 65
I'll have (chicken/fish, etc.)

ad hrev 48 
I'll leave it ad li:v 1t 23 
I'll take it ad te1k 1t 23 
I'm afraid I can't aim ;,'fre1d a1 

ka:nt 65 
I'm being served aim 'bi:io s3:vd 

23 
I'm looking for . . . arm 'luk10 fa: 

23 
I'm sorry arm 'sori 64 
I'm sorry I'm late aim 'sori aim 

le1t 64 
ice a1s 7 
ice hockey a1s 'hoki 42, 73 
icon 'a1kon 53 
icy 'a1si 7 
ID a1'di: 100 
ID card a11di: ko:d 73 
if I were you 1f a1 W3: ju: 75 
if you like 1f ju: la1k 65 
ill II 70 
illegal 1'li:g;,I 69 
illness 'dn.>s 21, 70 
image '1m1d3 40 
imagine 1'ma:d310 87 
immediately 1'mi:di;,tli 54 
impatient 1m'pe1J;,nt 11 
improve 1m'pru:v 70 
improvement rm'pru:vm;,nt 70 



in [place] m 90 
in a bad mood m ;i bred mu:d 

19 
in a hurry tn ;i 'hAri 27, 78 
in a moment tn ;i 'm;iom;int 78 
in a row m ;i r;io 41 
in a week's/month's (etc.) time 

m ;i wi:kslmAnt0s ta1m 
59, 75, 99 

in addition (to) m ;i'd1J;:,n 93 
in advance m ;:,d'vo:ns 48 
in black/blue/brown (etc.) 

tn blrek/blu:/braun 22 
in business m 'b1zn1s 78 
in case m kets 94 
in charge of m tf a:d3 ov 37 
in contrast m 'kontro:st 97 
in detail m 'di:teil 78 
in fact m frekt 99 
in fashion m 'fref an 23 
in future m 'fju:tJ;i 78 
in general m 'd3en:;ir;il 75, 97 
in large quantities m la:d3 

'kwontatiz 63 
in love m IAv 15 
in my opinion m ma1 ;,'pmj;,n 

66 
in order to m ':,:d:;i tu: 94 
in other words m 'AO;) w:J:dz 

100 
in progress m 'pr:;iugres 31 
in response to m n'spons tu: 

98 
in spite of 1n spa1t ov 93 
in tears m t 1n 78 
in that case m oret ke1s 76 
in the end m oi end 14, 78, 92 
in the past m oa pa:st 33, 97 
in the wild tn o:;i wa1ld 8 
in the world tn o:;i w3:ld 6 
in time tn ta1m 59, 78 
in writing tn 'ra1ttl) 98 
inability ,ma'b1l:;iti 70 
inch mtf 61 
include tn'klu:d 48 
income '11JkAm 37 
income tax '11JkAm treks 

37, 73 
incorrect ,mk:;ir'ekt 69 
increase n 'mkri:s 34, 41 
increase v m'kri:s 41 
incredible m'kred1b:;il 43 
incredibly m'kred1bli 91 
indefinite article m'defm:;it 

'a:t1kal 4 
individual ,md1'v1d3ual 43 
inflation m'fle1J:;in 41 
ingredients m'gri:di:;ints 26 
injure 'md3a 30 
injury 'md3:;iri 30 
innocent 'm:;is:;int 55 
insect 'msekt 8 
inside lam: 'msa1d lem 30 
insist on doing sth m's1st on 

'du:11) 'sAm011J 87 
install m'st:,:I 36, 53 
instant messaging 

'mst:;int 'mes1d311J 54 
instead m'sted 16 

intelligent m'tehd3:;int 11 
intend m'tend 87 
interest n 'mt rast 41 
interest v 'mtr:;ist 67 
interest rate 'mtrnst rel! 41 
interested in 'mtr:;ist1d m 

67, 77 
interests 'mtr:;ists 67, 96 
internet access 'mt:;inet 'rekses 

48 
interrupt ,mt:;i'rApt 64 
interview 'mtavju: 38 
into 'mt:;i 90 
introduce sb ,mtra'dju:s 

'sAmbodi 68 
invent m'vent 70, 80 
invention m'venfan 70 
invoice 'mv:,1s 39 
involve m'volv 39, 46 
ironing 'a1an11J 16 
irregular 1'regj;il:;i 69 
irregular (verb) 1'regj:;il:;i 4 
ls that Uoe, Emma, etc ... ?) 

12 oret 52 
-ish 1J 10
ISP ,a1es'pi: 54, 100
Israel 11zre1l 5
Israeli 1z'rcili 5
it/that depends 1t/oret d11pendz

76 
it seems to me 1t si:mz tu: mi: 

97 
Italian 1 'treli:;in 5 
Italy '1t:;ili 5 
item 'allam 24, 54 
jail d3ell 55 
Japan d3;:i'pren 5 
Japanese ,d3rep;:i'ni:z 5 
jar d30: 63 
jealous 'd3el;:is 12 
jealousy 'd3el;:isi 12 
jogging 'd3og11J 42 
join [become a member] d3:,m 

36 
join [do sth with others] d3:,m 

99 
journalist 'd33:n;:ihst 51 
journey 'd3:J:ni 29 
judge d3Ad3 55 
jug d3Ag 63 
jumper 'd3Amp;:i 22 
junction 'd3A1Jkf ;:in 30 
junk mail d3A1Jk me1l 54 
jury 'd3u;:iri 55 
just as d3Ast rez 92 
keen on ki:n on 67 
keep [look after] ki:p 28 
keep [stay in a place/condition] 

ki:p 82 
keep (on) doing sth 

ki:p 'du:ilJ 'sAm011J 82 
keep a promise ki:p ;i 'prom1s 

72 
keep a secret ki:p ;:i 'si:kr;:it 82 
keep in touch ki:p tn lAtf 82 
keep off sth ki:p of 'sAm011J 31 
keep right/left ki:p ra1t/left 31 

·. keep sb fit ki:p 'sAmbodi fit 42

keep sth up ki:p 'sAm011J AP 82 
kettle 'ket:;il 18 
keyboard 'ki:b:,:d 39, 45, 53 
keyboard player 'ki:b:,:d 'ple1;:i 

45 
(I'm/you're, etc.) kidding 'k1d11J 

76 
kids k1dz 95 
kill kll 58 
kind kamd 11 
kind of kamd ov 76 
Kind regards kamd n'go:dz 98 
kiss n, v k1s 72 
kitten 'k1t;:in 2 
knee ni: 9 
knowledge (of sth) 'nolid3 86 
Korean ka'ri:;:in 5 
lab lreb 35, 100 
laboratory l;:i'bor;:it;:iri 35 
ladder 'Ired;:, 62 
lamb lrem 25 
land v lrend 47 
landing 'lrend11J 47 
landing card 1lrend11J ka:d 96 
landline 'lrendlam 52 
landscape 'lrendske1p 6 
lane (on a road) lem 30 
laptop 'lreptop 53 
large number/amount 

la:d3 'nAmb;}J;i'maunt 74 
last v lu:st 35, 46, 59 
last long la:st lot) 59 
late (50s/60s, etc.) le1t 14 
lately 'le1tli 59 
latest 'le1t 1st 44 
laugh v lo:f 9 
law b: 35 
lawyer 'b1;i 36 
lazy 'le1zi 11 
lead [be in front] li:d 43 
leader 'li:d;i 56 
league li:g 43 
lean li:n 31 
leather 'leo;i 62 
leave [end a relationship] li:v 

15 
leave (a place) 
leave a message 

52 

li:v 33 
li:v ;:i 'mes1d3 

leave sb/sth out li:v 'sAmbodi/ 
'sAm011J aut 80 

leave sth somewhere 
li:v 'sAm011J 'sAmwe;i 19 

leaves (on a tree) li:vz 28 
lecturer 'lektf ara 35, 36 
legal 'li:g;il 69 
lemon 'leman 25 
lend lend 32 
length lerJf) 61 
leopard 'lepad 8 
let [allow] Jet 14 
let you know let ju: n;io 99 
lettuce 'let 1s 25 
library 'latbrari 35 
lie down lat daun 79 
lift n lift 17 
light [not dark] la1t 17 
light [not much] la1t 7, 74 
light lunch latt IAntJ 16 
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lightning 'la1tn11J 7 make it me,k n 95 
like !similar toj la,k 85 
likely 'la1kli 24 

make (money) rne1k 37 
make sth up rne1k 1SArn810 

limited number/amount/choice Ap 80 
'limn1d 'nAmh:i/:i'maont/tf:,1s make the bed me1k 0:} bed 16 
74 make up your mind 

limited vocabulary rne1k AP j:,: mamd 75, 81 
'l1rn1t1d V:}'krebj:}):}ri 74 make yourself understood 

link (computer) IIok 54 rne1k j:,:'self ,Andd'stod 34 
link word hf]k w3:d 4 make-up 'mc1kAp 16 
lion 'la1:}n 8 male mell 33, 68 
lips lips 9 manage [run a business] 
listen !pay attention! 'l1s:}11 85 'rnren1d3 70 
literature 'htr:}tfd 44 manage [succeed in doing sch] 
live adj la1v 45 'mren1d3 14 
lively 'la1vli 27, 49 management 'mrenid3m:}nt 70 
liver 'hv:} 21 Mandarin 'mrend:}rm 5 
loads of sth );}()dz ov 'sAm010 39 marital status 'mrent:}I 'stell:}S 
loan Idun 41 96 
location l:}o'ke1J:}n 17 mark [grade] mo:k 34 
lock v lok 69 market 'mo:kll 49 
log in/on log m/on 53 marry 'mreri 15 
log off/out log of/aot 53 marvellous 'mo:v:}l:}s 89 
look n, v lok 85 match v mretf 23 
look after sb lok 'o:ft:} mate me,t 13, 95 

'sAmbodi 80 material m:}'t l:}ri:}J 62 
look sth up lok 'sArn010 AP 3, maths mre0s 100 

32, 79 me neither mi: 'natO:} 67 
loose lu:s 23 me too mi: tu: 67 
lorry 'Jori 29 meal mi:I 16 
lose (a game) lu:z 43 mean adj mi:n 11 
lose weight lu:z we1t 74 mean v mi:n 32 
loser 'lu:zd 43 meaning 'mi:nio 32 
loss los 41 measure 'me3d 32 
loud noise laud n::,12 74 mechanic m1'kren1k 36 
love v IA v 67 media reporting 
Love (greeting) IAv 99 'mi:did n'p::,:ttl) 51 
luckily 'lAkdli 16 medicine [the subject] 'medsdn 
luggage 'IAg1d3 47 35 
lung cancer IA!) 'krens:} 21 medicine Ito treat an illness! 
lungs lA!JZ 21 'meds:}n 21 
lyrics 'lmks 45 medium [meat] 'mi:di:im 48 
mad about sb mred :}'baot medium height 'mi:di:im ha1t 

'sAmbodi 77 10 
magnificent mreg'nif1s:}nt 49 melon 'mel:in 25 
main course mem k:,:s 48 mend mend 36 
main road mem r:}od 30 mention 'menf dn 88 
mainly 'memli 52 mess mes 2 
majority m:i'd3or:}ti 60 metal 'met:il 62 
make !cause sb to do sthl me1k mice ma,s 8 

24, 81 mid (30s/40s, etc.) mid 14 
make I force sh to do sth] me1k Middle East ,m1d:il'i:st 5 

81 middle-aged ,m1d:il'e1d3d 14 
make a comparison me1k :i mild maild 7 

bm'prenson 97 mile mail 61 
make a decision me1k;:, million 'miljon 60 

d1's13dn 81 mind v mamd 67 
make a mistake mc,k a m1'ste1k mind(+ -ing) mamd 87 

81 mind the step mamd c);:i step 
makea noise me1k :} n:,12 81 31 
make a profit/loss mind your head mamd j::,: hed 

me1k d 'prof1t/los 41 31 
make an attempt mm,mum wage 

mc,k a:n :l'tcmpt 72 'm1nimom wc1d3 37 
make an effort me,k cen 'efot minor (offence) 'main;, 55 

81 minority ma1'nor:iti 60 
make friends me1k frendz 81 minus 'marn;is 6 
make generalisations minus adj 'mam:}s 60 

me1k ,d3en:}r:}la1'ze1J ;inz 97 miserable 'm1zdrdbdl 12 

English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate 

mishear m1s'h1;;i 69 
miss [avoid! mis 82 
miss (not hearl mis 82 
miss sb mis 'sAmbodi 82 
miss a chance/opportunity 

mis d tfo:ns/,op:}'tju:n:}ti 82 
miss the bus/train (etc.) 

mis 0:} bAsltrem ·19, 29, 74 
missing 'm1s10 58 
misunderstand ,m1sAnd:} 1strend 

69 
mix n m1ks 27 
mix sch up m1ks 'sAm010 AP 2 
mobile edition 'm:}obail 1'd1f:}n 

51 
mobile number 

'm;;iobail 'nAmbd 52 
monkey 'mAl)ki 8 
monthly 'mAnt01i 51 
mood mu:d 12 
mosque mosk 49 
mosquito m:}'ski:t:}O 8 
mostly 'm:}ostli 52 
mother tongue 'mAO:} lAIJ 73 
mother/brother/son-in-law 

'mAO:}/'brAO:}/sAn m I::,: 13 
motorbike 1 m:}Ot:}ba1k 29 
mouse (animal) maos 8 
mouse (computer) maos 53 
mouse mat maos mret 53 
move mu:v 17 
MP ,em'pi: 56, 100 
Mr 'mist:} 100 
Mrs 'm1s1z 100 
multiplication ,mAlt 1ph'ke1f :}n 

60 
multiplied by 'mAlt1pla1d ba1 

60 
murder n, v 'm3:d:} 55 
murderer 'm3:d:}r:} 55 
mushroom 'mAf ru:m 25 
musical 'mju:z,k:il 71 
mussels 'mAS:)lz 25 
my view/feeling is 

ma1 vju:/'fi:Jil) IZ 66 
narrow 'nrer:}O 10, 61 
national 'nrefdndl 51, 62, 71 
navy [army] 'ne,vi 36 
navy blue 'ne1vi blu: 62 
nearest 'ni:}nst 61 
nearly 'ni:}li 14 
necessary 'nes:}S:}ri 2 
neck nek 9 
necklace 'neklds 22 
negative 'neg:lt1v 11 
neither do/am/can I 'na100 du:/ 

rem/kren a, 67 
nephew 'nefju: 13 
nervous 'n3:v:is 11 
net net 42 
never mind 'nev:} mamd 64 
news nju:z 86 
next time nekst ta1m 59 
nice na,s 11 
nice to meet you 

na1s tu: mi:t ju: 68 
niece ni:s 13 
night after night na1t 'o:ft:} na1t 

75 



nightlife 'na1tla1f 27 
nil nil 43 
nine-to-five adj narn tu: fa1v 

37 
no entry n:iu 'entri 31 
no exit n:iu 'eks1t 31 
no parking nau 'pu:k11J 31 
no problem nau 'prnblam 

64,65 
no vacancies nau 've1k:intsiz 

31 
no way/chance nao we1/tJo:ns 

76 
nod your head nod j::,: hed 9 
normal 'n::,:mal 71 
north n:,:8 6 
north-east n::,:8 'i:st 6 
north-west n:-i:e 'west 6 
not at all not cet ::,:I 64 
not (so) bad not bred 68 
not really not 'nali 76 
note [money] naut 20 
nothing to declare 

'n"e'IJ tu: d1'kle:i 47 
notice n 'naot 1s 31 
notice v 'n:iut1s 88 
noticeboard 'n:>ut 1sb:,:d 39 
nought n:-i:t 60 
noun naun 4 
novel 'nov:,I 44 
now and again nau rend a'yen 

75 
now and then nao rend c)en 

75 
nowadays 'nau;idc1z 59, 97 
nowhere to park 

'n:iuwe:i tu: pu:k 27 
nurse n:.i:s 36 
nursery school 'n3:s:iri sku:I 33 
obesity :,'bi:s;it i 97 
obj<!ct n 'obd31kt 62 
occasionally :,'ke13anali 91 
ocean 'ouJ;in 6 
octopus 'oktapas 8 
of course ov b:s 65 
off [absent] of 37, 39 
offence ;:,'fens 55 
offer 'of:i 87 
official :,'f,J;il 3 
oh [OJ :,u 60 
oil [fuel] ::,Ii 57 
oil [on food] :,Ii 25 
old friend :Juld frcnd 13 
olives 'ol I vz 25 
omit a'm1t 80 
on [place] on 90 
on and off on rend of 7 5 
on board on b::,:cl 78 
on business on 'b1zn1s 78 
on display on cl1'sple1 78 
on earth on :.i:e 6 
on fire on 'fa1a 78 
on my/your own on mai/j:,:r aun 

15, 96 
on purpose on 'p3:pas 78 
on record nn 'rek::,:d 57 
onstrike onstra1k 78 
on the first/second (etc.) floor 

on c)a fa:st/'sekand fl:,: 17 

on the Internet on c)i 'int:Jnct 54 
on the one hand 

on c)a WJ\ll hrencl 97 
on the other hand 

on oi I J\l'd hrend 97 
on the outskirts 

Oil Oi 'autsk:.i:ts 17 
on the phone on O:> foun 

52, 78 
on the way on ();:, we, 30 
on the whole on oa haul 75, 97 
on time on ta1m 59, 78 
once WJ\ns 68 
once a week/month (etc.) 

WJ\nS;) Wi:k/mJ\n8 16 
once agam WJ\ns :,'gen 99 
once or twice WJ\ns ::,: twa1s 75 
one day w"n clc1 59 
one of the 'advantages of ... 

WJ\n OV Oi dcl'vo:nt1d31z OV 97 
onion '"nj:,n 25 
only child 'aunli tJalid 13 
open space 'aup;m spe1s 28 
opera (singer) 'np:>r:> 45 
operate on sb 'op:>re1t on 

's"mbncli 36 
operating system 

'op;:ire1t11J 's1stam 53 
operation ,opar'e1Jan 21 
opposite 'np:>211 1 
or so ::,: sau 95 
orchestra ':,:k1stra 45 
ordinary '::,:dm:>ri 10 
organisation ,:,:g:,na1'ze1Jan 39 
organise ':,:gana1z 39 
otherwise '"oawa1z 94 
out [not there] aut 52 
out of aot nv 90 
out of order aut ov '::,:da 

19, 31 
out of the blue aut nv oa blu: 

75 
out of work aut nv w3:k 38 
out-of-date ,autav'de1t 7,8 
outside lane 'autsa1cl lem 30 
outstanding ,aut 'st rend, 1J 43 
oven '" v:in 18, 26 
over [more than] 'auva 6 
over [movement] 'auv;:i 90 
overcharge ,:>uv;:i'tJa:d3 69 
overhead locker 'auvahed 'lob 

47 
oversleep ,auva'sli:p 64 
overtake ,auva'te1k 30 
overtime 'auvata1m 37 
overweight ,:Juva'we1t 10 
owe :>u 20 
own adj :ion 18, 38 
own v ;:,un 17, 28, 38 
owner ':>on:> 38 
pack prek 69 
packed prekt 49 
packet 'prek1t 63 
pain pem 21 
painful 'pcmfol 21, 71 
painless 'peml:>s 71 
pair pe:> 63 
palace 'prel,s 49 

paper [newspaper] 'pe1p:> 51 
paperwork 'pc1p:,w3:k 39 
parade p;i're1d 46 
parcel 'pu:s:,I 31 
parked car pa:kt ko: 30 
parrot 'prer:>t 8 
part of speech pu:t ov spi:tJ 3 
partly 'po:tli 66 
partner 'pu:tn:, 32 
part-time' ,pa:t'ta1m 38 
pass an exam pu:s ren 1g'zrem 

34 
passenger 'presand3:.:, 4 7 
password 'po:sw:.i:d 53 
paste pe1st 53 
patient adj 'pe1Jant 11 
patient n 'pe1J:,nt 21 
pause p::,:z 4 
pavement 'pe,vmant 30 
pay n, v pc1 37 
pay attention pe, a'tenJ:,n 76 
pay back pe1 ba:k 41 
pay rise pe1 ra1z 38 
PC ,pi:'si: 53, 100 
peace and quiet pi:s c:end 'kwa1at 

75 
peaceful 'pi:sfol 71 
peach pi:tJ 25 
pear pea 25 
peas pi:z 25 
pedestrian pa'dest rian 30 
pedestrian crossing 

p:>'destri:in 'krns11J 30 
peel pi:I 26 
pencil sharpener 

'pens:>I 'Ju:p:,n;:i 32 
per cent pa sent 41, 60 
percentage p:>'sent 1d3 41 
perform pa'f::,:m 45 
performance pa'f:,:mans 45 
permanent 'p3:m:,nant 1 
perm1ss1on p;i'm1Jan 65 
personal (opinion) 'p:.i:sanal 71 
personal details 

'p:.i:s:>n::il 'di:teliz 96 
personal statement 

'p:.i:s:inal 'stc1tm:>nt 96 
personally 'p3:san:>li 66 
persuade p;:i'swc,d .88 
pet pet 8 
phone f :>on 100 
phone sb back faun 's"mbodi 

brek 52 
phonemic symbol 

fa'ni:m1k 's1mbal 3, 4 
photo 'fautau 100 
photocopier 'faut:iu,knpi;i 39 
phrasal verb 'frc,z::il V3:b 4 
phrase frc1z 3, 4 
pianist 'pi:an,st 45 
piano pi'ren:,u 45 
pick p1k 28 
pick sb up [collect sb] p1k 

's"mbodi "P 79 
pick sth up [learn] p1k 1SJ\m811) 

"P 34 
pick sth up [lift sth from-the 

floor] p,k 1SJ\m811J "P 79 
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pie pa1 26 
piece pi:s 63, 86 
pill p1l 21 
pillow 'p1ldu 18 
pilot 'pa1ldt 36 
pineapple 'pamrepdl 25 
pink pIJJk 62 
pipe pa1p 36 
pitch p1tf 42 
place [town/building] ple1s 49 
plan plren 36 
plane plem 100 
planet 'plremt 6 
plant n plo:nt 28 
plant v plo:nt 57 
plastic 'plrest1k 62 
platform 'plretb:m 29 
play (a game) ple1 42 
play against sb ple1 d'genst 

'sAmbodi 43 
pleasant 'plez;mt 11 
Please accept our apologies 

for . . . pli:z dk'sept 'audr 
d'polad3iz b: 98 

Please could you ... ? 
pli:z kud ju: 98 

plenty 'plenti 49, 63 
plug plAg 32 
plug sth in plAg 1sAm811J m 32 
plumber 'plAmd 36 
plus plAs 60 
PM ,pi:'em 100 
pocket 'pok1t 22 
pocket money 'pok1t 'mAni 86 
podcast 'podka:st 51 
poet 'pau1t 44 
poetry 'pau1tri 44 
point [decimal point] p:,mt 60 
point [idea] p:,mt 66 
point of view p:,mt ov vju: 97 
pointed 'p:,mt1d 62 
Poland 'pduland 5 
police force pa'li:s b:s 36 
police officer pa'li:s 'of1sa 36 
policy 'poldsi 56 
Polish 'paul1f 5 
polite pa'lalt 65 
politely pa'la1tli 91 
political pa'ht1kal 56 
political party pa'ht1bl 'po:ti 

56 
pollution pa'lu:f an 27 
pop music pop 'mju:z1k 45 
popular 'popjala 46, 70 
popularity ,popja'lrerdti 70 
population ,popja'le1f an 5 
pork p:,:k 25 
Portuguese ,p:,:tf a'gi:z 5 
positive 'pozat 1v 11 
post n [ different meanings] 

paust 3 
post [message) paust 54 
postgraduate ,paost 'grred3uat 

35 
postpone paust'paun 80 
pour (with rain) p:,: 7 
powerful 'paudfal 56 
prawns pr:,:nz 25 

predict (the future) pn'd1kt 74 
prefer pn'f3: 67 
prefix 'pri:f1ks 4 
pregnancy 'pregnansi 15 
pregnant 'pregnant 15 
preparation ,prepdr'e1f dn 34 
prepos1t1on ,prepa'z1f an 4 
pretty [attractive] 'pnti 10 
pretty [rather] 'pnti 91 
pride pra1d J 2 
primary school 'pra1mdri sku:I 

33 
prime minister pra1m 'mm1sta 

56 
print prmt 53 
print sth our prmt 'sAm811J aut 

53 
printer 'prmta 53 
pnson 'pnzan 55 
private 'pra1vat 33 
proceed pra'si:d 95 
produce v pra'dju:s 37, 39 
product 'prodAkt 37 
production pra'dAkf an 39 
profession pra'feJan 36 
profit 'profit 41 
progress n 'praugres 86 
promise n, v 'prom1s 72 
promise (+ obj) that 

'prom1s oret 88 
promise to do sth 'prom1s tu: du: 

'sAm0IJJ 87 
promote pra'm;:iut 38 
promotion pra'mauf an 38 
pronoun 'praunaun 4 
pronounce pra'nauns 32 
pronunciation pra

1
nAnsi'e1fan 

32 
properly 'propali 19 
protect pra'tekt 8, 58 
protection pra'tekf an 50 
proud praud 12 
provide pra'va1d 56 
psychologist sa1'kolad31st 35 
psychology sa1'kolad3i 35 
public transport 

'pAbhk 'trrensp:,:t 28, 29, 73 
publish 'pAbhf 51 
punctuation ,PA1Jktfu'e1fan 4 
punish 'pAmf 33, 55 
punishment 'pAmfmant 55 
pupil 'pju:pal 33 
purchase 'p3:tf as 95 
purple 'p3:pdl 62 
purpose 'p3:p;:is 94 
push puf 82 
put on make-up put on 'me1kAp 

16 
put on the brakes 

put on oa bre1ks 72 
puc on weight put on we1t 74 
put sb through put 'sAmbodi 

0ru: 52 
put sth back put 'sAm0IJJ brek 

79 
put sth off put 'sAm811J of 80 
put sth on [ make equipment 

work] put 'sAm0IJJ on 79 
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put sth up (raise] put 1SAm811J 
AP 79 

put sth on I put clothes on your 
body] put 1sAm811) on 
22, 79, 80 

qualification , kwohf 1' ke1f an 
35,96 

qualified 'kwohfa1d 35 
qualify 'kwohfa1 35 
quality 'kwolati 40 
quantity 'kwontati 63 
quarter [one quarter] 'kw:,:ta 60 
quarter (three months] 'kw:,:ta 

41 
question mark 'kwestf an mo:k 

4 
queue n kju: 24, 29, 72 
queue v kju: 31, 72 
quiet 'kwa1at 27 
quietly 'kwa1atli 91 ' 
quit kw1t 38 
quite kwa1t 91 
quite a bit kwa1t a bit 95 
quite a long way kwa1t a loJJ we, 

61 
quite likely kwa1t 'la1kli 74 
quite often kwa1t 'ofan 91 
rabbit 'rreb1t 8 
race n re1s 43 
race v re1s 42 
racing driver 'reISIIJ 'dra1va 42 
rain n, v rem 7 
rainforest 'rem,fonst 6 
raise re1z 41 
range remd3 24 
rare [meat) rea 48 
rare [unusuali red 8 
rarely 'reali 91 
rather 'ro:oa 91 
raw r::i: 2, 26 
real nal 62 
realise 'r1ala1z 88 
reality TV show 

ri'relati ,ti:'vi: f au 51 
really [very] 'nali 89 
really? [ to express surprise I 

'nali 67 
reason 'ri:zan 94 
reasonable 'ri:zanabal 23, 71 
recently 'ri:sdntli 59 
reception [in a hotel] n'sepf dn

48 
reception [wedding party] 

n'sepfdn 15 
recession n'sef dn 41 
recipe 'res1pi 26 
recommend(+ -ing) ,reb'mend 

87 
recommend + that 

,reka'mend oret 50, 88 
record 11 'rek:,:d 43 
record v n'k::i:d 45 
recording studio 

n'b:dIJJ 'stju:didu 45 
red pepper red 'pepd 25 
reduce n'dju:s 56, 57 
�eduction n'dAkf an 56 
reference 'refarans 96 
refund 11 'ri:fAnd 24 



regarding fl'ga:d11J 95, 98 
region 'ri:d3an 6 
regional 'ri:d3anal 51 
registration form 

,red31'stre1fan b:m 96 
regret n, v fl'gret 72, 98 
regular (verb) 'regjala 4 
regularly 'regjah:ili 54 
reject v fl 'd3ekt 80 
relating to fl 1le1t11J tu: 3 
relations fl1 le1f ;mz 13 
relationship fl 1 le1fanf1p 15 
relatives 'relat1vz 13 
relax fl'lreks 70 
relaxation ,ri:lrek'se1f an 70 
relaxed fl'lrekst 33 
relevant 'rel;:ivant 96 
reliable fl'la1abal 11, 29, 71 
rely on fl'la1 on 77 
remarry ,ri:'mreri 13 
remind fl'mamd 88 
remove n'mu:v 19 
rent n, v rent 17, 20 
repair fl'pea 36 
repeat fl'pi:t 32 
repetition ,rep1't1fan 32 
replace fl'ple1s 24 
reply n, v fl'pla1 54, 65, 72 
report fl'p:,:t 51 
reporter fl 'p:,:ta 51 
represent ,repn'zent 36 
request n fl'kwest 65 
require fl'kwa1a 95, 96 
rescue n, v 'reskju: 72 
research n fl 's3:tf 35 
reserve n'z3:v 48 
resign n'zam 38 
resignation ,rez1g'ne1f an 38 
responsible for n'sponsabal b: 

37 
result [consequence] fl'ZAlt 

57,97 
result [in a competition) rr'ZAJt 

43 
retake sth ,ri:'te1k 'sAm011J 34 
retire fl 'tar a 38 
retired fl'ta1ad 14 
retirement n'taramant 14, 38 
review fl'vju: 44, 51 
reviewer n'vju:a 44 
revise n'va1z 1, 34 
rev1s10n fl 'v13an 34 
rewrite 'ri:ra1t 69 
ride [a bike] rard 29 
right [exactly] ra1t 90 
right away raft ::i'wer 75 
ring v rIIJ 52, 72 
ring [jewellery] n fllJ 22 
ring a bell rIIJ a bel 75 
rink fll)k 42 
nse n, v ra1z 41 
road sign raucj sam 30 
roast raust 26 
rob rob 55 
robber 'roba 55 
robbery 'robari 55 
rock rok 50 
rock climbing rok 'kla1m11J 42 

romantic comedy 
r;m'mrent1k 'komadi 44 

room [space] ru:m 86 
room service ru:m 's3:v1s 48 
roots ru:ts 28 
rough (sea) rAf 50 
roughly 'rAfli 10, 14 
round [movement] raund 90 
round [shape] raund 62 
round the corner 

raund oa 'b:na 29, 61 
routine ru:'ti:n 1 
rub sth out rAb 'sAm011J aut 

1, 32 
rubber 'rAba 1, 32, 62 
rubbish 'rAb1f 86 
rucksack 'rAksrek 22 
rug rAg 18 
ruler 'ru:1::i 32 
run [manage] rAn 37, 40 
run [use applications) rAn 53 
run out of sth r An aut ov 

'sAm011J 19, 39 
runway 'rAnwe1 47 
rush hour rAf 'aua 27 
Russia 'rAJ::i 5 
Russian 'rAf::in 5 
sack n, v s.ek 3 8 
safe se1f 27 
sail sell 42 
sailing 'se1ll1J 42 
sailor 'seil::i 36, 42 
salad 's.el::id 25 
salad dressing 'srelad 'dreSIIJ 25 
salary 'srelari 37 
sales rep seilz rep 100 
salmon 's.eman 25 
same to you serm tu: ju: 68 
sand srend 50 
sandy 's;endi 50 
satisfied with 'sret1sfa1d w10 77 
saucepan 's:,:span 26 
Saudi Arabia 'saudi ::i're1bia 5 
Saudi Arabian 'saudi a're,bian 

5 
save [keep] se1v 53, 57 
save [rescue] se1v 72 
save (up) se1v 20, 79 
saxophone 'sreks::ifaun 45 
saxophonist s;ek'sofamst 45 
say [give information in writing) 

se1 51, 66 
say + that se1 oret 88 
Scandinavia ,skrend1'ne1via 5 
scared skead 12 
scarf ska:f 22 
scenery 'si:nari 28, 86 
science 'sa1ans 35 
science fiction 'sa1::ins 'f1kf ::in 44 
scientist 'sa1ant 1st 70 
score a goal sb:r ;:i gaol 74 
search n, v s3:tf 54, 58 
seaside resort 'si:sa1d fl'z:,:t 50 
season (in the year) 'si:zan 28 
season ticket 'si:zan 't1k1t 29 
seat belt si:t belt 4 7 

. second (time) 'sek::ind 59 
secondary school 

'sebnd::iri sku:I 33 

secondly 'sekandli 92 
secret 'si:krat 56 
see [find out] si: 3 
see [use your eyes] si: 85 
see the sights si: oa sarts 49 
seem si:m 85 
seldom 'seldam 91 
semi-circle 'semi 's3:kal 62 
send my regard�/love to 

Send ma1 rr'ga:dz4AV tU! 99 
sense of humour 

sens ov 'hju:ma 11 
sensible 'sents1bal 11 
senes 's1ari:z 51 
serious [bad] 's1arias 21, 74 
serious [important] 's1arias 15 
serious [quiet] 's1arias 11 
serve v s3:v 23 
service 's3:v1s 48 
set off set of 80 
set sth up set 'sAm011J Ap 37, 40 
several 'sevaral 63 
shade f e1d 50 
shake hands fe1k hrendz 9, 68 
shake your head Je1k j:,: hed 9 
shall we ... ? frel wi: 65 
share f ea 18, 32 
shark fa:k 8 
sharp(ly) fa:p 41 
sharpen 'f a:pan 32 
shave f e1v 16 
sheet [of a bed] fi:t 18 
sheet [of paper] fi:t 63 
shelf f elf 24 
shine fain 7 
shocked f okt 89 
shocking 'f okIIJ 89 
shoot Ju:t 58 
shop v fop 23 
shop assistant fop a's1st::int 23 
shopping centre 'fopIIJ 'sent::i 

24 
shore f:,: 50 
short of sth J:,:t ov 'sAm011J 77 
shoulder 'Jaulda 9 
shout at/to sb f aut ret fo: 

'sAmbodi 77 
show Sb around Jau 1SAmbodi 

a'raund 39 
shower (bath] 'Jaua 16 
shower [of rain] 'Jaua 7 
shy fa1 11 
sight sa1t 85 
sights sa1ts 49 
sightseeing 'sa1tsi:11J 49 
sign n sam 30 
sign v sam 98 
sign (of sth happening) sam 41 
signature 's1gn::itf ::i 96, 98 
signed samd 96 
significance s1g'mf1bns 71 
silence 'sa1lans 31 
silently 'sailantli 1 
silk silk 62 
silly 'srli 11 
similar 's1mil::i 70, 77 
similarity ,s1m1'lrenti 70 
simple 's1mpal 34 
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since [conjunction] sms 94, 99 
since [preposition] sms 59 
singer 'stl)d 70 
single [record] 'Stl)gdl 45 
single room 'SllJQdl ru:m 48 
sink stIJk 18 
sister-in-law 'ststdrmb: 13 
situation ,s1tju'e1J;m 68 
size satz 23, 61 
ski v ski: 42 
skills skilz 96 
skin skm 9 
skirt sk3:t 22 
skis ski:z 42 
sky ska, 7 
sleep n sli:p 16 
sleeping bag 'sli:pIIJ breg 86 
sleeve sli:v 22 
slice slats 63 
slight slatt 41 
slightly 'sla,tli 41, 91 
slip shp 19 
smart [well-dressed] smo:t 

10,22,33 
smell n, v smel 85 
smooth smu:o 1 
snack snrek 16 
snake sne1k 8 
snow v sndu 7 
SO SdU 94 
so do/am I s� du:/rem a, 

67 
SO that SdU Oret 94 
soap opera sdup 'opdrd 51 
sociable 'sduJdbdl 71 
social networking site 

's�f di 'netw3:kt!J sa,t 54 
socket 'soktt 32 
sofa 'sdufo 18 
software 'softwed 53
sold out s�ld aut 31 
soldier 'sduld3d 36, 58 
solo artist 'sduldu 'o:t1st 45 
solution sd'lu:Jdn 57 
some people believe ... 

SAm 'pi:pdl b1'li:v 97 
something wrong with 

'sAm0tJJ rol) w,o 77 
songwriter 'soIJ,raitd 45 
sooner or later 'su:ndr :,: 'le1td 

75 
sore throat s:,: 0r�t 21 
sorry to disturb you 

'sori tu: d1'st3:b ju: 64 
sorry to keep you waiting 

'sori tu: ki:p ju: 'we1t11J 64 
sort of s:,:t ov 76 
sort sth out s:,:t 'sAJT10IIJ aut 79 
sound saund 85 
sour 'saud 26 
south sau0 6 . 
South Korea sau0 b'ri:d 5

south-east sau0 'i:st 6 
south-west sau0 'west 6 
souvenir ,su:vdn'td 49 
space spe,s 17 
spacebar 'spe1sba: 53

Spain spem 5

spam sprem 54 
Spanish 'spremJ 5 
spare room sped ru:m 18 
spare time sped ta1m 16 
sparkling 'spo:kdh!J 48 
Speaking [on the phone] 

'spi:kII) 52 
special offer 'speJdl 'ofa 24 
spectacular spek'trekjdld 46 
speech spi:tJ 82 
speed limit spi:d 'hmtt 30 
spell spel 32 
spelling 'spehIJ 32 
spend (money) on spend on 77 
spend time spend tatm 50, 74 
spicy 'spa,si 26 
spider 'spa1dd 8 
spill sptl 19 
spinach 'spm1tJ 25 
spoonful 'spu:nful 63 
square adj, n skwed 62 
St semt/stri:t 100 
stadium 'ste1didm 42 
stall st:,:I 24 
star [famous actor] sto: . 44 
starter 'sto:td 48 
state education 

stett ,ed3u'ke1Jdn 33 
station [broadcasting] 'ste1Jdn 

51 
statue 'stretJ u: 49 
stay n ste1 48 
stay at school ste1 ret sku:I 33 
stay behind ste1 b1'hamd 33 
stay in ste, m 16 
stay out late ste, aut le1t 14 
stay the same ste, od se1m 41 
steal sti:1 55 
stepfather 'step,fo:od 13 
steps steps 17 
sterling 'st3:hl) 20 
stick st1k 42 
stiU [continuing] std 93 
still [of water] stII 48 
stir St3: 26 
stomach ache 'stAmdk e1k 21 
store st:,: 53 
storm st:,:m 7 
straight strett 10 
straight away stre1t d'we, 75 
stranger 'stremd3d 68 
strawberry 'str:,:bdri 25 
street market stri:t 'mo:k1t 24 
stress [emphasis] stres 4 
stress [worry] stres 12 
stressed strest 27 
stressful 'stresful 27 
strict stnkt 14, 33 
stripe stra,p 62 
stroll str�l 50 
strong (wind) strol) 7 
study n 'stAdi 18 
stuff StAf 95 
stupid 'stju:p1d 11, 70 
stupidity stju:'p1ddti 70 
stylish 'sta1hJ 22, 62 
subject 'sAbd31kt 33 
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subtraction Sdb'trrekJ dn 60 
succeed (in doing sth) S°dk'si:d 

35,38 
success sdk'ses 38 
successful sdk'sesfal 35, 38 
suddenly 'sAddnli, 91 
suffer 'sAfa 57 
suffer from sth 'SA.fa from 

'sAm011J 21 
suffix 'sAf1ks 4 
suggest(+ -ing) Sd'd3est x 87 
suggest+ that sd'd3est oret 88 
suggestion sd'd3estf dn 65 
suit n su:t 22 
suit v su:t 22, 23 
suitable 'su:tdbdl 71 
suitcase 'su:tke,s 47 
sun SAn 7 
sunbathe 1SAnbeIO 50 
sunbathing 'sAnbe1011J 50 
sunburn 'sAnb3:n 50 
sun cream sAn kri:m 50 
sunglasses 'sAn,glo:stz 73 
sunny 'sAni 7 
sunscreen/sunblock 

'sAnskri:n/'sAnblok 50 
sunset 'sAnset 28 
suntan 'sAntren 50 
superb su:'p3:b 43 
support [help] sd'p:,:t 56, 98 
sure J:,: 65 
surf the web s3:f o-a web 54 
surface 's3:fts 6 
surfing 's3:f11J 50 
surgeon 's3:d3dn 21, 36 
surgery [an operation] 's3:d3dri 

21 
surgery [a place] 's3:d3dri 36 
surrounded by sd'raund1d ba, 

28 
swap (places) swop 32 
sweater 'swetd 22 
sweets swi:ts 24 
swerve sw3:v 30 
swimmer 'swtmd 42 
swimming costume 

'sw1mt1J 'kostju:m 42 
Swiss sw1s 5 
switch sth off sw1tJ 'sAm0IIJ of 

57 
switch sch on sw1tJ 'sAm011J on 

79 
Switzerland 'sw1tsdldnd 5 
syllable 'slidbdl 4 
synonym 'smdmm 1 
system 's1stdm 33 
tablet 'trebldt 21 
take [accept sth] te1k 81 
cake [remove sth] te1k 81 
take [steal] te1k 55, 81 
take [write down] te1k 81 
take (size 12) te1k 81 
take (time) te1k 59 
take a break te1k d bre1k 81 
take a course te1k d k:,:s 81 
take/make a decision 

te1k/me1k d d1's13dn 81 
take a look te1k d luk 81 



take a photo te1k ;} 'faut;}U 81 
take/have a shower 

terk/hrev ;} 'fau;} 81 
take action terk 'rekJ;}n 57 
take/do an exam 

terk!du: ren 1g'zrem 34 
take care te1k ke;} 68 
take/do exercise 

te1k!du: 'eks;}�a,z 81 
take over sth terk ';}UV;} 'sAm0tl) 

40 
take part te1k po:t 43 
take place te1k ple1s 46 
take sb on te,k 'sAmbodi on 79 
take sth back terk 'sAm0rIJ brek 

79 
take sch off terk 'sAm011J of 

22,80 
take sth up terk 'sAm0rl) AP 40 
take things/it easy 

te,k 0102 1t 'i:zi 81 
takeaway 'te1k;}we1 16 
take-off 'te1kof 47 
talent 'trel;}nt 11 
talented 'tre(;}ntrd 11 
tall person/tree/building 

t:,:l 'p3:S;}n/tri:/'b1ldII) 61 
tap trep 18, 57 
taste [flavour] n, v te1st 

26, 85 
taste [what you like] te,st 45 
tasty 'te1sti 26 
tax treks 56 
taxi rank 'treksi rreIJk 29 
teaching 'ti:tJIIJ 35 
team ti:m 43, 96 
tear v te;} 19 
teenager 'ti:n,e1d3;} 14 
teens ti:nz 14 
tell + obj + that tel oret 88 
tell sb a joke tel 'sAmbodi ;} 

d3;}Uk 74 
telly 'teli 100 
temperature 'tempr;}tJ;} 6, 21 
temple 'temp;}( 49 
tent tent 42, 86 
term t3:m 33 
terminal (building) 't3:mm;}I 47 
terribly sorry 'ter;}bli 'sori 

64, 74 
terrific (;} 1 r1f1k 89, 95 
terrifying 'ter;}fa110 89 
text v tekst 52 
texting 'tekstII) 52 
Thai ta1 5 
Thailand 'tailrend 5 
thank goodness/God 

0reIJk 'gudn;}s/god 68 
thank sb (for sth) 0rel)k 'sAmbodi 

98 
thanks (very much) 0rel)ks 64 
that/it depends oret/it d1'pendz 

76 
that sort/kind of thing 

Ore( s:,:t/kamd DY 011) 76 
that's a great idea 

orets d gre1t ar'drd 65 . 
that's a pity orets d 'p1ti 23 

that's a shame orets ;:i Je1m 23 
that's all right/okay orets :,:I ran 

;)
1ke1 64 

that's to say orets tu: SCI 100 
that's very kind of you 

Orets 'veri kamd OV ju: 64 
the best/worst thing about ... 

O;} best/w3:st 011) ;}'baut 28 
the cold 0;} k;:iuld 7 
the last time O;} lo:st tarm 59 
the news o;:i nju:z 51 
the other day oi I J\0;} deJ 59 
the thing is .. . 0;} 011) rz 95 
theft 0eft 55 
there's something wrong with ... 

oen 1SAm0II) roo WIO 19
therefore 'c)e;}b: 94 
these days oi:z de1z 59 
thick [not thin] 0rk 61 
thick fog 01k fog 7 
thief 0i:f 55 
thin em 61 
think of(+ -ing) 0tl)k ov 

77, 87 
though O;}U 93 
thousand '0auz;}nd 60 
three quarters 0ri: 'kw:,:t;}Z 60 
thriller '0rrl;} 44 
through eru: 90 
throw sth away 0r;}u 'sAm0rIJ 

;:i'we1 24, 57 
throw sth to/at sb 0r;}U 1SAm811)

tu:/ret 'sAmbodi 77 
thumb 0Am 9 
thunder '0And;} 7 
thunderstorm '0And;}st:,:m 7 
tick trk 3 
tie ta1 22 
tiger 'ta1g;} 8 
tight ta1t 23 
tights ta1ts 22 
tiles ta1Jz 18 
time (for us) to go/leave (etc.) 

ta1m tu: g;}u/li:v 59 
times ta1mz 60 
timetable 'ta1m,te1b;}I 33 
tin (of fruit, etc.) tm 63 
tiny 'tami 61, 89 
tip [advice] trp 2, 96 
tip [money] tip 2 
tired 'tar;}d 89 
tired of sth ta1;}d ov 'sAm81IJ 

77 
tiring 'taif;}JI) 89 
tissue 'trJu: 62 
to be honest tu: bi: 'onrst 75 
to begin with tu: b1'grn wro 92 
to some extent 

tu: sAm 1k'stent 66 
toast t;}USt 86 
toddler 't odl;} 14 
toe t;}U 9 
tomato t;}'mo:t;}U 25 
too tu: 93 
toothbrush 'tu:0brAJ 73 
toothpaste 'tu:0perst 73 
top floor top fb: 17 
topic 'toprk 2 

totally 't;}Ut;}li 66, 91 
touch n, v tAtJ 85 
tournament 'tu;}n;}m;}nt 43 
towards t;}'w:,:dz 90 
toy t:,1 62 
track [music] trrek 45 
track [sport] trrek 42 
tractor 'trrekt;} 28 
trade tre1d 41 
tradition tr;:i'drJ;:in 46 
traditional tr;}'d1J;}n;}( 46, 71 
traffic jam 'trrefrk d3rem 27 
traffic light(s) 'trreftk la1t 

30, 73 
trainers 'trem;}Z 22 
training 'tremtl) 38 
translate (sch into 

sth) trrenz'lert 2, 70, 77 
translation trrenz'letJ;}n 2, 70 
translator trrenz'le1t;} 70 
travel agent 'trrev;:il 'e1d3;)nt 73 
treat tri:t 36 
tree tri: 28 
trend trend 41 
trolley 'troli 24, 47 
truck tr Ak 29 
trumpet 'trAmp1t 45 
trumpeter 'trAmplt;} 45 
trunk trAIJk 8 
trust trAst 11 
try sth on tra, 'sAm0tl) on 23 
try/do your best tra1/du: j:,: 

best 34 
T-shirt 'ti:J3:t 22, 73
tube tju:b 63
tune tju:n 45
Turkey 't3:ki 5
Turkish 't3:krJ 5
turn sth down [reduce volume]

t3:n 'sAm0IIJ daun 32 
turn sth/sb down [reject] t3:n 

1sAm81IJ 'sAmbodi daun 80 
turn sth off t3:n 'sAm0tl) of 80 
turn sth on t3:n 'sAm0IIJ on 80 
turn sth up t3:n 'sAm811J Ap 32 
turning 't3:nrl) 30 
twice twa1s 68 
twin(s) twm 13 
twin room twm ru:m 48 
type v tarp 39, 96 
ugly 'Agli 10 
UK ,ju:'ke1 5 
UN ,ju:'en 100 
unable An'erb;}I 69 
unbelievable ,Anb1'li:v;}b;}l 71 
uncle 'Al)k;}I 13 
uncomfortable An'kAmft;}b;}I 

69, 71 
uncountable 

(noun) An'kaunt;}b;}l 4 
under [movement] 'And;} 90 
under arrest 'And;}r ;}'rest 55 
under one roof 'And;:i WAn 

ru:f 24 
undergraduate ,And;:i'grred3u;}t 

35 
underneath ,And;)'ni:0 90 
undo An'du: 22 
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unemployed ,Anim'pbrd 38 
unemployment ,Anrm'pbrm;,nt 

38 
unfair An'fc::i 69 
unfashionable An'freJonob;,I 71 
unforgettable ,Anfa'get ::ib::il 71 
unfriendly An'frendli 11 
uniform 'ju:nrh:m 33 
United States of America 

ju:'na1t1d stclts ov ;,'menko 
5 

unkind An'kamd 11 
unless on'les 94 
unlikely An'larkli 69 
unlock An'lok 69 
unlucky An'IAki 69 
unnecessary An'nes;,s;,ri 2 
unpack An'prek 69 
unpleasant An'plez;,nt 11 
unreasonable An'ri:z;,n;,b;,I 71 
unreliable ,Ann'la,::ib::il 11, 71 
unsociable An's;,oJ;,b;,I 71 
unsuccessful ,Ans;,k 'scsfal 35 
unsuitable An'su:t;,b;,I 71 
untidy An'tardi 2 
until an' t II 59 
up [further along] Ap 61 
up (not in bed] AP 28 
up and down "P rend daon 75 
up to "P tu: 46 
upload Ap'bud 54 
upset adj "P''>ct 12 
upstairs Ap'ste::iz 17 
up-to-date ,Apta'dert 78 
urgently '3:d3;,ntli 91 
use n ju:s 32 
use v ju:z 32 
used to ju:st tu: 67 
useful 'ju:sfal 71 
useless 'ju:sl::is 71 
username 'ju:z:me1m 53 
utility room ju:'til;:iti ru:m 18 
valley 'va:li 28 
value 'vrelju: 41 
value for money ' 

v;elju: f::J: 'mAni 20, 27 
van vren 29 
variety va'ra1::iti 27, 40 
vase vo:z 63 
vast majority vo:st m::i'd3or::iti 

60 
veal vi:I 25 
vegetarian , ved31'te;,ri;:in 25 
vehicle 'v1abl 29 
verb v3:b 4 
vet vet 36, 100 
via 'va,a 30 
victory 'v1kt::iri 43 
video clip 'vrdi::io klip 54 
view vju: 17 
village 'v11Id3 28 
vinegar 'vm1ga 25 
violence 'va1::ilans 58 

violent 'va1al::int 58 
violin , va1;:i'IIn 45 
violinist , va1a'lm1st 45 
virus [computer] 'vairos 53 

visa application form 
'vi:za ,repl1'ke1Jan f::i:m 96 

vitally important 'vartali 
1m'p::i:t;:int 74 

vocational training voo'ke1J;m;,I 
't rem11J 33 

volleyball 'volib:,:I 50 
vote vaot 56 
vowel 'vau;:il 34 
wage wc1d3 37 
waist we1st 9 
wait and see wc1t rend si: 76 
wake (up) wcrk 79 
wake (sb) up we1k AP 16 
war w:,: 58 
wardrobe 'w:,:dr;,ub 23 
warn (+ obj + inf) w:,:n 88 
warning 'w:,:niIJ 31 
wash n, v woJ 16, 72 
washbasin 'woJ,bers;:in 18 
washing [dirty clothes] 'woJ•IJ 

16 
waste we1st 20, 57 
watch wotJ 85 
waterfall 'w:,:t;,f::,:J 6 
wave co somebody 

we1v tu: 'sAmb;:idi 9 
waves (in the sea) we1vz 50 
wavy 'wervi 10 
way [route] we, 30 
we could... wi: kod 65 
weak wi:k 70 
weakness 'wi:kn;:is 70 
wear wco 33 
weather forecast 

'weoa 'f::J:ko:st 51 
webcam 'webkrem 53 
website 'wcbsart 54 
wedding 'wedI!J 15 
weekly 'wi:kli 1, 51 
weigh we1 10, 47 
weight WCI! 10 
well aware wel ;,'we;, 74 
well done [meat] wel dAn 48 
well known wel n;,un 51 
west west 6 
wet wet 7 
whale well 8 
What are you up to? wot a: ju: 

AP tu: 95 
What do you do? 

wot du: ju: du: 37 
What do you do for a living? 

wot du: ju: du: f::J:r::, 'hvIIJ 37 
What do you think of/about ... ? 

wot du: ju: 01Qk ov/a'baut 66 
What does he/she look like? 

wot dAz hi: /Ji: luk la,k 10 
What does that involve? wot dAZ 

oret m'volv 37 
What does X mean? 

wot dAz eks mi:n 32 
What does X stand for? wot dAz 

cks strend f:,: 100 
What for?· wot f::,: 76 
what if wot 1f 76 
What's he/she/it like? wots hi:lfi:I 

It la1k 11 
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what's more wots m::i: 93 
What's on? wots on 44 
What's your job? wots j:,: d3ob 

37 
wheelchair 'wi:ltf co 73 
whereas we;,'nez 93 
whether 'weoa 94 
while [comparing] 'wail 93 
while [during] 'wail 92 
Who's calling? hu:z 'b:lr!J 52 
Why don't we ... ? wa, d;,unt wi: 

65 
Why not? war not 76 
wide [not narrow] wa1d 61 
wide awake wa1d a'wc1k 74 
wide choice ward tf ::i1s 74 
wide vocabulary 

wa1d vo'krebjalari 34, 74 
widow 'w1d;,u 13 
width wrt0 61 
wild (animals) warld 8 
willing 'w1IIIJ 34 
win wm 43 
wind n wmd 7 
windsurfing 'wmds3:f1IJ 50 
windy 'wmdi 7 
wing WI!J 8 
winner 'wm;, 43 
wish w1f 11 
won't be long w;,unt bi: lo!) 64 
wonderful 'wAnd;,fal 89 
wood wud 36 
wooden 'wud;:in 18, 62 
woods wudz 28 
work [function] w3:k 19, 39 
work experience 

w3:k 1k'sp1;:iri;,ns 96 
work on sth w3:k on 'sAm01IJ 

34 
work out w3:k aut 42 
work sch out w3:k 'sAm01IJ aut 

60 
worry about sch 'wAri o'baut 

'sAm81IJ 77 
worth [value] w3:0 55 
worth(+ noun/-ing) w3:0 49 
would rather wud 'ro:oa 67 
wow wau 3.2 
wrist nst 9 
write down ra1t daun 2 
wrong number rol) 'nAmba 52 
yard jo:d 61 
yawn j::i:n 9 
yet jet 93 
yoga 'jougo 42 
you (don't) get... ju: get 27, 28 
you know ju: n;:iu 76 
you must be joking ju: mAst bi: 

'd3;:iuk1IJ 76 
Yours faithfully/sincerely 

j:,:z 'fe10foli/sm's1;,li 98 
zero '21;,r;:iu 60 
zip Zip 22 
zoo zu: 8 



How to use the English Vocabulary in Use 
Intermediate CD-ROM

to learn vocabulary 

Your copy of English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate comes with 
a CD-ROM. You can use the CD-ROM to improve your English vocabulary. These rwo 
pages answer some common questions about the CD-ROM. 

What is on the CD-ROM? 
The CD-ROM contains 
• two practice activities for each unit of the book (200 in total)

• two vocabulary games, Dune Buggy and Word Rowing

• a rest maker

• a record and play-back function

• a dictionary function

• a reference section.

When should I use the CD-ROM? 
You can use the CD-ROM before or after you do a unit in the book. This section will 

. . 

give you some suggestions. 

Using the CD-ROM before you look at a unit in the book 
The CD-ROM can help you discover how much vocabulary you already know about a 
topic. Try this: 
• Choo�e a topic from the Exercises menu, for example Shopping in the Daily Life

secnon.

• Complete the two exercises. After each exercise, click Check your answers to see how
many questions you got right. Make a note of any words you found difficult.

• Now go to the relevant unit of the book. Study the notes on the left-hand page. Try
to find the words you didn't know from the CD-ROM. Complete the exercises on the
nght-hand page.

• Finally, return to the CD-ROM. Look at the My /Jrogress section. Can you improve
your score this time? Complete the two exercises again for the same unit.

Using the CD-ROM after you look at a unit in the book 
The CD-ROM can help you to remember words you learnt from the book. This kind of 
revision is very important if you want to remember vocabulary. Try this: 
• When you complete a unit from the book, write the date at the top of the page.

• One week later, go to the CD-ROM and do the two exercises from that unit. How
much vocabulary can you remember? Make a note of any words yoLi found difficult or
couldn't remember.

• Go back to the unit in the book and look for the words you didn't know. Study the
words again.

• Finally, return to the CD-ROM and complete the two exercises again. Did you
remember those difficult words?
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The CD-ROM can also help you test yourself. You can even per onalisc the tests to cover 
the topics that you want to practise. Try this: 
• When you finish a group of units in the book (for example, the seven units in the 

People section), go to the CD-ROM and make a test on the vocabulary from those
unit . The CD-ROM will create five test questions from each of those units. For an
extra challenge, use the time limit function. If your score is low, look at the units again.
Then create a new test and try to improve your score.

• Alternatively, create a test when you have completed the whole book. Choose units at
random or concentrate on units that you found difficult.

Can the CD-ROM help me with my pronunciation? 
Yes, it can. The CD-ROM has a record and play-back function which you can use to 
practise your pronunciation. Try this: 
• When you have completed an exercise on the CD-ROM, click the green arrow to hear

a model pronunciation of the words or sentences.

• Then click the red Record your uoice button at the bottom of the screen. Practise
saying the word or sentence.

• Now click the green Play your voice arrow at the bottom of the screen. Does your
pronunciation sound correct? Listen to the model pronunciation again to check.

• Record your voice again if necessary.

Can I use the CD-ROM for fun? 

Yes. of course! We hope you will find all of the exercises fun. However, there are also two 
ga1 .. cs which can help you to practise vocabulary in a fun way. 
• In Dune Buggy, you drive a car and core points by hitting the correct words. You can

choose from ten topics, including food and clothes, but you have to avoid the wrong
words in each topic. If you write down your score after each game, you can try to
improve it next time.

• In Word Rowing, you have to guess words from the clue that you are given. This
game can help you to remember what words mean. Write down your score and try to 
. . . 

improve 1t next time.

Both these games are quick and fun. Just playing for five or ten minutes a day can help 
you to remember more vocabulary. And to make things even more fun, you can have a 
competition with a friend. Who can score the most points? 

What's in the reference section? 
Here you will find a really useful wordlist ,  with all the key worr from the book. You can 
hear the American English and British English pronunciation of every word and phrase. 
You can also make notes on this page. All the left-hand book pages arc available to help 
you wir'· ·he exercises. 

What else-can the CD-ROM do? 

The D-ROM also has a dictionary function. You can use it to look up any words that 
you don't know. You will need an internet connection for this. Also, you can click on any 
word in the CD-ROM and it will look up the word in the online dictionary. 

You can also check your progress at any time using the Progress section. This will help 
you to see which exercises you have completed. It can also show you areas where you 
need more practice. In those cases, study the left-hand pages again. 

Remember you can print our tests, exerci es and the answers. 

We hope you enjoy u�ing the English Vocabulary in Use Intermediate CD-R l. 
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irLanguage.com 

English Vocabulary in Use 
Intermediate 

Third edition 

Do you want to improve your vocabulary quickly? English Vocabulary in 

Use has it all. For English language learners at 81 level, this third edition 

of the best-selling vocabulary book now offers: 

• Fully updated units informed by the English Vocabulary Profile, so you

learn the most important words at intermediate level

• New words presented and explained in context

• Lots of opportunities for personali�ed practice

• A common mistakes feature which helps you avoid frequent errors

.www.cambridge.org/elt/inuse 

A2 Elementary 

:ci;: 81 Pre-intermediate 
·• •·· and intermediate 

82 Upper-intermediate 

C1 Advanced 

.:,�l.>,:I .:,l,,j {5'-"' 
www.irLanguage.com 

·on the CD-ROM:
• Two extra exercises for each unit
• Personalised, printable tests - ideal for exam

practice·
• Audio recordings for·every exercjse
• Interactive games for fun vocabulary learning

-4 Farmeri work hard to arow c::::) In their fields. 

5 Otx closest nelaf,bour lives five miles c::::). 

6 Some farmen c::::) anlmals !Ike cows 0< sheep. 

7 There Isn't c::::) to do In the eventnes. 

I In the autumn there are c::::) oil over the W"9S1 • 

5ystelll rwqulwnts 
For Windows XP. Vista. Windows 7 and Mac OSX 10.4 or higher 

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH CORPUS 

The Cambridge English Corpus is a © 
multi-billion word collection of written 

• and spoken English. It includes the 
Cambridge learner Corpus, a unique 
bank of exam candidate papers. 
Our authors study the Corpus to see how English is 
really used, and to identify typical learner mistakes. 
This means that Cambridge materials help students to 
avoid mistakes, and you can be confident the language 
taught is useful. natural and fully up to date. 
www.cambridge.org/corpus 




